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The E volution of Pat brawling and fi ghting half his time?  Do you know he

A TIE  stood washing her breakfast dishes, as fresh cannot hold a j ob for drink?  H e' s a fi ne workman at

and sweet as the dew on the shamrock. his trade and could do so well. E verybody calls for him

“\N hat,"  said her mistress, “marry Pat?  K atie, when they want a fi ne j ob at plumbing. A nd at the

I am horrifi ed!  Do you know what sort of man he is—  town-meeting they count upon him for a clear head and
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good j udgment too. A nd his j okes and wit keep all

merry. B ut K atie, think well, think!  L ook before you

leap!  ”  A nd she went out. H er face to the wall, her

back to the ice chest, K atie did not turn her head when

Pat the ice man entered, only said “ good morning,"  and

wiped a cup.

The ice chest was a highboy, opening at the top, and

she stood with her back to it. Just as the pulley raised

the huge block into place the ice slipped and falling struck

silent, unex pecting K atie in her heels. B ack she fell

upon the ice, laughing and crying at once.

Pat, all tenderness, lifted and carried her to the near—

est chair, for her wounded heels were bleeding profusely.

“ L et me send for the doctor, for the love of God.”

“I don’ t need a doctor. I’ m all right. Just open the

lower drawer over there and bring me some rags.”  Pat

obeyed meekly, and putting down his ice-tongs, fell on

his knees before her and proceeded to assist in binding

up the wounds.

“Thank ye, Pat,"  said K atie.

H e rose from his knees before her, picked up his ice-

tongs and stood looking at her. H is ex pression W as a

mix ed one. H e had a heart as big as an ox , and through

the storm of regret and sympathy gleamed the love-light

in his eye.

“I' m goin’ , K atie, but by the livin’  God, it was all

your own fault. Y ou know my heart is breakin’  for

you, and you would not even turn your head to look at

me. S o I turned and cocked my eye at you and then the

ice slipped. B egorry, K atie, I hope it is not so bad, but

I' ll drop in tonight and see how ye are.”  A nd off he

started. B ut he ran back, poked his head well inside the

door, and bawled out at the top of his voice: “ B egorry,

K atie, the ice slipped!  The ice slipped!  Maybe it' s a

good sign.”  A nd away he went again. H is day' s work

done, he started for home. S omeone stepped from the

doorway of'  a saloon, and slapping him on the back,

said: “ Come in Pat, and have a drink on me. Come!

Y ou know, Pat, I’ m countin’  upon your vote for the

watering-cart. It’ ll go hard if I lose that j ob."

“ I' ll give ye my vote, sure;  you can count on me.”

“ Y ou’ re not goin’  widout a drink for success. man?

Come on!  ”  said Tim.

“Just one, then,"  said Pat.

H e took one too much, got into a row, and was

soon brawling and fi ghting on the street. The cop took

him in hand ;  he knew him well, had let him off many

times, but this time he meant to teach him something.

lly the time they reached the lock-up. what with the

walk and the not too gentle handling of the cop, Pat had

come to himself.

“ H oly Moses!  Meyers, don' t slmt me up tonight.

don' t. Today I have had a chance maybe, that might

make a stiddy man of me. It' s only half a chance, but

j ust let me off this once and you‘ll see me a new man.

ye will. Just one more chance."

This touched Meyers'  heart. “\Vell, I’ at, go home

this time and grow wiser. Y ou shall have one more

chance.”  A ll was dark when he reached his boarding-

house;  not a light, and the door locked on him. Pat

refl ected: “ I' ll go into the cow-house and sleep on the

sweet hay. I loike them critters terrible.”

S o, by the moonlight he found his way to the old barn.

climbed the ladder, swung open the door in the loft, and

nestled in the sweet hay. Gazing from the open door

upon the moon— lit meadow, he tried to compose his

mind to sleep. N o!  no!  not yet;  he must think it all

over fi rst. There was no sound to be heard but the

drowsy hum of insects outside and the cows below him

peacefully chewing the cud. “It' s ashamed I atn of

meself. O ch ahone, betwix t K atie and the barn, I' m

gittin’  it bad. I’ ll turn over a new leaf. Meyers was

right, it’ s my last chance. Tomorrow I’ ll tell her she' ll

niver be ashamed of me ony more.”

Then he saw himself once more on his knees, helping

K atie to bind up her lame foot. “A nd she smiled at me.

she did that, and sure I’ ve loved her for mony a weary

month. God in heaven help me, I’ ll git back my j ob,

I will.”

H e leaned over to the big door open wide, took a long

look over the scene, and its peace passed into his heart.

“ Cop Meyers is my friend, and I must mend my ways

now. O ch, K atie my darlin’ , ye’ ll niver be ashamed of

me ony more!  K atie at the dishes, wid her back to me

as I walked in with two hundred pounds on my back

and a foin new shirt to beat the band, and she would not

turn her head to look at me. I say it j ust was her fault;

for then I j ust cocked my eye around and let the pulley

swing too far, be j azes, I did that. B ut halha!  j ust

the same O i was on me knees to her for once, and she

smiled at me when she sat so sudden on the cake 0'  ice.

A nd begorry she smiled again, as O i said, as O i said.

said: ‘ It’ s a good sign, says O i, it’ s a good sign.’  K atie

smiled, she did that.”

The nex t day, when he brought in the ice, K atie was

not there, but he heard her coming. “A nd how are ye

then,"  said Pat.

“O h, j ust lame and sore a bit, but not so bad, not so

bad.”

“ K atie, ()i' ve made up my mind to get on my j ob and

to kape it too;  won' t you help me K atie?  I' ll pledge

meself to your sweet life if you’ ll only trust me. O i' ve

thought and thought and O i’ ve made up me mind to

stick to it, for Meyers meant it, and he' s right, it‘s my

last chance."

K atie looked straight into his honest eyes. “Y ou

mean it today, Pat?  \v' ows are vows and words are

words. H ow long will they last?  It needs a strong

man behind the vows and words, Pat. ’ Tis you must do

the fi ghtin’  j ust yeself inside, Pat, and it will take all

yere strength to keep it up. Just try your-strength for

three months and I' ll consider."

H e did keep it up. K atie (lid trust, did marry him.

K atie’ s mistress had her doubts, but they did not avail;
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2 THE NEW WAY

good judgment too. And his jokes and wit keep all
merry. But Katie, think well, think! Look before you
leap!" And she went out. Her face to the wall, her
back to the ice chest, Katie did not turn her head when
I’at the ice man entered, only said “ good morning," and
wiped a cup.

The ice chest was a highboy, opening at the top, and
she stood with her back to it. Just as the pulley raised
the huge block into place the ice slipped and falling struck
silent, unexpecting Katie in her heels. Back she fell
upon the ice, laughing and crying at once.

Pat, all tenderness, lifted and carried her to the near-

est chair, for her wounded heels were bleeding profusely.
“ Let me send for the doctor, for the love of God."
“I don't need a doctor. I'm all right. Just open the

lo\ver drawer over there and bring me some rags.” Pat
obeyed meekly, and putting down his ice-tongs, fell on
his knees before her and proceeded to assist in binding
up the wounds.

“Thank ye, Pat," said Katie.
He rose from his knees before her, picked up his ice-

tongs and stood looking at her. His expression was a

mixed one. He had a heart as big as an ox, aml through
the storm of regret and sympathy gleamed the love-light
in his eye.

“ I'm goin’, Katie, but by the livin' God, it was all
your own fault. You know my heart is breakin' for
you, and you would not even turn your head to look at
me. So I turned and cocked my eye at you and then the
ice slipped. Begorry, Katie, I hope it is not so bad, but
I'll drop in tonight and see how ye are.” And off he
started. But he ran back, poked his head well inside the
door, and bawled out at the top of his voice: “ Begorry,
Katie, the ice slipped! The ice slipped! Maybe it's a

good sign.” And away he went again. His day's work
done, he started for home. Someone stepped from the
doorway of‘ a saloon, and slapping him on the back.
said: “ Come in Pat, and have a drink on me. Come!
You know, Pat, I'm countin' upon your vote for the
watering-cart. It'll go hard if I lose that job.”

“ I'll give ye my vote, sure; you can count on me."
" You're not goin’ widout a drink for success, man?

Come on!" said Tim.
“just one, then," said Pat.
He took one too much, got into a row, and was

soon brawling and fighting on the street. The cop took
him in hand ; he knew him well, had let him off many
times, but this time he meant to teach him something.

lly the time they reached the lock—up. what with the
walk and the not too gentle handling of the cop. Pat had
come to himself.

“ lloly ;\loses! Meyers, don't shut me up tonight.
don't. Today I have had a chance maybe, that might
make a stiddy man of me. It's only half a chance. but
just let me ofi‘ this once and you'll see me a new man,

ye will. Just one more chance."
This touched .\leyers' heart. \\'ell, Pat. go home

a « Co -gle

this time and grow wiser. You shall have one more
chance." All was dark when he reached his boarding-
housc: not a light, and the door locked on him. Pat
rellected: " I'll go into the cow-house and sleep on the
sweet hay. I loike them critters terrible."

So, by the moonlight he found his way to the old barn.
climbed the ladder, swung open the door in the loft, and
nestled in the sweet hay. Gazing from the open door
upon the moon-lit meadow, he tried to compose his
mind to sleep. No! no! not yet; he must think it all
over first. There was no sound to be heard but the
drowsy hum of insects outside and the cows below him
peacefully chewing the end. “It's ashamed I am of
meself. Och ahone, betwixt Katie and the barn. I'm
gittin' it bad. I'll turn over a new leaf. Meyers was

right, it's my last chance. Tomorrow I'll tell her sheill
niver be ashamed of me ony more.”

Then he saw himself once more on his knees, helping
Katie to bind up her lame foot. “And she smiled at me.
she did that, and sure I've loved her for mony a weary
month. God in heaven help me, I'll git back my job.
I will.”

He leaned over to the big door open wide, took a long
look over the scene, and its peace passed into his heart.

“ Cop Meyers is my friend, and I must mend my ways
now. Och, Katie my darlin', ye'll niver be ashamed of
me ony more! Katie at the dishes, wid her back to me

as I walked in with two hundred pounds on my back
and a foin new shirt to beat the band, and she would not
turn her head to look at me. I say it just was her fault :
for then I just cocked my eye around and let the pulley
swing too far, he jazes, I did that. But ha! ha! just
the same Oi was on me knees to her for once, and she
smiled at me when she sat so sudden on the cake 0' ice.
And begorry she smiled again, as Oi said, as Oi said.
said: ‘ It's a good sign, says Oi, it's a good sign.’ Katie
smiled, she did that.”

The next day. when he brought in the ice, Katie was
not there, but he heard her coming. “.-\nd how are ye
then," said Pat.

“ Oh, just lame and sore a bit, but not so had. not Sn
bad."

“ Katie. (,)i'\-'e made up my mind to get on my job and
to kape it too; won't you help me Katie? I'll pledge
meself to your sweet life if you'll only trust me. (')i've
thought and thought and Oi've made up me mind to
stick to it. for .\leyers meant it, aml he's right, it's my
last chance."

Katie looked straight into his honest eyes.
mean it today, I'at?
words.

“ You
Vows are vows and words are

How long will they last? It needs a strong
man behind the vows and words, Pat. 'Tis you must do
the fightin' just yeself inside. Pat. and it will take all
yere strength to keep it up. Just try your-strength for
three months and I'll consider."

He did keep it up. Katie did trust. did marry him.
Katie's mistress had her doubts. but they did not avail:
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so. giving the pair her blessing and something more,

she went off j ourneying and a stay in the \Vest.

A  year and a half had passed before she returned

home.

S itting in her auto. she noted Pat at a neighbor’ s gate

picking up his plumbing tools. H e looked over, and see-

ing who sat there, he put down his load and made a rush

for her. S natching off his cap he lifted his shining face.

“God bless ye. Marm, I am all right now. O i' ve

\vrit it in fi re, in my heart. I' m so happy. and K atie is

as happy as a bird, with a nestling, with our boy, you' ve

heard of course, he’ s a month old tomorrow, marm.

H is name is Pat, and not a day passes widout a blessing

for you, indade its truth O i' m spakin’ . N ot a sup does

K atie put on our board widout a blessin’  for you, and

noting always the teaching ye gave her. and the patience

too. God bless ye, marm.”  N ex t day she sent the boy

a cup with his name on the front. but also had engraved

on the handle: “R ight is Might.”  S TUDE N T

3

The Place of Peace

“ O U tell me that there is war in every human

Y  nature, every human being, war between the in-

ner or higher self and the outer or lower. A nd

you q uote the words of a Teacher, who, speaking as the

higher self of each of us, said that he brought not peace

but a sword.

“ N ot having yet come home to my higher self I know

nothing of this war which it is waging upon my lower

nature— ex cept, perhaps, that when I am thinking of

doing something wrong I feel that my conscience is mak-

ing a fuss. That, you say, is an echo (which I can j ust

hear) of a war going on all the time.

“ Very well. B ut you also say that coming home to

the higher nature is the way to peace, that_one only has

real peace during the moments when one has got in

under his higher self, got near to it, is trying to get home

and has made a little headway.

“ B ut one would think that since the higher self is the

center from which war (upon the lower) is being di-

rected and waged, the nearer one got to this higher the

more would one get the feeling of the war. Coming

home to the higher self should, on your showing, be com-

ing into the most disturbed of places. H ow do you

reconcile?

“Moreover, when aman gets the touch of his higher

nature is j ust when he begins to make a fi ght conscious-

ly, on his own account, against the lower tendencies.

W here, then, is the peace you talk- of?  ”

“Very well put. B ut there is no contradiction.

“ A  man' s higher nature is at grips with his lower all

the time. If it were to stop work and withdraw, we

should be fi ends, all of us, the same day. E very lower

impulse would be free, the fi eld to itself, unhindered to

work out its worst. \Vhy don' t you now kill every man

who annoys you?  W hy don' t you surrender to every

temptation you meet?  Y ou wouldn' t do these things

even if you were certain you could go undetected. In

nearly all men these weaknesses are in greater or less

degree held in check, kept partly bound and partly para-

lysed, by a power which is (in most men) mostly be-

yond their present knowing— their higher self. A nd

it never lets up its work, its war, while there is any

gleam of good in them to make them worth saving and

fi ghting for.

"  B ut it can’ t score a fi nal, once-for-a' l victory without

your help. Y ou’ ve got to take a hand in the game for

that.

“A  man' s lower tendencies have no show at all unless

they can, for the time being, make him feel that they are

he. W hen a man is sitting at table, the tendency to

keep eating too long, to gorge, tries to make him feel it

as himself, tries to make him feel that he himself wants

to do that. O nce he thoroughly feels that, he is likely

to gratify himself, isn' t he?  O nce that be thoroughly

feels that it is not himself, it is paralysed, for the time

ceases to ex ist. H is withdrawal from it paralyses it

and he has peace from it.

“ S o, when a man in moments of aspiration touches

his higher self. H e has to that ex tent and for that time

withdrawn altogether from the fi eld where his lower

tendencies work;  to that ex tent and for that time they

are lifeless, powerless. Their life consists in their hope

of a victim, their hope to be able to make their victim

think they are he;  and it culminates during those deeds

which he does while thinking that. W ithout this hope

they are nothing. To get at one with the higher self is.

for that time, to end the war. F or the enemy is without

power. If the union is permanent the peace is per-

manent. A nyway there is peace during the moments of

the union. A nd each time it is effected, the enemy is

left weaker. E ach time, the man comes from it with

more strength to take more share for the future in the

combat- himself, that combat which for him consists in

holding himself as himself and refusing to think any

lower impulse to be himself. It is by practising that,

that a man fi nds out at last what he really is, a royal

piece of knowledge.”

“W hat are these lower impulses? ”

“They are forces. W hen they cease to be forces

working on their own account against the man, when he

has conq uered them instead of being conq uered by them,

they become his servants and reinforce his efforts in

everything he does. E very thought of good will towards

others which he has. becomes, after that victory, not a

mere thought but an active power to help and uplift.

That is j ust an ex ample of what it means to have these

forces as aids instead of enemies. H is mind becomes

clear and strong beyond anything he can now imagine,

and his health tends to become fi rm and established.

“ A ll this, and much more, comes of winning the place

of peace.”  S ' rumzx r
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THE NEW WAY 3

am, giving the pair her blessing and something more,
she went off journeying and a stay in the \\'est.

A year and a half had passed before she returned
home.

Sitting in her auto. she noted Pat at a neighbor’s gate
picking up his plumbingtools. He looked over, and see-

ing who sat there, he put down his load and made a rush
for her. Snatching oft’ his cap he lifted his shining face.

“God bless ye. Marm, I am all right now. Oi'vc
writ it in fire, in my heart. I'm so happy. and Katie is
as happy as a bird. with a nestling, with our boy, you've
heard of course, he's a month old tomorrow, marm.
His name is Pat, and not a day passes widout a blessing
for you, indade its truth C)i'm spakin’. Not a sup does
Katie put on our board widout a blcssin’ for you. and
noting always the teaching ye gave her. and the patience

God bless ye, marm.” Next day she sent the boy
a cup with his name on the front. but also had engraved
on the handle: “Right is Might." S‘1‘Um?N'r

.93

The Place of Peace
“ OU tell me that there is war in every humanY nature, every human being, war between the in-

ner or higher self and the outer or lower. And
you quote the words of a Teacher, who, speaking as the
higher self of each of us, said that he brought not peace
but a sword.

" Not having yet come home to my higher self I know
nothing’ of this war which it is waging upon my lower
nature——except, perhaps. that when I am thinking of
doing something wrong I feel that my conscience is mak-
ing a fuss. That, you say, is an echo (which I can just
hear) of a war going on all the time.

" Very well. But you also say that coming home to
the higher nature is the way to peace, thatgone only has
real peace during the moments when one has got in
under his higher self, got near to it, is trying to get home
and has made a little headway.

“But one would think that since the higher self is the
center from which war (upon the lower) is being di-
rected and waged, the nearer one got to this higher the
more would one get the feeling of the war. Coming
home to the higher self should, on your showing, be com-

ing into the most disturbed of places. How do you
reconcile?

" Moreover, when a man gets the touch of his higher
nature is just when he begins to make a fight conscious-
ly. on his own account, against the lower tendencies.
Where, then, is the peace you talk of? ”

“ Very well put. But there is no contradiction.
“ A man's higher nature is at grips with his lower all

the time. If it were to stop work and withdraw, we
\ilUlll(i be fiends, all of us, the same day. Every lower
impulse would be free. the field to itself, unhindered to
work out its worst. \\-’hy don't you now kill every man

who annoys you? Why don't you surrender to every

Lit) git’

tut).

temptation you meet? You wouldn't do these things
even if you were certain you could go undetected. In
nearly all men these weaknesses are in greater or less
degree held in check, kept partly bound and partly para-
lysed, by a power which is (in most men) mostly be-
yond their present knowing——their higher self. And
it never lets up its work, its war, while there is any
gleam of good in them to make them worth saving and
fighting for.

" But it can't score a final, once-for-a’I 7'ic!0r_v wit/mu!
your help. You’ve got to take a hand in the game for
that.

“ A man's lower tendencies have no show at all unless
they can, for the time being, make him feel that they are
he. VVhen a man is sitting at table, the tendency to
keep eating too long, to gorge, tries to make him feel it
as himself, tries to make him feel that he himself wants
to do that. Once he thoroughly feels that, he is likely
to gratify himself, isn't he? Once that he !horougIil_\-
feels that it is not himself, it is paralysed. for the time
ceases to exist. His withdrawal from it paralyses it
and he has peace from it.

“ So. when a man in moments of aspiration touches
his higher self. He has to that extent and for that time
withdrawn altogether from the field where his lower
tendencies work; to that extent and for that time they
are lifeless. powerless. Their life consists in their hope
of a victim, their hope to be able to make their victim
think they are he: and it culminates during those deeds
which he does while thinking that. \-Vithout this hope
they are nothing. To get at one with the higher self is.
for that time, to end the war. For the enemy is without
power. If the union is permanent the peace is per-
manent. Anyway there is peace during the moments of
the union. And each time it is cfiected, the enemy is
left weaker. Each time, the man comes from it with
more strength to take more share for the future in the
combat himself, that combat which for him consists in
holding himself as himself and refusing to think any
lower impulse to be himself. It is by practising that,
that a man finds out at last what he really is, a royal
piece of knowledge."

“ Vi/hat are these lower impulses?"
“They are forces. VVhen they cease to be forces

working on their o\vn account against the man, when he
has conquered them instead of being conquered by them.
they become his servants and reinforce his efforts in
everything he does. Every thought of good will towards
others which he has. becomes, after that victory, not a
mere thought but an active power to help and uplift.
That is just an example of what it means to have these
forces as aids instead of enemies. His mind becomes
clear and strong beyond anything he can now imagine.
and his health tends to become firm and established.

I

“ All this, and much more. comes of winning the More
of peace." STL'l)Ii.\"l‘
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That Mind of O urs!

H A D j ust fi nished breakfast and was walking up

I the little hill that led to my rooms from the down~

town restaurant. A t that moment the sun showed

his glowing rim above the eastern mountains, and I

paused to enj oy the splendor of his rising. I was a bit

liverish that morning and doubted whether I ought to

have taken any coffee. The coffee had not been very

good, either— confound it. here was I thinking of that

coffee when I had intended to keep my whole mind on

the glorious sun. S o I came back to a contemplation

of the burning, life-giving disk. I needed a dose of life

that day. for at S mith' s house the night before— bless

my soul. here am I thinking of S mith' s supper-table and

that lobster salad!  I would fi x  my thought on the sun

or perish!  \Vhy can' t a man concentrate his mind for

one second? —  which reminded me that the second-hand

of my watch came off yesterday. I must take it round

to the watchmaker‘s on 4th S treet — —  mind slipped again!

The sun was two-thirds up and a fi ne day promised.

Good for our proposed auto j aunt that afternoon-—

and so it went on. Ten times by the count. while the

sun was getting his disk above the mountains, had my

mind slipped: pictures of (I) the coffee, (2) lobster

salad, (3) watchmaker' s, (4) the ex cursion, (5 . . . 10)

six  other things in succession, not here needing mention,

and (11 . . . ? ) probably a lot of other things too q uick

to notice, having come between me and the glorious pic-

ture I had wanted to see and to think of and drink in

and get life from!

A nd that’ s the way the mind treats us all the time,

won' t let us give more than two or three per cent. of

its power to the seeing or thinking of anything. Is it

any wonder that we are such a lot of mental incapables?

O ne of these odd things, somewhere between wobbles

(5) and (10) had been a rather insolent remark made

to me yesterday by another fellow. The memory woke

up even more than the original irritation and I knew it

was going to be at the back of my thoughts all day,

taking the edge off any pleasure I was going to get from

the afternoon’ s holiday. That was another count against

my mind— yet no;  another count against me that had

let the mind get into such a condition, let it get so out

of control.

Then I thought of the advice of two great Teachers of

wisdom, one in Palestine, one long before in India.

H ere' s the fi rst:

“ \Vhatsoever thy hand fi ndeth to do, do it with thy

might. . . ."

A nd the other:

“ lie (the Teacher) went on to inform them how one

should so act as to become strong of thought. W hat-

ever action he performed should be performed with his

relmle nature concentrated nfnn it and in full presence

of mind: in going forth and coming in: in Inoking and

watching;  in bending his arm or stretching it forth;  in

wearing his robes or in carrying his bowl;  in eating or

drinking;  in sleeping or walking;  in talking or being

silent. Thus he ex horted them.”

H ere is something from an E ngliin writer on the

same score:

“F or me, spiritual content (I will not use the word

‘happiness,’  which implies too much) springs essentially

from no mental or physical facts. It springs from the

spiritual fact that there is something higher in man than

the mind, and that that something can control the mind.

Call that something the soul, or what you will. My

sense of security amid the collisions of ex istence lies in

the fi rm CO llS ClO llS lleS S  that j ust as my body is the serv-

ant of my mind, so is my mind the servant of me.

A n unruly servant, but a servant— and possibly getting

less unruly every day!  O ften have I said to that rest»

ive mind: ‘ N ow, O  mind, sole means of communica-

tion between the divine me and all ex ternal phenomena,

you are not a free agent;  you are a subordinate;  you

are nothing but a piece of machinery;  and obey me

you shall.’

“The mind can only be conq uered by regular medita-

tion, by deciding beforehand what direction its activity

ought to take, and insisting that its activity take that

direction;  also by never leaving it idle, undirected, mas-

terless, to play at random like a child in the streets after

dark. This is ex tremely diffi cult, but it can be done, and

it is marvelously worth doing.”  S TUDE N T

3

A  Cure for Insanity

O  man that we are ever likely to meet is q uite

N  sane. A nd we shall not meet him by standing

in front of the looking-glass. \Vhat we call an

insane man is merely a man more insane than we our-

selves are. F or a deep insanity is at the root of the

minds of us all.

If you want to understand the fi ne, unnoticed forms

of insanity, study fi rst the gross, obvious forms of it.

and then work backward.

In a well-known gross form of it, the victim thinks

that everyone is conspiring against him, in league against

him, sometimes from the President downward.

A s you work towards the fi ner forms of it, you come

upon the man who thinks that he is generally " put

upon,"  generally treated unj ustly, misunderstood, his

rights disregarded intentionally, slighted. This sort we

don' t put under lock and key. It is too common. In

fact most of us get fi ts of it.

A nother slight form is that of the shy young man.

who thinks that as he walks about or enters a room

everyone must be looking at him, noticing the crease of

his trousers. the color of his necktie, some trifl ing pecu-

liarity of gait or manner, and probably laughing at him

behind his back. \Vhen he gets older he recognizes that

to have been a mild sort of insanity and that mostly no

one was looking at him or thinking of him.
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4 THE NEW WAY

That Mind of Ours!
1l.\I) just finished breakfast and was walking upI the little hill that led to my rooms from the down-
town restaurant. At that moment the sun showed

his glowing rim above the eastern mountains. and I
paused to enjoy the splendor of his rising. I was a bit
liverish that morning and doubted whether I ought to
have taken any coffee. The cottee had not been very
good. eitl1er—c¢)i1fo11i1(l it. here \vas I thinking of that
cotiec when I had intended to keep my whole mind on
the glorious sun. So I came back to a contemplation
of the burning, life~giving disk. I needed a dose of life
that day. for at Smith's house the night before——bless
my soul. here am I thinkingof Smith's supper—table and
that lobster salad! I would fix my thought on the sun
or perish! \\'hy can't a man concentrate his mind for
one xvcoml./——\vl1icl1 reminded me that the sccond—hand
of my watch came oft’ yesterday. I must take it round
to the watclunaker's on 4th Street —»— mind slipped again!The sun was two—thirds up and a fine day promised.
(Iood for our proposed auto jaunt that afternoon—
aml so it went on. Ten times by the count. while the
sun was getting his disk above the mountains, had m_vmind slipped: pictures of (1) the cofiee. (2) lobster
salad, (3) watclnnaker's, (-l) the excursion, (5

. . .
10)

six other things in succession. not here needing mention.
and (I1

. . . ?) probably a lot of other things too quick
to notice, having come between me and the glorious pic-ture I had 'zeantr.'d to see and to think of and drink in
and get life from!

And that's the way the mind treats us all the time.
won't let us give more than two or three per cent. of
its power to the seeing or thinking of anythinv. Is it
an_v wonder that we are such a lot of mental incapables?
One of these odd things, somewhere between wobbles
(5) and (10) had been a rather insolent remark made
to me yesterday by another fellow. The memory woke
up even more than the original irritation and I knew it
was going to be at the back of my thoughts all day.taking the edge off any pleasure I was going to get from
the afternoon’s holiday. That was another count against
my mind—yet no; another count against rim that had
let the mind get into such a condition. let it get so outof Control.

Then I thought of the advice of two great Teachers ofwisdom, one in Palestine. one long before in India,llcrels the first:
“ \\"hatsoever thy hand findeth to do, do it with thvmight. "

.~\nd the other :
" He ("the Teacher) went on to inform them how oneshould so act as to become strong of thought. What-

ever action he performed should be perfr>rme<l witlz histo/m/v nu/mu‘ (‘Ul!¢‘t’IlIV(I/(‘(1u/inn if and in full presenceof mind: in going forth and coming in: in looking and\\'atcl1i11g: in bending Ills arm or stretching it forth; in

. G0 SIC

wearing his robes or in carrying his bowl: in eating or
drinking: in sleeping or walking; in talking or being
silent. Thus he exliorted them.”

Here is something from an English writer on the
same score:

“ For me. spiritual content (I will not use the word
‘happiness,’ which implies too much) springs essentially
from no mental or physical facts. It springs from the
spiritual fact that there is something higher in man than
the mind, and that that something can control the mind.
Call that something the soul, or what you will. My
sense of security amid the collisions of existence lies in
the firm consciousness that just as my body is the serv-
ant of my mind, so is my mind the servant of me.
.\n unruly servant, but a servant—and possibly getting
less unruly every day! Often have I said to that rest-
ivc mind: ‘No\\-', () mind. sole means of communica-
tion between the divine mc and all external phenomena,
you are not a free agent; you are a subordinate; you
are nothing but a piece of machinery; and obey me
you shall.’

“The mind can only be conquered by regular medita~
tion, by deciding beforehand what direction its activity
ought to take, and insisting that its activity take that
direction; also by never leaving it idle. undirected, mas-
terless. to play at random like a child in the streets after
dark. This is extremely difiicult, but it can be done, and
it is marvelously worth doing."

.59
S'rL'm-:.\'r

A Cure for Insanity
0 man that we are ever likely to meet is quiteN sane. :'\nd we shall not meet him by standingin front of the 1ooking—glass. \Vhat we call aninsane man is merely a man more insane than we our-

selves are. For a deep insanity is at the root of the
minds of us all.

If you want to understand the fine, unnoticed forms
of insanity, study first the gross. obvious forms of it.
and then work backward.

In a well-known gross form of it, the victim thinks
that everyone is conspiring against him, in league againsthim. sometimes from the President downward.

As you work towards the finer forms of it. you come
upon the man who thinks that he is generally "putupon." generally treated unjustly. misunderstood. hisrights disregarded intentionally, slighted. This sort wedon't put under lock and key. It is too c0immm_ In
fact most of us get fits of it.

.~\nother slight form is that of the shy young man.who thinks that as he walks about or enters a room
everyone must be looking at him. noticing the crease ofhis trousers. the color of his necktie. some trifling pecu-liarity of gait or manner. and probably laughing at him
behind his back. When he gets older he recognizes that
to have been a mild sort of insanity and that mostly no
one was looking at him or thinking of him.
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H IS  E X CE L L E N CY , GO VE R N O R  H UN T O F  A R IZ O N A

F ighter for the A bolition of Capital Punishment

In 1110st asylums there are one or two inmates who

think they are their clothes. S ometimes they won' t

undress because it would kill them. O r they look at

their coat getting more and more frayed and say. “A h,

I shall be dead soon."  Just as to think that the whole

country. from the President downward, is in a conspir-

acy against you —  j ust as this is only an ex treme form

of thinking that you are generally slighted and “put

upon " ;  so the man who thinks he is his clothes is

only an ex treme development of the young fellow who is

so conscious of his trousers or necktics that he thinks

everyone must be looking at them.

A nd now we get to the roots of

all insanity. including yours and

mine, my friend and fellow-voter.

F irst: we all arrange the world

of our acq uaintances with O ur—

selves in the center, the all-import-

ant center, and the others out

around, with whom we have re—

lations and who have relations in-

ward towards ourselves. W e for—

get that each of the others is to

himself an eq ually important cen—

ter and that to him we are but an

item out somewhere along the out-

skirts. VVe all have a little of the

same disease as the man who thinks

himself important enough to have

the whole country in a conspiracy

against him.

S econd: we may laugh at the

man under lock and key who thinks

his clothes, the clothes of his body,

are himself. B ut as young men, too

“self-conscious,”  we had a touch

of the same complaint. A nd every

one of us is the victim of nearly

as gross a delusion in thinking that

his body is himself. v ‘

\Ve ought to start upon the cure

of these universal forms of insan-

ity. N o one who does so need have

any fear from his past or his hered-

ity. H e can get altogether out of

reach of it.

A nd the method?

The method is, fi rstly, not to be

your own center. The method of

[ his is, the acq uirement of a gen-

eral, habitual, outshining spirit and

warmth of good feeling, of kindli—

ness, friendliness, which has the

happiness and welfare of others as

its aim. That gradually breaks up

the center of disease. which is I, I.

The rest of the method is to get into a way of thinking

of yourself as in the body, in it for a certain length of

time to learn certain things and acq uire certain powers

of character and mind and will. K eep up the effort for

a few weeks or months and you will actually know this

is the case and no more fear death than you fear the

wearing out of your coat. Y ou will have won the only

real kind of freedom.

This is the prescription against insanity. the sure pre—

vention of what we call insanity and the cure of that

real insanity which is at the root of the other and which

affects us all. M. D.
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THE NEW WAY 5
 

Lamaland Pinata. <9 Engraving Dril-

Hts tixL‘I'.LLF2XC\'. r.n\'I-‘.R.\‘uR |It'.\'T

ln Inust 2l.\‘_\'lllll'l.N‘ there are one nr two inI11zItL'.~‘ W110
think they are their elnthes. Snmetinies they won't
nn«lre.~‘.~ hecanse it would kill them. ()r they luuk at
their euat getting tllure and mu-re frayeil aml .\Zl_\‘. “.\li.
I ~hall he (lC1l(l .~'nm1." _lu.<t as to think that the wlinle
muntrv. frnin the l're.~'iilent <lnwnw;u‘rl. is in a conspir-
:u'_\‘ {tj_:£llll§l _\'nn—ju~t as this is -only an extreme furm

put
is his cluthcs i~'

uui thinking that you are generally .Nll§_[lllC(l and
\\'h() thinks he

~nl_\' alt extrelne tlevelupinent «vi the yuttiig ielluw wllu i~
-4» cmt.~‘.t,‘iutt.*-' nf hi< tr.-u~er.~: ur He-.'ktie~ that he tliitlks
e\'eryune must he looking at them.

I.-.;I'i~.;-. »;,- GO; -816

'.1|mlt"; sum the man

(IF .\RlZ(l.‘§.'\
Figltter for the :\lJ(IllllI|IlHf Capitzil Punishment

_»\ml now we get in the roots nl
all insanity. including yours aml
mine. my friend and fellmv-enter.

First: we all arrange the \\'l)l‘lll
of our zteqttaitttattces with Our-
.~el\'e.~‘ in the center. the all-i1npurt-
ant center. and the others
around. with whom we have re-

nut

lations and who ll¢'1\’(‘ relatiuns in-
\\'e for-

get that each nf the ulllL‘r.~‘. is tn
liiinself an equally important cen-

ter antl that to him we are hut tin
item out snmewliere along the nut-
.~‘l<irt~‘. \\'e all have a little of the
same ilisease as the man who thinks
himself important enough to have
the whole country in a eun.<pirae_v
against him.

ward tuwartls t'tlll'St.‘l\’(‘.‘«.

Seemnl: we may laugli at the
man under lock and key \\‘lt«) thinks.
his clothes. the clotltes‘. nf his ltmly.
are himself. hit as _\'nung men. tin)
"self-cniirécii-its." we hall a tnneh
of the same complaint. .-\ml ever_\'
one of us is the victim of nearly
as gr1).\'> a delusion in lliinl.-ing Hm!
Iris Irudy is liimsclf.

We might to start upun the cure
of these universal furnis nf insan-
ity. No one who does so need have
any fear from his past nr his he-recl-
it_\'. lle can get altogether nut nf
reach of it.

.\ml the metlmtl?
The ntethml is. fir.~2tl_\'. nut to he

_\'uur nwn center. The method of
!/tis is. the aequirement of a gen-
eral, ltabitual. nutsliining spirit and
warmth of good feeling. of kindli-
ncss. friendliness. which has the
happiness and welfare of others as
it< aim. That gra<lnall_v hreaks up
the eenter of (lisease. which is I, I.

The rest of the methml is to get intu a way of thinking
of _\-unrself as in the lxuly. in it for a certain length in‘
time to learn certain things anal acquire certain powers
uf character zmrl miml am] will. Keep up the eiiort for
a few weeks ur mnnths and _\'int will .'1ctnall_\' knnw this
is the t':l.~(‘ and nn nmre fear «leath than _\‘ntt fear the
wearing out ni your coat.
real L-incl nf il'Ck'(ltil‘l'l.

You will have won the only
'l‘hi.< i< the ])t't'~’t‘l'i[)tiutt against in~;1nit_\'. the sure pre-

vention --I‘ what we call ins:mit_\' and the cure of that
real in~;init_\' which is at the runt of the other and which
atTeet.~ us all. M. D.
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F aith — A  Prison Talk

B E L IE VE  that a man' s wrongs and grievances, if

I they are really that, will always get righted and com—

pensated in the long run.

“In the long run ”  means, when it' s time for them to

be, when his character’ s had all the good, all the dis—

cipline, out of them that they can then give him. F or

that' s the real meaning of them.

That does not mean that he shall do nothing to alter

them or remove them. If a man wants to go somewhere

and comes across a shut door, common sense will tell

him to turn the handle. If the door then opens, all right.

B ut if he fi nds it locked, the opening is a q uestion of

violence.

In the same way a man can turn the handle, so to

speak, of his wrongs and grievances. If they give easily

to him— well, it’ s all right. Their time is up. Ilut if

he fi nds they stick there in front of him, can only be

shoved aside with great eF fort and then keep coming back

as before or in slightly altered shape, or can only be got

rid of by doing wrong—  then their time is not up and it’ s

much the wiser to wait. F or at present they belong to

the man, or he belongs to them. The thing to do then

is to look into yourself and fi nd out what sort of

strengthening or corrective work those unpleasantnesses

or pains are trying to do for your character. They’ re

at something: take that for granted. Y ou' ll fi nd it

sometime, sure;  and when you have, take a hand in the

game and co-operatc. Get after the weak place on your

own account.

This is what I call faith. A nd it' s founded on ex peri—

ence, the ex perience of looking into the wrongs and

grievances I have had to put up with and fi nding at last

what they were at;  and the ex perience of feeling some-

thing inside me or above me, sort of say, when things

were at their W orst: “ It’ s all right, my son, I' ll look after

the thing."  If I trusted that, the trouble went by as

q uickly as it could consistently with its duty to me. If I

kicked, tried to be forcing the lock, the trouble only

stuck the closer and stayed the longer, though perhaps

changing form a little.

A nd moreover, I lost something. F or I’ ve long found

out that if a trouble is taken the way I say, if a man only

tries to take it that way, there' s compensations, ease-

ments, let-ups for him of some sort scattered along the

way. S ometimes they' re so marked and speaking-like

that they hit a man right in the bulls-eye of his gratitude

place (if he' s got one) and almost bring the tears to his

eyes.

I tell you, boys, we' re looked after. L et' s have faith

and stand up like men to what comes. \\' e' vc got chances

in here to be the real thing. chances that men at ease

outside miss altogether. A nd that, if we took large

views of time and life and ourselves, would itself be one

\\' e' ve got time

R E PO R TE R

of the compensations for the being here.

to think and build.

The F irst Gate

GR E A T Teacher said: L ove your neighbor.

H e knew what he was talking about, and he was

not counseling mushiness or sentimentality. H e

was indicating the way of progress, the way to unfold

latent powers, the way to peace, the way by which a man

may come to know what he is.

To go that way, the mind (the maker of the stream of

thoughts) must be changed from an enemy into a friend

and obedient servant. To go that way there must be

mental peace.

Draw the mind, then, steadily off thinking any harm

of anybody. Don' t let it get tangled up in the faults of

anybody. N othing hinders peace and concentration more

than that. N othing gets the mind more thoroughly out

of control than that. O ne such thought leads to another.

Presently you can’ t see anything in the man but his fault.

The thing may go on till you hate him. If, as some men

are, you are weak enough to be an entire slave to your

mind, you may even come to wanting to kill him.

K eep off all that. Put kindliness instead of criticism

into your thought. There’ s no tangle threatening you

in that.

N ow come off considering your neighbor or anyone

else altogether. Come home to yourself, you and your

mind, in the peace and silence. R aise the mind to that

Power and L ight which you know sustains the universe.

This is an appeal, and the L ight answers it by coming

nearer to you, by enfolding you!  in an infl uence which

you will q uickly learn to recognize and look for night

by night, day by day. The L ight comes in closer and

closer and one day you suddenly come to know it for

certain, as it is, and yourself for certain, as you are be-

hind your daily changing moods, behind your conditions

of sickness and health, behind the ceaseless stream of

daily thoughts, behind all that much of you that death

can touch.

This is the path, through peace to light, which that

Teacher desired all to follow when he said: L ove your

neighbor. N ot till that has been obeyed have we any

chance of following the instruction of the old Greek

O racle: Man, know thyself. S TUDE N T

Y ou who, in your q uiet moments, have ideals of right

life which in the whirl of the day you cannot bring out

into conduct or perhaps even remember -- never suppose

you cannot win out. Think out your ideals again and

again: think forward from the q uiet into the whirl and

imagine that then you will be speaking and acting and

thinking in harmony with them. S trength will come.

Imagination will become will, and little by little you

will fi nd you are winning. “L et us not despair."  says

a great thinker. “ at having a mind so practical anal

so lowly. so unpoetical and so little spiritual: within

the innermost of each of us is a marvelous something

of which we are still unaware, which dreams and prays

while we labor for our daily bread."
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6 THE

Faith—A Prison Talk
l’.l£LlF.\‘E that a man's wrongs and grievances, ifI they are really that, will always get righted and com-
pensated in the long run.

“ In the long run" means, when it's time for them to
be, when his character's had all the good. all the dis-
cipline, out of them that they can then give him. For
that's the real meaning of them.

That does not mean that he shall do nothing to alter
them or remove them. If a man wants to go somewhere
and comes across a shut door, common sense will tell
him to turn the handle. If the door then opens, all right.
But if he finds it locked, the opening is a question of
violence.

In the same way a man can turn the handle, so to
speak, of his wrongs and grievances. If they give easily
to him—well, it’s all right. Their time is up. But if
he finds they stick there in front of him, can only be
shoved aside with great effort and then keep coming back
as before or in slightly altered shape. or can only be got
rid of by doing wrong— then their time is not up and it's
much the wiser to wait. For at present they belong to
the man. or he belongs to them. The thing to do then
is to look into yourself and find out what sort of
strengthening or corrective work those unpleasantnesscs
or pains are trying to do for your character. They're
at .romctl1in_(/.‘ take that for granted. You'll find it
sometime, sure: and when you have, take a hand in the
game and co—operatc. (ict after the weak place on _vour
own account.

This is what I call fat’!/1. And it's founded on experi-
ence. the experience of looking into the wrongs and
grievances I have had to put up with and finding at last
what they were at; and the experience of feeling some-

thing inside me or above me. sort of say, when things
were at their worst: “ It's all right, my son. I'll look after
the thing." If I trusted that, the trouble went by as

quickly as it could consistently with its duty to me. If I
kicked, tried to be forcing the lock, the trouble only
stuck the closer and stayed the longer, though perhaps
changing form a little.

And moreover, I lost something. For I've long found
out that if a trouble is taken the way I say. if a man only
tries to take it that way, there's compensations, case-
ments, let-ups for him of some sort scattered along the
way. Sometimes they're so marked and speaking—likc
that they hit a man right in the l)ttllsvc_\'e of his gratitude
place (if he's got one) and almost bring the tears to his
eyes.

I tell you. lioys. we're looked after. l.et's have faith
and stand up like men to what comes. \\'e'\'c got chances
in here to be the real thing. chances that men at ease
outside miss altogether. And that. if we took large
views of time and life and otniselves. would itself be one
of the compensations for the being here.
to think and

\\'c'\'c got time
build. Ricvoiwltk

.
C0 glc

NEW WAY

The First Gate
GREAT Teacher said: Love your neighbor.
He knew what he was talking about, and he was

not counseling mushiness or sentimentality. lie
was indicating the way of progress, the way to unfohl
latent powers, the way to peace, the way by which a man

may come to know what he is.
To go that way, the mind (the maker of the stream of

thoughts) must be changed from an enemy into a friend
and obedient servant. To go that \vay there must be
mental peace.

Draw the mind, then, steadily off thinking any harm
of anybody. Don't let it get tangled up in the faults of
anybody. Nothing hinders peace and concentration more
than that. Nothing gets the mind more thoroughly out
of control than that. One such thought leads to another.
Presently you can't see anythingin the man but his fault.
The thing may go on till you hate him. If. as some men

are, you are weak enough to be an entire slave to your
mind, you may even come to wanting to kill him.

Keep off all that. Put kindliness instead of criticism
into your thought. There's no tangle threatening you
in Hull.

Now come ofi’ considering your neighbor or anyone
else altogether. Come home to yourself. you and your
mind, in the peace and silence. Raise the mind to that
Power and Light which you know sustains the universe.
This is an appeal, and the Light answers it by coming
nearer to you. by enfolding you in an influence which
you will quickly learn to recognize and look for night
by night, day by day. The Light comes in closer and
closer and one day you suddenly come to know it for
certain, as it is, and yourself for certain, as you are be—
hind your daily changing moods, behind your Contlitions
of sickness and health, behind the ceaseless stream of
daily thoughts, behind all that much of you that death
can touch.

This is the path, through peace to light. which that
Teacher desired all to follow when he said: Low your
neighbor. Not till that has been obeyed have we any
chance of following the instruction of the old Greek
Oracle: Man, know thyself. STUDE.\'T

You who. in your quiet moments, have ideals of right
life which in the whirl of the day you cannot bring out
into conduct or perhaps even remember-—never suppose
you cannot win out. Think out your ideals again anl
again: think forward from the quiet into the whirl and
ima_r/inc that then you will be speaking and acting and
thinking in harmony with them. Strength will come.

Imagination will become will, and little by little you
will find you are winning. "Let us not despair." szus
a great thinker. “at having a mind so practical anl
so lowly. so unpoetical and so little spiritual: within
the innermost of each of hs is a marvelous something
of which we are still unaware. which dreams and prays
while we labor for our daily bread."
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The S hrine W ithin

(\Y ritten in the trenches by a young E nglish soldier

of twenty, subseq uently killed.)

R O M mom to midnight, all day through,

I laugh and play as others do,

I sin and chatter, j ust the same

A s others with a different name.

A nd all year long upon the “ stage "

I dance and tumble and do rage

S o vehemently, I scarcely see

The inner and eternal me.

I have a temple I do not

Visit, a heart I have forgot,

A  self that I have never met,

A  secret shrine— and yet, and yet

This sanctuary of my soul

Unwitting I keep white and whole,

Unlatched and lit, if Thou should’ st care

To enter or to tarry there.

W ith parted lips and outstretched hands

A nd listening ears Thy servant stands,

Call Thou early, call Thou late,

To Thy great service dedicate.

8

The Universal S ong

B Y  R A L PH  H oncson

TH E  song of men all sorts and kinds,

A s many tempers, moods and minds

A s leaves are on a tree,

A s many faiths and castes and creeds,

A s many human bloods and breeds

A s in the world may be;

The song of each and all who gaze

O n B eauty in her naked blaze,

O r see her dimly in a haze,

O r get her light in fi tful rays

A nd tiniest needles even,

The song of all not wholly dark,

N ot wholly sunk in stupor stark

Too deep for groping H eaven—

A nd alleluias sweet and clear

A nd wild with beauty men mis-hear

F rom choirs of song as near and dear

To Paradise as they,

The everlasting pipe and fl ute

O f wind and sea and bird and brute.

A nd lips deaf men imagine mute

In wood and stone and clay.

The music of a lion strong

That shakes a hill a whole night long,

A  hill as loud as he,

The twitter of a mouse among

Melodious greenery,

The ruby’ s and the rainbow' s song.

The nightingale’ s— all three

The song of life that wells and fl ows

F rom every leopard, lark and rose

A nd everything that gleams or goes

L ack-luster in the sea— S elected

Tm;  great man is he who does not lose his child— heart.

-—  Mancius

N ow

H E  little child was trying to dress himself and it

T was a long and hard process. H e did not know

what buttoned on to where, nor what came fi rst

and what nex t, nor which side came out and which in

and which up and which down.

Does this have to be done every day?  he asked the

nurse. Y es, every day. A ll my life, day after day and

all the years and years till I am as old as grandfather?

Y es.

The prospect looked appalling, impossible to face.

The nurse knew that he did not have to do tomorrow' s

dressing now, merely today' s. Tomorrow also would

be merely a today, and each tomorrow-today would fi nd

the task easier, so that at last it would be nothing.

B ut she could not get him to see.

N othing has to be done tomorrow. The whole secret

of every kind of progress lies in the easy now. The

easy now leads on easily through the most tremendously

diffi cult and impossible— looking tomorrows.

A  man wanted to give up smoking. W hat!  he

thought;  go through all the years henceforth without

the comfort of my pipe?  Can' t face it!

H e was multiplying the slight discomfort of doing

without it for a day by the number of days in a year

and years in a lifetime. If he could have really looked

forward a week or so he would have seen the discom-

fort tailing off into nothing.

Y ou want the immensely valuable power of perfect

mental concentration?  W ell. concentrate your mind

now— on washing your face, on the page of your book,

on knocking in that nail with your hammer. The whole

going lies there at hand, the whole ultimate success.

Y ou want a fi ne, noble, upright character?  \Vell,

don' t do that little mean thing now, j ust skip that one.

There never is nor will be more than one to skip.

L et us be punctual— this time;  concentrate— now;

do fi nely— this act;  overlook this one insult, living

neither yesterday nor tomorrow. That is the way to

accomplish everything that man can do. S TUDE N T

TH E  bishop left word at the ofi ' ice that he was to be

called at seven sharp. The clerk instructed the boy who

(lid the calling that since it was an E nglish bishop the

proper formula after knocking and being asked lV/m' s

there?  was It' s the boy, my lord. B ut the boy was

frightened at having such a dignitary to deal with, and

when the august voice asked who was there he stam-

mered: “ It' s— it’ s— it' s The L ord, my boy! ”

at

TH E  N E W  \VA Y : S ubscription price (Domestic), S eventy— fi ve

Cents per year, Ten Cents per copy. Club S ubscriptions of four

or more, per year, each, F ifty Cents. Get your friends to j oin

you in subscribing. F oreign S ubscriptions, per year $ 100.

F ive subscriptions for $ 3.00. Ten subscriptions for $ 5.00.

Money orders and checks should be made payable to TH E

N ew W A Y , and all subscriptions and correspondence should he

addressed to: TH E  N E W  W A Y , Point L oma, California.
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The Shrine Within
(\-Vritten in the trenches by a young English soldier

of twenty, subsequently killed.)
ROW mom to midnight, all day through,

I laugh and play as others do,
I sin and chatter, just the same
;\s others with a different name.

And all year long upon the "stage"
I dance and tumble and do rage
So vehemently, I scarcely see
The inner and eternal me.

I have a temple I do not
Visit. a heart I have forgot,
;\ self that I have never met,
A secret shrine—and yet, and yet
This sanctuary of my soul
Unwitting I keep white and whole,
Un-latched and lit, if Thou shonld'st care
To enter or to tarry there.
With parted lips and outstretched hands
And listening ears Thy servant stands,
Call Thou ea-rly, call Thou latc,
To Thy great service dedicate.

J3

The Universal Song
Bv RALPH IIODGSON

TIIE song of men all sorts and kinds,
As many tempers, moods and minds

As leaves are on a tree,
As many faiths and castes and Ct‘(‘('(lS,
As many human bloods and breeds
.»‘\s in the world may be;
The song of each and all who gaze
()n Beauty in her naked blaze,
Or see her dimly in a haze,
Or get her light in fitful rays
And tiniest needles even,
The song of all not wholly dark,
Not wholly sunk in stupor stark
Too deep for groping Heaven-
And alleluias sweet and clear
And wild with beauty men mis-hear
From choirs of song as near and dear
To Paradise as they,
The everlasting pipe and flute
Of wind and sea and bird and l)l'lll('.
And lips deaf men imagine mute
In wood and stone and clay.
The music of a lion strong
That shakes a hill :1 whole night long,
A hill as loud as he,
The twitter of a mouse among
Melodious greenery,
The ruby's and the raiubow's song,
The nightingale’s—all three
The song of life that wells and flows
From every leopard, lark and rose
And everything that gleams or goes
Lack»luster in the sca.—.S‘vIrrtrd

’l'nt«: great man is he who does not 1059 his ¢h;1,]_],C;,,-t_
—— zllmcftcs

. (Lu glut

NEW WAY 7

Now
HE little child was trying to dress himself and itT was a long and hard process. Ilc did not know
what buttoned on to where, nor what came first

and what next, nor which side came out and which in
and which up and which down.

Does this have to be done every day? he asked the
nurse. Yes, every day. All my life, day after (lay and
all the years and years till I am as old as grandfather?
Yes.

The prospect looked appalling, impossible to face.
The nurse knew that he did not have to do tomorrow's

dressing now, merely today's. Tomorrow also would
be merely a today, and each tomorrow-today would find
the task easier, so that at last it would be nothing.
But she could not get him to see.

Nothing has to be clone tomorrow. The whole secret
of every kind of progress lies in the easy now. The
easy now leads on easily through the most tremendously
difficult and impossible-looking tomorrows.

A man wanted to give up smoking. What! he
thought; go through all the years henceforth without
the comfort of my pipe? Can't face it!

He was nmltiplying the slight discomfort of doing
without it for a day by the number of days in a year
and years in a lifetime. If he could have really looked
forward a week or so he would have seen the discom-
fort tailing off into nothing.

You want the inunenscly valuable po\\‘c1‘ of ptrfcct
mental concentration? Well. concentrate your mind
uow—on washing your face, on the page of your book,
on knocking in that nail with your hammer. The whole
going lies there at hand, the whole ultimate success.

You want a fine, noble, upright character? Well,
don't do that little mean thing now, just skip that one.
There never is nor will be more than one to skip.

Let us be punctual—rlu's time; concentrate—uoa'.'
do finely—thfs act; overlook this one insult, living
neither yesterday nor tomorrow. That is the way to
accomplish everything that man can do. S'rUnI:‘,NT

Tn}-: bishop left word at the office that he was to be
called at seven sharp. The clerk instructed the boy who
did the calling that since it was an English bishop the
propcr formula after knocking and being asked llv’lm'.r
f/wry? was It's the (my, my lord. But the boy was

frightened at having such a dignitary to deal with. and
when the august voice asked who was there he stam-
mercd: “ It's—it's—it's The Lord, my boyl"

.93
THE l\'F.w \\’Ar: Subscription price (Domestic), Scvcnty~li\'e

Cents per year. Ten Cents per copy. Club Subscriptions of four
or more, per year. each, Fifty Cults. (let your friends to join
you in subscribing. Foreign Siiliscriptioiis. per year $1 .lI().
Five subscriptions for $3.00. Ton subscriptions for $5.00.

.\lnnc_v orders and checks should he made payable to Tut:
Xlaw \Vu\Y, and all subscriptions and correspondence sltnlllrl lw
addressed to: Tm: New \\'.\Y, l’oint Lorna, California.
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The N ew W ay Guide-book

\VH E N  H eaven is about to be gracious to any man.

it fi rst ex ercises his mind with suffering, and his sinews

and bones with toil. It ex poses his body to hunger,

subj ects him to ex treme poverty, and confounds his

undertakings. In all these ways it stimulates his mind,

strengthens his nature, and supplies its incompetencies.

— — -Menrius (ancient Chinese)

O N L Y  be clear about what is fi nally right, whether you

can do it or not;  and every day you will be more and

more able to do it if you try.-—  John R uskin

TH E  amount of effort we put into procuring pleasures

or avoiding petty annoyances, would, if put into ac-

q uiring indifference to annoyances or pleasures. make

us permanently happy. To be thinking of possible pleas-

ures develops the craving for them and therefore in-

creases unhappiness when they are not to be had. To

fret at annoyances increases their annoying power. S o

we lose all along. A  mind that has acq uired indiffer-

ence has become like a sharp razor that can cut to the

heart of anything it needs to understand.

N ornmc. irritating which happens to us has any im—

portance anywhere near the importance of not getting

irritated at it.

This refusal to be irritated seems to provoke things

to become more irritating. They seem to have taken up

a challenge. .

That' s a mark of progress. A nother mark is that we

.get more irritated at ourselves for getting irritated than

we do at the irritating thing.

A  few victories will bring us into some danger. The

danger is pride. “ I am a man who can’ t be irritated."

A  big fall is right in frontl— Thc N otebook

To nourish the heart there is nothing better than to

keep the desires few. H ere is a man whom desires are

few;  in some things he may not be able to keep his

heart, but they will be few. H ere is a man whose desires

are many;  in some things he will be able to keep his

heart, but they will be few— Menciu-s

A  MA N  who lived in the same house with a very dis-

agreeable and diffi cult person used to dread meeting him

in the hall, and when this person was away from home,

my friend suffered from dread of his return, until one

day it occurred to him that it was not this other person

he was dreading— it was himself!  It was his own atti-

tude of mind and heart toward the other that made him

suffer, and not the other one at all. That was a release

—  and brought relief at once. for he could change his own

attitude of mind and he could not change the other

person— A . P. Call

T111: sense of shame is to a man of great importance.

Vt’ hen one is ashamed of having been without shame, he

will not afterwards have occasion for shame— Mancius

H eard This?

TH E  PO W E R  or L ouie. Professor S lesby: “ My spec~

tacles are gone. A  thief has either stolen them or has

not. If he has, he either needed them or he (lid not.

If he did not, he would not have taken them. Therefore

he needed them. B ut if he needed them, how could he

see to fi nd them?  Therefore he did not steal them.

S till, they are not here;  I can see that.

I see that without my spectacles on?  Therefore I must

have them on."

A nd he had.

B ut how can

S tation-master: “ H ey you porters, what do you mean

by throwing those trunks about like that!  Just be more

careful there."

Passengers. not believing their ears: “ Great S cott! "

S tation-master, continuing: “Can' t you see you are

making dents in the concrete platform? ”

S he told her husband that a party of friends were

coming in to tea that afternoon. H e immediately got

up, went into the lobby. and began to hide the umbrellas.

“ j ohn!  "  she said indignantly. “do you think my guests

will steal your umbrellas? "  “ N o, my dear,"  he returned

calmly, continuing his proceedings;  “what I fear is that

they may recognise them."

The prisoner at the bar, a woman, wept and wept and

wept. It seemed as if she would fl oat away on her chair.

“ W hy is she weeping like that?  " Masked the j udge.

“ I think. you H onor.“ said the attendant, “that she

wants to be bailed out."

F armer: “I can' t fi nd any old clothes to put on the

scarecrow.”

W ife: “ L ' se some of the fancy duds our boy _Iosh

brought home from college."

F armer: “ I' m only tryin'  to scare the crows, not to

make ’ em kill themselves with laughin’ ."

“W hen you are down in the mouth. think of j onah:

he came out all right.”

O ld S cotswoman: “The last steak I got frae ye I

could hae soled ma boots wi'  it.”

B utcher: “A nd why (lid ye no dae it?  "

\Voman: “ S o I wid if I could hae got the nails tae

gang through it."

F at L ady (in the park): “ I am going to ride on one

of the donkeys, and I' ll pay for one for you if you' d

like to accompany me."

S mall B oy: “ Thankee. mum;  but I' d rather sit here

an'  laugh.”

Irvin Cobb asserts that a certain Tammany leader and

E ast-S ider, being on his way to a Democratic Convention

at Denver, gazed from the window of his parlor car as

the train was rushing through Iowa and remarked in

tones of profound surprise to his companion: “ N o mat

ter where you go, there' s always human life."
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8 THE NEW WAY

The New Way Guide-book
\\'HI—:.\' Heaven is about to be gracious to an_v man.

it First exercises his mind with suffering. and his sinews
and bones with toil. It exposes his body to hunger.
subjects him to extreme poverty. and confounds his
undertakings. In all these ways it stimulates his mind,
strengthens his nature. and supplies its incompetencies.

—-.vlvIcm‘iu5 (ancient Chinese)
().\'1.\' be clear about what is finally right. whether you

can do it or not; and every day you will be more and
more able to do it if you try.—— Jo/m I€u.c/ehz

THE amount of effort we put into procuring pleasures
or avoiding petty annoyances, would, if put into ac-

quiring indifierence to annoyances or pleasures. make
us permanently happy. To be thinkingof possible pleas-
ures (levelops the craving for them and therefore in-
creases unhappiness when they are not to be had. To
fret at annoyances increases their annoying power. So
we lose all along. A mind that has acquired indiffer-
ence has become like a sharp razor that can cut to the
heart of anything it needs to understand.

I\'o'rn1.\'(‘. irritating which happens to us has any im-
portance anywhere near the importance of not getting
irritated at it.

This refusal to be irritated seems to provoke things
to become more irritating. They seem to have taken up
a clxallengc.

’l‘hat's a mark of progress. Another mark is that we

get more irritated at ourselves for getting irritated than
we do at the irritating thing.

A few victories will bring us into some danger. The
danger is pride. “I am a man who can't he irritated."
.\ big fall is right in front!—'1‘l1c Notebook

To nourish the heart there is nothing better than to
keep the desires few. Ilcre is a man whose desires are
few; in some things he may not be able to keep his
heart, but they will be few. Here is a man whose desires
are many; in some things he will be able to keep his
heart, but they will be fe\v.——.-1/mtcius

;\ .\I.\.\’ who lived in the same house with a very dis-
agreeable and difficult person used to dread meeting him
in the hall, and when this person was away from home,
my friend suffered from dread of his return. until one

day it occurred to him that it was not this other person
he was dreading——it was Izimsclfl It was his own atti«
tude of mind and heart toward the other that made him
sufi‘er, and not the other one at all. That was a release
— and brought relief at once. for he could change his o\vn
attitude of mind and he could not change the other
person.—.-l. P. ("nil

Tut: sense of shame is to a man of great importance.
When one is ashamed of having been without shame, he
will not afterwards have occasion for shatne.~ .lI¢'11¢‘i11.r

» Co glc

Heard This?
Tm-: l’o\v1-:R or I.o(‘.1c. Profesuor Slesby: " .\ly spec-

tacles are gone. .'\ thief has either stolen them or has
not. If he has, he either needed them or he did not.
If he did not. he would not have taken them. Tliereforc
he needed them. lut if he needed them. how could he
see to find them? Therefore he did not steal them.
Still, they are not here; I can see that. lut how can
I see that without my spectacles on? Therefore I must
have them on."

.-\nd he had.
Station-master: “ Hey you porters. what do you mean

by throwing those trunks about like that!
careful there."

Passengers. not believing their ears: “Great Scott!"
Station-niaster, continuing: “Canit you see _vou are

making dents in the concrete platform?"

Just be more

She told her husband that a party of friends were

coming in to tea that afternoon. He immediately got
up. went into the lobby. and began to hide the umbrellas.
“ john! " she said indignantly. “do you think m_v guests
will steal your umbrellas?" “ .\'o, my dear," he returned
calmly. continuing his proceedings: “ what I fear is that
they may rcc0.r/nzisc them."

The prisoner at the bar, a woman. \\'ept and wept anl
wept. It seemed as if she would float away on her chair.
“ \\'hy is she weeping like that?" asked the judge.
" I think, you llonor." said the attendant, "that she
wants to be bailed out."

lfarmer: “I cant find any old clothes to put on the
scarecrow."

\Vife: “ L'se some of the fancy duds our boy Josh
brought home from college."

liarmerz " I'm only tryin' to smrc the crows, not to
make "em kill themselves with laughin.

" \\'hen you are do\vn in the mouth. think of _lol'l.'ll1Z
he came out all right."

Old Scotswoman: “The last steak I got frac ye I
could hae soled ma boots wi' it."

butcher: ".\nd why did ye no dae it? "

\\’oman: “ So I wid if I could hae got the nails l(lk'

gang through it."
Fat Lady (in the park): “I am going to ride on one

of the donkeys, and I'll pay for one for you if youll
like to accompany me."

Small lioy: “ 'I‘hankec. mum; but l'd rather sit here
an‘ laugh.”

Irvin Cobb asserts that a certain Tznntnany leader and
l7.ast-Sider, being on his way to a Democratic Convention
at Denver, gazed from the window of his parlor car a~
the train was rushing through Io\\'.'1 and remarked in
tones of profound surprise to his companion: “ .\'n mai-
ter where you go. there's always human life."
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H ow do Y ou S tand?

“ O \V many men are burdens to humanity?  A re

I I you one O f them?

It was a rough q uestion roughly put. B ut the

speaker meant well and under his ex terior of rough-

ness had as kindly a heart as anybody. H e proceeded

to amplify his meaning.

“‘A  burden to humanity’  seems a big thing to say

of some ordinary fellow like you or me. N earer the

mark in some such case as N ero or A ttila. B ut the

thing came to me this way:

“ I used to reckon myself a pretty decent sort of fel-

low, liked among my friends, popular at the club and

the O ffi ce and so on. B ut I was no saint: I drove my

own furrow and looked strictly after my own interests.

Though I was honest as standards go, I certainly never

sacrifi ced my own pockets for anybody. If I had drop-

ped suddenly through a hole in the bottom of the bucket

there wasn' t a soul among my circle that would have

been in any way the worse off for it or would even have

noticed it much.

“ It struck me one day to ask myself whether anybody

was the better for my ex isting, any other man‘s life was

the easier or the higher because of anything I had ever

done or said, whether the general march onward was a

bit q uicker for my being among the marching crowd?
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How do You Stand?
N OW many men are burdens to lmmanit_v? Are

you one of them?
It was a rough question roughly put. But the

~'peaker meant well and under his exterior of rough-
ness had as kindly a heart as anyliotly. He proceeded
ln amplify his meaning.
"‘;\ burden to humanity’ seems a big thing to say

of some ordinary fellow like you or me. Nearer the
mark in some such case as Nero or .-\tti|a. hit the
thing came to me this way:
"I used to reckon niyself a pretty decent sort of fel-

low, liked among my friends. popular at the club and

L~..;2:E.'cr. a; .~ GO& 1816

the office and so on. ‘mt I was no saint: I drove my
own furrow and looked strictly after my own interests.
Though I was honest as standards go, I certainly never

sacrificed my own pockets for anybody. If l had drop-
ped 'Sll(l(lt'lll_\’ through a hole in the hottom of the hneket
there \\‘:1.~an't a soul among my circle that would liave
been in any way the worse at? for it or would even have
noticed it much.

" It struck me one day to ask my.~'«elf whether an_\-lmd_\'
\\'as the lu‘m'r for my existing. any other man'~' life was
the easier or the higher hccauee of anything l had ever

done or said, whether the general march nu\\'ard was :1

hit quicker for my being among the marching crowd?
CIH:;:H ‘-.l ll‘Z|"x

 |._J P-H E .3 l T?" [II F C A J F0 F3. F‘-ll +3.
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“I couldn' t honestly say yes. If I wasn’ t a drag I

surely wasn' t any help. S o far the case seemed indif-

ferent. I was a neutral. That' s better anyhow, thought

I, than with many fellows. F or many fellows, when

their q uit time comes, have to own up to themselves at

the last view that they have ' actually left things here

and there the worse for their having lived.

“H ow were things in my home?  There was the rub.

I knew at once, come to think of it, that I was a good

deal of a bear at home. W hen things were as I liked,

when I felt well, when the children were good and q uiet,

when my wife had fi x ed up everything— why, then it was

all right. I read my paper, pottered around, strolled

off to the club, and was fairly decent.

“B ut things had got to be ex actly so, or I had my

growl and snarl that very moment. A nd pretty often

I had ’ em j ust because I felt like having ’ em anyhow.

L iver out of gear, maybe, or some trifl e of an offi ce

upset that I brought home to supper with me and that

was still roosting on my shoulder the nex t morning at

breakfast. To be dead honest with myself, I knew that

all the folks at home were under a steady strain to keep

me in good temper, and that every one of them felt

the strain and was in more or less of an anx iety when

they heard my key in the door as to what sort of a state

father would be in tonight — ‘ L et’ s hope nothing’ s gone

wrong.’  A nd it' s j ust that sort of a home-atmosphere

that four fellows out of fi ve keep up. A s for being a

help at home, fi x ing myself so that the wife and kiddies

would be glad to hear the key, and perhaps run to the

door— that never crossed my mind.

“A nd then I saw this: That my boys were growing

up with j ust that as their idea of a father, nothing bet-

ter. I was no sort of ex ample for them. Y ear after

year it was printed in on them that the man of the house

may do as he pleases and that what he wants must be

served up to him q uick. They would grow up j ust the

same as me, nothing better, no ideals of home— life, ideals

of sweetness and self-sacrifi ce and burden-sharing ever

got from me. A nd each of them, because of my train-

ing— or no— training— would make a home in his turn

j ust like I had mine. maybe worse. O r one of them

might drift off on to the black-sheep line and land up

behind the bars, life ruined. A nd so the influence would

go outward through the years in a widening circle. H ow

could I guess how much evil I had sown for the coming

years and generations?

“Taking a broad view then, I reckoned that as far

as I could see I was one of the burdens of humanity.

one of the fellows that despite decent appearances must

be marked down in the Great B ook as having delayed

the general march. A nd that' s the inwardness of the

rough-sounding q uestion I asked you. Is general life

any where the better for you and me having shared it

for our fi fty or six ty years?

“ S o since that I' ve made my little try, as well as I

could to improve my record for that B ook. C.

L et it O ut

H E  man in the room above mine had a violin.

H e was out all the afternoon, but his mornings he

spent in playing upon his instrument. It was a

fi ne instrument and he a fi ne player, but I rarely heard

him play any composition known to me. It was always

improvization according to the mood of the morning.

from day to day sad. triumphant, yearning, searching.

fi nding, failing, achieving. I enj oyed it all, let it into

me, and never found that it interfered with my work.

O ne day an aceident made us acq uainted and in a

little while we were close friends, often spending the

evening in each other' s rooms. Then, naturally, our

talk was much of music.

“I hear what I play,"  he said once, “ before I play it.

hear it inside. It is j ust the natural ex pression (for me).

in sound, of the feeling that happens to be upon me."

“ Y ou hear it interiorly fi rst, then? ”

“Y es, as clearly as if it were being played upon an

instrument.”

“ Then what makes you play it?

interior hearing of it suffi ce?  "

“That' s a q uestion I used to asked myself, and the

answer to it contains a good deal of philosophy.

“F or a long time once, weeks, I think, I didn' t play

at all. I let the music go on inside me and j ust enj oyed

it that way. I didn’ t know where it came from: it j ust

came of itself and I let it run along.

“ B ut in a while I noticed that it was not so clear

as it was at fi rst, didn' t come so often or stay so long.

and was easily interrupted for good by anything that

happened around in the house and the street or by odd

things I chanced to think of. This got worse and worse

and fi nally I found that if I wanted to get the music

clear, and keep it, and fi nd it improve in richness all

the time I must play it out loud. I had to do something

about it, act it, not merely dream it.

“Music, as I think, comes from the very S oul of

things. There’ s a great S oul in the universe and this

ex presses itself to different people, or in different people,

in different ways. To me it comes most vividly as

music. To another man it might come as fi ne thoughts.

full of insight into things. To you, some other W ay.

If men attended to it and then acted, did something.

they would get closer and closer to it. understand it.

come into tune and oneness with it, and life would be

perfectly happy and developing in every one of us in

every way all the time, new powers of every sort accord-

ing to each man’ s inner speciality.

W hy won' t the

“Most men don' t know anything about their inner

speciality. They' ve let the current from the S oul get

interrupted so often and by so much rubbish, let their

minds fi ll up with such a mass of things that don' t mat-

ter at all. and done so little with what they did get.

that now they' re almost wholly out of touch with it.

They go to church. maybe, and get some notions of

right conduct and brotherhood and honor, and assent
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THE

“I couldn't honestly say yes. If I wasn't a drag I
surely wasn't any help. So far the case seemed indif-
ferent. I was a neutral. That's better anyhow, thought
I, than with many fellows. For many fellows, when
their quit time comes, have to own up to themselves at
the last view that they have ‘actually left things here
and there the worse for their having lived.

“ How were things in my home? There was the rub.
I knew at once, come to think of it, that I was a good
deal of a bear at home. When things were as I liked,
when I felt well, when the children were good aml quiet.
when my wife had fixed up everything———why,then it \vas

all right. I read my paper, pottered around. strolle-:l
off to the club, and was fairly decent.

“But things had got to be exactly so. or I had m_v
growl and snarl that very moment. And pretty often
I had ’em just because I felt like having ’em anyhow.
Liver out of gear, maybe. or some trifle of an office
upset that I brought home to supper with me and that
was still roosting on my shoulder the next morning at
breakfast. To be dead honest with myself, I knew that
all the folks at home were under a steady strain to keep
me in good temper, and that every one of them felt
the strain and was in more or less of an anxiety when
they heard my key in the door as to what sort of a state
father would be in tonight —‘ Let's hope nothing's gone
wrong.’ And it's just that sort of a home-atmosphere
that four fellows out of five keep up. As for being a

help at home. fixing myself so that the wife and kiddies
would be glad to hear the key. and perhaps run to the
door—that never crossed my mind.

“ And then I saw this: That my boys were growing
up with just that as their idea of a father, nothing bet-
ter. I was no sort of example for them. Year after
year it was printed in on them that the man of the house
may do as he pleases and that what he wants must be
served up to him quick. They would grow up just the
same as me. nothingbetter. no ideals of home-life, ideals
of sweetness and self-sacrifice and burden-sharing ever

got from me. And each of them, because of my train-
ing—or no-training—would make a home in his turn
just like I had mine. maybe worse. Or one of them
might drift off on to the black-sheep line and land up
behind the bars, life ruined. And so the influence would
go outward through the years in a widening circle. Ilnw
could I guess ho\v much evil I had sown for the coming
years and generations?

“Taking a broad view then. I reckoned that as far
as I could see I was one of the burdens of humanity.
one of the fellows that despite decent appearances must
be marked down in the Great Ilook as having delayed
the general march. And that's the imvardness of the
rough-sounding question I asked you. Is general life
any where the better for you and me having shared it
for our fifty or sixty years?

“ So since that I've made m_v little try. as well as I
could to improve my record for that Book. C,

v
Go -gle

NEW WAY

Let it Out
HE man in the room above mine had a violin.
He was out all the afternoon, but his mornings he
spent in playing upon his instrument. It was a

fine instrument and he a fine player, but I rarely heard
him play any composition known to me. It was always
improvization according to the mood of the morning.
from day to day sad. triumphant, yearning, searching.
finding. failing, achieving. I enjoyed it all, let it into
me, and never found that it interfered with my work.

One day an accident made us acquainted and in a
little while we were close friends, often spending the
evening in each other's rooms. Then, naturally, our
talk was much of music.

“ I hear what I play." he said once, “ before I play it.
hear it inside. It is just the natural expression ( for me ).
in sound, of the feeling that happens to be upon me."

“ You hear it interiorly first, then?"
“ Yes, as clearly as if it were being played upon an

instrument.”
“Then what makes you play it?

interior hearing of it suflice? ”

“ That's a question I used to asked myself, and the
answer to it contains a good deal of philosophy.

“ For a long time once, weeks, I think, I didn't play
at all. I let the music go on inside me and just enjoyed
it that way. I didn't know where it came from: it just
came of itself and I let it run along.

“ But in a while I noticed that it was not so clear
as it was at first. didn't come so often or stay so long.
and was easily interrupted for good by anything that
happened around in the house and the street or by odd
things I chanced to think of. This got worse and worse
an(l finally I found that if I wanted to get the inusic
clear, and keep it, and find it improve in richness all
the time I must play it out loud. I had to do something
about it, act it, not merely dream it.

“Music, as I think, comes from the very Soul of
things. There's a great Soul in the universe and this
expresses itself to different people. or in different people.
in different ways. To me it comes most vividly a.~
music. To another man it might come as fine tlioughts.
full of insight into things. To you, some other \\'a_\'.
If men attended to it and then acted, did something.
they would get closer and closer to it. understand it.
come into tune and oneness with it, and life would be
perfectly happy and developing in every one of us in
every way all the time, new powers of every sort accord-
ing to each man's inner speciality.

\-Vby won't the

‘‘.\lost men don't know anything about their inner
speciality. They've let the current from the Soul get
interrupted so often and by so much rubbish. let their
minds fill up with such a mass of things that don't mat—
ter at all. and done so little with what they did get.
that now they're almost wholly out of touch Will] it,
They go to church. maybe. and get some notions of
right conduct and brotherhood and honor, aml assent
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to them. The notions correspond to what the great S oul

is trying to awake in them. B ut they don' t play the

music, they don’ t do anything about what they hear or

what they may happen to read or think of along the

same line. A nd so they get farther and farther from

their real life, the fuller and richer messages from the

S oul that would follow the simpler ones if the simpler

ones were acted on;  and mostly they don' t now know

anything at all about it. A t the best, pious faith and

hope have to do for a knowledge they might have.

“If they want the full message and the full know-

ledge, if they want every power in their natures to start

ripening in a way that would almost make them gods,

the very humblest of them, compared to what they are

now, they must attend to and act out such faint _mes-

sages as they do still get. If they feel kindly they must

say or do a kindliness. If they feel a pull of duty on

them they must get right up and do it. If in the silence

they feel a touch of the S oul, the indescribable soften-

ing of it, they must reach out after more and then try to

hold the touch and work it out into conduct all nex t day.

It' s action according to the small right impulses that will

bring the great right impulses and the great ripenings of

power and light. I say that if a man wants for in-

stance to be a great inventor, this same is the path to

opening up his mind to the fl ashes of inventive inspira—

tion he needs. If he takes this path of ready response

to all right impulses—  duty, kindliness. service. self-

sacrifi ce, meditation, traveling it at the same time as he

travels his path of brain-study in the science he has

chosen— then his studies will have a fruit they never

would otherwise. Men have divided their lives, mostly,

into what you might call the business part and the

spiritual part. These have to be re-united and the one

made as active as the other if there is to be real progress.

The world is as it is today j ust for that mistake, and it' s

going to be worse if the mistake isn’ t corrected. The

great S oul must be let in and held to and let out into

action. L et it out in the simpler actions we all know

about, and the rest will follow. L ife will get trans-

formed, and each individual life will ripen along the lines

of its noblest individual possibilities of all kinds. E very

man living has got it in him somewhere to be a genius

of some sort.

“ L et' s get out for a bit of a walk under the stars.”

R E PO R TE R

J

Creating O urselves

A N  A UDITO R IUM TA L K

H E R E ' S  a good deal of difference between happi—

T ness and pleasure. N o one ever grew more of a

man through pleasure;  but through happiness. if

you use the word rightly, he does grow.

The S tate doesn’ t furnish us prisoners much oppor—

tunity for pleasures, and I don‘t know that we ought to

q uarrel with it for that. A s to happiness— well, the

S tate, which is made up of men and women, doesn' t it—

self understand how happiness is got or what it is.

Much of the work which we have to do is utterly un-

interesting. B ut so is most of the work done by the men

and women that make up the S tate. W hat is there in-

teresting in the work of the bank clerk who has to add

up fi gures all day or pass cash through a grating?  H e

gets paid for it, and there he scores on us;  but that does

not make the work in itself interesting. H appiness is

what comes of interesting work. A nd there' s hardly one

of us that' s ever thought to ask himself what it is that

makes any work interesting.

A  man ought to have a hobby. A  hobby is an occu-

pation a man gives himself over to in which he’ s making

something, using his making or creating faculty. H e

req uires a hobby for his spare time j ust because, speak—

ing generally, his day' s work, bread-and— butter work,

don' t call out his creative power. Does a bank clerk’ s.

or a shop girl' s?  A s a rule, when these people have done

their day' s work, they get after some pleasure instead of

happiness. That' s because they’ re too tired for anything

else or because they can’ t think out or get hold of any

hobby work, any creative, making work. any interesting

(that is, happiness— producing) work. Pleasure is what

you get done on you by surroundings and the like;  hap—

piness is what you get out of yourself for yourself;  it’ s

active and comes of creative or “make-ative”  action,

right work. A  man who works at his garden, evenings,

or at a violin (playing one or making one) is getting

something to come to pass from his creative efi ort, fl ow-

er beds and fl owers, music. or an instrument. H e' s

happy. H e’ s got his creative soul in the j ob. If he were

a paid gardener or violin-maker he might do that same

work mechanically, not for the love of it, not creatively,

and so get no happiness. Then, in his evenings, he' d

have to get some work he did love or go after pleasure.

E very man’ s got creative capacity along some line in

him, but not many fi nd out what it is.

W ell then, you' ll say, what chance of happiness for

us in here?  W heres our chance of creative work?

Monotony all day and emptiness all the evening.

I say that we' ve got ourselves to create, and that if

we started on this j ob we should fi nd not only the even-

ings but the whole day producing happiness, fi nd the

whole game interesting.

Most of us will be out of here sometime. O ut of here

the same man as we came in?  — or self-created all over

dilTerent?  H ow many of us stand upright and walk

like men?  W ouldn' t a little attention and a few daily

ex ercises in those matters bring interesting results, be-

side helping our health?  H ow many of us can control

our moods and tempers?  H ow about a few weeks’  prac-

tice in acq uiring an inner evenness. if not cheerfulness,

that can' t be rufi fled and that begins with the fi rst foot

we put out of bed?  \Vouldn' t that be worth having?

Think what a will-power we should grow in the attempt!

Think how our health would improve if we ate every
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THE
 

to them. The notions correspond to what the great Soul
is trying to awake in them. But they don‘t play the
music, they don't do anything about what they hear or

what they may happen to read or think of along the
same line. And so they get farther and farther from
their real life, the fuller and richer messages from the
Soul that would follow the simpler ones if the simpler
ones were acted on; and mostly they don't now know
anything at all about it. At the best, pious faith and
hope have to do for a l?Il0'i('l(’d_(]L' they might have.

"If they want the full message and the full know-
ledge, if they want every power in their natures to start
ripening in a way that would almost make them gods.
the very humblest of them, compared to what they are

now, they must attend to and act out such faint _mes-
sages as they do still get. If they feel kindly they must
say or do a kindliness. If they feel a pull of duty on
them they must get right up and do it. If in the silence
they feel a touch of the Soul, the indescribable soften-
ing of it, they must reach out after more and then try to
hold the touch and work_ it out into conduct all next day.
lt's action according to the small right impulses that will
bring the great right impulses and the great ripenings of
power and light. I say that if a man wants for in-
stance to be a great inventor, this same is the path to
opening up his mind to the flashes of inventive inspira-
tion he needs. If he takes this path of ready response
to all right impulses— duty, kindliness, service. self-
sacrifice, meditation, traveling it at the same time as he
travels his path of brain-study in the science he has
chosen—then his studies will have a fruit they never
would otherwise. .\len have divided their lives, mostly,
into what you might call the business part and the
spiritual part. These have to be re-united and the one
made as active as the other if there is to be real progress.
The world is as it is today just for that mistake, and it's
going to be worse if the mistake isn't corrected. The
great Soul must be let in and held to and let out into
action. Let it out in the simpler actions we all know
about. and the rest will follow. Life will get trans-
formed. and each individual life will ripen along the lines
of its noblest individual possibilitiesof all kinds. Every
man living has got it in him somewhere to be a genius
of some sort.

“ Let's get out for a bit of a walk under the stars."
RI<IP()R‘I‘l-2R

.3!

Creating Ourselves
AN AUDITORIUM TALK

HERE'S a good deal of difference between happi-T ness and pleasure. No one ever grew more of a
man through pleasure; but through happiness. if

you use the word rightly. he does grow.
The State doesn't furnish us prisoners much oppor-

tunity for pleasures. and l don't know that we ought to
quarrel with it for that. .\s to happiness—well. the

. Gt) gle
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State, which is made up of men and women, doesn't it-
self understand how happiness is got or what it is.

Much of the work which we have to do is utterly un-

interesting. But so is most of the work done by the men
and women that make up the State. \Vhat is there in-
teresting in the work of the bank clerk who has to add
up figures all day or pass cash through a grating? He
gets paid for it, and there he scores on us; but that does
not make the work in itself interesting. Happiness is
what comes of interesting work. And there's hardly one
of us that's ever thought to ask himself what it is that
makes any work interesting.

A man ought to have a hobby. A hobby is an occu-
pation a man gives himself over to in which he's making
something, using his making or creating faculty. Isle
requires a hobby for his spare time just because. speak-
ing generally, his days work, bread-and-butter work,
don't call out his creative power. Does a bank clerk's.
or a shop girl's? As a rule, when these people have done
their day's work, they get after some pleasure instead of
lzappincss. That’s because they're too tired for anything
else or because they can't think out or get hold of any
hobby work, any creative. making work. any interesting
(that is, happiness-producingl work. Pleasure is what
you get done on you by surroundings and the like: hap-
piness is what you get out of yourself for yourself; it's
active and comes of creative or “make-ative” action.
right work. A man who works at his garden. evenings,
or at a violin (playing one or making one) is getting
something to come to pass from his creative efiort. flow-
er beds and flowers, music. or an instrument. I-le's
happy. He’s got his creative soul in the job. If he were
a paid gardener or violin-maker he might do that same
work mechanically, not for the love of it. not creatively.
and so get no happiness. Then. in his evenings, he'd
have to get some work he did love or go after pleasure.
Every man's got creative capacity along some line in
him, but not many find out what it is.

Well then, you”ll say, what chance of happiness for
us in here? V\'here’s our chance of creative work?
Monotony all day and emptiness all the evening.

I say that we've got our.\'cl:'¢'s to create. and that if
we started on this job we should find not only the even-

ings but the \vhole day producing happiness, find the
whole game interesting.

Most of us will be out of here sometime. Out of here
the same man as we came in? —or self-created all over
different? How many of us stand upright and walk
like men? \\—"ouldn't a little attention and a few daily
exercises in those matters bring interesting results, be-
side helping our health? How many of us can control
our moods and tempers? How about a few weeks‘ prac-
tice in acquiring an inner evenness. if not cheerfulness,
that can't be rufiled and that begins with the first foot
we put out of bed? \Vouldn't that be worth having?
Think what a will-power we should grow in the attempt!
Think ho\\' our health would improve if we ate every
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meal in that spirit and with a will that the food should

build us bodies that will serve us instead of hindering,

and be a j oy to live in!  W e eat eleven hundred meals

a year and the body changes all through in a few years.

\V e can make new ones on a new pattern altogether!

H ow many of us have minds that we can control?

H ow many could carefully read a good long sentence

or a verse of poetry and then look away from the

book and repeat it right?  If we could steady and

strengthen the mind enough for that we should have

mighty little diffi culty in learning anything— ~say a useful

language or two.

H ow many of us are up in electricity or engineering

or chemistry or a thousand things like that that would

double our worth as money-makers when we get out?

These matters, languages, shorthand. there' s no end to

the things we have time and opportunity to get in here.

A nd in the highest thing of all, self-knowledge. W hich

of us knows what he is, what that is that can train the

mind and guide it, can boss the moods and have the one

that is good to have, can hold the thought that is good

to hold?  \N e forget that if we can boss the mind and

the mood we must be bigger than they are. lsn' t it

worth while to give a little time every evening at bed-

time to the idea I am, I can will, I can be what I will,

I can feel myself as creative soul behind this mind. in

this body, clouded by these moods?  That’ s creating

oneself free for the fi rst time.

If we were to get to work along these lines we should

soon fi nd life happy and growing in every part. and in

a year or two we shouldn’ t know ourselves. A nd it’ s

all j ust as well worth doing for those who (as it now

seems) won’ t get out as for those who will. R E PO R TE R

8

O ur S uite of Clothes

L O TH E S  make the man. say the F rench, who al-

C ways put things neatly and sharply. W hat the

saying means is that a man feels differently. feels

a difi erent self, according as he is well or badly dressed,

in dirty, torn trousers and coat and with no collar. or

in smart, ship-shape attire. In the one case he' s likely

to feel like slinking around a back way and may not

care to look you in the eye: in the other he’ ll walk like

a man among his eq uals.’  It may make the difference

between having and not having any self-respect. It may

make the difference between doing a mean thing in the

one case that he wouldn' t do in the other.

N ow suppose we go deeper. There' s another suit of

clothes— the body!  A ren' t a man’ s feelings affected by

the kind of body he’ s in?

It' s rather a new idea. W e can' t answer it as easily

as the other q uestion for the simple reason that we don' t

keep two or three bodies. one in gO od repair. smart and

ship-shape and well— formed and six  feet high. and

another half-hunchback with a weak chin and a slouch.

If we did we should fi nd by the contrast that the kind of

body we were wearing had a thousand times as much

effect on our feeling of ourselves and our doings as the

kind of coat and trousers.

The body has two sides to it, an inside and an outside.

like a suit of clothes. J»ut it differs from the suit of

clothes in that the inside has far more than the outside

to do with our feeling of ourselves. The outside is

what other people can see. height, shape of chin, gait and

so on. The inside they know nothing about. B ut we

know it!  W ' c know how differently we feel and act ac-

cording as the liver is all right or out of order. accord-

ing as we are chilled and hungry or warm and well-fed.

rheumatic and neuralgic or sound and fi t.

\Ve put aside a number of suits every night. F irst

we take off our outer clothes and get into bed. Then.

as we pass on toward sleep we lay aside the feeling

of our height. shape, muscular condition. and so on.

The nex t layer of feeling. a deeper layer, such feeling.

for ex ample, as fulness or emptiness of the stomach,

and some that we cannot ex actly locate at all, remains

perhaps a little longer. Then this too dissolves or gets

put off, and what the nurses sometimes call the “ dream-

shirt”  alone remains. L astly that goes too. we have

got beyond dreams.

W here are we then?  W hat are we then?  "  L ' ncon-

scious.”  they say. L et us add to that word. L ' ncon-

scious of the body, of bodily feelings, of memories. of

brain-working. of dream pictures. B ut we may be very

conscious of things that the brain cannot understand nor

think out, nor the memory write down on the sheets of

the brain, things so high that they slip out of reach as

soon as we get back to all that. “The soul. verily.

goeth to its own place,”  says an old book from India.

“beyond thought, beyond dream, beyond mind-knowing.

Then it knows its own being.”

In the morning we come back. take up fi rst the gar-

ment of dreams, then put over it the garments of thought

and body-feeling. That we call being awake. \Ve are

once more John S mith, W illiam Jones, and so on. of a

certain age and nationality.

S ome men can look you as straight in the eye. can

feel their self-respect and act out their self-respect. as

fully in torn and soiled clothes. if they have to wear

them. as in any other.

S ome can hold their will fi rm, can keep their courage.

their cheerfulness, their kindliness. in frail. weakened, (lis-

eased bodies, till the hour of death and beyond it. A nd

they can live fi ne, straight lives with all the forces of bad

heredity at work in mind and brain. Verily man is a

soul. and when he has learned that— whatever the words

in which he has got it— -he can hold himself as a soul

against environment and “clothing”  and inherited ten-

dency and mis-education. A ll honor to him who fi ghts

all his diffi culties. F or however far away may be the

time when he can fully win out in his battle. however

many his falls and mistakes, the fi ght is the mark of his

manhood, and repeated and kept up it will surely have
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4 THE NEW WAY

meal in that spirit and with a \vill that the food should
build us bodies that will serve us instead of hindering,
and be a joy to live in! VVe eat eleven hundred meals
a year and the body changes all through in a few years.
\\"e can make new ones on a new pattern altogether!

How many of us have minds that we can control?
How many could carefully read a good long sentence
or a verse of poetry and then look away from the
book and repeat it right? If we could steady and
strengthen the mind enough for that we should have
mighty little difficulty in learning anything—say a useful
language or two.

Ilow many of us are up in electricity or engineering
or chemistry or a thousand things like that that would
double our worth as money-makers when we get out?
These matters. languages. shorthand. there's no end to
the things we have time and opportunity to get in here.

And in the highest thing of all, self—knowledge. Which
of us knows what he is. what that is that can train the
mind and guide it, can boss the moods and have the one

that is good to have. can hold the thought that is good
to hold? \Ve forget that if \ve can boss the mind and
the mood we must be bigger than they are. lsn't it
worth while to give a little time every evening at bed-
time to the idea I am. I can will. I can be what l will.
l can feel myself as creative soul behind this mind. in
this body. clouded by these moods? That’s creating
oneself free for the first time.

If we were to get to work along these lines we should
soon find life happy and growing in every part. and in
a year or two we shouldn’t know ourselves. And it's
all just as well worth doing for those who (as it now

seems) won’t get out as for those who will. RI2PoRTi-:R

.3!

Our Suits of Clothes
L()'l‘llF.S make the man. say the French, who al-C ways put things neatly and sharply. What the

saying means is that a man feels differently. feels
a different self. according as he is well or badly dressed.
in dirty. torn trousers and coat and with no collar, or

in smart. ship—shape attire. In the one case he's likely
to feel like slinking around a back way and may not
care to look you in the eye: in the other he'll walk like
a man among his equals.’ lt may make the difference
between having and not having any self-respect. lt may
make the difference between doing a mean thing in the
one case that he wouldn‘t do in the other.

Now suppose we go deeper. There's another suit of
clothes—thebody! Aren't a man's feelings affected by
the kind of body he's in?

It's rather a new idea. \\'e can't answer it as easily
as the other question for the simple reason that we don't
keep two or three bodies, one in good repair, smart and
ship—shape and well—formed and six feet high. and
another l1alf«lmncl1bacl< with a weak chin and a slouch.
If we did we should find by the t‘(’)I1[l‘:lst that the kind of

» Co glc

body we were wearing had a thousand times as much
effect on our feeling of ourselves and our doings as the
kind of coat and trousers.

The body has two sides to it. an inside and an outside.
like a suit of clothes. lint it differs from the suit of
clothes in that the inside has far more than the outside
to do with our feeling of ourselves. The outside is
what other people can see. height, shape of chin, gait and
so on. The inside they know nothing about. llnt ta-

know it! I/Vc know how differently we feel and act ac-

cording as the liver is all right or out of order. accord-
ing as we are chilled and hungry or warm and well~t'ed.
rheumatic and nenralgic or sound and fit.

We put aside a number of suits every night. First
we take off our outer clothes and get into bed. Then.
as we pass on toward sleep we lay aside the feeling
of our height. shape. muscular condition. and so on.

The next layer of feeling. a deeper layer. such feeling.
for example. as fulness or emptiness of the stomach.
and some that we cannot exactly locate at all. remains
perhaps a little longer. Then this too dissolves or gets
put off. and what the nurses sometimes call the “ dream-
shirt ” alone remains. Lastly that goes too. \\"e have
got beyond dreams.

\\’here are we then? What are we then? “ Uncon-
scious." they say. Let us add to that word. L’ncon~
scious of the body, of bodily feelings. of memories. of
brain-working. of dream pictures. But we may be very
conscious of things that the brain cannot understand nor

think out, nor the memory write down on the sheets of
the brain. things so high that they slip out of reach as

soon as we get back to all that. “The soul. verily.
goeth to its own place,” says an old book from India.
“beyond thought. beyond dream. beyond mind—kno\\‘in_4.
Then it knows its own being.”

In the morning we come back. take up first the gar-
ment of dreams, then put over it the garments of thought
and bod_v—feeling. That we call being awake. \\'e are

once more John Smith. Vl/illiam Jones. and so on. of a

certain age and nationality.
Some men can look you as straight in the eye. can

feel their self-respect and act out their self—respect. as

fully in torn and soiled clothes. if they ha\'e to wear

them, as in any other.
Some can hold their will firm. can keep their courage.

their cheerfulness. their kindliness. in frail. weakened. dis-
eased bodies. till the hour of death and beyond it. ;\n-l
they can live fine. straight lives with all the forces of bad
heredity at work in mind and brain. Verily man is a

soul. and when he has learned that—whatever the words
in which he has got it—he can hold himself as a soul
against environment and “ clothing" and inherited ten»
dency and mis-education. All honor to him who fights
all his difficulties. For however far away may be the
time when he can fully \vin out in his battle. however
many his falls and mistakes. the fig//If is the mark of hi~
manhood. and repeated and kept up it will surely have
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its reward. F or it is to gather strength through ex peri-

ence and struggle that the soul takes up the “ garments ”

of life. May we all return home as warriors that have

made their good fi ght and are ready for new life.

S TUDE N T

.3

The Three S tories

O W  and then we should ask ourselves where we

live. F or each of us has a dwelling house of

three stories, and living can be done on any or

all of the three. S o there are then several sorts of pos-

sible life.

S ome men live in their minds almost entirely: live

in keen, intense thoughts and reasonings. They are

often tireless inventors and scientists and mathemati-

cians. W hile they eat you can see that the restless mind

is engaged upon some one or other of its problems.

A nd when they have done eating they may not remem-

ber what they have had or even whether they had the

meal at all. N ot living much in their bodies, on the

body— story. they care little for physical comfort and are

usually short and light sleepers.

They live in the middle story of the three. The

ground— story dwellers, on the other hand, are body— livers.

W ith them, comforts, foods, bed, sensations of any kind,

take the fi rst place. They are miserable if anything in

the body goes wrong and usually terrifi ed lest some seri-

ous illness is at hand. Death they refuse to think of

at all, so fearful are they of it. A ll the sensualists and

the practitioners of all the vices live here. They only

go up to the second story to think how to gratify the

body and get bodily pleasures.

The top story is the soul. F ew dwell here altogether;

but here at times— their best times— dwell the musicians,

the poets, the great artists, the nature-lovers, the lovers of

their kind, the heroes, all who sacrifi ce themselves unself-

ishly for a cause, for others, for lnnnanity. N ot living in

the mind, they yet use it for all it is worth to advance that

which they have at heart, to record their inspirations, to

think out the fruitfullest ways of work. If they are wise

they look after and train the mind to its limit that it may

serve them at its best. If they are wise they keep the

body at its best that it may best serve their work and

hamper them the least with ill— health. In that way they

may be said to dwell on all three stories at once.

; \nd this should be our ideal, all of us. \Vhilst holding

the body as servant instead of master we should see that
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1.:-mu/and I’I:ul'o. <9 Engradng Dr/‘I.

A LITTLE L‘llRlST.\l.\5 ('.Rt)L'l' .-\T THE POINT I.0M.\ R;:\_|A-\'()G.\ SCHOOL

ll: rewanl. For it is to gather strength through experi-
ence and struggle that the soul takes up the “ garments "

of life. May we all return home as \\‘:tI'rinr.~' that have
nuule their guutl fight zmtl are reaily fur new life.

S't't'm-:.\"I‘
,6

The Three Stories
()\\' and then we should ask nnr>'elve.~ where weN live. For each of us‘ has a «lwelling llOll.\C of

three stories. and living can he (lune «in any ur
all of the three. So there are then .~L'\'er:tl wrts ml pm-
.~ilylL‘ life.

Some men live in their mim|.~ almost entirely: live
in keen. intense tlmng,-lit.-' aml reamiiiiigs. They are
often tireless inventors and seienti.~t.~' and mathemati»
clans. While they eat you can see that the restleu mind
is" engaged upon solne one or other of its‘ prnhlems.
_\ml when the_v have (lune eating tlu~_v m;1_\~ nut 1-mm-m.
her what the_v have llflll or even whether they hail the
meal at all. Not living much in their l)IHllCS, on the
hotly-.~:tur_\'. the_v rare little for pli_\'.-aieal etnnfnrt anal are
ll~'tl.’tll_\' allnrl aml light \lCL‘])L‘l'\.

They live in the mitlille :~[Ul'_\' ml the three. The

l'.;I’i .~ Got gle

grmrvtd-stor_\' (lwellers. on the other hanel. are lJIul_\'—li\‘et‘2~.
With them. Ct)It1l()rt~:, fumls. l)L‘(l, .-zen:-'.atinu.< nf any kiml.
take the first place. Tltey are l]ll!~'C'l‘I1l_)lL‘ if anything in
the l)(1ll_\' goes wrong and tlsually terrifieil lest .~'u|n(' seri-
ous illneas is at haml. Death they reftise to think of
at all. <0 fearful are they of it. .\II the .<eusuali.~'t~' and
the practitioner:-a nf all the vices live here. They only
go up tn the seeunil stor_v to think l1U\\‘ to gratify the
hotly and get lJ()(lll_\' plea>‘ure.~‘..

The top story is the soul. Few ulwell here altngetlier:
but here at tin1e.~—their hes‘! time.~‘—ilwell the l1lll.\lt'l:ltIs,
the pUL‘l!~'. the great artists. the nature-lnvers. the luvers ul
their l-tinil, the l1L'I‘ue.<. all who sacrifice tllt:II1.~‘t'l\'CS unself-
ishly fur a cause. for others. for luuuanity. .\'ut living in
the lllllltl, tlte_\' yet use it for all it is worth to atlvance that
which they have at heart. to I'CC()l"ll their inspirations. to
think out the fruitfiillest \vay.~: of work. If they are wise
they look after and train the mind In its limit that it may
serve them at its hest. If they are wise they keep the
lIn(l_\‘ at its heat that it may l>e.~'.t serve their work anal
hamper them the least with ill—health. ln that way they
Il1.’l_\' he 2-aiil tn ilwell on all three ~tories at once.

.\n:l this .~hnnlil he our iuleal. all of us‘, \\'hil_~t linliling
the lm:l_v as servant in.~te:ul of ma.~ter we shoultl see that
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it is as healthy as circumstances and heredity permit.

R efusing to let mind run away with us and have what

thoughts it chooses. we should train it to its best. to the

power of concentrated attention. to the power of learning

anything we choose to learn.

A nd we should try to dwell betimes as soul-dwellers,

to still the mind and mount beyond the trains of brain-

thought into the region where there is always peace and

light. The third story is always there and in its roof are

the great windows that open upward to the sun and sky

and stars. Trying day by day to dwell there we become

aware at last of our immortality and aware of that all-

presenee in nature and in ourselves which is the root

of our life. S TUDE N T

J

The S mall S teps

“ F A VE  a bit for manners'  sake " : Mother was al-

L  ways telling us that. S he hated to see the plate

cleaned as if we had used a cloth on it.

If one looks at that little habit one fi nds something

more important than “ manners "  in it. Y ou will not

allow the animal, that wants to eat everything in sight.

to have his whole way to the last moment. In that last

moment you assert yourself as his master and compel

him to leave something. S o that little something. that

fragment of food that the animal wants and hates to

leave, becomes a symbol of your mastery. Instead of

letting the lower nature have it, you oF fer it up. as it

were, to your higher, and rise from the table with

your self-respect.

It is a small thing. but all big things are made up of

small ones and begin as small ones. The great victory.

in which a man triumphs once and for all over his lower

nature and attains real divine manhood. is begun in that

and similar little victories. \Ve shall see this q uite clear-

ly when in that great moment we look back to these.

The sense of inner satisfaction and approval as each

opportunity is taken and used is the warranty of the

good work they are doing. F or they do have the approv—

al and backing of the soul. the higher man. and are, as

it were, an offering to it.

There are all sorts of small chances every day. Get

into a way of making use of them. They sum up to a lot

in a week. Drop something you are very interested in

doing. so as not to be that three minutes late to a duty.

W hen there are two or more duties take the one you

would least rather do. O nce a day, anyhow. look some

man full in the eye, recognizing that behind is the same

sort of live world of thought and feeling, of hope and

sadness and memories. as there is in you —  and mental-

ly salute him. whatever his faults, in that spirit of under-

standing. It will presently do more to free you from

yourself and your worries than you can imagine. F or-

give an enemy fully in your heart for one minute. for

half a minute. F eel the presence. the watching. the help.

the friendliness, of your higher self for one minute, for

half a minute, especially at bedtime. Don' t be put off

that by anything.

In all these ways and the like of them, the will is

made to grow;  true manhood is attained;  the mind is

cleared;  health bettered, new steps brought into view.

Truly there is no limit to this way of growth by steps

that look so little but are really so big. S TUDE N T

9 ‘

Try it O ut!

“ I' IA T sort of thing isn' t in me;  it' s no use try-

T ing" : have you ever said that when the idea

of starting off on some q uite new line was sug-

gested to you?

Y ou would not like someone to say it of you, anyhow!

“ O h, it' s no use his taking up that;  he hasn' t got the

stuff in him."  W hat does that fellow know of me?  you

would think;  how should he know what I can do?

Very good, but you don' t yourself know what you can

do. N o man does till he starts out to do it. It' s j ust

the power to try out something he never did before that

marks off man from the animals. It' s j ust the trying

that develops the power. “The law of nature is that

they who do the thing shall have the power: they who

do not the thing have not the power."  A nd (still E mcr~

son) “ N o man can antedate his ex perience, or guess

what faculty or feeling a new obj ect shall unlock, any

more than he can draw today the face of a person whom

he shall see tomorrow for the fi rst time.”

F ear of making a mistake, fear of failing. fear of

looking silly— it is these fears that hold us back, keep

us within the same narrow lines of life. \Ve ought to

make a move every day. opening up new and better ways

of action, new mental fi elds. new spiritual chambers hiil-

den within. N o one ever comes to the end of possibili-

ties in any part of his being. in any of his faculties.

Icing always willing to try. we must make ourselves

eq ually willing to fail and fail and fail at fi rst. indifferent

to failure and to ridicule. Then add faith in ourselve~

and we make success certain. S TUDE N T

8

N ever !

0 one is heat till he q uits,

N o one is through till he stops;

N o matter how hard failure hits,

N o matter how often he drops,

A  fellow" s not down till he lies

In the dirt and refuses to rise.

F ate may slam him and bang him around,

A nd batter his frame till he’ s sore;

B ut she never can say that he' s downed

“" hile he bobs up serenely for more.

A  fellow' s not dead till he dies,

N or heat till no longer he tries— S elected

TH E IR  past looks formidable only to those who~c

moral growth has ceased. illaetcrlinck
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6 THE

it is as healthy as circumstances and heredity permit.
Refusing to let mind run away with us and have what
thoughts it chooses. we should train it to its best. to the
power of concentrated attention. to the power of learning
anything we choose to learn.

And we should try to dwell betimes as soul—dwellers,
to still the mind and mount beyond the trains of brain-
thought into the region where there is always peace and
light. The third story is always there and in its roof are

the great windows that open upward to the sun and sky
and stars. Trying day by day to dwell there we become
aware at last of our immortality and aware of that all-
presence in nature and in ourselves which is the root
of our life. STL'l)l€.\7T

J0

The Small Steps
“ l".;\\'E a bit for manners‘ sake ": Mother was al-L ways telling us that. She hated to see the plate

cleaned as if we had used a cloth on it.
If one looks at that little habit one finds something

more important than “ manners" in it. You will not
allow the animal. that wants to eat everything in sight.
to have his whole way to the last moment. In that last
moment you assert yourself as his master and compel
him to leave something. So that little something. that
fragment of food that the animal wants and hates to
leave. becomes a symbol of your mastery. Instead of
letting the lower nature have it. you offer it up. as it
were, to your higher, and rise from the table with
your self-respect.

It is a small thing. but all big things are made up of
small ones and begin as small ones. The great victory.
in which a man triumphs once and for all over his lower
nature and attains real divine manhood. is begun in that
and similar little victories. \\'e shall see this quite clear-
l_v when in that great moment we look back to these.
The sense of inner satisfaction and approval as each
opportunity is taken and used is the warranty of the
good work they are doing. For they do have the approv-
al and backing of the soul. the higher man. and are. as
it were, an offering to it.

There are all sorts of small chances every da_v. Get
into a way of making use of them. They stun up to a lot
in a week. Drop something you are very interested in
doing. so as not to be that three minutes late to a duty.
\\'hen there are two or more duties take the one you
would least rather do. Once a day. anyhow. look some
man full in the eye, recognizing that behind is the saute

sort of live world of thought and feeling. of hope and
sadness and memories. as there is in you—and mental-
l_v salute him. whatever his faults. in that spirit of under-

lt will presently do more to free you from
F0!‘-

give an enemy full_\' in your l1'.'.'tI‘l for one minute. for
half a minute. heel the presence. the \\'atc|iing. the help.
the friendliness. of your higher self for one minute. for

standing.
yourself and your worries than you can imagine.

» Go glc

NEW WAY

half a minute. especially at bedtime. Don't be put off
that by anything.

In all these ways and the like of them, the will l.\
made to grow: true manhood is attained; the mind is
cleared: health bettered, new steps brought into view.
Truly there is no limit to this way of growth by Slt’[).~
that look so little but are really so big. STUDE.\‘T

J3

Try it Out!
“ llA'l‘ sort of thing isn't in me; it's no use try»T ing": have you ever said that when the idea

of starting off on some quite new line was sug-
gested to you?

You would not like someone to say it of you. anyhow!
“ Oh. it's no use his taking up that: he hasn't got the
stulf in him." \Vhat does that fellow know of me? you
would think; how should he know what I can do?‘

\'ery good, but you don't yourself know what you can
do. No man does till he starts out to do it. It's just
the power to try out something he never did before that
marks of? man from the animals. It's just the trying
that develops the power. “The la\v of nature is that
they who do the thing shall have the power; they \\'ho
do not the thing have not the power." And (still Emer-
son) “ No man can antedate his experience, or gut-.~.~
what faculty or feeling a new object shall unlock. any
more than he can draw today the face of a person whom
he shall see tomorrow for the first time.”

Fear of making a mistake, fear of failing. fear of
looking silly—it is these fears that hold us back, keep
us within the same narrow lines of life. \\"e ought tx-
make a move every day. opening up new and better w:iy~
of action. new mental fields. new spiritual chambers hil-
den within. No one ever comes to the end of possibili-
ties in any part of his being. in any of his faculties.

leing always willing to try. we must make Oursel\'e~
equally willing to fail and fail and fail at first. ill(lifierent
to failure and to ridicule. Then add faith in ourselves
and we make success certain. S’r1‘ni-2.\‘T

J

Never!
0 one is heat till he units,

No one is throuijh till he stops:
No matter how hard failure hits.
No matter how often he drops.
A ft-llow's not down till he lies
In the dirt and refuses to rise.

Fate may slam him and bang him around,
And batter his frame till he's sore;
But she never can my that he's downed
\\'hilche bobs up serenely for more.
.\ fellow's not dead till he dies.
Nor beat till no longer be trics.—.S‘t'It‘rh'zl

'l‘IH£IR past looks forinidahle only to those \\’i1w~«
moral growth has ceased.——.lIm‘I4‘r'Iinrlc
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B ehind the Clouds

B v Joan K en' s

R E A T spirits now on earth are soj ourning;  . . .

A nd other spirits there are standing apart

Upon the forehead 0f the age to come;

These, these will give the world another heart

A nd other pulses. H ear ye not the hum

O f mighty workings in the human mart?

L isten awhile, ye nations, and be dumb.

‘9 '

If you have F aith

0U that have faith to look with fearless eyes

B eyond the tragedy of a world at strife,

A nd trust that out of night and death shall rise

The dawn of ampler life;

R ej oice, whatever anguish rend your heart,

That God has given you, for a priceless

dower,

To live in these great times and have your part

In F reedom' s crowning hour.

That you may tell your sons who see the light

H igh in the heaven, their heritage to take! —

I saw the powers of darkness put to fl ight;

I saw the morning breakl— S elcrtcd

a!

To Dad Mohilized

(B y the little ten-year old daughter of an

E nglish colonel, as a letter to her father, who

is fi ghting in F rance.)

E  sailed along, and we sailed along,

S inging our song and singing our song,

The song of the unknown sea,

Just you and me, Dad, j ust you and me.

\Ve sailed along, amid fairy isles,

A nd brought our booty in glowing piles,

B ooty that: none could see,

' Twas only for you, Dad, and only for me.

W e were passed by birds with j eweled wing,

B irds that only for us could sing;

R ubies fell from an emerald tree,

They were only for you, Dad, and only for me.

S trangers could never our sea ex plore;

.\' 0 one could land on our magic shore;

E verything we could hear or see

\Vas only for you, Dad, and only for me.

O n our unknown sea was never a storm,

N or anything else that could do us harm,

It was all as happy as happy could be,

H appy for you, Dad, and happy for me.

Though at home on the lake we may not fl oat,

S ide by side in our little boat,

In dreams we sail on our unknown sea

That is only for you, Dad, and only for me.

— S ' vlz' rtcd

a!

H A PPIN E S S  is rarely absent;  it is we who do not feel

its presence. To commit a wrong is to prove that we

have not yet won the happiness within us.—  .llartcrlinrk

The Man_ who F ailed

IME  after time he climbed with dogged patience

T towards the sunlit peaks which shone superny

bright against the blue, only to fall back into the

mire from which he came. Y et from the fogs and foul-

ness of that place time after time he rose like the clear

morning sun and took the mountain road with bounding

step.

The light of deathless hope gleamed in his eyes. In-

domitable purpose burned like a furnace in his breast.

H e never let the mists of dull despondency invade the

precincts of his soul. The clogging memory of past mis—

takes he cast behind him as he climbed. The tear of

penitence was never suffered to bedim his eager gaze.

fi x ed on the distant goal. I’ assed out of sight, I know

that I shall see him in some latter day standing serenely

on those shining peaks he failed so often to attain.

That dauntless hope, that fi re of never-flagging enter-

prise, could not ultimately fail, and from those heights

of purity and power he will ex tend his help to multitudes

of persevering strugglers pushing upwards from below.

H is watch will never be relax ed nor will he sink into

his well-deserved repose while there is one who needs

his aid;  for his incentive, that which drove him on, was

not the wish for personal success;  but a divine, imper-

sonal desire for place and power to serve as vantage

ground and opportunity to serve the race. P. L .

J

VE R Y  few can sit down q uietly when they have lost

a fall in life' s wrestle and say: “ \Vell, here I am, beat-

en, no doubt, this time;  by my own fault, too. N ow,

take a good look at me, my good friends, as I know that

you all want to do, and say your say out;  for I am

getting up again directly and having another turn at it."

—  Thomas H ughes

L awyer, to plaintiff in a petty larceny case: “ Do you

swear that you recognize this anger as yours? ”

Plaintiff: “Y es, sir."

L awyer: “ H ow long have you had it?  "

Plaintiff: “ I' ve had that anger ever since it was a

gimlet."

S ergeant, to new recruit who has hit everything in

the landscape ex cept the target: "  Great S cott, man,

what in thunder becomes of your shots? "

R ecruit, cheerfully: " I don' t know, I' m sure.

leave here all right."

They

al

TH E  N E W  \VA Y : S ubscription price (Domestic), S eventy-fi ve
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THE NEW WAY 7
 

Behind the Clouds
BY JOHN KF.A'rs

REAT spirits now on earth are sojourning; . . .

And other spirits there are standing apart
Upon the forehead of the age to come;
These, these will give the world another heart
And other pulses. Hear ye not the bum
Of mighty workings in the human mart?
Listen awhile, ye nations, and be dumb.

.59

If you have Faith
OU that have faith to look with fearless eyes
Beyond the tragedy of a world at strife,

And trust that out of night and death shall rise
The dawn of ampler life;

Rejoice, whatever anguish rend your heart,
That God has given you, for a priceless

dower,
To live in these great times and have your part

in Freedom's crowning hour.
That _vou may tell your sons who see the light

High in the heaven, their heritage to take!-
I saw the powers of darkness put to flight;

I saw the morning break!—.S'c1.~r!cd

.33

To Dad Mobilized
(By the little ten-year old (laughter of an

English colonel, as a letter to her father, who
is fighting in France.)

E sailed along, and we sailed along.
Singing our song and singing our song,

The song of the unknown sea.
Just you and me, Dad, just you an(l me.

\Ve sailed along, amid fairy isles,
And brought our booty in glowing piles,

Booty that none could see,
'Twas only for you, Dad, and only for me.

We were passed by birds with jeweled wing,
Birds that only for us could sing;

Rubies fell from an emerald tree,
They were only for you, Dad, and onl_v for me.

Strangers could never our sea explore:
No one could land on our magic shore;

Everything we could hear or see

\\/as only for you, Dad, and only for me.

On our unknown sea was never a storm,
Nor anything else that could do us harm.

It was all as happy as happy could be.
Happy for you, Dad, and happy for me.

Though at home on the lake we may not float.
Side by side in our little boat,

In dreams we sail on our unknown sea
That is only for you. Dad, and only for me.

— .s‘t']l't‘It‘d

at

ll.\I-I-Ixt-tss is rarely absent: it is we who do not feel
its presence. To commit a wrong is to prove that we
have not yet won the happiness within us.—— Jlartcrlinrle

G0 git’

The Man_ who Failed
IME after time he climbed with dogged patienceT towards the sunlit peaks which shone superbly
bright against the blue, only to fall back into the

mire from which he came. Yet from the fogs and foul-
ness of that place time after time he rose like the clear
morning sun and took the mountain road with bounding
step.

The light of deathless hope gleamed in his eyes. lu-
domitable purpose burned like a furnace in his breast.
He never let the mists of dull despondency invade the
precincts of his soul. The clogging memory of past mis-
takes he cast behind him as he climbed. The tear of
penitence was never suffered to bedim his eager gaze.
fixed on the distant goal. l’asse(l out of sight, I kno\\'
that I shall see him in some latter day standing serenely
on those shining peaks he failed so often to attain.
That dauntless hope, that fire of never-flagging enter-
prise, could not ultimately fail, and from those heights
of purity and power he will extend his help to multitudes
of persevering strugglers pushing upwards from below.

His watch will never be relaxed nor will he sink into
his well—deserved repose while there is one who needs
his aid; for his incentive. that which drove him on, was
not the wish for personal success; but a divine, imper-
sonal desire for place and power to serve as vantage
ground and opportunity to serve the race. I’. L.

J0

VI-:R\' few can sit down quietly when they have lost
a fall in life's wrestle and say: “ Well, here I am, beat-
en, no doubt, this time; by my o\vn fault, too. Now.
take a good look at me, my good friends, as I know that
you all want to do, and say your say out; for I am

getting up again directly and having another turn at it."
— Thomas Hughes

Lawyer, to plaintiff in a petty larceny case: “ Do you
swear that you recognize this auger as yours?"

Plaintiff: “Yes, sir.”
Lawyer: “ How long have you had it? "

l‘laintif’f: “ I've had that anger ever since it was a

gimlet."
Sergeant, to new recruit who has hit everything in

the landscape except the target: “(lreat Scott, man.
what in thunder becomes of your shots? "

Recruit, cheerfully: ‘‘I don't know. I'm sure.
leave here all right."

'l‘he_\'

at
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The N ew W ay Guide-book

A  MA N , be the H eavens ever praised, is suffi cient

for himself;  yet are ten men, united in L ove, capable of

being and of doing what ten thousand singly would fail

in. —  Corler

L l' I’ I‘ a man stand fast in the supremacy of the‘nobler

part of his constitution, and the inferior part will not be

able to take it from him. It is simply this which makes

the great man.—  Mcncius (Chinese)

A  MA N  is like this or like that according as he acts and

behaves: a man of good acts will become good, a man

of bad acts, bad. H e becomes pure by pure deeds, bad

by bad deeds.— —  Indian

B ut tasks in hours O f insight willed

Can be through hours of gloom fulfi lled.

—  Matthew A rnold

W  are apt to give up work too soon, to suppose that

a single breakage has ruined the cloth. The men who

get on in the world are not daunted by one nor a thou-

sand breakages.—  L ord Morley

H E A VE N  sends a man the circumstances of his life,

leaving it to him to determine how he will bear himself

towards them.—  Chinese

E VE R Y  good resolution kept, is a step to freedom. Y ou

don' t chain yourself up;  you free yourself by chaining

up'  that other that has hitherto bound you. E very time

you think of your resolution, attach the great word

freedom to it. —  The N otebook

“hi [ the Q uakers]  believe that we and all men have,

or may have, at the back of our personality, a Presence,

a S pirit, which is akin to, or one with, the S pirit which

was at the back of the outward human personality of

Jesus Christ.—  Prof. J. W . Graham.

F O R TUN E  smiles my way lately;  all’ s bright and pros-

perous. S hall I dare to look superiorly on you with

whom for the moment all goes amiss?  O n some tomor—

row it will be my turn for the clouds and ill-luck and

yours for the sunshine and fortune. III the long run and

with all men, from the highest downward, this is Mother-

life' s wise way. L et us watch her game. take the changes

as they come, study out the lessons lying behind it for

us all, and suffer no abatement of our self-respect when

things go wrong or of our good-con' Iradeship when the

wheel, ever turning. has carried us to the top.

— F rom the Chinese

S O ME  men think they are feeling grateful when in

reality they are but feeling pleased. The grateful man

is thinking O f the donor;  the pleased man is merely feel—

ing his own pleasure. The grateful man must give some—

thing back or do something in return;  the pleased man

is on the look-out for another service.

— F rom the Chinese

H eard This ?

A nx ious \Vife. as the doctor comes downstairs from

her husband’ s bedside: “H ow is he, doctor? "

Doctor: “ H e will be all right after a good sleep. I

am going to leave a sleeping draught.”

\N ife: “W hen shall I give it to him? ”

Doctor: “ Madam. the draught is for you.

he needed q uiet.”

I said

“ Give a plain answer, yes or no,"  roared the attorney

tO  the q uiet witness.

“It is not every q uestion,"  he replied, “that can have

an answer in a plain yes or no."

“Y es, sir,”  said the attorney, still bullying;  "  every

q uestion can, for an honest man who wants to tell the

truth.”

“Very well,"  said the witness;  “have you q uit heat-

ing your wife?  ”

The Judge: “F ive years'  penal servitude."

The Prisoner, tO  friend in the gallery: “

tell the missis I shan’ t be ’ ome t0 supper, B ill."

Go an‘

“A n oratah is dis yere way. Us common folks says.

two 311‘ two is fo' . A n oratah, he say: ‘\Ven in de

cose of human events, it bekums necessarary an'  ' spedient

ter coaless two intergers ter two udder intergers by de

komplikated process O f komputashun, I ' clare ter yo.

salt. widout feah er favah dat de usual an’  de nateral

result is fo’ .’  ”

The Colonel, thoughtfully: “ W hat with this ptomaine-

poisoning and the delirium tremens you don' t know what

to eat or drink nowadays.”

Teacher: “Can the leopard change his spots?  N ow.

Tommy, answer me.”

Tommy: “Y es, sir, he can.”

Teacher: “N onsense!  H ow can he?  ”

Tommy: “ W ell, sir, when he’ s tired of sitting in one

spot he can change to another, can’ t he, sir? "

“ N o, Johnny, you cannot have another piece of cake.

I’ m afraid it will make you sick.”

“ I say. mother, why don' t you let me have all I want.

j ust once, and teach me a good lesson? "

The lad went out in the winter morning before sun-up

to harness the mule. O ne of the cows had got into the

stable, but the boy didn' t notice it and was too sleepy to

light a lantern. A fter a while the farmer yelled impati-

ently to know why he was so long. “I can' t get the

collar over the blamed mule' s head,"  yelled the boy back.

“ H is ears is froze."

A n honest O ld Dutch j udge listened for several hours

to the arguments of counsel, and then said:

“ Dis case has been ferry ably argued on both sides.

and dere have been some ferry nice boints of law brought

up. I shall (lake dree days to gonsider dese points, but

I shall eventually tecide for de blaintitf."
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The New Way Guide-book
.»'\ .\l;\N, be the Heavens ever praised. is suflieient

for himself; yet are ten men. united in Love, capable of
being and of doing what ten thousand singly would fail
in. — Carlyle

l.I:'r a man stand fast in the supremacy of the nobler
part of his constitution, and the inferior part will not be
able to take it from him. It is simply this which makes
the great man.—— Jlcncius (Chinese)

;\ .\1.\N is like this or like that according as he acts and
behaves: a man of good acts will become good, a man
of bad acts, bad. He becomes pure by pure deeds. bad
by bad deeds.— Indian

‘mt tasks in hours of insight \villed
Can be through hours of gloom fulfilled.

— .11a!tlu":t" .-1 mold

\\'1-: are apt to give up work too soon, to suppose that
a single breakage has ruined the cloth. The men who
get on in the world are not (launted by one nor a thou-
sand breakages.— Lord jllorlry

Ill-:Av1«:N sends a man the circumstances of his life.
leaving it to him to determine ho\v he will bear himself
towards theIn.—— Cliincsc

EVERY good resolution kept, is a step to freedom. You
don't chain yourself up: you free yourself by chaining
up’ that other that has hitherto bound you. F.very time
you think of your resolution. attach the great word
freedom to it. — The J\'atr'1mulc

“"13 [the Quakers] believe that we and all men have,
or may have. at the back of our personality, a Presence.
:1 Spirit, which is akin to, or one with, the Spirit which
was at the back of the outward human personality of
Jesus Christ.—- Prof. J. W. Graham.

FORTUNE smiles my way lately; all's bright and pros-
perous. Shall I dare to look supcriorly on you with
whom for the moment all goes amiss? On some tomor-
row it will be my turn for the clouds and ill-luck and
yours for the sunshine and fortune. in the long run and
with all men, from the highest downward, this is Mother-
life's wise way. Let us watch her game. take the changes
as they come, study out the lessons lying behind it for
us all, au(l stiffer no abatement of our self-respect when
things go wrong or of our good-comradeship when the
wheel. ever turning. has carried us to the top.

——I’rom the ('/1im'.vt'

So.\iI»‘, men think they are feeling grateful when in
reality they are but feeling pleased. The grateful man

is thinkingof the donor: the pleased man is merely feel-
ing his own pleasure. The grateful man must give some-

thing back or do something in return: the pleased man
is on the look-out for another service.

— From the (i/Iinesr

 
«Co glc

Heard This?
.~\n.\'ious Wife. as the doctor comes downstairs from

her husband's bedside: “How is he. doctor?"
Doctor: “ He will be all right after a good sleep. I

am going to leave a sleeping draught."
\\'ife: “ \\'hen shall I give it to him?”
Doctor: “ .\lad:nn. the draught is for you. I

he needed quiet."
said

“ Give a plain answer, yes or no," roared the attorney
to the quiet witness.

“ lt is not every question." he replied. “that can have
an answer in a plain yes or no."

“ Yes, sir," said the attorney, still bullying; “every
question can, for an honest man who wants to tell the
truth."

“ \'ery well." said the witness: “have you quit heat-
ing your wife? "

The Judge: “Five years‘ penal servitude."
The l'risoner. to friend in the gallery: "

tell the missis l shan’t be ’ome to supper, Bill."
Co 1111'

"An oratah is dis yere way. Us common folks says.
two an’ two is fo’. An oratah, he say: ‘\Ven in de
case of human events, it bekums necessarary an‘ 'spedient
ter coaless two intergers ter two udder intergers by dc
komplikated process of komputashun, I 'clarc ter yo.
sah, \vidout feah er favah dat de usual an’ de nateral

v.-yyresult is fo.

The Colonel. thoughtfully: " \\'hat with this ptomainc—
poisoning and the delirium tremens you don't know what
to eat or drink nowadays.”

Teacher: “Can the leopard change his spots? .\'o\v.
Tommy, answer me."

Tommy: “ Yes, sir, he can.”
Teacher: “Nonsense! How can he?"
Tommy: “ VVell, sir, when he's tired of sitting in one

spot he can change to another, can’t he. sir? "

“ No. johnny, you cannot have another piece of cake.
I'm afraid it will make you sick.”

“ I say. mother. why don't you let me have all I want.
just once, and teach me a good lesson? "

The lad went out in the winter morning before sun-up
to harness the mule. One of the cows had got into the
stable, but the boy didn't notice it and was too sleepy tn
light a lantern. After a while the farmer yelled impati-
ently to know why he was so long. “I can‘t get the
collar over the blamed mule's head," yelled the boy lizick.
“ llis cars is froze."

.v\n honest old Dutch judge listened for several l1uur~
to the arguments of counsel, and then said:

"Dis case has been ferry ably argued on hotll sirles.
and dere have been some ferry nice boints of law l)I'<1lljJl‘l
up. I shall «lake dree days to gonsider dese points. lint
I shall eventually tecide for de l)laintiff."
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S tudents of the R itj a-Y oga S chool and College, L omaland, on the steps of the Temple of Peace.

“ O nly O ne Jimmy "

“ H E R E  are strange things about my business,"

T said the schoolmaster, “things you might never

get on to in anything else, things you can hardly

believe when you do get on to them.”

H e was sitting in the schoolroom during the noon re-

cess. The window looked upon the large playfi eld, now

alive with shouting boys. H is lunch had been brought in

to him and placed so that he could look out upon them

while eating it.

W hat he had said was in reply to a remark of mine—

that I wondered why, during the recess. he did not go

to his q uiet study, take his lunch in there with a book,

and try to forget his boys for an hour'  I could not see
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the bearing of what he had said and I asked him to ex -

plain further.

“ W ell,"  he answered, “I used to do as you suggest

till I got at one of the strange things I spoke of. I' d go

to my study, throw the school business out of my mind

and take a book. I' d got a right to the q uiet. ‘This

is my time,’  I used to say as I pushed away the lunch

tray after eating, put my feet on the table and lit a pipe.

“ There was pretty often a row in the yard, a general

scrimmage, two or three boys fi ghting— ~things of that

sort, so that as often as not I had to go out and attend

to it. A nd then the afternoon session would be diffi cult

and uncomfortable. nothing going right at all.

"  N ow and then I didn' t do that, had lunch in here

same as today, and kept the playfi eld in view. I like my

work. you know;  I love to see the signs of growth of

mind and character in the boys. In a way I love them

all. trying enough to a man' s temper as some of them

are. A  sort of'  pull they make on me. on my heart, per-

haps, all the time, as if I were a kind of father to them.

as if something was all the time going out from me

to them.

" I noticed that when I didn' t shake ofi t that feeling,

when I sat here and kept an eye on them —  though they

couldn' t see me and knew nothing about it. didn' t think

of me at all —  one of those rows never happened. W ' ith

all their boy noise they kept peaceful and orderly and

didn' t break any rules. O n time to the bell they trooped

in happy, and the afternoon went well.

“I often thought this must be j ust an idea of mine at

fi rst, but I tried the thing so often this way and that.

that I got dead certain about it. S itting here with my

mind and good will on them they did feel it though

without knowing anything about it. A nd when I was

browsing with myself in my study they did feel the loose

rein, did get out of hand.

“ N ow all that is a fact. believe it or not as you like.

“ S o I' d got to solve the q uestion of ‘rights.’  If I

had a right to my q uiet hour, hadn' t the boys a counter

claim, unknown to them and unex prcsserl. on me?  S o

I j udged that my rights had to go. A nd I' m the better

for it in lnany ways. That selfi sh hour of mine didn' t

do me any real good. Certainly I was more tired in the

evening the other wav, but I felt good along with it.

somehow, and the night' s sleep rested me more. A s a

fact. I' ve gained in health. body and mind. Mv mind' s

partly out there with the boys and maybe it gets some-

thing from their boy life aml energy that does my body

good.

“The school doctor was in here yesterday. .-\s you

know, there' s an epidemic of grippe about. and he told

me he was run off his feet with work. H e said that a

lady whose little boy was down with the general com-

plaint had actually asked him at his morning' s visit to

spend the rest of the day at her son' s bedside. S he was

wealthy and accustomed to have everything give way to

her. ‘B ut. madam,'  he said. ‘ what about my other. pa-

tients, many of them worse than Jimmy here? ’  ‘A h,

but doctor,'  she answered, ‘ there' s only one .limmy.’  S he

was willing that the rest of his patients should be neg-

lected so long as her Jimmy was well looked after!

"  N ow, what I' m coming round to is this: That wo—

man and her Jimmy is only an ex treme case of what is

everywhere. E ach little family lives all to itself with

hardly a thought of real sympathy outside, a little closed

circle. Y ou might even say that mostly each member

of each family lives to himself in a still smaller circle

within the other. \Ve' re mostly our own Jimmies and

there' s only one of them. The rest can take care of

themselves. A nd it' s that spirit that makes human life

the cold, lonely, painful thing that for most men and

women it is. There' s no sympathy in the air, no kindly

hearts warming it for the lonely. The only cure, real

and permanent. the only thing that will sweeten life and

take all the pain and trouble out of it. is for each in his

way and according to his opportunity to do what some-

thing taught me to do for my boys—  not to live in that

selfi sh way, not to be always planning a private good

time. not to shut out the rest from one‘s thoughts at

all: but to live as it were with the thought outward.

with the feeling that one is a member in the great family.

and in particular as in some way responsible for some

of that family as I for my boys. If life were live-:l like

that, and thought like that kept alive, and feeling like

that encouraged, the world would be another place 1" ]

six  months. Crime would disappear in that atmosphere

of brotherliness, and disease too. Till we do begin on

that cure the congresses and parliaments may enact

what they like without touching the real evils of our

social life.

“ B ut it' s time to ring the bell for the boys."

R E PO R TE R

.3

H uman Unity

“ N  here, shut away from the world." —  that was the

I way it looked to me. A  sad enough business. I

was facing, as it seemed, a wrecked life, wreckel.

cut off, cut out of the circuit for good. F or I had a life

sentence. Might as well be called a death sentence, l

thought. for all the chances of anything worth while

that it left me.

S o it then seemed. I want you to follow me along

the way in which it came at last not to seem so.

It was nearly Christmas when I got in, and there was

that sort of stir in the air that made you know that.

outside, people were buying things and thinking of buy-

ing things and looking forward happily to the comin} .r

holiday. Y ou know that holiday feel. hit inside our

walls ' we had to be content with the feel: there was

nothing doing.

liut how did the feeling get in to us shut-ins. get

through the walls from the people who were making it

outside?  Ilow came it to be so strong in with us that
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the bearing of what he had said and I asked him to ex-

plain further.
“ Well," he answered, “I used to do as you suggest

till I got at one of the strange things I spoke of. I'd go
to my study. throw the school business out of my mind
and take a book. I'd got a right to the quiet. ‘This
is my time,’ I used to say as I pushed away the lunch
tray after eating. put my feet on the table and lit a pipe.

“There \vas pretty often a row in the yard. a general
scrimmage. two or three boys fighting——things of that
sort. so that as often as not I had to go out and attend
to it. And then the afternoon session would be difficnlt
and uncomfortable. nothing going right at all.

" Now and then I didn't do that. had lunch in here
same as today. and kept the playfield in view. I like my
work. you know; I love to see the signs of growth of
mind and character in the boys. In a way I love them
all. trying enough to a man's temper as some of them
are. A sort of" pull they make on me. on my heart. per-
haps, all the time. as if I were a kind of father to them.
as if something was all the time going out from me
to them.

“I noticed that when I didn't shake off that feeling.
when I sat here and kept an eye on them —though they
couldn't see me and knew nothing about it. didn't think
of me at all —one of those rows never happened. With
all their boy noise they kept peaceful and orderly and
didn't break any rules. ()n time to the bell they trooped
in happy. and the afternoon went well.
“I often thought this must be just an idea of mine at

first. but I tried the thing so often this way and that.
that I got dead certain about it. Sitting here with my
mind and good will on them they did feel it though
without knowing anything about it. And when I was
browsing with myself in my study they did feel the loose
rein. did get out of hand.

“ ';\'o\v all that is a fact. believe it or not as you like.
" So I'd got to solve the (]ttestir,n of ‘rig]1t;,’ If [

had a right to my quiet hour. harhft the boys :1 counter
claim. unknown to them and unexpresserl. on me? So
I judged that my rights had to go. And I'm the better
for it in many ways. That selfish hour of mine didn't
do me any real good, Certainly I was more tired in the
evening the other way. but I felt good along with it.
somehow. and the night's sleep rested me more. As a
fact. I've gained in health. body and mind. .\ly mind's
partl_v out there with the boys and maybe it gets some-
thing from their boy life and energy that (I095 my body
good.

“The school doctor was in here _\’esterda\'. .\s you
know. there's an epidemic of grippe :1l)t)11t_ and hg mp]
me he was run off his feet with work. lle sairl that .1lady whose little boy was down with the general com-
plaint had actually asked him at his morning's \'isit to
spend the l"(‘f-t of tl'e day at her son's bi.-dsizle. She \\-:1;
wealth\’ and aecustoined to have e\'er\-thing g{\v(- Wm. to
her. ‘ lint. madam.' he said. ‘what illlout n1\' otm-r pa.

.L'-I0 glc
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tients, many of them worse than Jimmy here?’ '.-\h.
but doctor,' she answered, ‘ tlu‘re'.r only mu’ Jimmy.' She
was willing that the rest of his patients should be neg-
lected so long as her Jimmy was well looked after!

" Now. what I'm coming round to is this: That wo-

man and her jimmy is only an extreme case of what is
everywhere. Each little family lives all to itself with
hardly a thought of real sympathy outside. a little closed
circle. You might even say that mostly each member
of each family lives to himself in a still smaller circle
within the other. \\"e're mostly our own _]immies and
there's only one of them. The rest can take care of
themselves. And it's that spirit that makes human life
the cold. lonely. painful thing that for most men and
women it is. There's no sympathy in the air. no kindly
hearts warming it for the lonely. The only cure, real
and permanent. the only thing that will sweeten life and
take all the pain and trouble out of it. is for each in his
way and according to his opportunity to do what some-

thing taught me to do for my boys— not to live in that
seltish way. not to be always planning a private good
time. not to shut out the rest from one's thoughts at
all: but to live as it were with the thought outzearrl.
with the feeling that one is a me.mber in the great family.
and in particular as in some way responsible for sotne

of that family as I for my boys. If life were livel like
that. aml thought like that kept alive. and feeling like
that encouraged. the world would be another place ll

Crime would disappear in that atmospltere
Till we do begin on

six months.
of brotherliness. and disease too.
that cure the congresses and parliaments may enact

what they like without touching the real evils of our

social life.
Int it's time to ring the bell for the boys."

Rlcpokrfik
.9!

Human Unity
“ X here. shut away from the world."- that was theI way it looked to me. A sad enough business. I

was facing. as it seemed. a wrecked life. wreckel.
cut off. cut out of the circuit for good. For I had a lift
sentence. .\light as well be called a death sentence. I
thought. for all the chances of anything worth \\'hile
that it left me.

So it then seemed. I want you to follow me alon.£
the way in which it came at last not to seem so.

It was nearly Christmas when I got in. and there was

that sort of stir in the air that made you know that.
outside. people were buying things and thinking of buy-
ing things and looking forward happily to the Comin_‘—'
holiday. You know that holiday feel. ‘nut inside om‘

walls we hazl to be content with the feel: there \\’:I~

nothing doiH_4/.
llut how did the feeling get in to us shut-ins‘. §.E<‘l

through the walls from the people who were making it
outside? llow came it to be so strong in with us tlm
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we could almost see the crowd outside thronging the

streets in the afternoons and buzzing around the gay

shop windows?

A s a matter of fact a man can’ t be shut off from his

fellows. from the general crowd. H e can be held off

from doing as they are doing;  he cannot be shut off

from feeling as they are feeling. H e comes to know that

for a fact when feeling sets very strongly in some direc—

tion. as at Christmas. Then he knows that one life runs

through us all, manifest in the general feeling. O ut

of it each takes his little private share and makes it

his;  but it remains connected with the whole.

A nother time when a man comes to know this is in the

spring, along about E aster. H owever old or feeble he

is. he can feel that general life make a new stir in his

bones. Plants, animals, humans. all get that new touch.

“' cll. I didn' t feel so shut in and lonely when I had

thought of all that. If I was myself with my own life,

I was also a part of all the life outside. I could not do

as all that other life was doing, but I could not get cut off

from being as it was being. A nd the more I thought

of this the closer I felt to all that was going on with the

people outside. I felt that I wanted to send out some

help and encouragement to them. If the current between

us could get in from them to me, something could get

out from me to them. Y ou can' t imagine what a cer-

tainty comes into that thought till you try it and dwell

on it and keep your mind in steady touch with it.

Iut I didn' t let time get empty as regards doing, either.

I was an ignorant fellow;  knew almost nothing but my

trade, no science, no history, nothing about the nations

and the countries. not a word of another language. not

a notion about the great inventions. W hat sort of a

member of the human family was I, that knew nothing

of the past and present of my brothers?

I took up history and I took up science. especially

electricity. I got to know something about the world of

life, plants, animals and stones. I touched astronomy a

little and chemistry a little. .-\n' l I read some of the

great things that men have written in the way of litera-

ture and poetry— read indeed everything I could lay

my hands on.

A nd all the time. the feeling that l was getting closer

to the great general life grew stronger. I didn' t really

have a dull minute at last. A nd I got sure that when the

time should come for the part of me that does. to go.

to die— the part that thinks and feels and is would re-

main alive because it is part of the great general life

itself.

I haven' t said anything of what brought me in behind

the four walls. L ike every sin or crime. it was due to

the part that does getting run away with by a spark of

wrong feeling, a bit of feeling getting away from the

feeling of oneness with the rest. If a man will get that

feeling and encourage it to grow strong, he will never

do any of those things that can get him into trouble.

The only evil comes from the separate-life feeling

getting too strong. The only way to kill that is to en-

courage the other. S end out your good feeling all the

time, and that will lead you to know the general life, and

at last to know that great H eart of the \Vorld which is

sending to all of us currents of its good feeling— rich

beyond words— all the time.

In the prison I got positions of trust with any amount

of chances to help the rest. A nd in time I got my parole

and am on it now and always at work for the fellows

j ust coming out. R E PO R TE R

J

In Tune with N ature

T is a deep instinct with mankind that there is some

I way of renewing life. L ife is everywhere about us.

N ature is full of it. H ow can we get it and renew

ourselves?

In the Middle A ges they sought for some magic elix ir

that would do the trick. In our own times is the cult

of physical cx ercises-—  good enough, of course, in their

way. A nother school has tried to strike deeper. Y ou

can 0550' !  and affirm yourself into new life and youth,

they teach. “I am well;  I am healthy: I am full of

life " : assertions like this. constantly made. are said to

be the key. Thus may nature-life be drawn in for our

renewal, thus. by a mental attitude.

Is that all the prescription?  O r does it do good (when

it does any) negatively merely, j ust by abolishing fear

of death or failing or disease?

\Vhat are the conditions by which nature' s rich life-

stores in sun and and air and earth may be tapped?

W e talk of “nature,”  but doesn' t she as often kill as

bring to life?  “L ' nion with nature "  might be very

good;  but suppose you got your mind and mood and

ways and instincts into union with her destroying mood

without getting into touch with that aim which she has

behind all her destroyings— namely to bring to new life

again— how then?  S ome men really do this, either

partly or altogether, and you can see the conseq uences

in their minds and bodies. \Ve can meet nature at any

point of her work. and the results for us correspond.

W e can kill a weed wantonly, or we can do it in order

that a fl ower may grow there. It is the motive that

classifi es us.

I watched a man walking along idly knocking off with

his cane the heads of the golden daffodils by the way-

side. leaving a trail of broken stalks behind him. A  little

green frog j umped out of the wet grass. and he struck

and killed that too.

A nother picture stood up in my memory and made a

contrast in human nature. O ne hot dry day last summer

I walked down a garden path with an old lady who had

to use crutches to get along with. There was a bush of

shasta daisies by the side, and the wind had left a laver

of dry dust on the leaves and petals. “ The poor thing

can hardly breathe."  she said. and, supporting herself
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THE NEW WAY 3

we could almost see the crowd outside thronging the
streets in the afternoons and buzzing around the gay
shop wind0\vs?

.\s a matter of fact a man am‘! be shut off from his
fellows. from the general crowd. He can be held off
from doing as they are doing; he cannot be shut off
from feeling as they are feeling. Ile comes to know that
for a fact when feeling sets very strongly in some direc-
tion. as at Christmas. Then he knows that one life runs

through us all, tnanifest in the general feeling. ()ut
of it each takes his little private share and makes it
his; but it remains connected with the whole.

.\nother time when a man comes to know this is in the
spring. along about Easter. Ilowever old or feeble he
is. he can feel that general life make a new stir in his
bones. Plants. animals, humans. all get that new touch.

\\’ell. I didn't feel so shut in and lonely when I had
thought of all that. If I \'as myself with my own life.
I was also a part of all the life outside. I could not do
as all that other life was doing. but I could not get cut oFf
front bt°1'iig as it was being. .—\nd the more I thought
of this the closer I felt to all that was going on with the
people outside. I felt that I wanted to send out some

help and encouragement to them. If the current between
us could get in from them to me. something could get
out from me to them. You can't imagine what a cer-
tainty comes into that thought till you try it an'l dwell
on it and keep your mind in steady touch with it.

llut I didn't let time get empty as regards doing. either.
I was an ignorant fellow: knew almost nothing but my
trade. no science. no history. nothing about the nations
and the countries. not a word of another language. not
a notion about the great inventions. What sort of a
member of the human family was I. that knew nothing
of the past and present of my brt-,tliers?

I took up history and I took up science. esp-_-eiall_v
electricity. I got to know something about the world «-f
life. plants. animals and stones. I touched astronomy a
little and chemistry a little. An! I read some of the
great things that men have written in the way of litera-
ture and poetry——read indeed everytliing I could lay
my hands on.

.—\nd all the time. the feeling that l was getting closer
to the great general life grew stronger. I didn't really
have a dull minute at last. And I got sure that when the
time should come for the part of me that dam‘, to go.
to die—the part that tlzirilex and feels and is would re-
main alive because it is part of the great general life
itself.

I haven't said anything of what brought me in behind
the four walls. Like every sin or crime. it was due to
the part that does getting run away with by a spark of
wrong feeling. a bit of feeling getting away from the
feeling of oneness with the rest. If a man will get that
feeling and encourage it to grow strong, he will never
do any of those things that can get him into trouble.

. G0 Slit’

The only evil comes from the separate-life feeling
getting too strong. The only way to kill that is to en-

courage the other. Send out your good feeling all the
time, and that will lead you to Imote the general life, and
at last to know that great Heart of the \\'orld which is
sending to all of us currents of its good feeling—rich
beyond words—all the time.

In the prison I got positions of trust with any amount
of chances to help the rest. .~\nd in time I got my parole
and am on it now and always at work for the fellows
just coming out. RicI~oRTI€R

‘:3

In Tune with Nature
T is a deep instinct with mankind that there is someI way of renewing life. Life is everywhere about us.

Nature is full of it. llow can we get it and renew
ourselves?

In the .\li<ldle Ages they sought for some magic elixir
that would do the trick. In our own times is the cult
of physical exercises -— good enough. of course. in their
way. Another school has tried to strike deeper. You
can assert and aflirm yourself into new life and youth,
they teach. "I am well: I am healthy: I am full of
life ": assertions like this. constantly made. are said to
be the key. Thus may nature-life be drawn in for our
renewal. thus. by a mental attitude.

Is that all the prescription? Or does it do good (when
it does any) nc_(/a!i:'el_v merely, just by abolishing fear
of death or failing or disease?

What are the conditions by which nature's rich life-
stores in sun and aml air and earth may be tapped?
We talk of "nature." but doesn't she as often kill as

bring to life? "l.'nion with nature" might be very
good: but suppose you got your mind and mood and
ways and instincts into union with her destroying mood
without getting into touch with that aim which she has
behind all her destroyings—-namely to bring to new life
again—ho\v then? Some men really do this, either
partly or altogether. and you can see the consequences
in their minds and bodies. We can meet nature at any
point of her work. and the results for us correspond.

\\'e can kill a wcezl wantonl_v_ or we can do it in order
that a flower may grow there. It is the motive that
classifies us.

I watched a man walking along idly knocking off with
his cane the heazls of the golden daffodils by the way-
side. leaving a trail of broken stalks behind him. A little
green frog jumped out of the wet grass. and he struck
and killed that too.

Another picture stood up in my memory and made a

contrast in human nature. One hot dry day last summer

I walkctl down a garden path with an ol'l lady who had
to use crutclzcs to get along with. There was a bush of
shasta daisies by the side. and the wind had left a layer
of dry dust on the leaves anl petals. "The poor thing
can hardly breathe." she said. and. supporting herself
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on one crutch she pushed the other into the middle of

the bush and gently swayed it about so as to shake the

foliage free of the clogging dust fi lm.

S he was a fi ne gardener. Things would grow for her

when they wouldn' t for anybody else. S he belonged to

the creative side of things, the life side;  and though

she had to use crutches there was plenty of life left in

her at ninety. E verybody, especially children, loved

her. and when the children were sick they said they got

well q uicker if she would come and sit by their beds.

B ecause she let the kindly nature-stream of life go

through her to every living thing— though she had nev-

er thought of it in that way— it gave a rich share of

itself to her as it passed.

A  man was recently convicted of setting fi re to houses

— occupied ones, too— in a little Californian town. H e

had no motive, j ust the instinct to destroy. the killing

instinct. IIe belonged to the same side of things as the

other who was beheading the dafi ‘odils and killed the

frog.

N ature has two modes in her ways. S he has the life

mode, the one that makes growth in plants and animals

and children, that heals and vivifi es. A nd we can see

the other at work with her where she undoes and de-

stroys. B ut wherever she undoes and destroys it is to

build again. S he only draws back her life— wave to fl ow

it forward once more and a little further. H er destruc-

tions are means to constructions. B ut the fi re-bug and

the man who killed the daffodils and the frog were pure

destroyers, death— agents, not only useless but nox ious in

the general scheme.

Those who would live more in mind, body and soul,

who would renew themselves, must do so from life g0-

ing throng/1 them. A nd it is only going through when

living things are helped, loved, encouraged;  conscious

kindly helpfulness in every direction that is open to us,

becoming our mode, the activating spirit of our conduct.

W hatever other measures we undertake. that must be

undertaken to give real success to those others. That

is getting into tune with nature. S he knows her helpers

and will stand by them. S ay good morning to another

man in the right way and spirit, and in the moment she

has added something to your life. Tear up a weed that

a fl ower may grow, because you love the fl owcrhand you

are still one of her constructors. Y ou can “assert”  to

yourself for ever that you feel full of life, but the re-

newal will not amount to much unless you let the life

pulse out through you in the spirit of helpfulness and

love to other living things from your fellow man down-

wards. It is life coming through us. not merely to us,

that feeds and renews. K eep out of the mind the fear

of disease, the forebodings of decay. of failings, of

death;  create the sense of life. and make to yourself.

if you fi nd it helpful. the affi rmation of new life: but

kill your antagonisms and set your heart in the mode of

brotherhood. This is the way to win. S TUDE N T

The Middle Chamber

O O K IN G into the view-fi nder of a camera, you see

a minute reproduction of the view in front, the

last detail, every play of light and shade.

A ll that spring morning I had been taking photographs

of the scenery around the lake, ex periencing unusual

pleasure for some reason in watching the living minia-

tures in the fi nder.

I was tired by noon and after getting back to my rooms

I threw myself into a chair for a few minutes’  rest be-

fore lunch. F or j ust a flash I must have dropped asleep

— long enough, however, for a dream.

Things of the waking hours. when they turn up as

part of the stuff of dreams, sometimes change their

nature a little and become symbols of profound truths.

S o it was with my morning' s work. The view— fi nder

into which I was looking in my dream was my own heart.

There too was a little picture of all nature, little trees

green and perfect, with their waving leaves, blue sky

with the white cloudlets blowing across it. the lake among

the trees mirroring this sky. the country lane with the

hay-laden cart coming along it and the man walking at

the horse‘s head carrying his whip— everything there,

all in this tiny chamber of my heart.

B ut the sunlight and colors of that little picture nct

only fi lled the little chamber but radiated out from it and

fi lled my whole body. My whole body was alive with

the light of the spacious spring morning sparkling in

every muscle and fi ber, the light and the j oy of it. A nd

I knew then what it was to be really alive.

I woke wondering. A nd I remembered the words of

many old books. pointing out to us that man' s heart is

intensely a part of nature, that nature' s ex haustless life

springs in it as in the world around, that in it may be felt

all that goes on in the greater world it epitomizes the

j oy and pulse and new births of spring, the full-pressed

life of summer, the deepening of autumn. the unseen

ripenings beneath the seeming sleep of winter, the thrill

of every sunrise, the peace of every sunset. A ll life.

the fulfi llings of all life-promise, are in the heart would

we but fi nd our way there and live there and so.be

happy. A nd there too is the deathless Power that sus—

tains all and carries all onward and upward through

the range of changes to greater and richer life. greater

and richer, always greater and richer for evermore.

“B ear love to all thy fellows " —  that opens the heart' s

door for our own entry;  that is the light shining out

through the little door, the light that will give us the

eyes to see in our hearts all nature and to understand

with our hearts the Power that upholds all nature. A nd

once we have truly entered the heart, in and from that

moment we know our immortality, our freelom. our

potencies of j oy and growth.

It is always N ow in the heart, never yesterday or to-

morrow, a growing and ex panding N ow, a peace beyond

regrets or longings, and the warm shining of light. A .
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4 THE NEW WAY

on one crutch she pushed the other into the middle of
the bush and gently swayed it about so as to shake the
foliage free of the clogging dust film.

She was a fine gardener. Things \vould grow for her
when they wouldn't for anybody else. She belonged to
the creative side of things. the life side; and though
she had to use crutches there was plenty of life left in
her at ninety. F.ver_vbody, especially children. loved
her. and when the children were sick they said they got
well quicker if she would come and sit by their beds.
liecause she let the kindly nature-stream of life go
through her to every living thing—though she had nev—

er thought of it in that way—it gave a rich share of
itself to her as it passed.

A man was recently convicted of setting fire to houses
—occupied ones. too——in a little Californian town. He
had no motive. just the instinct to destroy. the killing
instinct. Ile belonged to the same side of things as the
other who was beheading the daffodils and killsd the
frog.

Nature has two modes in her wa_vs. She has the life
mode. the one that makes growth in plants and animals
and children. that heals and vivifies. And we can see
the other at work with her where she undoes and de-
stroys. llut wherever she undoes and destroys it is to
build again. She only draws back her life-\vave to How
it forward once more and a little further. ller destruc-
tions are means to constructions. But the fire-bug and
the man who killed the dafiodils and the frog were pure
destroyers, death-agents. not only useless but noxious in
the general scheme.

Those who would live more in mind. body and soul.
who would renew themselves. must do so from life go-
ing !lirou_(/It them. And it is only going through when
living things are helped. loved. encouraged; conscious
kindly helpfulness in every direction that is open to us,
becoming our mode. the activating spirit of our conduct.
Whatever other measures we undertake. that must be
undertaken to give real success to those others. That
is getting into tune with nature. She knows her helpers
and will stand by them. Say good morning to another
man in the right way and spirit, and in the moment she
has added something to your life. Tear up a weed that
a flower may grow, because you love the flower._and you
are still one of her constructors. You can “assert " to
yourself for ever that you feel full of life. but the re
newal will not amount to nmch unless you let the life
pulse out thrm4_(//1 you in the spirit of helpfulness and
love to other living things from your fellow man down~
wards. It is life coming Ilirm/_(/I1 us_ not merely to us.
that feeds and renews. Keep out of the mind the fear
of disease. the forcbodings of (let-a_\-_ of f;1i]].[1gg' of
death: create the sense of life. and make to vourself,
if you find it helpful. the affirmation of new life: but
kill your antagonisnis and set your heart in the mode of
brotherhood. This is the wav to win. S’l‘Ul)l£.\"I‘

. G0 Slit’

The Middle Chamber
O()l{l.\'G into the view—finder of a camera, you see

a minute reproduction of the View in front. the
last detail, every play of light and shade.

All that spring morning I had been taking photographs
of the scenery around the lake. experiencing unusual
pleasure for some reason in watching the living minia-
tures in the finder.

I was tired by noon and after getting back to my rooms
I threw myself into a chair for a few minutes‘ rest be-
fore lunch. For just a flash I must have dropped asleep
— long enough, however, for a dream.

Things of the waking hours. when they turn up as

part of the stuff of dreams, sometimes change their
nature a little and become symbols of profound truths.
So it was with my morning's work. The view-finder
into which I was looking in my dream was my men lzmri.
There too was a little picture of all nature. little trees
green and perfect. with their waving leaves. blue sky
with the white cloudlets blowing across it. the lake mntmg
the trees mirroring this sky. the country lane with the
hay-laden cart coming along it and the man walking at
the horse's head carrying his whip—evcrything there.
all in this tiny chamber of my heart.

llut the sunlight and colors of that little picture mt
only filled the little chamber but radiated out from it an-l
filled my whole body. My whole body was alive with
the light of the spacious spring morning sparkling in
every muscle and fiber. the light and the joy of it. .-\utl
I knew then what it was to be really alive.

I woke wondering. .\n:l I rememb-:re(l the \vords of
many old books. pointing out to us that man's heart is
intensely a part of nature. that nature's exhaustless life
springs in it as in the world around. that in it may be felt
all that goes on in the greater \\'orld it epitomizes. the
joy and pulse and new births of spring. the full-pressed
life of summer. the deepening of autumn. the unseen

ripenings beneath the seeming sleep of winter, the thrill
of every sunrise, the peace of every sunset. .-\ll life.
the fulfillings of all life-promise. are in the heart would
we but find our way there and live there and so. be
happy. And there too is the deathless Power that su~«
tains all and carries all onward and upward tlir<)ugli
the range of changes to greater and richer life. greater
and richer. always greater and richer for evermorc.
“ I’-ear love to all thy fellows "— that opens the h;-art's
door for our own entry: that is the light shining out

through the little door. the light that will give us the
eyes to see in our hearts all nature and to umlerstand
with our hearts the Power that upholds all nature. .\n-l
once we have truly entered the heart. in and from thrn
moment we know our innnortality. our freelom. our

potencies of joy and growth.
It is always Now in the heart. never yesterday or to-

morrow. a growing and expanding .\'ov\', a peace beyon-l
regrets or longings, and the warm shining of light. .\.
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R hythm and W rangle

H E  guards signaled to stop work;  the machines

T came to a standstill;  the long line of men fi led

out of the prison shop, their footsteps echoing

back trump, tramp, tramp, down the stairs, across the

yard, through the long corridors and into the cells.

A s the door clanged behind old Davey and his partner

A llen, the young man sank on the edge of the cot, elbows

on knees and head in both hands.

“\Vhat' s the matter? "  Davey asked.

“ O h, those machines!  They rattle and roar and

creak and creak and rattle and groan until they drown

out every earthly sound. Then their noise goes through

your empty ears and gets into your brain and blood, and

tries to make your mind and pulse keep time with them

“S o far, in my case, they do the fi nding and have

searched out every inch of me.”

“E x actly. The clumsy, discordant machines make

you hum their tune because you haven’ t a better one of

your own. To begin with, they are an old cheap make.

They need oil and cleaning and adj usting. so everything

can work together better, and with less noise and fric-

tion. N ow the different parts strike their own keys and

are a fraction out of time or alignment. and the result

is as inharmonious as a lot of selfi sh men, each pushing

for himself. A  good violinist could go into the shop and

make his little instrument speak. so its clear, sweet voice

would cut a path through the din and pick up a lot of

separate tones and unite them and gradually tame the

discord, so you could hear the music if you tried."

9 ,

6 i

. ;  21- f

I‘ A

\I ‘

l , 1 (I

nit)“ l.lB I-.H TY

L omaland Photo. 6'  E ngraving Dept.

TH E  L IB E R TY  B E L L  IN  TH E  PL A Z A  Dli PA N A MA  A T S A N  DIE GO ' S  E X PO S ITIO N

Cast in E ngland. F ound cracked on arrival in A merica and recast.

F irst rung in 1753.

L ast rung in 18 35, when it cracked again.

until every nerve is raw and your senses dissolve and

run together so you see and smell and taste noise, and

can almost hear with your skin.”

A llen suddenly straightened up and looked into Da-

vey' s eyes. “A s I live,"  he said, “if it wasn’ t for you,

old man, I’ d be daffy before now. B ut something about

you untangles my frazzled nerves and steadies me. Y ou

seem to understand a fellow' s ragged edges without

having any yourself. If we j arred on each other as

some do in the cells, I' d have gone off the hooks long

ago. H ow did you ever manage to fi nd a way to keep

~0 CO O l.P ”

“\N ell, the machines drove me wild until I got so

busy trying to fi nd myself that I forgot about them."

“ W ell, it' s me for an orchestra in here, then. Ima~

gine the guards keeping us in tune with a fi ddle!  ”

“It‘s for you to strike your own live keynote, and

make it clearer and stronger than the tune of the hulk-

ing wood and metal monsters. They won’ t groan so

loud if you don' t help them any, and you can' t carry

their tune and your own at the same time.

“Y ears ago I had a locomotive on an eastern road.

I knew it to the last screw and cared for it like a pet

and could get more out of it than any one else. S ome—

times, in dreams, I' m back, looking out of the cal) win-

dow, rocking with the swing of old N inety-nine, as she

measures the miles of shining rails. with that right.

steady, smooth. happy hum of a perfect machine. I
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THE NEW WAY 5
 

Rhythm and Wrnngle
IIE guards signaled to stop work; the machinesT came to a standstill: the long line of men filed
out of the prison shop, their footsteps echoing

I-aek (mm/>, tramp, tramp. down the stairs. across; the
_\arcl. through the long corridors and into the cells.

.\s the door elanged lK‘llll'l(l old l)a\'ey and his partner
.\||en. the young man sank on the edge of the cot. elbows
on knees: and head in both hands‘.

" \\'hat's the matter?" l)a\'e_\' asked.
"Oh. those machines! '|‘hey rattle and roar and

t'I‘e1l< and ereak and rattle and groan until they drown
out every earthly sound. 'l'hen their noise goes through
_n-nr empty ears and gets into your lirain and hlood. and
tries to make your mind and pulse keep time with them

" So far. in my case. Ilwy do the finding and have
searched out every inch of me."

"F.xaCt|y. The clumsy, di.s‘eor(lant machines make
you hum I/ieir tune because _\'utt liaven't a better one of
your own. To hegin with. they are an old cheap make.
They need oil and cleaning and adjusting. so everything
ran work together hetter. and with less noise and frie-
tinn. Now the diilerent parts strike their own keys aml
are :1 fraction out of time or aliizniuent, and the result
is as inharmnniuus as‘ a lot of selfisli men. each pushing
for himself. .\ good violinist could go into the shop and
make his little instrument speak, so its clear. sweet voice
would cut a path tlirongli the din and pick up a lnt of
separate tunes and unite them and ;.:radually tame the
(li.s'eord_ so you enul-I hear the music if you tried."

l'..un.1l.1ml Photo. 15' Eitgraring Drrl.
Tlll-‘. 1.iiu~:i<'r\' in-:LL l.\' ‘rm: i-1..\z.\ m-: i-.\.\'.\.\i.'x .x'r .s'.\.~.' I1ll~Zi:n'.s‘ I-2.VI‘H.s‘t‘t‘IH.\’

Case! in F.ugl:1ml. Fouml cracked on arrival in Aiuerica and recast. First rung in 1753.
Last rung in 1835. when it cr:u‘ke(l again.

until every nerve is raw and your senses‘. tli_s'.~;nlve and
run together so you sic and smell and taste noise. and
ran almost hear with your skin."

;\lletl suddenly straiglitened up and looked into Da-
\'ey'.s e_\'c.s‘. ";\s I live." he said. "if it \\'as'n't for you.
old man, I'd he daffy before now. lint sometliing ahnnt
yuu untangles my frazzled nerves and Slflililicsme. You
seem to under.stantl a fello\\".s' raggeil eilges withuttt
having any yourself. if we jarred on each other {ls
.4-me do in the cells. l'd have gone off the hnoks lung
:1:-n, How did you ever manage to find ,1 way to keep
so cool?"

“\\’ell. the machines drove me wild until I gm ;.,

I-nsy trying to find myself that i forgot about them."

I.-.;:~:~.;-. ~;,- GO; ngle

" Well. it's me for an orchestra in here, then. Ima-
gine the guards keeping us in tune with a fiddle!"

" lt's for you to strike your own live keynote, and
make it clearer and stronger than the tune of the hulk-
ing \\'nt)rl and metal mun.s'ter~:. They won't groan so
hand if you don't help them any. and you can't carry
their tune and your own at the same time.

" Years ago I hail a locomotive on an eastern road.
l km-xv it to the last screw and cared for it like a pet
and could get more out of it than any one else. Sunle-
times. in dreams. I'm hack. looking out of the cah \\’in«
(low. rocking with the .s\\‘ing of old .\‘inety-nine. as s‘llC
measures‘ the miles‘ of shining rails. with that right.
steady. snmotlt, happy lmm of a perf;-ct machine. l
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knew the engine better than myself;  that' s how I lost it.

" A  man’ s body is his machine, and L ife starts him

out with a new one, and tries to teach him how to run

it. The live machine is ingenious enough with its clever

j oints and muscle pulleys and electric nerve wires. and

heart pump. its automatic adj ustments and repair and

waste sections. It' s handy and it' s always at hand. It

works and plays. laughs or groans. sins and suffers,

j ust as its owner decides. The trouble is. m0st of us

never q uite learn to run our living machine;  it gets

neglected and abused and is driven pell mell through

good and bad places. gets clogged and weakened and

worn down here and rusty there. F inally it gets a lot of

W aste motions and cranky ways and demands so much

attention from the owner. he cuts a sorry fi gure going

about in an uncontrolled machine which gives him no

rest with the j ar of its unsteady vibrations. Then with

so much fret and friction inside of one' s skin. you easily

feel any outside thing that j ars and j angles."

“B ut what can a fellow do? "

“ L earn to run the machine he' s in instead of being

run by it. \Vhen the heart pumps a kind or helpful feel-

ing into the circulation, make the thinking parts in the

brain-ease work with it. and use the resulting force in

doing something worth while. Manufacture some A 1

thoughts and feelings and actions. H ave a purpose in

operating a human system of scientifi c management tl‘at

makes time and work count. The work we do here is

not worth enough to the S tate to pay running ex penses.

and the brushes and blankets we make' soon wear out.

B ut the self-knowledge and speed and skill that the real

man gets by putting his mind and heart and hands into

the day' s work— that gain is a permanent asset. That

is safely stored up deep in his nature. becomes part of

himself. and helps him to do more perfect work when

his body machine wears out and leaves him free to rest

a while. N imc' rv-N IN E

' 3

IF  we will stop for only a moment and move more

closely in touch with our inner life. our aspirations. our

hopes. we shall fi nd the inex pressible inspiration of the

S oul that is constantly urging us in the right direction.

—  K atherine Tingley

TIIE  situation that has not its duty. its ideal. was

never yet occupied by man. Y es. here. in this poor.

miserable. hampered. despicable A ctual. wherein thou

even now standest —  here or nowhere is thy Ideal;  work

it out therefrom: and working. believe. live. be free!

— (‘arlyle

\Ve men of earth have here the stuff

O f Paradise. W e have enough.

H ere on the paths of every day—

llere on the common human way—

Is all the stuff the gods would take

To build a heaven, to mould and make

N ew E dens. O urs the stuff sublime

To build eternity in time.—  lidn' in Markham

I W ill

“ O S ITIVE  and negative.”  as terms applied in the

P science of human nature, mean somewhat the

same as in electrical science. The current flows

from the positive to the negative.

I\I0st men are negative to their minds and emotions.

their thoughts and moods. The mood arises somewhere

in the man’ s make-up and fl ows from there into him.

over him. H e takes it as it comes and notes that he is

feeling gloomy or irritable or cheerful today. Thoughts

stream along as they like. and whether the man likes

them or not he takes them j ust as negatively as the

negative pole of the battery takes whateiver current

comes to it from the positive pole. Many a man would

give anything not to have his desires. say the desire for

freedom or something else he can' t get. They cause him

agony. but he is their prey. he is negative to them. They

fl ow into him and over him as they will and he never

realizes that he need not accept them. that he can be him-

self the positive pole and make his desire-part and his

thought-part accept from him whatever thoughts anl

whatever desires he chooses.

Thus we get in sight of the fi rst law of peaceful life-—

to be positive. to rule. instead of being a cork dance-' l on

the uneasy sea of thought and desire.

It is in this life of positive action to which we are all

called. that we can win our rightful positive supremacy.

Many times a day we are tempted to do some little (or

large) wrong thing or slip doing a right thing. The

wrong thing gives a little pleasure;  slipping the right

thing escapes a little trouble. E ither way w: are nega-

tive to a desire.

Don' t do the little wrong thing;  do the troublesome

little duty. Then the desire-pole. denied the place of

positive. feels hurt or angry. Don' t accept that as

your hurtness or anger. If you note the situation care—

fully you will fi nd that you. your better self. has got

pleasure out of this bit of will-work. It is always pleas-

ant to a man to stand positive. to stand as a man.

Take up the positive position the moment you rise in

the morning. S tart the current of will as your feet

touch the fl oor. I \Vm. is the great formula. Think it

out. I. the true man. do W IL L  to rule my nature.

This stand reveals the two natures in human nature:

the nature that bothers us with thoughts and desires we

don' t want. that likes to do wrong and shirk right;  and

the true nature of I. the nature that wakes little by little

as we stand to our I W IL L . the nature that learns little

by little what to will means. This latter nature seems

empty. nothing. at fi rst: it is the other. the nature of

desire. that seems to have all the life. K eep on. :\s

the true I awakes it fi nds its own j oy and peace an' l ful-

ness. It fi nds the knowledge of what true manho' rl i< .

how great are the now sleeping powers an' l k1] 0\\' l‘:(l_‘li‘\‘

of true manhood. true selfhood. true l-ness. L et us no

longer be the negative pole of our own battery. S TI' MN T
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6 THE NEW WAY
 

knew the engine better than myself; that's how I lost it.
“ A man's body is his machine. and Life starts him

out with a ne\v one. and tries to teach him how to run

it. The live machine is ingenious enough with its clever
joints and muscle pulleys and electric nerve wires. and
heart pump. its automatic adjustments and repair and
waste sections. It's handy aurl it's always at hand. It
works and plays. laughs or groans. sins and suffers.
just as its owner decides. The trouble is. most of us

never quite learn to run our living machine; it gets
neglected and abused and is driven pell mell through
good and bad places. gets clogged and weakened and
worn down here and rusty there. Finally it gets a lot of
waste motions and cranky ways and demands so much
attention from the owner, he cuts a sorry figure going
about in an uncontrolled machine which gives him 11-)

rest with the jar of its unsteady vibrations. Then \vith
so much fret and friction inside of one's skin. _vou easily
feel any outside thing that jars and jangles."

" llut what can a fellow do? "

"Learn to run the machine he's in instead of being
run by it. \\'hen the heart pumps a kind or helpful feel-
ing into the circulation, make the thinking parts in the
brain—case work with it. and use the resulting force in
doing something worth while. l\lanufact'.u'e some .»\l
thoughts and feelings and actions. Have a purpose in
operating a human system of scientific management tlrat
makes time and work count. The work we do here is
not worth enough to the State to pa_v running e.\pcnses.
and the brushes and blankets we makeisoon wear out.
llut the self-knowledge and speed and skill that the real
man gets by putting his mind and heart and hands into
the day's work—that gain is a permanent asset. That
is safely st"'red up deep in his nature. bemmcs part of
himself. and helps him to do more perfect work when
his body machine wears out and l:*av('s him free to rest
a while. XI.\‘I~:'rv-.\'I:\'I-:

3

ll-‘ we will stop for only a moment and move more
Closely in touch with our inner life. our aspirations. our

hopes. we shall find the inexpressible inspiration of the
Soul that is constantly urging us in the right direction.

—- /\'atI:crinr Tinglc_v
Tm-2 situation that has not its dut_v. its ideal. was

never _vet occupied by man. Yes. here. in this poor,
miserable. hampered. despicable .-\ctual. wherein thou
even now standest — here or nowhere is th_v Ideal: work
it out therefrom: and working. believe. live. be free!

-— (i‘(lI'f'\'I(‘
\\'e men of earth have here the stuff
Of Paradise. \\’e have enough.
llere on the paths of every day
Here on the common human way:
ls all the stuff the gods would take
To build a heaven, to mould and make
New lidens. Ours the stufl‘ sublime
To build eternity in llH1L'.— l;'d:t'iu .lIurl.'/mm

Go glc

I Will
“ OSITIYE and negative,” as terms applied in theP science of human nature, mean somewhat the

same as in electrical science. The current flows
from the positive to the negative.

.\Io.st men are negative to their minds and emotions.
their thoughts and moods. The mood arises somewhere
in the man’s make-up and flows from there into him.
over him. He takes it as it comes and notes that he is
feeling gloomy or irritable or cheerful today. Thoughts
stream along as they like. and whether the man likes
them or not he takes them just as negatively as the
negative pole of the battery takes whateiver current
comes to it from the positive pole. Many a man would
give anything not to have his desires. say the desire for
freedom or something else he can't get. They cause him
agony. but he is their prey’. he is negative to them. They
flow into him and over him as they will and he never

realizes that he need not accept them, that he can be him-
self the positive pole and make his desire—part and h~‘<
thought—part accept from him whatever thoughts anl
whatever desires he chooses.

Thus we get in sight of the first la\v of peaceful life —

to be positive, to rule. instead of being a cork dance'l on

the uneasy sea of thought and desire.
It is in this life of positive action to which we are all

called. that we can win our rightful positive supremacy.
.\lany times a day we are temptezl to do some little (or
large) wrong thing or slip doing a right thing. The
wrong thing gives a little pleasure: slipping the right
thing escapes a little trouble. liither way wr are m-§.'a-
tive to a desire.

l)on't do the little wrong thing; do the troublesome
little duty. Then the desire-pole. denied the place of
positive. feels hurt or angry. l)on't accept that as

your hurtness or anger. lf you note the situation care-

fully you will find that you. your better self. has got
plalstlrc out of this bit of will—work. It is always pleas-
ant to a man to stand positive. to stand as a man.

Take up the positive position the moment you rise in
the morning. Start the current of will as your feet
touch the floor. l \\7n.L is the great formula. Think it
out. I. the true man. do \\’II.L to rule my nature.

This stand reveals the two natures in human nature:
the nature that bothers us with thoughts and desires we

don't want. that likes to do wrong and shirk right: anl
the true nature of I. the nature that wakes little by little
as we stand to our T \\’u.L. the nature that learns little
by little what to rcill means. This latter nature ssctns

empty. nothing. at first: it is the other. the nature of
desire. that seems to have all the life. Keep vn. .\s
the true I awakes it finds its own joy and peace anl ful-
ness. lt finds the knowledge of what true manhovl is.
how great are the now sleeping powers an'l l\'l]()\\‘l‘_‘ll‘_’.“
of true manhood. true selfhood. true l—ne.ss. Let 11* H"

longer be the negative pole of our own battery. STl'm€.\“I‘
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The Talk

B y Jonx  K E N DR lCK  B A N GS

H E  deed that I would do

Involves no valor of the sword,

That in one moment mad of rue

S hould cam for me some rich reward,

A nd cause posterity to rear,

W here an admiring world might see,

To pierce the upper heavens clear,

A  bronze or marble shaft to me;

B ut in some corner of some sq ualid way

W here misery shall lurk, to fi ght

To bring the sunshine of a j oyous day

To dawn on souls oppressed by might;

To put unhappiness to fl ight,

A nd start

S ome hopeless heart

Upon the road to hope: or where distress

H ath dwelt, by acts of tenderness

A nd words of courage, helpfulness, and cheer,

Drive out some mortal' s fear,

A nd set him on his way to light— S elected

‘1’

The Three Gates of H earing

B Y  H E N R Y  VA N  DY K E

H E R E  is another gate, not yet unclosed.

F or through the outer portal of the ear

O nly the outer voice of things may pass;

A nd through the middle doorway of the mind

O nly the half-formed voice of human thoughts,

Uncertain and perplex ed with endless doubt;

B ut through the inmost gate the spirit hears

The voice of that great S pirit who is L ife.

B eneath the tones of living things H e breathes

A  deeper tone than ever ear hath heard,

A nd underneath the troubled thoughts of men

H e thinks forever, and H is thought is Peace.

— S elerfrd

.32

K eep A -goin’ !

IF  you strike a thorn or rose,

K eep a-goin’ !

If it hails or if it snows,

K eep a-goin' !

’ Tain' t no use to sit and whine

W hen the fi sh ain' t on your line;

B ait your hook and keep on tryin' — — -

K er/I a-goin' !

W hen the weather kills your crop,

K eep a-goin' !

W hen you tumble from the top, -

K eel, a-gru' n’ !  _

S ' pose you‘re out of every dime?

Gettin'  broke ain' t any crime!

Tell the world you' re feelin'  fi ne

K m» a-goin' !

W hen it looks like all is up,

K eep u-goin' !

Drain the sweetness from the cup,

K eep a-goin’ !

S ee the wild birds on the wing!

H ear the bells that sweetly ring!

W hen you feel like singin-‘— sing_

K ev/I a-goin'  !  —  S elected

F ruition

E  scatter seeds with careless hand,

A nd dream we ne' er shall see them more;

B ut for a thousand years

Their fruit appears

In weeds that mar the land

O r helpful store.

The deeds we do, the words we say,

Into still air they seem to fl eet.

\Ve count them ever past,

B ut they shall last,

A nd in some far-off day

E ach must we meet.

I charge thee by the years gone by,

F or the love' s sake of brethren dear,

K eep thou the one true way,

In work and play,

L est in that day their cry

O f woe thou hear.—  S elected and adapted.

a”

W atch Y ourself Go B y

A Y , what' s the use in taking stock in all the things we hear?

\Vhy rip the lining out of Jones and make S mith

look so q ueer?

Y ou cannot always tell, my boy— perhaps it’ s all a lie— —

Just get around behind a tree and watch yourself go by.

Y ou will fi nd that things look different;  the crooked paths

are straight;

That S mith is not the only man that sometimes stays out late.

Perhaps your wife’ s own husband sometimes gets all awry,

S o get around behind a tree and watch yourself go by.

In business, as in pleasure, as in the social life,

It doesn' t always pay, my boy, to let yourself run rife.

S o j ust try and do the best for those who in your pathway lie,

A nd get around behind a tree and watch yourself go by.

—  B indery Talk

Jl

IN  men whom men condemn as ill

I fi nd so much of goodness still,

In men whom men pronounce divine

I fi nd so much of sin and blot,

I hesitate to draw a line

lletween the two where God has not.—  Joaq uin .llil' cr

a.

“Do what you have to— and then some;  it' s the

the”  some that counts."

“ It depends on the stuff you are made of whether the

grindstone of life grinds you down or polishes you up."

4'

Tm: N E W  W A Y : S ubscription price (Domestic), S eventy-fi ve

Cents per year, Ten Cents per copy. Club S ubscriptions of four

or more, per year, each, F ifty Cents. Get your friends to j oin

you in subscribing. F oreign S ubscriptions, per year $ 1 :60.

F ive subscriptions for $ 3:00. Ten subscriptions for $ 5.00.

Money orders and checks should be made payable to TH E

N E w W A Y , and all subscriptions and correspondence should be

addressed to: TH E  N ew W A Y , Point L oma, California.
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The Task
Ilv Jonx KE.\?I)RICK Barons

HE deed that I would do
Involves no valor of the sword,

That in one moment mad of rue

Should earn for me some rich reward.
And cause posterity to rear,

\Vhcrc an admiring world might see,
To pierce the upper heavens clear.

:\ bronze or marble shaft to me:
Ilut in some corner of some squalid way

Where misery s-hall lurk, to tight
To bring the sunshine of a joyous day

To dawn on souls oppressed by might;
To put unhappiness to flight,

And start
Some hopeless heart

Upon the road to hope: or where distress
Hath dwelt. by acts of tenderness
.~\nd words of courage. helpfulness. and cheer.
l)ri\'e out some 1nortal's fear.

.-\nd set him on his \\'a_\' to ligl1t.—-Sc1t't‘lrd
.3

The Three Gates of Hearing
BY Ill-:Nk\' V.-\x DYKE

HERF. is another gate, not yet unclosed.
For through the outer portal of the ear

Only the outer voice of things may pass;
;\nd through the middle doorway of the mind
Only the half-formed voice of human thoughts,
Uncertain and perplexed with endless doubt;
But through the inmost gate the spirit hears
The voice of that great Spirit who is Life‘
Beneath the tones of living things He breathes
A deeper tone than ever ear hath heard,
.-\nd underneath the troubled thoughts of men
He thinks forever. and His thought is Peace.

—- .yt'l(‘(.’t'(]
.30

Keep A-gain’!
F you strike a thorn. or rose,

Km‘/> a-gain’!
If it hails or if it snows,

Kcrjv u-gain’!
'Tain’t no use to sit and whine
When the Iish ain't on your line:
Bait your book and keep on tryin'———

Ker/> a—_4oin'!
When the weather kills your crop,

/\'4‘a‘/» u-goiu'!
\\"heu you tumble from the top, .

Kre/7 u—gm'n'/
S'pose you're out of every dime?
(‘:ettin' broke ain't :my crime!
Tell the world you're feelin' tine

Kcr/v a-goin'!
\Vlien it looks like all is up.

Kn‘/’ u-gt7iII'.’
I)rain the sweetness front the cup.

Kit‘/’ (I-gm'u','
See the wild birds on the wing!
Hear the hells that sweetly ring!
\Vhen you feel like six1giIr'—sing:

KN‘/‘ 0'.L't’IiII' 3 — Selec.\~d

» Co glc
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Fruition
E scatter seeds with careless han(I.
And dream we ne'er shall see them more;

But for a thousand years
Their fruit appears

In weeds that mar the land
Or helpful store.

The deeds we do. the words we say,
Into still air they seem to fleet.

\\"L' count them ever past.
But they shall last,

And in sortie far—ot‘f day
Each must we meet.

I charge thee by the years gone by.
For the Io\'e's sake of brethren dear,

Keep thou the one true way,
In work and play.

Lest in that day their cry
Of woe thou l1ear.—.S'¢'It't‘!i'a' and adttrlud.

.33

Watch Yourself Go By
.~\Y, what's the use in taking stock in all the things we hear?

\Vhy rip the lining out of Jones and make Smith
look so queer?

You cannot always tell, my boy—-perhaps it's all a lie—
Just get around behind a tree and watch yourself go by.
You will find that things look different; the crooked paths

are straight;
That Smith is not the only man that sometimes stays out late.
I’erhaps your wife's' own husband sometimes gets all a\\‘r,\'.
So get around behind a tree and watch yourself go by.
In business, as in pleasure. as in the social life,
It doesn't always pay. my boy, to let yourself run rife.
So just try and do the best for those who in your pathway lie,
And get around behind a tree and watch yourself go by.

—Bindrry Tull.‘
.33

I.\' men whom men condemn as ill
I find so much of goodness still,
In men whom men pronounce divine
I find so much of sin and blot,
I hesitate to draw a line
lletween the two where God has not.— Joaquin .lIi1’¢'r

.99
" Do what you have t0——and then some; it's the

Ilzcn xnmz‘ that counts."
" It depends on the stuff you are made of whether the

grindstonc of life grinds you down or polishes you up."
J9
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Cents per year, Tcn Cents per copy. Club Subscriptions of four
or more, per year, each, Fifty Cents. Get your friends to join
you in subscribing. Foreign Subscriptions, per year $1:C0.
Five subscriptions for $3:00. Ten subscriptions for $5.00.

Money orders and checks should be made payable to THE
NEW VVAY, and all subscriptions and correspondence should be
addressed to: THE NEW WAY, Point Loma, California.
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The N ew W ay Guidebook

To us it seems plain that evil is the outcome of man.

of his own free will refusing to be guided by the Divine

conscience within him. In his ignorance he has sought

to achieve happiness by easier ways, and painful ex -

perience is teaching him how mistaken he has been.

The only q uestion is as to how bitter is to be the ex -

perience humanity must pass through before it awakens

to reality — ~ The A thenaeum

“ There is so much good in the worst of us,

A nd so much bad in the best of us,

That it ill behooves any of us,

To fi nd fault with the rest of us.”

E verything that is great in life is the product of slow

growth — —  the newer, and greater, and higher, and nobler

the work, the slower is its growth, the surer is its last-

ing success. Mushrooms attain their full power in a

night;  oaks req uire decades. A ccept slow growth if it

must be slow, and know the results must come, as you

would accept the night— with the absolute assurance

that the heavy-leaded moments must bring the morning.

— IV. C. Jordan-

The uttered part of a man' s life, let us always repeat.

bears to the unuttered, unconscious part, a small, un-

known proportion: he himself never knows it, much

less do others. Give him room, give him impulse, he

reaches down to the Infi nite, with' that so steadily im-

prisoned soul of his, and can do miracles, if need be.

— Carlyle

B rotherhood

is not sentiment;

is not emotion;

is not so-called love.

It is

putting oneself mentally in the very place of another

and realizing his diffi culties, while showing him that

compassion for which we should hope in like place.

— l/V. Q . Judge

H old fast the ideal, for always the ideal precedes the

actual. E verything begins in an idea.

— F lorcncc Crawford

“ Don' t ex pect from other men more consideration

for your welfare and interest than you have been accus-

tomed to give to those of other men. W hy should you?

W here is your claim?  If you get no consideration, take

it that whatever you may have thought you never really

gave any."

“ E very man who is not in sympathy with the simple,

little. common, everyday things of life, who is not in

touch with the multitude, and whose heart does not go

out to the many—  is a good man to let alone.”

“W ill Power is the most vital form of Man Power.”

H eard This ?

H is mother was making j am. A s she fi lled each j ar

she labeled it: Gooseberry Jam, put up by Mrs. Mason,

and placed it on the top shelf. A  few weeks after, she

took down one of them. It was lighter than she ex -

pected and the label now read: Gooseberry lam, pm

dorm by Johnnie Mason.

“I am afraid, dearest."  he said as they were selecting

their furniture. “that we shall not be able to afford a

servant at fi rst,"

“ B ut 011, H arry, whatever will the neighbors think

when they see me doing my own work?  "

“ W hy, darling,”  replied H arry, “ whose work is it that

you want to do?  ”

Insurance A gent, to little boy at the gate of the villa:

“Is your mother at home? ”

K iddie, politely: “ Y es, sir."

Insurance A gent, after having knocked at least a

dozen times: “I thought you said your mother was at

home? ”

K iddie: “ Y es, she is, but she doesn’ t live there."

Teacher: “H ow many bones are there in your body.

Dora?  ”

Dora: “Two hundred and eight. miss! ”

Teacher: “W rong;  there are only two hundred and

seven.”

Dora: “ Y es, miss;  but I swallowed a fi shbone today."

The long-haired poet complained to the village con-

stable that a certain boy had insulted him. “ H e stopped

me and asked the time,”  said the poet, “and when I

told him it was ten minutes to three he said. ‘ Get your

hair cut at three,’  and ran away.”  “W ell,”  said the

constable slowly, consulting his watch, “you' ve got a

good eight minutes yet."

L ady, to prospective servant: “ O ne thing more. My

last maid was much too friendly with the policemen."

Maid: “ That’ ll be all right, mam. I was brought up

to hate the sight of ’ em, mam. My dear old dad was

a burglar.”

A  N ew Y ork girl, spending her holiday on a farm.

complained to the farmer that his bull had chased her.

“W ell,”  he said, “it’ s all along of that red blouse you

wear around the place."  “ Dear me,"  said the girl, “ of

course I know it' s awfully out of the fashion. but I

should never have thought that a country bull would have

noticed that."

“James. my son,"  said the milkman. “ye see what

I' m a-doin'  of?  "

“ Y es. father."  replied James: “ you’ re a-pouriu’  wa-

ter into the milk."

“N o, I' m not. James.

water. A llus stick to the truth, James.

enough, but lyin'  is wuss."

I' m a-pourin'  milk into the

Cheatin‘ is hal
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8 THE NEW WAY

The New Way Guidebook
To us it seems plain that evil is the outcome of man.

of his own free will refusing to be guided by the Divine
conscience within him. In his ignorance he has sought
to achieve happiness by easier ways, and painful ex-

perience is teaching him how mistaken he has been.
The only question is as to how bitter is to be the ex-

perience humanity must pass through before it awakens
to realit_v~ Tim gltlrcnaeznn

“There is so much good in the worst of us,
And so much bad in the best of us.
That it ill behooves any of us,
To find fault with the rest of us.‘ 3

Everything that is great in life is the product of slow
growth—- the newer, and greater, and higher. and nobler
the work. the slower is its growth, the surer is its last-
ing success. Muslirooins attain their full power in a

night; oaks require decades. Accept slow growth if it
must be slow, and know the results must come. as you
would accept the night—with the absolute assurance

that the heavy-leaded moments must bring the morning.
—W. G. Jordan

The uttered part of a man's life. let us always repeat.
bears to the unuttered, unconscious part. a small, un-
known proportion: he himself never knows it, much
less do others. Give him room, give him impulse. he
reaches down to the Infinite, withlthat so steadily im-
prisoned soul of his. and can do miracles, if need be.

—(iarI_\-lc
Brotherhood

is not sentiment;
is not emotion:
is not so—called love.

It is
putting oneself mentally in the very place of another
and realizing his difficulties, while showing him that
compassion for which we should hope in like place.

— IV. Q. Judgc’
Hold fast the ideal. for always the ideal precedes the

l7.ver_vtl1ing begins in an idea.
— Florence Crarttford

actual.

“ Don't expect from other men more consideration
for your welfare and interest than you have been accus-

tomed to give to those of other men. Why should you?
\\'here is your claim? If you get no consideration, take
it that whatever you may have thought you never really
gave any."

“ Every man who is not in sympathy with the simple.
little. common. everyday things of life, who is not in
touch with the multitude. and whose heart does not go
out to the man_v—— is a good man to let alone."

“Will Power is the most vital form of Man Power.

» Co gle

Heard This?
His mother was making jam. As she filled each jar

she labeled it: G00scI)<’rr_v Jam, put up by Mrs. Jlasnn.
and placed it on the top shelf. A few weeks after, she
took down one of them. It was lighter than she ex-

pected and the label now read: (iooscberry Jam, fut
dozen by Johnnie Jlason.

“I am afraid. dearest." he said as they were selecting
their furniture. “ that we shall not be able to afford a

servant at first."
“ Btit oh, llarry. whatever will the neighbors think

when they see me doing my own work? "

“ \Vh_\’. darling.” replied Harry, “ whose work is it that
you want to do?”

Insurance Agent, to little boy at the gate of the villa:
“ ls your mother at home? "

Kiddie, politely: “ Yes. sir."
Insurance Agent. after having knocked at least a

dozen times: “I thought you said your mother was at
home?”

Kiddie: " Yes. she is, but she doesn't live there."

Teacher: “ How many bones are there in your bodv.
l)ora? "

i ‘

Dora: “Two hundred and eight. miss!"
Teacher: “ Wrong: there are only two hundred and

seven."
l)ora: “ Yes. miss: but I swallowed a fishbone to(la_\'."
'l‘he long—haired poet complained to the village con-

stable that a certain boy had insulted him. “ He Stopped
me and asked the time.” said the poet. “and when I
told him it was ten minutes to three he said. ‘ Get your
hair cut at three,’ and ran away.” “VVell," said the
constable slowly, consulting his watch, “you've got a

good eight minutes yet."
Lady, to prospective servant: “ One thing more. My

last maid was much too friendly with the policemen."
Maid: “ 'I‘hat'll be all right, mam. I was brought up

to hate the sight of ’em, mam. My dear old dad was
a burglar."

A New York girl, spending her holiday on a farm.
complained to the farmer that his bull had chased her.
" \\'e1l," he said, “it's all along of that red blous: you
wear around the place." “ Dear me." said the girl. “ of
course I know it's awfully out of the fashion. but I
should never have thought that a countr_v l)ull woul'l have
noticed that."

"_lames. my son." said the milkman. “ye see what
I‘m a—doin' of? "

" Yes. father." replied James; “you're ;1—pourin' wa-

ter into the milk."
“ No, I'm not. James. I'm a—pourin' milk into the

.\llus stick to the truth. James. Chi-atin' is l‘.'ll
enough. but l_\'in' is \\‘u.ss."
water.
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The Passing of Vengeance cided that the vengeance should not be taken by the

N  savage times, before there was law, the man who wronged individual in person but by S ociety itself through

I was wronged by another took vengeance to satisfy specially appointed agents and in specially appointed

the hate which the wrong had aroused in him. If ways. Though this process was called “punishment,”

he had been robbed he therefore took the vengeance in it was that same old vengeance. A nd the hate, being

addition to recovering his property. now spread over a larger area of people and diluted

Then a little law and order developed. S ociety de- thereby, was thereupon called “ resentment."
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The Passing of Vengeance
N savage times. before there was law, the man whoI was wronged by another took vengeance to satisfy

the hate which the wrong had aroused in him. If
he hail been I‘(Il)lK'Ilhe therefore took the vengeance in
mlvlitiml to recovering his property.

Then a little law and order rlevelnped, Society de-
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Cltled that the vengeance should not be taken by the
wronged individual in person but by Society itself through
specially appointed agents and in =peciall_v appointed
ways. Though this process was called "punishment."
it was that same old vengeance. Aml the hate, being
now spread over a larger area of people and diluted
thereby, was thereupon called "resentment."
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In the old times the vengeance mostly took the form

of killing. F or the other man would naturally resist,

and a fi ght would follow, ending in the death of one of

the fi ghters. The avenger, even if on the one hand he

did not go so far as to kill, on the other he certainly had

no thought of bettering the other man’ s character so that

he would not commit his offense again!

W hen S ociety took over the avenging business it im—

proved it a little. It made more sure of the identity of

the guilty man. It did not award death to every offense.

A nd it came to think that its vengeance, when short

of death, might incidentally be useful in altering the of-

fender’ s subseq uent ways— through fear. It is these

additions to the original simplicity that enable us to give

to the vengeance the softer name of punishment, j ust as

the diluted hate is now called resentment.

A nother idea is beginning to come in— the idea of

altering the ofi ' ender' s ways by the betterment of his

character instead of by the worsening and cheapening

of it in the arousing of fear. W e are beginning to think

that that is the only attempt we have a right to make,

and that if we do more than what we have a right to do,

the results will be bad for us, S ociety. That is, we shall

be punished for our wrong-doing. F or it is wrong-doing,

whether in an individual or in a society of them, to over-

step its own rights and tread on the rights of another

or others. S ociety’ s punishment in this case takes among

other forms that of the presence of more hardened and

resentful criminals in its midst, men determined to re-

taliate on it for the spirit and method of their treatment;

and that of the necessity of spending more and more of

its money and energies in taking precautions against these

criminals and in the apparatus for dealing with them.

A nd its children tend to become infected with the crime

spirit from the atmosphere and directly from the crimin-

als it has hardened and embittered and made hostile.

B ut offenders now in the hands of the law must re-

cognize that since they were and are a part of S ociety,

they are themselves guilty to a degree of the mistaken

' zvays adoPted against them, j ust as guilty as the people

outside. They may understand this by refl ecting that be-

fore they fell under the law and so got their attention

upon the matter they made no protest against. had no-

thing to say against, did nothing to alter by vote or

otherwise, that very spirit and method against which

they are now chafi ng.

B ut their attention is now upon the matter and their

opinions about punishment are educated and reformed.

They know that the betterment policy is the right one.

Collectively they constitute a great mass and weight of

opinion, and as most of them return to S ociety in a con-

stant stream, this mass, voiced as it is beginning to be

by intelligent spokesmen from its midst who command

respect and attention. is fully capable of effecting the

necessary general reforms.

Vengeance never yet begot any good. Prison life.

despite itself, offers certain special and peculiar oppor-

tunities for the growth and strengthening of fi ne char~

actor and educated minds. If the prisoners will take

heart and avail themselves of these opportunities they

can become the force req uired for complete reform and

do more to better human life than any other body of

men in ex istence. They can set the ex ample of regen-

erated life and they can teach from their own knowledge

that S ociety will only begin to see the end of crime ( 1)

when “punishment”  only means methods designed to

alter for the better the will and character of offenders

and to protect itself while the alteration is in progress:

that is, when “punishment,”  once meaning only ven-

geance, comes to mean only benefi cence;  and (2) when

we have learned so to educate our children that they al-

ways take sides with their higher natures against their

lower;  instead of, as now, either with the lower against

the higher, or by turns as they happen to feel. S TUDE N T

‘9 '

A  Counter-charge

F rom The Cambrian

“ IS O N E R  at the bar, have you anything to say

PR why sentence of death shall not be passed upon

you?  "

“I have. Y our honor, you have asked me a q uestion.

and I now ask as the last favor on earth. that you will

- not interrupt my answer until I am through.

“I stand here before this bar, convicted of the wilful

murder of my wife. Truthful witnesses have testifi ed

to the fact that I was a loafer, a drunkard, and a wretch:

that I returned from one of my prolonged debauches

and fi red the fatal shot that killed the wife I had sworn

to love, cherish and protect. W hile I have no remem-

brance of committing the fearful, cowardly and inhuman

deed, I have no right to complain or to condemn the ver-

dict of the twelve good men who have acted as j ury in

this case, for their verdict is in accordance with the

evidence.

“ B ut, may it please the court, I wish to show that

I am not alone responsible for the murder of my wife.

“ I have been made a drunkard by law. If it had not

been for the legalized saloons of my town I never would

have become a drunkard;  my wife would not have been

murdered;  I would not be here now, ready to be hung

for the crime. H ad it not been for the human traps I

would have been a sober man, an industrious workman, a

tender father and a loving husband. B ut today my home

is destroyed, my wife murdered, my little children— —

God bless and care for them — cast out on the mercy of

a cold and cruel world, while I am to be murdered by the

strong arm of the S tate. 1

“ God knows. I tried to reform, but as long as the open

saloon was in my pathway, my weak, diseased will-p0wer

was no match against the fearful. consuming, agonizing

appetite for liq uor.

“ F or one year our town was without a saloon. F or

one year I was a sober man. F or one year my wife and
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2 THE NEW WAY

In the old times the vengeance mostly took the form
of killing. For the other man would naturally resist,
and a fight would follow, ending in the death of one of
the fighters. The avenger, even if on the one hand he
did not go so far as to kill, on the other he certainly had
no thought of bettering the other man’: character so that
he would not commit his offense again!

When Society took over the avenging business it im-
proved it a little. It made more sure of the identity of
the guilty man. It did not award death to e'L'er_v offense.
And it came to think that its vengeance, when short
of death, might incidentally be useful in altering the of-
fender's subsequent ways—through fear. It is these
additions to the original simplicity that enable us to give
to the vengeance the softer name of punisluneut. just as

the diluted hate is now called resentment.
Another idea is beginning to come in——thc idea of

altering the ofi'ender‘s ways by the betterment of his
character instead of by the worsening and cheapening
of it in the arousing of fear. We are beginning to think
that that is the only attempt we have a right to make,
and that if we do more than what we have a right to do,
the results will be bad for us, Society. That is, we shall
be punished for our wrong-doing. For it is wrong-doing.
whether in an individual or in a society of them, to over-

step its o\vn rights and tread on the rights of another
or others. Society's punishment in this case takes among
other forms that of the presence of more hardened and
resentful criminals in its midst, men determined to re-
taliate on it for the spirit and method of their treatment:
and that of the necessity of spending more and more of
its money and energies in taking precautions against these
criminals and in the apparatus for dealing with them.
And its children tend to become infected with the crime
spirit from the atmosphere and directly from the crimin-
als it has hardened and embittered and made hostile.

But ofiendcrs now in the hands of the la\v must rc-

cognize that since they were and are a part of Society,
they are tlmnselvcs gu.iIt_\- to a degree of the m-istalccnv
ways adopted against them, just as guilty as the people
outside. They may understand this by reflecting that be-
fore they fell under the law and so got their attention
upon the matter they made no protest against. had no-

thing to say against, did nothing to alter by vote or

otherwise, that very spirit and method against which
they are now chafing.

But their attention is now upon the matter and their
opinions about punishment are educated and reformed.
They know that the betterment policy is the right one.

Collectively they constitute a great mass and weight of
opinion. and as most of them return to Society in a con-
stant stream, this mass, voiced as it is beginning to be
by intelligent spokesmen from its midst who command
respect and attention. is fully capable of cficcting the
necessary general reforms.

Vengeance never yet begot any goml. I’ri.<on life.
despite itself, offers certain special and peculiar oppor-

. G0 Slit’

tunities for the growth and strengthening of fine char-
acter and educated minds. If the prisoners will take
heart and avail themselves of these opportunities they
can become the force required for complete reform and
do more to better human life than any other body of
men in existence. They can set the example of regen-
erated life and they can teach from their own knowledge
that Society will only begin to see the end of crime (ll
when “punishment” only means methods designed to
alter for the better the will and character of offenders
and to protect itself while the alteration is in progress:
that is, when “punishment,” once meaning only ven-

geance, comes to mean only beneficence; and (2) when
we have learned so to educate our children that they al-
ways take sides with their higher natures against their
lower; instead of, as now, either with the lower against
the higher, or by turns as they happen to feel. STL'I)lE.\"l‘

J!

A Counter-charge
From The Cambrian

“ ISONER at the bar, have you anything to say
why sentence of death shall not be passed upon
you?”

" I have. Your honor, you have asked me a question.
and I now ask as the last favor on earth. that you will
not interrupt my answer until I am through. I

"I stand here before this bar, convicted of the wilful
murder of my wife. Truthful witnesses have testified
to the fact that I was a loafer, a drunkard, and a wretch:
that I returned from one of my prolonged debauehes
and fired the fatal shot that killed the wife I had sworn
to love, cherish and protect. \-Vhile I have no remem-
brance of committing the fearful, cowardly and inhuman
deed, I have no right to complain or to condemn the ver-
diet of the twelve good men who have acted as jury in
this case, for their verdict is in accordance with the
evidence.

“ But, may it please the court, I wish to show that
I am not alone responsible for the murder of my wife.
“I have been made a drunkard by law. If it had not

been for the legalized saloons of my town I never would
have become a drunkard; my wife would not have been
murdered; I would not be here now, ready to be hung
for the crime. Had it not been for the human traps I
would have been a sober man, an industrious workman. a
tender father and a loving husband. But today m_v home
is destroyed. my wife murdered, my little childrcn—-
Cod bless and care for thcm—-cast out on the mercv nf
a cold and cruel world, while I am to be murdered by the
strong arm of the State. 1

“ God knows. I tried to reform, but as long as the opensaloon was in my pathway. my weak, diseased will—power
was no match against the fearful. consuming, aguuiziu_;
appetite for liquor.

“ For one year our town was without a saloon. I70."
one year I was a sober man. For one year my wife and
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children were supremely happy and our little home a per-

fect paradise.

“ I was one of those who signed remonstrances against

reopening saloons in our town. The names of one— half

of this j ury can be found today on the petition certifying

to the ‘good moral character’  of the rumseller, and

falsely saying that the sale of liq uor was ‘neeessary in

our town.’  The prosecuting attorney on this case was

the one that so eloq uently pleaded with this court for

the license, and the j udge who sits on this bench, and who

asked me if I had anything to say before sentence of

death was passed upon me, granted the license.

“I began my downward career at a saloon bar—

legalized and protected by the voters of this common—

wealth.

“ A ll of you know in your hearts that these words of

mine are not the ravings of an unsound mind, but God

.-\lmighty’ s truth. The liq uor traffi c of this nation is

responsible for nearly all the murders, bloodshed, riots,

poverty, misery, wretchedness and woe. It breaks up

thousands of happy homes every year, sends the hus-

band and father to prison or the gallows, and drives

countless mothers and little children into the world to

suffer and die. It furnishes nearly all the criminal busi—

ness of the courts, and blasts every community it touches.

“Y our honor, I am done. I am now ready to receive

my sentence and be led forth to the place of ex ecution

and murdered according to the laws of this S tate.”

.3

“ S timulants ”

H E  doctor left his game of chess and walked over to

T the club-room fi replace round which a group of us

were sitting after dinner. “ Give a dog a bad name

and hang him,”  he said;  “give a poison a good name

and drink it as a beverage. It’ s the word ‘stimulants’

that I' m after. O ne of you fellows j ust said that ‘stim-

ulants’  didn’ t agree with him. ‘ S timulants’  is a false

nose. It’ s as dangerous and deceptive a label as ‘re-

freshments’  would be for morphine and cocain. A lcohol

has been found out and ex posed these many years and

medical science has given it the proper name. B ut the

public still hypnotizes itself with the old one. There

wouldn’ t be half the drinking if it weren’ t for that.”

“ L et’ s have the right word,”  said Carson.

“ Give it a name that tells what it does.

stimulate and it does paralyse.”

“ Doesn’ t stimulate!  ”

“ N o, only seems to. In every form it’ s a paralyser

pure and simple, from fi rst to last, never anything else.”

“ Doctor, you’ re saying the thing that is not. Doesn’ t

it q uicken up the heart?  Don’ t you use it in your prac—

tice for that very thing?  Doesn’ t it loosen up a man’ s

tongue, make his digestion go better, give him energy

and courage?  Is it something that paralyscs which you

give your typhoid patient to tide him through his worst

days?  Defend yourself now, A esculapius!  ”

It doesn’ t

“ \Vell, you fellows have brought the lecture on your-

selves, so you can’ t complain.

“I said alcohol was a paralyser in every form and

dose, and so it is, whether you take it as wine, beer, whis-

key, or what not. If it seems to stimulate in one place

it is because it has paralysed something in another. Take

fi rst a general view of a man getting drunk. It’ s a pic-

ture of paralysis spreading downward from one level of

his make‘up to another. W hat we call self— control is

the fi rst thing to go, the fi rst thing to get paralysed, isn’ t

it?  The man can’ t keep silent, blabs his own secrets,

boasts, gets q uarrelsome. Y ou might say that his talking

department is stimulated. The proper way to put it is

that his power to control the talking department is para-

lysed. A  little later the department itself is paralysed;

his speech gets thick, his words lose their beginnings and

ends, and at last won' t come at all. A fter the moral.

the intellectual and mental parts of him get the para-

lysis. H e can' t remember or think or reason. H e be-

comes a brute, an animal. Y ou might say that the brute

instincts are stimulated. The proper way to put it is

that the proper human control of the brute is paralysed.

Then the animal powers and sensations go. H e can’ t

feel if you touch him. H e can' t walk, can’ t stand, and

fi nally falls into a merely breathing heap, a breathing

cabbage. If the thing goes any further, breathing itself

stops and he is dead.

“N ow what' s the sense in calling a thing a stimulant

that paralyscs a man layer by layer downward— fi rst

the spiritual, then the intellectual and human, then the

animal, and at last kills even the breathing vegetable? ”

“ B ut you use it in your practice, don’ t you?  ”  I asked.

“ Don' t you sometimes give it to tide a man’ s heart over

the worst days of some disease like typhoid, when he

would go under without it?  In other words, don’ t you

use it to stimulate the failing heart? ”

“It used to be given for those cases more than it is

now,”  replied the doctor. “ B ut even when alcohol is, as

they phrase it, ‘stimulating’  the heart. it' s really doing

its work by paralysing. It stays true to itself. It doesn’ t

stimulate the heart;  it paralyses or deadens the nerve

whose business it is to hold the heart in check and pre-

vent it from running away from itself. It cuts the curb-

rein. It paralyscs this nerve more, at fi rst, than it para-

lyses the heart itself. Conseq uently the heart seems

to be stimulated. B ut the drug has played true, always

effecting its apparent stimulatings by paralysing.

“ Take another case. I heard one of you fellows say

that he always felt as if his digestion were going better

if he had taken a drop of ‘ something’  with his meal.

The same thing is true here. A lcohol at once begins to

paralyse the nerve that leads upward from the stomach

to the brain. Conseq uently the man does not any longer

get those sensations that would let him know if his di-

gestion was going badly or if he had had enough to eat.

Conseq uently he will not learn from ex perience what

things he ought to avoid, and he is pretty sure to eat
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THE

children were supremely happy and our little home a per-
fect paradise.

" I was one of those who signed remonstrances against
rt-opening saloons in our town. The names of one—half
of this jury can be found today on the petition certifying
to the ‘good moral character’ of the rumseller, and
f:tlsel_v saying that the sale of liquor was ‘necessary in
our town.’ The prosecuting attorney on this case was
the one that so eloquently pleaded with this court for
the license, and the judge who sits on this bench, and \vho
asked me if I had anything to say before sentence of
death was passed upon me, granted the license.

"I began my downward career at a saloon bar—
legalized and protected by the voters of this common-

wealth.
“ .-\ll of you know in your hearts that these words of

mine are not the ravings of an unsound mind, but God
.\hnighty's truth. The liquor traffic of this nation is
responsible for nearly all the murders, bloodshed, riots,
poverty, misery, wretchedness and woe. It breaks up
thousands of happy homes every year, sends the bus-
band and father to prison or the gallows, and drives
countless mothers and little children into the world to
suffer and die. It furnishes nearly all the criminal busi-
ness of the courts, and blasts every community it touches.

“ Your honor, I am done. I am now ready to receive
my sentence and be led forth to the place of execution
and murdered according to the laws of this State."

.33
“ Stimulants "

HE doctor left his game of chess and walked over toT the club-room fireplace round which a group of us

were sitting after dinner. “ Give a dog a bad name
and hang him,” he said; “give a poison a good name

and drink it as a beverage. Its the word ‘ stimulants‘
that I'm after. One of you fellows just said that ‘ stim-
ulants’ didn’t agree with him. ' Stimulants’ is a false
nose. It’s as dangerous and deceptive a label as ‘re-
freshments ’ would be for morphine and cocain. Alcohol
has been found out and exposed these many years and
medical science has given it the proper name. But the
public still hypnotizes itself with the old one. There
wouldn't be half the drinking if it weren’t for that."

" Let’s have the right word," said Carson.
“ Give it a name that tells what it does.

stimulate and it does paralyse."
“ Doesn't stimulate! "

“ No, only seems to. In every form it's a paralyser
pure and simple, from first to last, never anything else."

“ Doctor, you're saying the thing that is not. Doesn't
it quicken up the heart? Don't you use it in your prac-
tice for that very thing? Doesn't it loosen up a man's
tongue, make his digestion go better, give him energy
and courage? Is it something that paralyses which you
give your typhoid patient to tide him through his worst
days? ' "

It doesn't

Defend yourself now, Aesculapius.

(Jo glc

NEW WAY 3

“ Well, you fellows have brought the lecture on your-
selves, so you can't complain.

"I said alcohol was a paralyser in every form and
(lose, and so it is, whether you take it as wine, beer, whis-
key, or what not. If it seems to stimulate in one place
it is because it has paralysed something in another. Take
first a general view of a man getting drunk. It's a pic-
ture of paralysis spreading downward from one level of
his make-up to another. What we call self-control is
the first thing to go, the first thing to get paralysed, isn't
it? The man can't keep silent, blabs his own secrets,
boasts, gets quarrelsome. You might say that his talking
department is stimulated. The proper way to put it is
that Iris [vowcr to control the talking department is para-
lysed. A little later the department itself is paralysed;
his speech gets thick, his words lose their beginnings and
ends, and at last won't come at all. After the moral.
the intellectual and mental parts of him get the para-
lysis. He can't remember or think or reason. He be-
comes a brute, an animal. You might say that the brute
instincts are stimulated. The proper way to put it is
that the proper human control of the brute is paralysed.
Then the animal powers and sensations go. He can’t
feel if you touch him. He can't walk, can’t stand, and
finally falls into a merely breathing heap, a breathing
cabbage. If the thing goes any further, breathing itself
stops and he is dead.

“Now what's the sense in calling a thing a stimulant
that fvaralysar a man layer by layer downward——first
the spiritual, then the intellectual and human, then the
anitnal, and at last kills even the breathing vegetable?”

“ But you use it in your practice, don't you?” I asked.
“ Don't you sometimes give it to tide a man's heart over
the worst days of some disease like typhoid, when he
would go under without it? In other words, don't you
use it to stimulate the failing heart?”

“It used to be given for those cases more than it is
now,” replied the doctor. “ But even when alcohol is, as

they phrase it, ‘stimulating’ the heart. it's really doing
its work by paralysing. It stays true to itself. It doesn’t
stimulate the heart; it paralyses or deadens the nerve
whose business it is to hold the heart in check and pre-
vent it frotn running away from itself. It cuts the curb-
rein. It paralyses this nerve more, at first, than it para-
lyses the heart itself. Consequently the heart seems
to be stimulated. But the drug has played true, always
effecting its apparent stimulatings by paralysing.

“ Take another case. I heard one of you fellows say
that he always felt as if his digestion were going better
if he had taken a drop of ‘ something’ with his meal.
The same thing is true here. Alcohol at once begins to
paralyse the nerve that leads upward from the stomach
to the brain. Consequently the man does not any longer
get those sensations that would let him know if his di-
gestion was going badly or if he had had enough to eat.
Consequently he will not learn from experience what
things he ought to avoid, and he is pretty sure to eat
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too much. Things will feel all right at the time in the

stomach department;  it is the nex t morning that tells

the tale.

“ S econdly, the drug begins to paralyse the nerve that

controls the blood supply of the stomach. The lining of

the stomach conseq uently gets more blood and can pour

out more gastric j uice. B ut along with that and for the

the same reason is an ex tra outpour of slimy mucus, in

other words, a temporary state of more or less catarrh

which in time tends to become permanent, involving the

liver and the whole digestive tract. This mucus more

than ofl ' sets the benefi t of the ex tra supply of gastric

j uice. A nd inasmuch as the millions of cells or living

particles that make up the body are by the same dose a

little lowered or paralysed, they can' t well assimilate the

food which has been taken even when it is digested. S o

it lies about the system, clogging everything."

“ H ow do you know,”  asked Carson, “ that all the cells

as you call them of the body are lowered or partly para—

lysed?  ”

“In many ways. F irst, that it has been proved that

after the smallest dose of alcohol in any form, all the

senses — — eye, ear,' touch and the rest, all of course made

up of these minute cells— are lowered in sharpness in

proportion to the dose, notwithstanding that the man

feels that they are raised and made keener.

“ S econdly, if you take a dozen young plants —  whose

bodies are also made of cells— in separate pots and

water them with water containing different proportions

of alcohol, from none up to fi ve percent, their growth

is slowed down in the proportion of the alcohol.

“A nd thirdly, by the way damage to the cells, from

the smallest regular dose, tells in the long run. It is a

fact known to and allowed for by insurance and benefi t

societies, that even the most moderate of habitual users

of alcohol has on the average a feebler resistance to

disease— taking sick allowance a larger number of days

a year— and a shorter life-ex pectancy than the total

abstainer. A nd when taken beyond a certain amount the

damage done by alcohol to every organ and tissue of the

body is too obvious to be q uestioned."

“B ut why is it,”  asked one of the group, “that if

alcohol does all you say—  is so absolutely a poison, that

men feel, at any rate for a while, the better for a dose?  ”

“ Just because it has poisoned their nerves. In our day

the cells of the body are never q uite healthy. H ere and

there, all over the body, numbers of them are sending

small messages of their uneasiness and below-par-ness

to the brain, hindering the natural feeling of perfect

health. A lcohol darnps down these messages so that the

body feels to the man inhabiting it that everything is going

perfectly well. The following day he gets the other side

of the story, and instead of doing the proper things to

get perfect health, he again gets its imitation with more

alcohol.

“ N ow think over all this, you fellows, read it up for

yourselves. A nd then cease for ever more from calling

this poisoner and deadener a stimulant. . . . B ut my

chess game' s gone cold all this while, like the coffee."

R E PO R TE R

at

The O dd Corners

“ O O K  after the corners;  the middle will look after

L  itself."

S omething I have often heard my mother say

when she was teaching the girls to sweep the room. I

didn’ t take much notice of it then, but it has seemed to

me since to have a tighter packing of wisdom to the

sq uare inch than any other half-score of words I ever

heard put together.

It counts nothing to a man' s credit to get out of bed

in the morning. H e’ s got to do that anyhow. W ' hat

counts is that he gets up on the minute instead of fi ve

lazy minutes later. It' s the difference between bossing

the body instead of letting the body boss you;  between

will used and therefore growing, and will not used and

therefore rotting;  between asserting the man and being

overlaid by the animal.

H ardly a small matter then, that fi ve minutes!

It scores nothing to a man' s credit and counts for no-

thing in his growth that he somehow gets through a day' s

work that he‘s got to do anyhow. The scoring and count-

ing for him, the will— growth and character-growth, come

from whatever ex tra snap and fi nish he does it with—

not to get anybody' s favor but because it feels good to

him to do it that way.

A nd happiness. Y our fi ve-minutes ex tra-in-bed man,

the man with his corners unswept, is never happy on a

permanent basis, j ust gets the little chance doses that

come to us all. H appiness is only on a permanent basis

when a man has made it for himself. It' s only to be

made by self-respect. A nd self-respect comes from the

way that corners and odd fi ve minutes are attended to.

W e want more life of every kind. \Vell, it only comes

from the proper spending of what we have, not by eco-

nomizing trouble, not by paring our work down to the

bare necessary bone, not from saving ourselves the cor-

ners or lolling fi ve minutes more in bed. It is in the

small matters all along the day from the beginning to

the end of it that we can be amassing more life in body,

in mind, and in soul. The soul comes into action through

the will when we attend to corners and put the ex tra

touch of snap and fi nish to our work.

To get the full benefi t out of this plan we must work

it as thoroughly as possible. If we but say good morning

to another fellow we can try to say it with so much

friendliness that he will feel the better for the greeting.

A  general spirit of good temper and goodwill kept up

all day (the seeming of it, anyhow, if we can’ t at fi rst

manage the reality all the time) adds that fi nal fi nish to

all our other efforts that will give them thrice their value.

The rewards are more life, stronger and stronger will;

in time true self-knowledge, soul knowledge. S TUDE N T
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4 THE NEW WAY

too much. Things will feel all right at the time in the
stomach department; it is the next morning that tells
the tale.

“ Secondly, the drug begins to paralyse the nerve that
controls the blood supply of the stomach. The lining of
the stomach consequently gets more blood and can pour
out more gastric juice. But along with that and for the
the same reason is an extra outpour of slimy mucus, in
other words, a temporary state of more or less catarrh
which in time tends to become permanent, involving the
liver and the whole digestive tract. This mucus more
than offsets the benefit of the extra supply of gastric
juice. And inasmuch as the millions of cells or living
particles that make up the body are by the same dose a
little lowered or paralysed, they can't well assimilate the
food which has been taken even when it is digesicd. So
it lies about the system, clogging everything.”

“ How do you know," asked Carson, “that all the cells
as you call them of the body are lowered or partly para-
lysed? ”

“In many ways. First, that it has been proved that
after the smallest dose of alcohol in any form, all the
senses-—eye, ear,'touch and the rest, all of course made
up of these minute cells—are lowered in sharpness in
proportion to the dose, notwithstanding that the man
feels that they are raised and made keener.

“ Secondly, if you take a dozen young plants —— whose
bodies are also made of celIs—-in separate pots and
water them with water containing different proportions
of alcohol, from none up to five percent. their growth
is slowed down in the proportion of the alcohol.

"And thirdly, by the way damage to the cells, from
the smallest regular dose, tells in the long run. It is a
fact known to and allowed for by insurance and benefit
societies, that even the most moderate of habitual users
of alcohol has on the average a feebler resistance to
disease-taking sick allowance a larger number of days
a year—and a shorter life-expectancy than the total
abstainer. And when taken beyond a certain amount the
damage done by alcohol to every organ and tissue of the
body is too obvious to be questioned.”

“But why is it,” asked one of the group. “that if
alcohol does all you say — is so absolutely a poison, that
men feel, at any rate for a while, the better for a dose?”

“ Just because it has poisoned their nerves. In our day
the cells of the body are never quite healthy. Here and
there, all over the body, numbers of them are sending
small messages of their uneasiness and below-par-ness
to the brain. hindering the natural feeling of perfect
health. Alcohol damps down these messages so that the
body feels to the man inhabitingit that everything is going
perfectly well. The following day he gets the other side
of the story, and instead of doing the proper things to
get perfect health, he again gets its imitation with more

alcohol.
“Now think over all this, you fellows, read it up for

yourselves. And then cease for ever more from calling

» Co gin:

this poisoner and deadener a stimulant.
. . .

But my
chess game's gone cold all this while, like the coffee."

REPORTER
J

The Odd Corners
“ O()l{ after the corners; the middle will look afterL itself."

Something I have often heard my mother say
when she was teaching the girls to sweep the room. I
didn't take much notice of it then, but it has seemed to
me since to have a tighter packing of wisdom to the
square inch than any other half-score of words I C\'er
heard put together.

It counts nothing to a man's credit to get out of bed
in the morning. He's got to do that anyhow. \\'hat
counts is that he gets up on the minute instead of five
lazy minutes later. It's the difference between bossing
the body instead of letting the body boss you; between
will used and therefore growing, and will not used and
therefore rotting; between asserting the man and being
overlaid by the animal.

Hardly a small matter then, that five minutes!
It scores nothing to a man's credit and counts for no-

thing in his growth that he somehow gets through a day's
work that he's got to do anyhow. The scoring and count-
ing for him, the will-growthand character-growth,come
from whatever extra snap and finish he does it with-
not to get anybody's favor but because it feels good to
him to do it that way.

And happiness. Your five-minutes extra-in-bed man.
the man with his corners unswept, is never happy on a

permanent basis, just gets the little chance doses that
come to us all. Happiness is only on a permanent basis
when a man has made it for himself. It's only to be
made by self-respect. And self-respect comes from the
way that corners and odd five minutes are attended to.

We want more life of every kind. Well, it only comes
from the proper spending of what we have, not by eco-
nomizing trouble, not by paring our work down to the
bare necessary bone, not from saving ourselves the cor-
ners or lolling five minutes more in bed. It is in the
small matters all along the day from the beginning to
the end of it that we can be amassing more life in body,
in mind, and in soul. The soul comes into action through
the will when we attend to corners and put the extra
touch of snap and finish to our work.

To get the full benefit out of this plan we must work
it as thoroughlyas possible. If we but say good morning
to another fellow we can try to say it with so much
friendliness that he will feel the better for the greeting.
A general spirit of good temper and goodwill kept up
all day (the seeming of it, anyhow, if we can’t at first
manage the reality all the time) adds that final finish to
all our other efforts that will give them thrice their value.
The rewards are more life, stronger and stronger will;
in time true self—knowledge, soul knowledge. S'I‘UDE.\'T
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A MIE N S  TH E  S IN GE R , TO UCI' IS TO N E  TH E  CL O W N , JA Q mis TH E  MIS A N TH R O PE ,

A N D O R L A N DO  TH E  L O VE R , IN  K A TH E R IN E  TIN GL E \" S  PR E S E N TA TIO N  O F

CA N  Y O U TE L L ? )

“as Y O U L IK E  IT.”  (wnrca IS  W H ICH ?

The W ay of L ight

“ A L W A Y S  go into that room when I feel gloomy,”

said a man to me once;  “it puts me right very

q uickly. I fi x ed it up j ust for that purpose."  A nd

he led the way into it.

It was very full of light, being mostly window. \Vhat

wall there was, was papered white with a fi ne gold thread

pattern upon it. N ot much furniture, and that, together

w fi .‘.. . ~-

. ‘ l V '  .‘ ,'

. .. ‘l ‘ ' L n' r-fl ilpll'

L omaland Photo. 6'  E ngraving Dtrl.

with the fl oor, of very light wood.

,' , W ' hite curtains and one water-

‘ color picture with a narrow gold

frame. A  window looked on the

"  sea. another on a lawn with a road

and fi elds beyond, and some far

hills beyond that.

- fl  ‘

1 I

. .'  .-

“ W hy not carry your room about

with you? "  I asked him. “H ave

it in your mind."

It has always seemed to me good

to have a gleaming picture in the

mind, ready to be fallen back upon

at odd moments or when gloomy.

If well chosen and often used, it

improves, gets richer and fuller of

meaning and gleam. A nd it dis-

places little by little all those other

pictures which are the source of

most of our troubles, failures and

disabilities.

L ife is an affair of going onward;

it ought to be always full of new

inner states and acq uisitions for us.

There can be no end to it and there

can be no limit to its ex pansion in

power, j oy and light— at least no

limit ex cept what the mind sets and

only as long as it sets them. W e

should refuse and dissolve these

limiting pictures, and especially our

foolish picture of death as the end

of us.

B ut we can only dissolve them

by the substitution of a better one,

constantly referred to, constantly

called up at odd moments till it

stays of itself and grows of itself,

till we have created it alive.

, If life is a path, why not a pic-

. L  A  ture of a path?  A  path with a

noble gateway, stretching on and

on under the great blue space, a

path with more and more golden

light fl ooding it as if it went straight

forward towards the rising sun, op-

ening out more and more view as

it proceeds.

A s the picture grows clearer to the man’ s imagination

its symbolism takes hold of him and he sees its applica-

tion to mind and soul. It permeates his body and betters

his health and refi nes his senses and feeling. It lifts him

above the small worries and frictions of daily life. H e

is himself, with renewing youth. upon that path, bathed

with its light. The picture has become the truth and he

may be sure that as it develops in his thought with its
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AMIENS rue smcen, -roucnsrmu: ‘rm: ci.ow.~:, JAQI-1-:s ms ms.\.\~-rnnoprz,
AND ORLANDO rm: Lovisk, IN KATHERINE 'r1xc,L£\"s PRESENTATION or

can YOU TELL?)“As you LIKE IT." (WHICH IS WHICH?

The Way of Light
:\L\Vx\\'S go into that room when I feel gloom_\'."
said a man to me once: “ it puts me right very“I
quickly. I fixed it up just for that purpose." .'\n(l

he led the way into it.
It was very full of light, being mostly window. What

wall there was, was papcred white \vith a fine gold thread
pattern upon it. Not much furniture, and that, together
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WAY 5

with the floor, of very light wood.
\\'hite curtains and one water-
color picture with a narrow gold
frame. .\ window looked on the
sea. another on a lawn with a road
and fields l)e_\'ul1tl, and some far
hills beyond that.

“ \\'h_v not carry your room about
with you?" I askerl him. “ Have
it in _\-our mind."

It has always secured to me good
to have a gleaming picture in the
mind. read_\- to be fallen back upon
at odd moments or when gloomy.
If well chosen and often used. it
improves, gets richer and fuller of
meaning and gleam. And it (lis-
places little by little all those other
pictures which are the source of
most of our troubles, failures and
disabilities.

Life is an affair of going onward;
it ought to be always full of new
inner states and acquisitions for us.
There can be no end to it and there
can be no limit to its expansion in
power, joy and light--at least no
limit except what the mind sets and
only as long as it sets them. \\"e
should refuse and dissolve these
limiting pictures, and especially our
foolish picture of death as the end
of us.

lut we can only dissolve them
by the substitution of a better one.
constantly referred to, constantly
called up at odd moments till it
stays of itself and grows of itself,
till we have created it alive.

If life is a path, why not a pic-
ture of a path? A path with a
noble gateway, stretching on and
on under the great blue space, a
path with more and more golden
light flooding it as if it went straight
forward towards the rising sun, op«
ening out more and more view as
it proceeds.

As the picture grows clearer to the man's imagination
its symbolism takes hold of him and he sees its applica-
tion to mind and soul. It permeates his body and betters
his health and refines his senses and feeling. It lifts him
above the small worries and frictions of daily life. He
is himself. with renewing youth. upon that path. bathed
with its light. The picture has become the truth and he
may be sure that as it develops in his thought with its
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light and strength and peace, he is giving of these to all

whom he contacts in his daily work. In treading it for

himself he is without words showing it to others, show—

ing to them also that death can efi ect no interruption

to true life. S TUDE N T

.3

‘6 H e ,’

“ H E  senses and organs of action verily are es-

T teemed great, but the mind that rules them is

greater. Greater yet is j udgment, but greatest of

all is H e. . . ."  I haVe often pondered over that old

saying, especially the last clause. \Vho is “ H e " .9

Most men verily do greatly esteem their sensations and

the “ organs of action "  by which they enable themselves

(if they can) to get pleasant ones.

“The mind that rules them”  (the senses) is greater

-— especially when it does rule them and is not run by

them. \N e mostly respect other men (and ourselves)

according to the amount of mind. A  mind that can

learn anything, however diffi cult, q uickly, that forgets

nothing, that turns out witty or brilliant conversation and

can manifest itself in fi ne oratory— that we always

“ esteem "  or envy.

B ut a man with that sort of mind may have little j udg-

ment, may be always “putting his foot into it,”  may be

his own worst enemy and totally defi cient in self-control.

W herefore, “greater yet is j udgment."  A nd in the

original— the proverb is H indu— the word for j udg-

ment includes the meaning of will.

The fourth item in this classifi cation of human nature

is ”  H e.”  Men know themselves as bodies, think them-

selves to be bodies and sensations and organs of action.

O r they feel themselves as minds and thoughts, includ-

ing j udgment. S ome of that lot, or all of it, they mean

when they say “I”  or think “I.”

B ut according to the proverb the real “I”  or “H e”

is still further in, not known at all to most of us. A nd,

“ great ”  as the mind may be, we get so tangled up and

absorbed in its thoughts, memories, worryings, regrets,

hopes, fears, resentments and anticipations, that it total-

ly prevents us from even suspecting that there is any

“H e,”  or “I,”  hidden behind all that, unmoved by it.

R ound some of the little islands in the Pacifi c there is

a circle of coral reef j ust proj ecting above the water.

O utside, the ocean may be rough enough. A lways it is

rough j ust at the reef, where the waves break. W ithin

the reef, between it and the island. is water smooth as a

mirror, refl ecting the tall palms, the green slopes behind

them, the sky. Peace and stillness within, and the mir-

roring of luminous sky and the living island: waves,

foam and turmoil without. If the island were conscious

it might be so preoccupied with the waves and noise and

unrest about the encircling reef and in the ocean beyond

as to know nothing of its own calm, the calm of its

real self.

S o with us humans. \rVe are so occupied with the rest-

lessness and noise and boiling of our minds that we know

nothing of our own true selves, there where there is

peace and the mirroring of the divine light and the ver-

dnre of ever-springing divine life.

W hy will we not know ourselves?  \Vhy will we not

win the power to come inwards into the sacred peace.

into the place of growth?  W hy are we content with a

mind-made “I”  when the true “I”  is there within,

behind?

If we would come in behind desires, behind the cease-

less tossing of thought, we should fi nd a deep silence that

would take voice and teach us all that life means, our

immortality, our power, our possibilities, our true stand-

ing in the universe, our divinity. S TUDE N T

.3

Drop That!

VE R Y B O DY  covets a good memory, but we are not

E  nearly as ready to see the need of a good power

of forgetting. A  good power of forgetting;  for

as there is unfortunately a kind of forgetting which does

itself and is very common amongst us, there is another

and very valuable kind which has to be (and ought to

be) acq uired — by effort and practice.

Passive or weak forgetting (the ordinary kind) oc-

curs in proportion as we cannot control our minds, can-

not fasten attention unbrokenly enough on what we are

hearing, seeing, reading or doing. Then we forget it.

A ctive or strong forgetting is the Power to drop un-

necessary or mischievous stuff from the mind. It is the

presence of this stuff that causes most of the other kind

of forgetting, for it prevents concentrated attention.

A  man’ s proper life consists in passing forward into

an ever opening future. If there are no specially new

outer things opening, there are in properly lived life

always new inner ones, always development. W  e should

not let the past catch hold of our coat tails and delay

our march. The past, whether it was this morning or

ten years ago, should be permitted to come back only to

the ex tent that we can learn from it, can be enriched and

developed for the present from it, can use it for our own

character-building or for the help of others. That sort

of coming of it which causes discomfort and pain or

longing should never be allowed. A  man may remember

his mother with love and gratitude, and that will be good

for him and her. B ut that is no reason why he should

let himself be weakened and made miserable by the pre-

sence or encouragement of useless memories of scenes of

his earlier years. That is not using them for any value

they have. It is being used by them.

If we have had a q uarrel with someone and lost our

temper. the only possible use to us of the memory of that

q uarrel is to note where we were weak in self-control

or in making allowances for the other, thus getting some

wisdom out of it for use on a future occasion. H aving

sucked the j uice out of that situation we should drop it

out of the mind;  which means—  forget it.
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6 THE NEW WAY
 

light and strength and peace, he is giving of these to all
whom he contacts in his daily work. In treading it for
himself he is without words showing it to others, show-
ing to them also that death can effect no interruption
to true life. S'l‘('DENT

.33
(C I9

“ HF. senses and organs of action veril_y are es-T teemed great, but the mind that rules them is
greater. Greater yet is judgment, but greatest of

all is He.
. .

." I have often pondered over that old
saying, especially the last clause. \\'ho is “ Hc ".9

Most men verily do greatly esteem their sensations and
the “organs of action" by which they enable themselves
(if they can) to get pleasant ones.

“The mind that rules them” (the senses) is greater
—especially when it does rule them and is not run by
them. We mostly respect other men (and ourselves)
according to the amount of mind. A mind that can

learn anything, however difficult, quickly, that forgets
nothing, that turns out witty or brilliantconversation and
can manifest itself in fine oratory—that we :1l\\’a_\'s
“ esteem " or envy.

But a man with that sort of mind may have little judg-
ment, may be always “putting his foot into it," may be
his own worst enemy and totally deficient in self—control.

V\/herefore, “greater yet is judgment." And in the
original—the proverb is I'Iindu—the word for judg-
ment includes the meaning of will.

The fourth item in this classification of human nature
is "He.” t\Ien know themselves as bodies, think them-
selves to be bodies and sensations and organs of action.
Or they feel themselves as minds and thoughts, includ-
ing judgment. Some of that lot, or all of it, they mean

when they say “ I " or think “ I.”
But according to the proverb the real “ I " or “ IIe "

is still further in, not known at all to most of us. And,
“ great " as the mind may be, we get so tangled up and
absorbed in its thoughts, memories, worryings, regrets,
hopes, fears, resentments and anticipations, that it total-
ly prevents us from even suspecting that there is any
“ He,” or “ I,” hidden behind all that, unmoved by it.

Round some of the little islands in the Pacific there is
a circle of coral reef just projecting above the water.
Outside, the ocean may be rough enough. Always it is
rough just at the reef, where the waves break. Within
the reef, between it and the island. is water smooth as a

mirror, reflecting the tall palms, the green slopes behind
them. the sky. Peace and stillness within, and the mir-
roring of luminous sky and the living island: waves,
foam and turmoil without. If the island were conscious
it might be so preoccupied with the waves and noise and
unrest about the encircling reef and in the ocean beyond
as to know nothing of its o\vn calm, the calm of its
real self.

50 with us humans. We are so occupied with the rest-

(jo gle

lessness and noise and boiling of our minds that we know
nothing of our own true selves, there where there is
peace and the mirroring of the divine light and the ver-

dure of ever-springing divine life.
\\"hy will we not know ourselves? \\'hy will we not

win the power to come inwards into the sacred peace.
into the place of growth? Wliy are we content with a

mind-made “I” when the true "I" is there within.
behind?

If we would come in behind desires, behind the cease-

less tossing of thought, we should find a deep silence that
would take voice and teach us all that life means. our

immortality, our power, our possibilities, our true stand-
ing in the universe, our divinity. STL.'DE.\"r

ts!

Drop That!
VERYI.’-()DY covets a good memory, but we are 11:11E nearly as ready to see the need of a good power

of forgetting. A good fozrcr of forgetting; for
as there is unfortunately a kind of forgetting which does
itself and is very connnon amongst us. there is another
and very valuable kind which has to be (and ought to
be) acquired—by effort and practice.

Passive or weak forgetting (the ordinary kind) oc-

curs in proportion as we cannot control our minds, can-
not fasten attention unbrokenly enough on what we are

hearing. seeing, reading or doing. Then we forget it.
Active or strong forgetting is the power to drop un-

necessary or mischievous stuff from the mind. It is the
presence of this stuff that causes most of the other kind
of forgetting, for it prevents concentrated attention.

A man's proper life consists in passing forward into
an ever opening future. If there are no specially new

outer things opening, there are in properly lived life
always new inner ones, always development. \\~"e should
not let the past catch hold of our coat tails and delay
our march. The past, whether it was this morning or

ten years ago, should be permitted to come back only to
the extent that we can learn from it, can be enriched and
developed for the present from it, can use it for our own

character-buildingor for the help of others. That 50!’!
of coming of it which causes discomfort and pain or

longing should never be allowed. A man may remember
his mother with love and gratitude, and that will be good
for him and her. But that is no reason why he should
let himself be weakened and made miserable by the pre-
sence or encouragement of useless memories of scenes of
his earlier years. That is not using them for any value
they have. It is being used by them.

If we have had a quarrel with someone and lost our

temper. the only possible use to us of the memory of that
quarrel is to note where we were weak in self-control
or in making allowances for the other, thus getting some

wisdom out of it for use on a future occasion. I*Iavin_;
sucked the juice out of that situation we should dr. >1‘ it
out of the mind; which means— forget it.
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“ Drop it from the mind ” —  aye, there' s the rub!  H ow

is that to be done?

B y practice, which gives perfection in this as in every-

thing else. It can be done. The power can be got, the

power of active forgetting. Then the deck is cleared.

\\" e sail forward into our future ready for anything and

fearing nothing. O uter things, even the worst, matter

very little to a man who is conscious of being the master

of himself within.

The practice consists in letting go what is easy to let

go;  that brings the power to let go what is difficult. It

is not yesterday nor this morning that we are moving

through;  it is now, this afternoon. There was that

little annoyance yesterday, perhaps j ust an unsatisfactory

dinner when you were hungry. O r you did a peculiarly

neat little bit of work that you are inclined to look back

upon and purr to yourself over. These and the like are

at your mind' s door waiting: not so very anx ious to get

W  ' ! I

A ll
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in;  only j ust willing if you let them. H ere is chance

for practice. A  no or two, and they go. Y ou can do as

you wish. If you let them in you have missed the chance

for practice and also given some more strength to that

crowd of Very troublesome memories of bigger matters,

opened their way— already too wide— a little wider.

S o in refusing all small useless memories, not looking

backward but onward in hope and courage to the future

and outward in alert cheerfulness to the immediate now

with whatever it contains— we gradually develop the

power to keep the mind clear of pain. the ache of useless

memories. '

“ There was nothing to be done about it, so I dropped

it from my mind_" — if we can acq uire the power that

those words mean, we shall have doubled our effi ciency

and opened up a new life. Practise with the small things

as we fi nd them;  as they come. Then we will have

power to deal with the large ones. S Tnm-tN T

W aiting

B Y  JO H N  B urmoucns

E R E N E , I fold my hands and wait,

N or care for wind, or tide, or sea;

I rave no more ’ gainst time or fate,

F or, 10!  my own shall come to me.

I stay my haste, I make delays;

F or what avails this eager pace?

I stand amid the eternal ways,

A nd what is mine shall know my face.

A sleep, awake, by night or day,

The friends I seek are seeking me;

N o wind can drive my bark astray,

N or change the tide of destiny.

\N hat matter if I stand alone?

I wait with j oy the coming years;

My heart shall reap where it has sown,

A nd garner up its fruit of tears.

The stars come nightly to the sky;

The tidal wave unto the S ea;

N or time, nor space, nor deep, nor high,

Can keep my own away from me— S vlcclcd

CIR CUMS TA N CE S  change;  our opinions change:

our passions fade out;  our hopes fall and van-

ish;  the pulse of health dies down;  but will re-

mains, that unconq uerable force of will which

in the maturity of life corresponds to the pas-

sions of youth.—  B ohemian

IN  all lands and in all ages God has made

himself known and has permitted pure souls to

fi nd him when they sought him with earnestness

and reverence.—  Professor Pfl cidcrcr

“I count life as j ust stuff to try the soul' s

strength on”

IN  the degree that men study their being and

penetrate into their inmost spiritual nature, they

discover the same altar, recite the same prayer,

aspire towards the same end— A uguste S abalier

TH E  soul is bound to the body by going with the bodily

passions and attains freedom from her bondage by be-

coming indifi erent to them. N ature, indeed, bound the

body to the soul, but it is the soul that binds herself to

the body. That which nature binds, nature dissolves, and

that which the soul binds the soul dissolves. N ature

therefore parts the body from the soul, but it is the soul

herself that gains freedom from the body.—  PIotinus

al
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THE NEW WAY 7

" Drop it from the mind "— aye, there's the rub! How
is that to he done?

fly practice. which gives perfection in this as in every-
thing else. lt can he done. The power can he got, the
power of active forgetting. Tlien the deck is cleared.
\\'e sail forward into our future ready for anything and
fearing nothing. Outer things, even the worst. matter
very little to a man who is conscious of being the master
of himself within.

The practice consists in letting go what is easy to let
go; that brings the power to let go what is difficult. It
is not _\'t-sterclay nor tl1is morning that we are moving
tltrntlglt; it is non: this afternoon. There was that
little annoyance _vesterrla_\'. perhaps just an tnisatisfactory
dinner when you were hungry. (')r you did :1 peculiarly
neat little hit of work that you are inclined to look hacl-:
upon and purr to yourself over. 'l'he.~:e and the like are

at your mind's door waiting: not so very anxious to get 
Lo-mu‘-mil I'Im!a

}'\SSl-IRS-lt\’, W.\'I‘C|ilNI'. .\ r..\.\n-: «N THE .\\‘.\nt-2.\t\‘
n.u.r.-r.ttnt'xp, 3-.n.\"r i.o.\i.\

in: only just willing if you let them. Here is chance
for practice. .=\ no or two. and they go. You can do as

vou wish. lf you let them in you have nn'.c_cm! the chance
-is-r practice and also given some more strength to that
rrowd of very troublesome mt-ntnries of bigger matters.
<-pent-«l I/it-ir wa_\'—-alreacly ton wide—a little wider.
Sn in refusing all small useless memories. not looking
hackwarcl but onward in hope and courage to the future
and outward in alert cheerfulness to the immediate now

with whatever it contains—-we gradually develop the
power to keep the mind clear of pain. the ache of useless
memories.

" There was nothing to be clone about it. so I dropped
it from my mind "——if we can acquire the power that
those words mean. we shall have doubled our efiiciency
and opened up a new life. Practise with the small things
as we find them: as they come. Then we will have
pnwer to deal with the large ones, S'rv'm€\‘T

L-..;:::rcr. a; ,: Got 1:816
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Waiting
BY JOHN Buiutovtzfls

ERENE. l fold my hands and wait.
Nor care for wind. or tide, or sea;

I rave no more 'gainst time or fate.
For, lo! my own shall come to me.

l stay my haste. I make tlelays:
For what avails this eager pace?

I stand amid the eternal w.1_\’s,
And what is mine shall know m_v face‘

Asleep. awake, by night or day.
The friends I seek are seeking me:

.\'n wind c:n1 drive my hark astray.
Nor change the tide of destiny.

What matter if l stand alone?
I wait with joy the coming years;

.\l,\' heart shall reap where it has sown.
.«\nd garner up its fruit of tears.

The stars come nightly to the sky:
The tidal wave unto the sea:

.\'ur time. nor space. nor deep. nor high.
Can keep my own away from m-.— Selrclrd

CiaCtr.\ts'r,\.\'cI-:5 change; our opinions change:
our passions fade out; our hopes fall and vanv
ish; the pulse of health dies down: but twill re-
mains. that unconquerahle force of will which
in the maturity of life corresponds to the pas-
sions of youth.-— Bolu-mian

Ix all lands and in all ages (‘and has made
himself known and has permitted pure souls to
find him when tltey sought him with (‘:|t’It(‘slt‘lt‘~s
and reverence.— Professor Pflrnfrrcr

"I count life as just stuff to try the soul's
strength on"

IN the degree that men study their being and
penetrate into their inmost spiritual nature. they
discover the same altar. recite the same prayer,
aspire towards the same en¢l— .-1 ugmrfc Salvatie-r

THE soul is bound to the body by going with the l)n(lil_\'
passions and attains freedom from her bondage by be-
coming indifi'erent to them. Nature, indeed. bound the
body to the soul. but it is the soul that binds herself to
the body. That which nature binds, nature dissolves, and
that which the soul binds the soul dissolves. Nature
therefore parts the body from the soul. but it is the soul
herself that gains freedom from the bod_v.—PIoh'nus

J5
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The N otebook

To say that different races worship different gods, is

like saying that they are warmed by different suns. The

names differ, but the sun is the same, and so is God.

A s there is but one source of light and warmth, so there

is but one source of religion. To this all nations testify

alike.—  Thomas VVentworth H igginson: The S ympathy

of R eligions

_ TH E S E , then, are my last words to you: B e not afraid

of life. B elieve that life is worth living, and your belief

will help create the fact. The “scientifi c”  proof that

you are right may not be clear before the day of j udg-

ment (or some state of being which that ex pression may

serve to symbolize) is reached. B ut the faithful fi ghters

of this hour, or the beings that then and there will re—

present them, may turn to the faint-hearted, who here

declined to go on, with words like those with which H enry

IV greeted the tardy Crillon after a great battle had been

gained: “ H ang yourself, Crillon!  W e fought at A rq ues

and you were not there!  " —  P-rof. W illiam James

H UMA N ITY  is the S uperior R ace;  humanity is the

greatest of ' the nations. B e patriotic of humanity in

God’ s name;  and you shall come at last to be rightly

patriotic of your own land!  The consummation of the

ages is ages ahead;  and all mankind is to take part in

it. N o people but has been in its turn, or shall be, the

Chosen People: chosen by the L aw to lead mankind for

awhile, and to stand to its age as Messenger of the Gods.

K . V. .1] .

L IVE

(1) If you are distressed in mind, live;  serenity and j oy

may yet dawn upon your soul.

(2) If misfortunes have befallen you by your own mis-

conduct, Iizlc;  and be wiser for the future.

(3) If misfortunes have befallen you by the faults of

others, live;  you have nothing wherewith to reproach

yourself.

(4) If your success is not eq ual to your merit, live;  in

the consciousness of having deserved it.

(5) If your success hath ex ceeded your merit, live;  and

arrogate not too much to yourself.

(6) If you have been negligent and useless to society,

live;  and make amends by your future conduct.

(7' ) If you have been active and industrious, live;  and

communicate your improvement to others.

(8 ) If you have spiteful enemies, live;  and forgive their

malevolence.

(9 ) If you have kind and faithful friends. line— to

protect them.

(10) If, hitherto, you have been impious and wicked,

live;  and repent of your sins.

(11) If you have been wise and virtuous, live;  for the

future benefi t of mankind. A nd lastly:

(12) If you hope for immortality, liar;  and prepare to

enj oy it.—  F rom ' I' . P.’ s lVeek/_\v

H eard This ?

“L et me see, how much for that dog?  "

“ S ix  dollars, mister."

“ B ut I thought you told me fi ve yesterday.”

“ Y es, but he’ s eat a chicken since then."

“H as that girl got rid of her piano yet? ”

“ Y es, I' m happy to say she’ s got a trombone instead."

“ H appy to say! ”

“ \Vell. you see, she can' t sing at the same time as she

plays that.”

“W hy do you say that Chaucer must have dictated

to a stenographer.”

“Just look at the spelling! "

“Gosh, I' ll have to see a doctor for this insomnia.

Can' t even sleep now when it' s time to get up.”

“O h, look at that funny man, mother. H e’ s sitting

on the sidewalk talking to a piece of banana peel!  "

R omantic young lady, spending the summer on a fam1:

“ Just hear how those old trees in the orchard moan and

groan in the storm, like the crying of a lost soul!  ”

S mall B oy: “ \N ell, I guess you' d make a racket

yourself if you was as full of green apples as they are!  " '

A  Dutch farmer lost his horse and wanted to adver-

tize it. The editor asked him what he wished to say.

“Y ust put vad I tolt you,”  was the answer. “O ne

night de udder day apout a veek ago last month I heard

me a noise by de front middle of de pack yart which did

not use to be. S o I yumps de bed and and runs mit der

door, und ven I see I fi nds my pig gray iron mare he vas

tied loose and running mit der stable off. \N ho every

prings him pack shall pay fi fe dollars rewardings."

E x -con, temporarily fl ush, dining at a fashionable re-

staurant and greatly puzzled at the F rench names on the

bill of fare, to waiter: “ \Vhere are pork and beans on

this card?  ”

W aiter indicates the disguised item.

E x -con: “W ell, bring me everything above and below

that line."

The doctors score anyhow. B ad cooking brings them

one half of their patients and good cooking the other.

“Dangerous,”  said the teacher, “ means full of danger.

H azardous, full of hazard. Can any boy give me an-

other word ending in -0us and meaning full of?  "

“Y es, ma’ m,”  said L ipson, “pious, full of pie."

Tourist: “I say, guide, it’ s about time we were gel-

ting near the falls, isn' t it? ”

Guide: “Y es, sir. May I req uest the ladies to stop

talking for a moment, and you will then be able to hear

the thunder of the waters."

L E CTIIR r-t: “The Panama Canal."  illustrated with slides
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8 THE NEW WAY

The Notebook
To say that different races worship different gods, is

like saying that they are warmed by different suns. The
names differ, but the sun is the same, and so is God.
As there is but one source of light and warmth, so there
is but one source of religion. To this all nations testify
alike.—— Thomas \Ventworth Higginson: The S_\'m[!ath_\v
of Religions
,

THESE, then, are my last words to you: Be not afraid
of life. Believe that life is worth living, and your belief
will help create the fact. The “scientific” proof that
you are right may not be clear before the day of judg-
ment (or some state of being which that expression may
serve to symbolize) is reached. But the faithful fighters
of this hour, or the beings that then and there will re-

present them, may turn to the faint—hearted, who here
declined to go on, with words like those with which Henry
IV greeted the tardy Crillon after a great battle had been
gained: “ Hang yourself, Crillon! VVe fought at Arques
and you were not there! "— Prof. William James

I‘IUMA.\'I'l‘Y is the Superior Race; humanity is the
greatest of the nations. Be patriotic of lzumani!_\.- in
God’s name; and you shall come at last to be rightly
patriotic of your own land! The consummation of the
ages is ages ahead; and all mankind is to take part in
it. No people but has been in its turn, or shall be, the
Chosen People: chosen by the Law to lead mankind for
awliile, and to stand to its age as Messenger of the Gods.

K. I". .1].

LIVE
(1) If you are distressed in mind, live; serenity and joy

may yet dawn upon your soul.
(2) If misfortunes have befallen you by your own mis-

conduct, lisuc; and be wiser for the future.
(3) If misfortunes have befallen you by the faults of

others, liar’; you have nothing wherewith to reproach
yourself.

(4) If your success is not equal to your merit, live; in
the consciousness of having deserved it.

(5) If your success hath exceeded your merit. live; and
arrogate not too much to yourself.

(6) If you have been negligent and useless to society_.
live; and make amends by your future conduct.

(7) If you have been active and industrious, live; and
communicate your improvement to others.

(8) If you have spiteful enemies, live; and forgive their
malevolence.

(9) If you have kind and faithful friends. lir'e—to
protect them.

(10) If, hitherto, you have been impious and wicked,
live; and repent of your sins.

(11) If you have been wise and virtuous. li-:'(’.‘
future benefit of mankind. .v\n<l lastl_\':

(1.3) If you hope for immortality, Ii-re,‘ and prepare to

enjoy it.— From 7'. P.'s IVM}.-/\'

for the

‘C0 git’

Heard This?
“ Let me see, how much for that dog? "

“ Six dollars, mister."
“ hit I thought you told me five yesterrlay."
“ Yes. but he's eat a chicken since then."
“Has that girl got rid of her piano yet? ”

“ Yes, I'm happy to say she‘s got a trombone instead."
" Ila/~/vy to say‘. "

“ \\'ell. you see, she can't sing at the same time as ~hc
plays that."

“ \\'hy do you say that Chaucer must have dictated
to a stenographer."

“Just look at the spelling! "

“(“.osh, I'll have to see a doctor for this insomnia.
Can't even sleep now when it's time to get up.”

“Oh, look at that funny man, mother. He's sitting
on the sidewalk talking to a piece of banana peel!"
Romantic -'oun lady, s endin the summer on a fami:) 8

-
P E

“ Just hear how those old trees in the orchard moan and
groan in the storm, like the crying of a lost soul!"

Small Boy: “ \-’\"cll, I guess you'd make a racket
yourself if you was as full of green apples as they are!"

A Dutch farmer lost his horse and wanted to adver-
tize it. The editor asked him what he wished to say.

“ Yust put vad I tolt you," was the answer. “One
night dc udder day apout a veek ago last month I heard
me a noise by de front middle of de pack yart which did
not use to be. So I yumps de bed 0nd and runs mit dcr
door, und ven I see I finds my pig gray iron mare he vas

tied loose and running mit der stable ofi‘. \’Vho e\'er_\'
prings him pack shall pay fife dollars rewardings.”

Ex-con, temporarily Hush, dining at a fashionable re-

staurant and greatly puzzled at the French names on the
bill of fare, to waiter: “ \\‘'here are pork and beans on

this card?”
\Vaiter indicates the disguised item.
Ex-con: “ \\"ell, bring me everything above and below

that line.”
The doctors score anyhow. Bad cooking brings them

one half of their patients and good cooking the other.
” Dangcrou.r,"' said the teacher, “means full of danger.

Hasardous, full of hazard. Can any boy give me an—

other word ending in -0143 and meaning full of.’ "

“ Yes, ma’m,” said Lipson, "pious, full of pie."
Tourist: “I say, guide, its about time we were ‘ed-

ling near the falls, isn't it? "

(Zuide: “Yes, sir. May I request the ladies to WI‘
talking for :1 moment, and you will then be able to liq.’
the tlunider of the waters."

l.I-fCTl'I>.F,: "The Panama Canal.” illustrated with slid“
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S elf-K nowledge

MA N  knows what ideas are in his mind, or

A  running through it;  and he feels them to be his.

H e may be said to look upon his mind and see

what is there.

S o we understand what an old philosophy-teacher of

India said, defi ning the soul: “ The soul is what looks

directly upon ideas.”

S oul. and mind, for him, were not the same.

The ‘

soul, he taught, was the man himself, the “I "  in each

of us;  it is what looks directly upon the ideas in the

mind. A long with ideas or thoughts, we include of

course desires. A  man looks on at his desires, knows

what they are, as well as at his thoughts.

In general, a man does not trouble to feel the dis-

tinction between himself (the soul) and his desires or

thoughts, or has never had his attention called to the

distinction. H e is so thoroughly in with and along with
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Self-Knowledge
.\l.‘\;\' knows what ideas are in his mind. nrA running through it: and he feels them ln be his.
He Inay he saiul In lnnk npnn his mind and see

what is there.
So we understand what an old phih»supl1y-tenclier of

India said, defining the snnl: " The soul is wlmt lnuks
directly upon ideas."

Soul. and mind. for him. were not the same. The

luv ~ Got -gle

suul. he tzmgln, was the man himself. the " I " in each
of us; it is what looks directly upon the ideas in the
mind. Along with ideas or tlmnglils, we include of
murse desires. .\ mzm looks on at his clesires, knows
what they are, as well as at his thoughts.

In general. :1 man dues nut trnnhle to feel the dis-
tinction In:-t\\'een himself (the soul) and his rlesircs ur

thoughts. or has m-ver had his attention called to the
distinction. He is so thoroughly in with and along with
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his thoughts and desires that he feels himself to be

them, to consist of them, feels that they are he himself.

H e thoroughly shares them and is affected by them, j ust

as a clear crystal takes the color of a piece of colored

glass held up between it and the light.

W e ought not to be drawn into the mind in that

way;  we ought to hold ourselves back from it and guide

it;  we ought, that is, to hold ourselves as souls. B ut in

general we don’ t. A nd that is why we know nothing of

the soul, nothing of what we really are. The strongest

of us, unless he has practised soul-knowing, self-knowing,

is entirely under the infl uence of his mind.

To see how generally infi uencible we are, note a lot

of men watching a horse-race or a wrestling match.

They are so thoroughly in it, have so thoroughly lost

themselves, that their muscles too are on strain and at

critical moments their breath too is held. W ith their

own bodies they follow the wrestle;  they too are wrest-

ling.

F or that reason theatrical wall-pictures of crime, say

a stabbing, should be forbidden. E veryone who looks

at such a picture feels for j ust a moment as if he was

holding the uplifted knife. That feel from the picture

leaves a trace in the hidden depths of his mind, and in

weak or criminal natures this may suddenly start for-

ward at some later time when a fi t of rage and a handy

knife make up the necessary conditions for a murder.

W e share the muscle— tension of the wrestlers. O ur

own muscles go on tension. B ut more than that. If we

could see the fi erce desires, the longings, impulses of

various kinds that are actuating and running some of

the outwardly q uiet— looking people we pass in the street,

desires j ust as hotly on tension as the wrestlers’  muscles,

we would share them too, get into a more or less mo-

mentary likeness of state. In the one case it was the

picture of the straining wrestlers that came into the

mind;  in the other that of the passer— by’ s desire. In

both cases, though the whirl originated in other people,

we (souls) are drawn into it because it has infected our

minds.

If, then, we are so infl uenced by pictures and desires

and thoughts that originated outside of our own minds,

we can understand how much more completely we are

the prey of the same when they originate at home,

are of our own mind’ s making, and seem to be our very

selves— are our thoughts and desires!

In that is the whole trouble of our lives.

W atch yourself eating nex t time you are hungry. Y ou

can be in either one of two states. A s the eater, you

can be all absorbed in the eating, caught up in the whirl

of desire to satisfy hunger;  or you can hold yourself

apart, look on, as it were, at the eating department in

its desireful activity.

That suggests the whole secret of self-control in ev-

erything. A  wave of desire or anger, held back from

and looked at as it rises. (the man holding himself as

soul), comes a little under control. Go on with the prac-

tice day by day, and in time there comes full control.

N ow make use, purposefully, of the tendency to be

drawn into mind— states. B ut select the states. B uild

up some mind-states, or thoughts, or pictures, and some

desires, that it is good to be drawn into and occupied

with. “A  man becomes that which he thinks of;  this

is the old secret.”

F or instance: the soul does not grow old;  it has

eternal spiritual youth, the light and spring of eternal

youth in it. K eep that thought of yourself, that pic—

ture;  don’ t permit the bodily sense of ageing to affect

you. H old your sense of life and power against every-

thing that may happen. The body itself will presently

benefi t by this.

Y ou feel lonely, forsaken, forgotten, useless. Don’ t

allow that. The benefi cent, conscious Power and L ight

that upholds the world is with you and in you;  its sup-

port and encouragement and companionship can be

found and known, especially at night when the mind and

senses are stilled down a little. A nd you will soon fi nd

that unex pected good work of some sort is right at hand.

The souls of us all, moreover, are in closer mutual

touch than we realize, behind those minds of ours that

make us feel so separate, each to himself. A ct that out.

Try and feel something, some light in the heart of every

man that is in touch with your true self, with the heart-

light of yourself, however ex ternal follies of thought

and conduct may have hidden this fact.

These are a few of the ways of new right thought.

leading to perfect self-mastery, to new knowledge, to

the unfading j oy of the man who has found himself as

soul and made his mind come up with him into that

realization and begun new life. H e has found the thread

that leads to the H eart of all things. S TUDE N T

.3

The Mind-Cure

“ T' S  not much of a mind, mine. I never could learn

I anything. I’ ve tried languages, shorthand, lots

of things, all no use. S ome men are made that

way and must put up with it. — N ow don’ t be getting

ofi t any talk about will, perseverance and all that sort of

thing. I’ ve been all through that."

“O f course you can' t cut anything much with a blunt

saw. Instead of trying that any more, or instead of

merely giving up trying that, why not get at the saw,

study it a little and then sharpen it? ”

“I tell you the teeth won’ t take an edge.”

“Y ou’ ve never tried. W hat you’ ve tried, hard and

honestly at, is to use them without an edge. W hat I’ m

suggesting is a new way altogether. It worked with me

and I don' t see why it shouldn’ t with anybody else.

“ L et’ s try and get some idea of what the mind is and

does, a better idea than j ust to say it thinks.

"  S uppose you’ re studying S panish and are trying to

remember the S panish word for table. S uddenly you

fi nd that that word isn’ t there at all, but instead a
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2 THE

his thoughts an<1 desires that he feels himself to be
them, to consist of them, feels that they are he himself.
He thoroughly shares them and is affected by them, just
as a clear crystal takes the color of a piece of colored
glass held up between it and the light.

We ought not to be drawn into the mind in that
way; we ought to hold ourselves back front it and guide
it; we ought, that is, to hold ourselves as souls. But in
general we don’t. And that is why we know nothing of
the soul, nothing of what we really are. The strongest
of us, unless he has practised soul-knowing. self-knowing,
is entirely under the influence of his mind.

To see how generally influencible we are, note a lot
of men watching a horse-race or a wrestling match.
They are so thoroughly in it, have so thoroughly lost
themselves, that their muscles too are on strain and at
critical moments their breath too is held. With their
own bodies they follow the wrestle; they too are wrest-
ling.

For that reason theatrical wall-pictures of crime, say
a stabbing. should be forbidden. Everyone who looks
at such a picture feels for just a moment as if he was

holding the uplifted knife. That feel from the picture
leaves a trace in the hidden depths of his mind, and in
weak or criminal natures this may suddenly start for-
ward at some later time when a fit of rage and a handy
knife make up the necessary conditions for a murder.

We share the muscle-tension of the wrestlers. Our
own muscles go on tension. But more than that. If we
could see the fierce desires, the longings, impulses of
various kinds that are actuating and running some of
the outwardly quiet-looking people we pass in the street,
desires just as hotly on tension as the wrestlers’ muscles.
we would share them too, get into a more or less mo-

mentary likeness of state. In the one case it was the
picture of the straining wrestlers that came into the
mind; in the other that of the passer-by’s desire. In
both cases, though the whirl originated in other people,
we (souls) are drawn into it because it has infected our
minds.

If, then, we are so influenced by pictures and desires
and thoughts that originated outside of our own minds,
we can understand how much more completely we are
the prey of the same when they originate at home.
are of our own mind’s making, and seem to be our very
selves—are our thoughts and desires!

In that is the \vhole trouble of our lives.
\Vatch yourself eating next time you are hungry. You

can be in either one of two states. As the eater, you
can be all absorbed in the eating, caught up in the whirl
of desire to satisfy hunger; or you can hold yourself
apart. look on. as it were. at the eating department in
its desireful activity.

That suggests the whole secret of self-control in ev-
erything. A wave of desire or anger. held back from
and looked at as it rises. (the man holding himself as
soul), comes a little under control. Co on with the prac-

.L.-I0 glc
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tice day by day, and in time there comes full control.
Now make use, pur[voscfull_v, of the tendency to be

drawn into mind-states. But select the states. Build
up some mind-states, or thoughts, or pictures, and some
desires, that it is good to be drawn into and occupied
with. “A man becomes that which he thinks of; this
is the old secret.”

For instance: the soul does not grow old; it has
eternal spiritual youth, the light and spring of eternal
youth in it. Keep that thought of yourself, that pic-
ture; don’t permit the bodily sense of ageing to affect
you. Hold your sense of life and power against every-
thing that may happen. The body itself will presently
benefit by this.

You feel lonely, forsaken, forgotten, useless. Don't
allow that. The bcneficent, conscious Power and Light
that upholds the world is with you and in you; its sup-
port and encouragement and companionship can be
found and known, especially at night when the mind and
senses are stilled down a little. And you will soon find
that unexpected good work of some sort is right at hand.
The souls of us all, moreover. are in closer mutual
touch than we realize, behind those minds of ours that
make us feel so separate. each to himself. Act that out.
Try and feel something, some light in the heart of every
man that is in touch with your true self, with the heart-
light of yourself, however external follies of thought
and conduct may have hidden this fact.

These are a few of the ways of new right thought.
leading to perfect self-mastery, to new knowledge, to
the unfading joy of the man who has found himself as
soul and made his mind come up with him into that
realization and begun new life. He has found the thread
that leads to the Heart of all things. S’1‘UDF.N'r

.3

The Mind-Cure
“ T5 not much of a mind, mine. I never could learnI anything. I’ve tried languages, shorthand, lots

of things, all no use. Some men are made that
way and must put up with it. —Now don’t be getting
off any talk about will, perseverance and all that sort of
thing. I've been all through that."

“Of course you ean’t cut anything much with a blunt
saw. Instead of trying that any more, or instead of
merely giving up trying that, why not get at the saw.
study it a little and then sharpen it?”
“I tell you the teeth won't take an edge.”
“You've never tried. What you’ve tried, hard and

honestly at, is to use them without an edge. VVhat I'm
suggesting is a new way altogether. It worked with me
and I don't see why it shouldn’t with anybody else.

“ Let’s try and get some idea of what the mind is and
does. a better idea than just to say it thinks.

“ Suppose you're studying Spanish and are trying to
remember the Spanish word for table. Suddenly you
find that that word isn't there at all, but instead a
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thought of something else, what somebody said to you

yesterday or where you would like to go tomorrow. Y ou

might put it that both these other thoughts want to be

thought about, and that their want is stronger than your

will to think of that S panish word which you are seeking.

“Y ou take up the con-

sideration of that word

again, but you can‘t hold

it long enough to remem-

ber what is the S panish

for table, because some

other thoughts bob up

here and there one after

another, desiring and de-

manding to be thought

about. The mind is full

of thousands of thoughts,

j ust below the surface,

all interesting to you, or

all— as we put it— de-

sirous to be thought about

by you, desirous to get

your attention, all at war

with your present will to

think of something else— —

say that S panish word.

S ome of them bob up but

then get out of sight again

so q uickly that you don' t

notice that they did bob.

B ut they did, and they did

get a fl ash of your atten-

tion. j ust a fl ash, unno-

ticed, but yet enough to

hinder your attempt to

get at that word. If you

have the S panish word in

front of you in the book,

and are trying to get it

into your memory, these

momentary fl ashes are all

the time hindering you

without your notice. To

get a foreign word at one

go fi rmly into memory re-

q uires, say, two seconds

of unbroken attention up-

on it. If in that time

attention fl ashes 05, say

a hundred times, for a

hundredth of a second, you can’ t bag that word. Y ou

don’ t know why you can’ t bag it;  the fl ashes are too

q uick to notice. Y ou simply say to yourself you can’ t

learn languages and that your memory is bad. B ut

what' s at fault is not memory;  it is attention.

“I know a man who can learn a page of poetry by

L omaland Photo. 6'  E ngraving Dept.

S IR  JO H N S TO N E  F O R B E S -R O B E R TS O N

TH E  N O TE D IN TE R PR E TI' IR  O F  S H A K E S PE A R E

(F rom the portrait by George H arcourt, R . A .)

heart at one reading. B ut while he' s doing that read-

ing you couldn’ t get his attention with an earthq uake.

If in that reading his attention wavered for a hundredth

of a second towards his cigarette then smouldering on

the table in front of him, even though he would not

notice the waver, it would

be j ust at that point, in

reciting the poetry to him-

self after the reading, that

he would fi nd his memo—

ry of it at fault.

“W e can put it that

our task is to match our

will to think of something

against the wishes of a

thousand other things to

have themselves thought

about. O f course we gave

them that wish: it is

really our own liking to

think about them. B ut

we must learn to paralyse

it for the time in favor

of our will to think of

this present topic or word.

\Ve have to train our at—

tention so that like a spot—

light it stays where it is

directed, not fl ickering and

not moving. A ttention

needs training the same

as muscles do.

“A  man looks in at a

store window for a mo-

ment and thinks he saw

pretty much all that was

there. L et him try in-

stantly afterward to say

to himself what he did’

see there. The attempt

will show him that ninety—

nine percent of his atten-

tion wasn’ t really running

along his eye-glance at all,

though he thought it was.

L ook a moment at a man

you don’ t know and try

afterward to say to your-

self ex actly how he was

dressed. A s a rule you

couldn' t describe anything he’ s got on or say the color of

his eyes. R ead a sentence in the newspaper. Y ou think

you’ ve got it. L ook away and see if you can repeat

more than the four or fi ve chief words in it. Y our at-

tention fl ickered all the space between those main words.

“ These suggest ways of practice, of sharpening, don' t
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thought of something else. what somebody said to you
_\'estcrday or where you would like to go tomorrow. You
might put it that both these other thoughts want to be
thought about. and that their want is stronger than your
will to thinkof that Spanish word which you are seeking.

“ You take up the con-
sideration of that wor-l
again, but you can't hold
it long enough to remem-
lier what is the Spanish
for table. because some
other thoughts hub up
here aml there one after
another. desiring and de-
manding to be thought
about. The mind is full
nf thousands of tlionglus.
just below the surface.
all interesting to you, or
all—as we put it—«le-
sirous to be thought ahout
by you. desirous to get
_vour attention. all at war
with your present will to
think of something else—
say that Spanish word.
Some of them hob up hut
then get out of sight again
so quickly that you don't
notice that they did bob.
hit they did. and they did

get a flash of your atten-
tion, just a flash. unno-
ticeil. but yet enough to
hinder your attempt to
get at that word. If you
have the Spanish word in
front of you in the hook,
and are trying to get it
into your memory. these
momentary flashes are all
the time hindering you
without your notice. To
get a foreign word at one

go firmly into memory re-
quires, say, two seconds
of unbroken attention up-
on it. If in that time
attention flashes off, say
a hundred times. for a
hundredth of a second, you can't bag that word. You
don't know why you can't bag it: the flashes aft: t00
quick to notice. You simply say to yourself you can't
learn languages and that your memory is bad. But
“-|m¢'< at fault is not memory: it is attention.
"I know a man who can learn :1 page of poL‘lr_\' by

. Go. -gle

Lonulaud Plato. & Engraving DIM-
sut j(‘IH.\‘S'I‘n.\‘l-I 1-'oiuu-:s-Roiu£R'l'snN

1-in-; .\’t)'I'l~Zl) 1.\'Tl-ZRI'RE’I't~IR OF SIKAKESPE.-\RIi
(From the portrait by George Harcourt, R.A.)

heart at one reading. But while he's doing that read-
ing you couldn't get his attention with an earthquake.
If in that reading his attention wavered for a hundredth
of a second towards his cigarette then smouldering on
the table in front of him, even though he would not

notice the waver. it would
he just at that point. in
reciting the poetry to him-
self after the reading. that
he would find his memo-
ry of it at fault.

"We can put it that
our task is to match our
will to thinkof something
:u,:ainst the wishes of a
thousand other things to
have themselves thought
about. Of course we gave
them that wish: it is
really our own liking to
think about them. But
we must learn to paralyse
it for the time in favor
of our will to think of
this present topic or word.
\\'c have to train our at-
tcntion so that like a spot~
light it stays where it is
directed. not flickeringand
not moving. Attention
needs training the same
as muscles do.

"A man looks in at a
store window for a mo-

ment and thinks he saw
pretty much all that was
there. Let him try in-
stantly afterward to say
to himself what he did‘
see there. The attempt
will show him that ninety-
nine percent of his atten-
tion wasn’t really running
along his eye-glance at all,
though he thought it was.
Look a moment at a man
you don't know and try
afterward to say to your-
self exactly how he was
dressed. As a rule you

couldn't describe anything he's got on or say the color of
his eyes. Read a sentence in the newspaper. You think
you've got it. Look away and see if you can repeat
more than the four or five chief word»: in it. Your at-
tention tlickerenl all the space het\\'een tlinse main words.

" These suggest ways of practice. of sharpening, don't
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they?  Can you lace your shoes and then honestly say

to yourself that your mind never thought of a single

thing but the lacing while you did it?  That' s another

way—  short spells of close concentration on duties.

“Thinking of nothing, holding that silence of mind in

which come to us the strength and help of the soul, is

another.

“ Don’ t let' s libel our minds and memories. They' re

all right in all of us, eq ual to anything. It’ s we who are

too lazy to practise attention;  or more often, have never

thought of the thing in this way. O ur great enemy

is mind~wandering, dwelling upon longings, castle-in-the-

air-building. That sort of thing teaches the mind the

trick of wandering and fl ickering.”  S ' rt' mcx r

‘3

The Child and the Man

H E  man sat at his desk thinking. It was late at

T night and the house was long silent and, save his

study, in darkness.

Tomorrow would be an important day in his life. H e

and another man were to consummate a “deal”  which

meant wealth for both of them.

H e needed the money. H e had been speculating dur-

ing the past year, using money that was not his own to

work with, reckoning to pay it back with the “sure”

winnings of his speculation. B ut the “ sure thing”  had

not fulfi lled itself, the venture had failed, and in a few

days he must make good somehow.

S ince learning of the failure, now many days ago, he

had been almost wild. H is mind had run from proj ect

to proj ect, and as each was successively dismissed as im-

possible his heart had gone colder and colder and heavier

and heavier. The man whose money he had used was

no friend. H e had no reason to hope for any mercy from

him. There would be prosecution, ex posure, ruin and —

j ail!  H e, so respected, so full of his own self-respect,

with his position in society and the world of affairs—

would have to take the convict’ s garb, the discipline,

the humiliations.

Then suddenly a way had opened, the opportunity for

that “deal.”  It was shady enough, a dishonorable ad-

vantage taken of a bit of knowledge that had accidental-

ly come his way. A nd it meant ruin to many a little

nest of savings gathered year by year against old age

by toiling men and women. B ut for him it was release,

the maintenance of his position, his respectability, his

credit, his standing among his eq uals.

H e was able to argue down his conscience at last. H e

had no right. he told himself, to be ruined. H e had no

right to let his children be disgraced, no right to bring

that shock upon them. no right to wreck the faith in

human nature of those who looked up to him as a very

type of integrity. There were people dependent upon

him, too;  for his charity had always been ready enough.

A n' l his subscriptions and donations meant so much

to his church. S o he argued it all out to himself.

S o at last he got his conscience q uieted, completed his

work and went to bed.

B ut not to sleep;  his conscience began again when he

was between the sheets with nothing to look at, no pa-

pers, no ledger, no letters, nothing but himself and his

arguings.

S urely there was a little noise!  S urely the door had

creaked!  The room was dimly lit by a little glow— lamp.

W ithout moving from his position he could see the door

as he lay, and it was moving.

H e held his breath and softly slipped his hand to a

revolver beneath the pillow. The opening grew wider

and now he could see a little white fi gure, a little head,

pushed in— his own little son!

The child crept forward, forward, cautiously, to the

dressing table. A  pile of loose silver was there, a gold

piece and some notes, his trouser pocket contents. The

child came to the table, took a dollar from the heap, and

crept from the room!

A  new agony for the father. H e loved the boy with

every fi ber of his heart. H e had never imagined such a

possibility as this. The pure little face had never seemed

to suggest anything but intelligence and innocence. A nd

he was a thief!

The door was opening again. It was the child once

more, creeping forward to the table. In his hand was the

dollar. H e put it back gently whence he had taken it

and turned to creep out.

B ut as he passed the bed he suddenly threw his arms

about his father' s neck, put his head on the pillow and

burst into tears. “F ather,”  he cried, “ you didn' t see

me;  you were sleeping, father, but I took it, and I

couldn' t and I put it back. Tell me you forgive me,

father;  I couldn' t see you tomorrow with that. O h, I

am so wicked. B ut I put it back, father, and I won’ t

ever, ever do it.”

N ex t day the man went to the one whom he had

wronged and told him what he had done, glossing no-

thing. “ N ow,”  he said, “ you can ex pose me, ruin me,

wreck my life. B ut if you will not, if you will wait and

count your money as invested with me, I will drop every

lux ury, cut out every dollar of unnecessary ex pense, and

never rest till you are repaid in principal and interest.”

“ W ell,”  said the other slowly, after a pause, “I don' t

know that I should do so much better taking what you' ve

got now. and you behind the bars, than if I settled the

thing as you say. A nyway I’ ll think it over.”

During the day he heard that the chance of a certain

big “deal”  that was easy enough and safe enough, but

more than shady. had been thrown away by one of the

parties concerned.

H e did some thinking. “ That fellow might have

come through all right with that in his pocket,"  he said

to himself. “\Vonder why he didn’ t. S eems to be a
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they? Can you lace your shoes and then honestly say
to yourself that your mind never thought of a single
thing but the lacing while you did it? That's another
way— short spells of close concentration on duties.

“Thinking of nothing, holding that silence of mind in
which come to us the strength and help of the soul, is
another.

“Don't let's libel our minds and men1ories. They're
all right in all of us, equal to anything. It's we who are
too lazy to practise attention; or more often, have never

thought of the thing in this way. Our great enemy
is mind-wandering, dwelling upon longings. castle—in-the-
air-building. That sort of thing teaches the mind the
trick of wandering and flickering." {\"I‘l'|u{.\"r

.39

The Child and the Man
IIE man sat at his desk thinking. It was late atT night and the house was long silent and, save his
study, in darkness.

Tomorrow would be an important day in his life. He
and another man were to consummate a “ deal " which
meant wealth for both of them.

IIe needed the money. He had been speculating dur-
ing the past year, using money that was not his own to
work with, reckoning to pay it back with the “ sure”
winnings of his speculation. Hut the “sure thing” had
not fulfilled itself, the venture had failed, and in a fe\v
days he must make good somehow.

Since learning of the failure, now many days ago. he
had been almost wild. His mind had run from project
to project, and as each was successively dismissed as im-
possible his heart had gone colder and colder and heavier
and heavier. The man whose money he had used was
no friend. He had no reason to hope for any mercy from
him. There would be prosecution. exposure, ruin and-——
jail! He, so respected, so full of his own self-respect.
with his position in society and the world of afiiair.-:—
would have to take the convict's garb, the discipline,
the humiliations.

Then suddenly a way had opened, the opportunity for
that ‘‘deal.'’ It was shady enough, a dishonorable ad-
vantage taken of a bit ofknowledge that had accidental-
ly come his wa_v. And it meant ruin to many a little
nest of savings gathered year by _vear against old age
by toiling men and women. But for him it was release.
the maintenance of his position. his respectaliility, his
credit, his standing among his equals.

He was able to argue down his conscience at last. He
had no right, he told himself, to be ruined. He had no

right to let his children be disgraced, no right to bring
that shock upon them. no right to wreck the faith in
lnnnan nature of those who looked up to him as a very
type of integrity. There were people rlepenrleut upon
him, too: for his charity had always been ready enough.
.-\n'l his suliscrintions and donations mczmt so much
to his church. 90 he argued it all out to himself.

. G0 gin:
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So at last he got his conscience quieted, completed his
work and went to bed.

hit not to sleep; his conscience began again when he
was between the sheets with nothing to look at, no pa-
pers. no ledger, no letters, nothing but himself and his
arguings.

Surely there was a little noise! Surely the door had
creaked! The room was dimly lit by a little glow-lamp.
\\’ithontmoving from his position he could see the door
as he lay, and it was moving.

lle held his breath and softly slipped his hand to a
revolver beneath the pillow. The opening grew wider
and now he could see a little white figure, a little head,
pushed in—his own little son!

The child crept forward, forward, cautiously, to the
dressing table. A pile of loose silver was there, a gold
piece and some notes, his trouser pocket contents. The
child came to the table, took a dollar from the heap, and
crept from the room!

A new agony for the father. He loved the boy with
every fiber of his heart. He had never imagined such a
possibilityas this. The pure little face had never seemed
to suggest anything but intelligence and innocence. And
he was a thief!

The door was opening again. It was the child once
more, creeping forward to the table. In his hand was the
dollar. He put it back gently whence he had taken it
and turned to creep out.

hit as he passed the bed he suddenly threw his arms
about his father's neck, put his head on the pillow and
burst into tears. “Father,” he cried. “ you didn't see
me; you were sleeping, father, but I took it, ‘and I
couldn't and I put it back. Tell me you forgive me.
father; I couldn't see you tomorrow with that. Oh, I
am so wicked. But I put it back, father. and I won't
ever, ever do it.”

Next day the man went to the one whom he had
wronged and told him what he had done, glossing no-
thing. “Now,” he said, “you can expose me. ruin me,
wreck my life. But if you will not, if you will wait and
count your money as irwcstcd with me, I will drop everyluxury, cut out every dollar of unnecessary expense, and
never rest till you are repaid in principal and interest."

“ VVell,” said the other slowly, after a pause, “ I dont
know that I should do so much better taking what you've
got now. and you behind the bars, than if I settled the
thing as you say. Anyway I'll think it over.”

During the day he heard that the chance of a certain
big “deal " that was easy enough and safe enough, but
more than shady. had been thrown away by one of the
parties concerned.

He did solne thinking. “ Tliat fellow might have
envne tlirough all right with that in his pocket," he said
to Ilimself. " \\'onder why he didn't. Seems to he 3
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bit of dark going here that I don’ t see into. I guess

I’ ll go around and see him and try to get some idea of

what' s up.”

S o he went round and got the father’ s account of the

thing that had changed him. The two men have been

curiously intimate friends ever since. S TUDE N T

L nnmland Photo. &  E ngraving Dept.
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“ W hat E ats is F ed ”

“ H A T eats is fed " 2 a q ueer little sentence I

once read in a q ueer little old book called

L ife’ s Max ims, or something like that. There

was one max im to a page, three hundred and six ty— fi ve

pages to make the year. The reader was supposed to

take one max im each day, fi rst thing in the morning,

and hold it more or less in his mind for that day. H e

was assured in the preface that by nightfall it would

have budded into a cluster of other thoughts that would

do him lots of good. I saw the book at a cheap book-

stall, and before I put it down I had taken note of this

and some few others of its sayings. Most of them seemed

about as empty as this one did. Thinking them over

afterwards, this and the others I did note got so full of

meaning that I' ve never forgiven myself that I did not

buy the book.

“ \Vhat eats is fed ” : surely the limit of silliness.

B ut is it?  The fellow must have meant something.

W ell, what does eat?  I remember mother used

to “ask a blessing”  on the food before she let us

begin the meal. “If you' ll eat, boys, according to

the spirit of that blessing,”  she would say, “ you' ll

get more than your bodies fed.”

O f course we none of us had the ghost of a no-

tion what she meant.

Mostly, “ what eats is j ust the fellow that does

eat, that' s hungry, that wants to get full and to

taste the stuff. This is the fellow that “ is fed."

The rest of the man, generally speaking, isn’ t pre—

sent, takes a back seat.

7!

The sacred books of some of the old nations pre-

scribed that a man should “offer up ”  the fi rst bit

of his food, while eating it, to “the gods.”  “ The

gods,”  as other parts of those same books some-

times ex plained, meant the higher parts of the

.man’ s own nature.

In other words he should begin his eating think—

ing of himself as higher than his body, higher than

the animal, thinking of himself as full of the dig-

nity belonging to a man, a man in the best sense

of the word, ruler of himself in every way. throw-

ing out good feeling and light all around him.

S o he takes up into himself some of the stimulus

that food imparts, instead of letting it go for the

body only. The fi rst minute or two of eating, like

the fi rst few minutes after waking. are, as it were.

shunting places. change-carriage places: minutes

when a man can do much more to work a change in

himself than in the regular routine-running parts

of the day. B ut he must see that he gets there to

take advantage of the shake-up that is going on, to

take charge of the new energy.

That‘s “calling for a blessing,”  that’ s “offering

to the gods.”

A nd the body doesn’ t suffer for that touch of

the rein and bit, I tell you!  It' s the better for it. It

gets more and better stuff out of what' s locked up in

the food, more life, more lightness and power. If this

is kept up, day in and out, meal after meal, it grows

healthier;  any little chronic troubles tend to get well;

the whole machinery improves. It gets rebuilt on a new

plan altogether.

“W hat eats is fed” ;  what’ s fed grows, good or bad.

If a man wants to fi nd himself and his true dignity, and

call out the latent powers of his nature, why shouldn' t he

make even eating help him out with his j ob, help him

to re— crcate himself?  It can do more than most of us

have even begun as yet to suspect. S TUDE N T
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bit of dark going here that I don't see into. I guess
I'll go around and see him and try to get some idea of
what's up."

So he went round and got the father's account of the
thing that had changed him. The two men have been
curiously intimate friends ever since. STUD!-:.\'T

Lnmnlavol Plmln. 57 E-Igraring Drrt.

";\.\' no.\'J:s'r uoxfs ‘rm; .\'otn.i-:s'r \\‘t)RK or .\1.\.\' "

“What Eats is Fed ”

a queer little sentence I“ HAT cats is fed "2
once read in a queer little old book called
I.ife'.r .lIa.rim.r, or something like that. There

was one maxim to a page. three hundred and si.\'t_\'-five
pages to make the year. The reader was supposed to
take one maxim each day, first thing in the mornint.',.
and hold it more or less in his mind for that day. lie
was assured in the preface that by nightfall it would
have burlded into a cluster of other thoughts that would
-lo him lots of good. I saw the hook at a cheap hook-
~t;dl, and before I put it down I had taken note of this
and some few others of its satyittgs. .\lost of them seemed

t_...;:..:~... 4;.‘ G0; .819
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about as empty as this one did. Thinking them over

afterwards. this and the others I did note got so full of
meaning that I've never forgiven myself that I did not
buy the book.

“ \\'hat eats is fed ":
But is it?

\\'ell. what does eat? I remember mother used
to “ask :1 blessing" on the food before she let us

begin the meal. " If you'll eat. boys. according to
the spirit of that lilessing." she would say. "you'll
get more than your bodies fed."

surely the limit of silliness.
The fellow must have meant something.

Hf course we none of us had the ghost of a no»
tion what she meant.

.\lostl_v. "what eats " is just the fellow that does
eat. tltat's hungry. that wants to get full and to
taste the sttlff. 'l'his is the fellow that " is fed."
The rest of the man. generally speaking. isn't pre-
sent. takes a back seat.

The sacred books of some of the old nations pre-
scribed that :1 man should “oFfer up" the first bit
of his food. while eating it. to “the gods.” " The
gods," as other parts of those same hooks some-
times explained. meant the higher parts of the
man's own nature.

In other words he should begin his eating think-
ing of himself as higher than his body. higher than
the animal. thinking of himself as full of the dig-
nity belonging to .1 man. a man in the best sense
of the word. ruler of himself in every way. throw-
ing out good feeling and light all around him.

So he takes up into Itimself some of the stimulus
that food imparts. instead of letting it go for the
body only. The first minute or two of eating. like
the first few minutes after waking. are, as it were.
shunting places. change-carriage places: minutes
when a man can do much more to work a change in
himself titan in the regular rontine—running parts
of the day. ‘nut he must see that he gets Hm’: to
take advantage of the shake-up that is going on. to
take charge of the new energy.

That's "calling for a blessing." that's "offering
to the gods."

;\nd the body doesn't snH'er for that touch of
the rein and bit. I tell _\'otIl It's the better for it. It
gets more and better stuff out of what's locked up in
the food, more life. more liglnness and power. If this
is kept up, Ila)’ in and out. meal after meal. it grows
healtltier: any little chronic troubles tend to get well:
the whole machinery improves. It gets rebuilt on a new
plan altogether.

" What cats is fed "; \\'lntt's fed grows, good or bad.
If a man wants to find himself and his true dignity. and
call out the latent powers of his nature. why shouldn't he
make even eating help him out with his joh, help him
to l'¢"t'J‘(‘tlf(‘ himselt'? It can do more than most of us
have even hegun as yet to suspect. S‘rt‘tn-§,\"t‘
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Misery and, its Cure

VIVID talker, always with something fresh to

A  say, always interested in everything, novel views

about everything and apparently happy. W hat’ s

his prescription?

W ell, look at the other kind of man, the morosely

silent man, the mopy groucher. H e isn’ t happy. W hy

won’ t he be?  It is surely pleasanter to be happy than

unhappy.

H e is never out of his own thoughts, hardly any other

topic than I, I, my grievances, what I want, what I

can' t get, etc., etc. There is little or nothing of his

mind left to fl y up off the ground into the sunlight and

get some thoughts about things in general. It is a law

of nature that a man is happy j ust in proportion as he

unhooks his thoughts from I.

B ut isn' t it a law of nature that men try to be happy?

W hy, then, do they persist in so hooking up their

thoughts as to keep them unhappy?

Two reasons;  one easy to see, the other not so easy.

The easy one is that by pressing and pressing and

pressing for something he’ s all on the itch for, a man

now and then gets it and gets a bit of pleasure out of it.

That keeps the itch alive. H e’ s unhappy, of course,

all along in between;  but he keeps hoping that every

nex t hour or every tomorrow he’ ll be able to make

another score for himself.

The other is that he’ s imagining the nex t score all the

time. Imagining is of course not the same as the reali-

ty. B ut it’ s a sort of taste of it and gives gleams of

the same pleasure even while at the same time it makes

a man more miserable and worsens his longings.

O nce we see all this the path seems to be pretty plain.

A  man is unhappy in proportion as his thoughts are

folded in upon himself, and in the same proportion is

uninteresting to other people. H e is happy in propor-

tion as his mind is free from that sort of topic.

A s a matter of fact we' ve got a chance to develop a

new I altogether, one that’ s permanently happy and

rich in thoughts and insight.

If I can look on with some eq uanimity at a little

slight or wrong infl icted on S mith or B rown or Jones,

why mayn’ t I look on with the same indifference at the

same slight or wrong inflicted on R obinson, regardless

of the fact that R obinson is me?  In the present state

of human nature so many wrongs and slights will be

infl icted every day. W hat claim has R obinson (me) in

particular to escape his share?

N ow if I can get the least bit to look at myself in

that impartial way, to that ex tent I have become a new

self that can look on at the old one and see it as j ust

one of the myriad selves in the world. I haven’ t lost

myself;  I’ ve become new, become a self which, because

it refuses to be tied down to itself, gradually acq uires

new powers, new thoughts, new outlook, a fresh happi-

ness that no outer circumstances can disturb, and a new

interestingness to other people.

It’ s j ust a new habit that is wanted, the habit of

turning yourself out of your thoughts. L ittle by little

you come into the fruits of that. S TUDE N T

6'

Peace

E A CE , the deep peace in which the soul grows, in

P which a man’ s character slowly reaches his ideal

of what it should be, in which will comes to its

full strength and true manhood is won, in which every

hour of the day, whatever the diffi culties of outer cir-

cumstances, brings its own color of inward satisfaction

— this true heart-peace does not come by the mere

longing for it. It must be won, a little at a time, a

minute, a half— hour. B ut it may be won and in no long

time by him who takes advantage of the enemy’ s respites.

The enemies of a man’ s household are his thoughts—

till he has conq uered them and made them serve him.

Get there fi rst. Thoughts do not wake in their full

strength and numbers as soon as the man does. There

are minutes after rising, when, if one will seize the

chance, it is possible to create and hold the real peace,

to fi ll up with it, keeping the mind still till it is won. to

make a light in brain and heart. Permit no thought,

save that of silence and of light and of peace. O ne

minute, two minutes, fi ve minutes— as much as may

be, till the waking day of duties insists on coming in

upon you. Y ou have willed and held the peace till

then. W ill it to stay with you through the day.

A ll that day will go better. N ow and then you can

recall and create anew for a moment the morning' s

peace. A t night you can get it again, and the last act

of will ere you sleep should be that tomorrow’ s morn'

ing shall fi nd you possessed of more of it.

There is the secret. Get there fi rst. In time the

peace will have conq uered the entire day. Y ou will

have won freedom. Monotony and dullness will have

vanished forever. O uter circumstances will change to

fi t your needs and even your wishes. F or the will ac-

q uires strange powers in the man who has mastered

himself. S TUDE N T

J

TH E R E  is one road leading upward to light and j oy

unimaginable. Upon this road every man may travel and

attain the goal.

Consider the man’ s self as he who sits in the chariot

of the body;  j udgment is the ' driver;  mind the reins;

the senses are the horses: the obj ects of the senses are

allurements along the roadway.

H e who keeps the driver alert so that the reins are

well held and the horses restrained, swift and sure. is

traveling upon the road. H e indeed attains the goal.

B ut not he whose horses, feeling not the slack reins.

turn at their own will into the hedges and stray along

the blind bypaths that open from the road.

L et not the senses rule the mind;  rule mind by the

j udgment: keep j udgment ever alert. Thus shall thy

traveling be swift and sure.—  E astern
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6 THE NEW WAY
 

Misery and’ its Cure
\*'l\‘Il) talker, always with something fresh toA say, always interested in everything, novel views
about everything and apparently happy. What’s

his prescription?
VVell, look at the other kind of man, the morosely

silent man, the mopy groucher. He isn't happy. VVhy
won't he be? It is surely pleasanter to be happy than
unhappy.

He is never out of his o\vn thoughts, hardly any other
topic than I, I, my grievances, what I want, what I
can't get, ctc., etc. There is little or nothing of his
mind left to fly up off the ground into the sunlight and
get some thoughts about things in general. It is a law
of nature that a man is happy just in proportion as he
unhooks his thoughts from I.

But isn't it a la\v of nature that men try to be happy?
VVhy, then, do they persist in so hooking up their
thoughts as to keep them unhappy?

Two reasons; one easy to see, the other not so easy.
The easy one is that by pressing and pressing and

pressing for something he’s all on the itch for, a man

now and then gets it and gets a bit of pleasure out of it.
That keeps the itch alive. He's unhappy, of course,
all along in between; but he keeps hoping that every
next hour or every tomorrow he’ll be able to make
another score for himself.

The other is that he's inzagiiziug the next score all the
time. Imagining is of course not the same as the reali-
ty. But it's a sort of taste of it and gives gleams of
the same pleasure even while at the same time it makes
a man more miserable and worsens his longings.

Once we see all this the path seems to be pretty plain.
A man is unhappy in proportion as his thoughts are
folded in upon himself, and in the same proportion is
uninteresting to other people. He is happy in propor-
tion as his mind is free from that sort of topic.

As a matter of fact \ve’ve got a chance to develop a
new I altogether, one that's permanently happy and
rich in thoughts and insight.

If I can look on with some equanimity at a little
slight or wrong inflicted on Smith or Brown or Jones,
why mayn’t I look on with the same indifference at the
same slight or wrong inflicted on Robinson, regardless
of the fact that Robinson is me? In the present state
of human nature so many wrongs and slights will be
inflicted every day. What claim has Robinson (me) in
particular to escape his share?

Now if I can get the least bit to look at myself in
that impartial way. to that extent I have become a new
self that can look on at the old one and see it as just
one of the myriad selves in the world. I haven’t lost
myself: I’ve become new. become a self which, because
it refuses to be tied down to itself, gradually acquires
new powers. new thoughts, new outlook. a fresh happi-
ness that no outer circumstances can disturb. and a new

interestingness to other people.

Lin git’

It’s just a new habit that is wanted, the habit of
turning yourself out of your thoughts. Little by little
you come into the fruits of that. STUDENT

J3
Peace

EACE, the deep peace in which the soul grows. inP which a man's character slowly reaches his ideal
of what it should be, in which will comes to its

full strength and true manhood is won, in which every
hour of the day, whatever the difficulties of outer cir-
cumstances, brings its own color of inward satisfaction
—this true heart-peace does not come by the mere

longing for it. It must be won, a little at a time. a
minute, a half—hour. But it may be won and in no long
time by him who takes advantage of the enemy’s respites.

The enemies of a man’s household are his thoughts-
till he has conquered them an(l made them serve him.

Get there first. Thoughts do not wake in their full
strength and numbers as soon as the man does. There
are minutes after rising, when, if one will seize the
chance, it is possible to create and hold the real peace,
to fill up with it, keeping the mind still till it is won, to
make a light in brain and heart. Permit no thought,
save that of silence and of light and of peace. One
minute, two minutes, five minutes—as much as may
be, till the waking (lay of duties insists on coming in
upon you. You have willed and held the peace till
then. Will it to stay with you through the day.

All that day will go better. Now and then you can
recall and create anew for a moment the morning's
peace. At night you can get it again, and the last act
of will ere you sleep should be that tomorrow's morn-

ing shall find you possessed of more of it.
There is the secret. Get there first. In time the

peace will have conquered the entire day. You will
have won freedom. Monotony and dullness will have
vanished forever. Outer circumstances will change to
fit your needs and even your wishes. For the will ac-

quires strange powers in the man who has mastered
himself. STUDENT

J
THERE is one road leading upward to light and joy

unimaginable. Upon this road every man may travel and
attain the goal.

Consider the man’s self as he who sits in the chariot
of the body; judgment is the ‘driver; mind the reins;
the senses are the horses: the objects of the senses are
allurements along the roadway.

He who keeps the driver alert so that the reins are
well held and the horses restrained, swift and sure. is
traveling upon the road. Ile indeed attains the goal.

But not he whose horses. feeling not the slack reins.
turn at their own will into the hedges and stray along
the blind bypaths that open from the road.

Let not the senses rule the mind: rule mind by the
judgment: keep judgment ever alert. Thus shall thy
traveling be swift and sure.— Eastcrn
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The S elf-E x iled

B Y  W A L TE R  C. S MI' rI-I

TH E R E  came a soul to the gates of H eaven

Gliding slow—

A  soul that was ransomed and forgiven,

A nd as white as snow:

A nd the angels all were silent.

“N ow open the gate, and let her in,

A nd fl ing it wide,

F or she has been cleansed from stain of sin,"

S aint Peter cried:

A nd the angels all were silent.

“Though I am cleansed from stain of sin,"

S he answered low,

“I came not hither to enter in,

N or may I go " :

A nd the angels all were silent.

“I may not enter there,"  she said,

“F or I must go

A cross the gulf where the guilty dead

L ie in their woe " :

A nd the angels all were silent.

“ H ow could I touch the golden harps

W hen all my praise

W ould be so wrought with grief-full warps

O f their sad days? "

A nd the angels all were silent.

“H ow love the loved who are sorrowing,

A nd yet be glad?

H ow sing the songs ye are fain to sing,

W hile I am sad? "

A nd the angels all were silent.

S aint Peter he turned the keys about,

A nd answered grim:

“Can you love the L ord and abide without,

A far from H im? "

A nd the angels all were silent.

“ S hould I be nearer Christ,”  she said,

“ B y pitying less

The sinful living or woful dead

In their helplessness? "

A nd the angels all were silent.

The L ord himself stood by the gate,

A nd heard her speak

Those tender words compassionate,

Gentle and meek:

A nd the angels all were silent.

N ow pity is the touch of God

In human hearts,

A nd from that way H e ever trod

H e ne’ er departs:

A nd the angels all were silent.

A nd H e said, “ N ow will I go with you,

Dear child of love,

I am weary of all this glory, too,

In H eaven above " :

A nd the angels all were silent.

“\Ve will go seek and save the lost,

If they will hear,

They who are worst will need me most,

vA nd all are dear ” :

A nd the angels were not silent.

-— S elected and condensed.

S elf-Dependence

B Y  MA TTH E W  A R N oL n

W E A R Y  of myself, and sick of asking

W hat I am, and what I ought to be,

A t this vessel’ s prow I stand, which hears me

F orwards, forwards, o’ er the starlit sea.

A nd a look of passionate desire

O ' er the sea and to the stars I send:

“ Y e who from my childhood up have calmed me,

Calm me, ah, compose me to the end!

A h, once more,"  I cried, “ye stars, ye waters,

O n my heart your mighty charm renew;

S till, still let me, as I gaze upon you,

F eel my soul becoming vast like you!  ”

F rom the intense, clear, star-sown vault of heaven,

O ver the lit sea’ s unq uiet way,

In the rustling night-air came the answer:

“ W ouldst thou be as these are?  L ive as they.

“Unaffrighted by the silence round them,

Undistracted by the sights they see,

These demand not that the things without them

Y ield them love, amusement, sympathy.

“A nd with j oy the stars perform their shining,

A nd the sea its long moon-silvered roll;

F or self-poised they live, nor pine with noting

A ll the fever of some differing soul.

“B ounded by themselves, and unregardful

In what state God' s other works may be.

In their own tasks all their powers pouring,

These attain the mighty life you see."

0 air-born voice!  L ong since, severely clear,

A  cry like thine in mine own heart I hear:

“R esolve to be thyself;  and know, that he

W ho fi nds himself, loses his misery! "

8

TH E R E  never was a night that had no morn.

W E  begin best toward fi nding the real delight of silence

by studying to listen— to listen with real and courteous

attention. The more truly we listen to those about us, the

better prepared we become for deep interior listening to

the best that is within us.— A . P. Call

TH E  child who has formed the habit of picking up his

scattered toys, cleaning his own fl oor, making his own

bed, emptying his own slops, washing his own plate,

and polishing his own boots, is already half cured of the

original sin of the race. F or the original sin is the

desire to rule. The original virtue is the wish to serve.

— -“ F ootnotes to L ife ”  (F rank Crane)
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The Self-Exiled
Bv W/u.'r£R C. SMITH

HERE came a soul to the gates of Heaven
Gliding slow—

A soul that was ransomed and forgiven.
And as white as snow:

And the angels all were silent.

“Now open the gate, and let her in,
And fling it wide,

For she has been cleansed from stain of sin,"
Saint Peter cried:

And the angels all were silent.

“Though I am cleansed from stain of sin,"
She answered low,

"I came not hither to enter in.
Nor may I go":

And the angels all were silent.
"I may not en-ter there,” she said.

“ For I must go
Across the gulf where the guilty dead

Lie in their woe”:
And the angels all were silent.
“How could I touch the golden harps

When all my praise
\\-'ould be so wrought with grief—full warps

Of their sad days?"
And the angels all were silent.
"How love the loved who are sorrowing,

And yet be glad?
I-low sing the songs ye are fain to sing,

While I am said?"
And the angels all were silent.
Saint Peter he turned the keys about.

And answered grim:
“Can you love the Lord and abide without,

Afar from Him?"
And the angels all were silent.
“ Should I be nearer Christ,” she said,

“By pitying less
The sinful living or woful dead

In their helplessness?”
And the angels all were silent.
The Lord himself stood by the gate,

And heard her speak
Those tender words compassionate.

Gentle and meek:
And the angels all were silent.
Now pity is the touch of God

In human hearts,
And from that way He ever trod

He ne'er departs:
And the angels all were silent.
And He said, " Now will I go with you,

Dear child of love,
I am weary of all this glory. too,

In Heaven above”:
And the angels all were silent.
"\Ve will go seek and save the lost,

If they will hear,
They who are worst will need me most,

And all are dear":
And the angels were not silent.

—Selt-(mi and roudemrrd.

AC0 git’

NEW WAY

Self-Dependence
BY l\l'Ar'rHt:\v ARNOLD

EARY of myself, and sick of asking
VVhat I am, and what I ought to be,

At this vessel's prow I stand, which hears me
Forwards, forwards, o’er the starlit sea.

And a look of passionate desire
O'er the sea and to the stars I send:
" Ye who from my childhood up have calmed me,
Calm me, ah, compose me to the end!

Ah, once more," I cried, “ ye stars, ye waters,
On my heart your mighty charm renew;
Still, still let me, as I gaze upon you,
Feel my soul becoming vast like you! "

From the intense, clear, star—sown vault of heaven,
Over the lit sea’s unquiet way,
In the rustling night-air came the answer:
“ Wouldst thou be as these are? Live as they.
“Unaffrighted by the silence round them,
Undistracted by the sights they see,
These demand not that the things without them
Yield them love, amusement, sympathy.
“And with joy the stars perform their shining,
And the sea its long moon—silvered roll;
For self—poised they live, nor pine with noting
All the fever of some differing soul.
“ Bounded by tltetnselves, and unregardful
In what state God's other works may be.
In their own tasks all their powers pouring.
These attain the mighty life you sec."
0 air-born voice! Long since, severely clear,
A cry like thine in mine own heart I hear:
“Resolve to be thyself; and know, that he
\Vho finds himself, loses his misery!"

-Al

TH1«:RF. never was a night that had no morn.

VVE begin best toward finding the real delight of silence
by studying to listen—to listen with real and courteous
attention. The more truly we listen to those about us, the
better prepared we become for deep interior listening to
the best that is within us.—/1. P. Call

THE child who has formed the habit of picking up his
scattered toys, cleaning his own floor, making his own
bed, emptying his own slops, washing his own plate,
and polishing his own boots, is already half cured of the
original sin of the race. For the original sin is the
desire to rule. The original virtue is the wish to serve.

—“ Footnotes to Life” (Frank Crane)
.59
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The N ew W ay Guidebook

“ Man, know thyself ” : herein is the talisman which

every man should prize as though it were a j ewel;  for

true self-knowledge is that which is lacking to bring

j oy to the whole world.—  K atherine Tingley

S O L DIE R S  break step crossing a bridge. O therwise the

rhythmic vibration, constantly intensifi ed, W ould crack

the steel and concrete.

B y the same principle a man may crack the steel

and concrete of his own limitations and lower nature.

R hythmically, daily, at some hour when he is alone, let

him reach up to his highest self in will and aspiration.

It is by this daily rhythm, never omitted, that he will

some time win his victory and transform himself.

“ W  E  shall take a great stride towards contentment if

we will start with the basic theory that the people that

F ate moves to meet us are the most important people

in the world for us to know. . . . The man you sit by

on the street-car came from the ends of the earth to meet

you. The stars set that man down by your side at

the hotel table. A re you studying to see what destiny

meant?  A re you taking that problem as it is handed to

you and seeking the answer ? ”

TH E  only way not to be caught doing a thing is never

to do it.

I-

“ MA N ' S  body is an instrument on whose strings his

thoughts play incessant harmonies or discords, making

for its health or unhealth. These harmonies and dis-

cords remain in the strings and at later times are sounded

back into the mind as thoughts and feelings that help

or hinder, that sustain in trial or are themselves trials

of the worst sort. W e are now making the mind of

tomorrow and many tomorrows.”

“A  MA N  may have many fi ne thoughts about life and

the soul, interesting and profi table to listen to;  but unless

they are warmed by the steady glow of brotherhood in

the heart they will come to nothing so far as he is con-

cerned. That unless so warmed they have no strength

to guide or help is shown by the fact that men who have

them in profusion are sometimes found to be secretly

living utterly unclean lives."

“Y our circumstances are painful?  Make use of them;

get something out of them, some kind of strength, some

new power. S ome time— small as may now seem to

you the pessibility— you will have to have pleasant

circumstances. Then you will look back and wish you

had done more with the present opportunity. Painful

circumstances give opportunity for the development of

several fi ne q ualities which pleasant ones do not. L ife,

like a pendulum, swings between the two for us all.”

H eard This ?

H e was a considerate husband. B ut of course there

are limits. O ne morning his wife asked him to buy her

a pair of button shoes and gave him a close and detailed

description of the sort she wanted. H e said he would

get that ex act sort or die.

In the lunch hour he dropped into the shoe store and

said he wanted button shoes for his wife. The clerk

said: “W hat sort? ”  “Doesn' t matter. A ny sort, so

they don’ t butth in the back.”

A  contemporary reports this. A  young Pole was

being tried in court and a lawyer was q uestioning him.

“N ow L aszky, what do you do? ”

“ Ven?  "  asked L aszky.

“ W hen you work, of course."

“ Vy, I work then.”

“I know,"  said the lawyer. “ but what at?  "

“A t a bench."

“ 011!  W here do you do it? ”

“In a factory.”

"  W hat kind of a factory? "

“ B rick.”

“ Y ou make bricks, then? "

“ N o, de factory is made of bricks.”

“N ow, L aszky, listen. W hat do you make in that

factory? ”

“ E ight dollars a week.”

“ N o, no;  what does the factory make?  "

“I dunno. A  lot of money, I tink."

“ B ut what kind of goods does the factory produce?  "

“O h!  good goods.”

“I know. B ut what kind of good gO ods? "

“ The best.”

“The best of what?  "

“ The best there is."

“The best of what? "

“ O f dose goods."

“ Y our honor, I give it up."

L ady Patient: “A nd, doctor, I ought to tell you that

I always have such a terribly tired feeling."

Doctor: “ L et me see your tongue."

S cene: S t. Paul’ s Cathedral, L ondon.

ing forth to A merican traveler:

“That, sir, is the tomb of the greatest naval ’ ero E u-

rope ever produced.”

“Y es? ”

“ Y es, sir. It is the tomb of L ord N elson. This marble

sarcophiggus weighs fully forty-two tons. H inside that

is a steel recepticle weighing twelve tons, and hinside

that is a leaden casket, ’ ermetically sealed, weighing two

tons. IIinside that is a ma' ogany coffi n ' olding the

ashes of the great ’ ero."

Y ankee: “ W ell, I guess you' ve got him.

gets out 0’  that. wire me at my ex pense."

Guide is hold-

If he ever
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8 THE NEW WAY

The New Way Guidebook
“ Man, know thyself”: herein is the talisman which

every man should prize as though it were a jewel; for
true self—kno\vledge is that which is lacking to bring
joy to the whole world.—— l\'at/trrinc 'l'in{/Icy

SOLDIERS break step crossing a bridge. ()therwise the
rhythmic vibration, constantly intensified. would crack
the steel and concrete.

ly the same principle a man may crack the steel
and concrete of his own limitations and lower nature.
Rhythmically,daily, at some hour when he is alone. let
him reach up to his highest self in will and aspiration.
It is by this daily rhythm, never omitted, that he will
some time win his victory and transform himself.

“ WE shall take a great stride towards contentment if
we will start with the basic theory that the people that
Fate moves to meet us are the most important people
in the world for us to know.

. . .
The man you sit by

on the street-car came from the ends of the earth to meet
you. The stars set that man down by your side at
the hotel table. Are you studying to see what destiny
meant? Are you taking that problem as it is handed to
you and seeking the answer ?"

THE only way not to be caught doing a thing is never

to do it.
»

“ .\lA.\"s body is an instrument on whose strings his
thoughts play incessant harmonies or discords, making
for its health or unhealth. These harmonies and (lis-
cords remain in the strings and at later times are sounded
back into the mind as thoughts and feelings that help
or hinder, that sustain in trial or are themselves trials
of the worst sort. We are now making the mind of
tomorrow and many tomorrows.”

“A MAN may have many fine thoughts about life and
the soul, interesting and profitable to listen to; but unless
they are warmed by the steady glow of brotherhood in
the heart they will come to nothing so far as he is con-

cerned. That unless so warmed they have no strength
to guide or help is shown by the fact that men who have
them in profusion are sometimes found to be secretly
living utterly unclean lives.”

“ Your circumstances are painful? .\lal<e use of them;
get something out of them. some kind of strength, some

new power. Some time—small as may now seem to
you the possibility—you will have to have pleasant
circumstances. Then you will look back and wish you
had done more with the present opportunity. l’ainful
circumstances give opportunity for the development of
several fine qualities which pleasant ones do not. Life.
like a pendulum. swings between the two for us all."

. G0 Sh’

Heard This7
He was a considerate husband. But of course there

are limits. One morning his wife asked him to buy her
a pair of button shoes and gave him a close and detailed
description of the sort she wanted. He said he would
get that exact sort or die.

In the lunch hour he dropped into the shoe store and
said he wanted button shoes for his wife. The clerk
said: “What sort?” “ Doesn't matter. Any sort. so
they don't button in the back.”

.\ contemporary reports this. A young Pole was
being tried in court and a lawyer was questioning him.

“ Now Laszky, what do you do? "

" \'cn? " asked Laszky.
“ \\='hen you work, of course."
“ Vy, I work then."
"I know," said the lawyer. “ but what at? "

“ At a bench."
“O11! \-Vhere do you do it?"
“In a factory.”
“ \\'hat kind of a factory?"
" T-trick.”
“ You make bricks, then?
" .\'o. de factory is made of bricks."
".\'r_)w. Laszky, listen. What do you make in that

factory? "

“ Eight dollars a week."
“ No, no_; what does the factory make?"
"I dunno. A lot of money. I tink."
“ llut what kind of goods does the factory produce? "

" Oh! good goods.”
“ I know. But what kind of good goods?"
" The best.”
“The best of what?
“The best there is."
“The best of what?
“Of dose gnotls."
“Your honor, I give it up."
Lady Patient: “.‘\ud, doctor. i ought to tell you that

I always have such a terribly tired feeling."
Doctor: “ Let me see your tongue."
Scene: St. Paul‘s Cathedral. London.

ing forth to American traveler:
“That, sir, is the tomb of the greatest naval ‘c-ro Eu-

rope ever produced."
“ Yes? "

“ Yes, sir. It is the tomb of Lord Nelson. This marble
sarcopltiggtts weighs fully forty~two tons. llinside that
is a steel recepticle weighing twelve tons. and hll]\i(l\’
that is a lcaden casket. 'ermetically sealed. weigltin_<_r two
tons. llinside that is a ma'ogany cotlin 'oltliug the
ashes of the great 'ero."

Guide is hold-

Yankee: “ \\'ell. l guess you‘ve got him. lf he ever
gets out o' that. wire me at my e.\’pense."
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‘ S ubstance and S hadow

H E  prison doctor was off on a trip the day Murray

was struck down by a falling timber as he passed

the new shop being built. Picked up stunned and

bleeding, he found himself later in the hospital, full of

pain and so weak that it seemed to him as if he could

never again rouse up enough energy to fi ll his lungs.

The busy nurse moved aside a screen and behind it

Murray saw the white shelves of the operating cabinet.

fi lled with rows of cold, clean instruments that made

him shiver. The doctor’ s assistant, moving about brisk-

ly, was getting things ready for the emergency surgeon.
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Substance and Shadow
Iii‘: prison Iluctur \\'a.~a ufi' on .1 trip the «lay .\lurr:IyT “"215 struck down Ivy a falling timber as he ]).'lfi!-'-(‘(i
the new shop being built. l'ickeIl up .~tlll‘mL'(i and

hicetlillg. he found him.~c-II’ later in the i1U.~«|)it2li. full of
pain and so weak that it set-Ineul to him ax‘ if he could

I_.-.;:vt~.;~ 6.‘ GO‘. ISIQ

never again rouse up elnmgh c-nerg_v tu fill his lungs.
The i)1l.~}_\' l\lll‘.sC ll1()\'L'(i zuitle :1 screen and hehind it

Murray saw the white shelves M’ the operating cabinet.
tilled with rows of Cuhl. clean instruments that made
him shiver. The «lnctur's zI.~_~ist:Int, Inuving about brisk-
ly, was getting things rczuly for the emergency surgeon.
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Murray had always lived pretty much to himself. H is

only comrade had been his mother, who had died and

left him alone when he was fourteen. S ince then there

had been nothing homelike for him in the wide world.

lie had come to accept his loneliness as a part of the

scheme of things for him, and knocked about from

place to place with a sort of indifference as to what

happened. There was to be no more love and comrade-

ship in his life anyway, though something within him

was always looking for it. O h, he was sure if “ mumsy' s "

arms were round him now he could fi ght ofl t that dread—

ful sinking. when even his own weak heart— beat j arred

him. lint why not let go and j ust sink out of sight

and fi nd rest?  N obody would care if N o. 359  went

or stayed.

Then somehow his memory recalled some sermon,

long forgotten, on punishment after death for the guilty.

H e had usually had trouble enough on hand and never

bothered much about the other world. N ow he wished

he had found out what to ex pect if he should decide to

let himself slip through. H e wasn' t a Coward, but he

j ust did not know whether to try to swim back to the

harsh world he was used to, or to fl oat out into the deep

water of the unknown. “Mumsy,”  out there in the

silence, always knew the best thing to do, but he might

not fi nd her if he let go here before his time came. The

young assistant entered the room with the surgeon, and

Murray wearily closed his eyes as the story of the acci-

dent was being narrated. ’ iut suddenly he heard some-

thing about “getting the ether."  If they made him un-

conscious before he had decided which way to go. he

thought. he would surely be nowhere. and that was worse

than pain. \Vith a desperate effort be gasped: “ \Vait!

l can— stand it— without anything."

“ That will be all right,"  the surgeon' s voice answered,

with a steady kindly ring in it. H e sent the assistant

and nurse away with new orders. Then with a strong

light touch he changed Murray into a new position, drew

the cramped hand out from the tight blanket, rubbed the

long fi ngers lightly and held them with gentle fi rmness

while he felt for the pulse.

something in the touch and the tone seemed to clear

the air and lift the weight a little from Murray' s chest

and send some hidden strength trickling through his

veins. Ile looked up into a face very calm and strong.

marked with some lines of sadness. (hit of the depths

of the clear eyes something looked into his and read

him through and through, and understood. and believed

in him. It was the very way “mumsy”  used to look

when she seemed nearest to him. It seemed simply

natural to fi nd that look again on a human face and to

feel a touch like your own fl esh and blood, a missing

part of your very self. The haunting doubt and fear

were gone now: it was somehow clear enough that a

fellow could no!  get lost anywhere he might be while

there was this protecting brotherhood in some human

hearts. That would keep him always one of the family,

wherever he was. There was something about that

feeling that could not help going on and on;  it had to be.

"  I' ll take anything you want me to."  he said calmly.

“ I' m ready now to go or stay.”

“ Put your will on it, old chap, and stay. Take the

ether and go to sleep like a baby, and we’ ll do our

part to set things right."

The assistant usually fi nished the surgical dressing

after operations, but this time the surgeon attended to

every detail himself and was still beside the table when

Murray began to talk. The sentences were broken as

he swung back and forth on the incoming waves of the

silent sea.

F rom deep unconsciousness he was coming out of

the ether q uickly, struggling to keep hold of something

that was vividly real to his deeper sense but was rapidly

becoming dim in the light of common day.

“I know now that I” — - he began.

“ S ome of these men are afraid of ether because they

think it will make them tell tales on themselves.“ said

the assistant. B ut the surgeon was intent on the pa-

tient' s words.

“I know now that I. Jack Murray, am part of every-

thing that is."  Then the fl owing tide swung him out and

back again. “I know that I— always have been and

always will be. It sounds as if I were woosy, but I

know what I am saying."  H e spoke with great cer-

tainty and in clear even tones. “I can bring this mes-

sage back to you. that the tie between you and me and

all men is the only thing that lasts. H eart— light is life

itself;  all the rest is passing shadows."

\Vhat began like a day of disaster was the beginning

of a new life for Murray. L . R .

8

Mind and Matter

“ E  an'  my wife, we don' t need to do much talkin' .

F orty years, come this June, we' ve been mar-

ried an’  never a rough word all that time.

“W e don‘t need, as I was sayin’ , to do much talkin' .

" ‘ain' t that we’ ve talked ourselves out an’  got nothin'

to say. There' s more and more all the time.

“-VVe sit by the fi re after the evenin’  chores is done.

I with my pipe and she a-knittin’ . A ll of a sudden

she’ ll say: ‘Y es, that’ s so, Jim.’  Don' t strike me as

anyways q ueer that she gets my thought. \‘Ve think

along together and half the time we don' t need to speak

out at all. F orty years is a long time and minds get

linked up so as they don' t need any words to pass a

thought across from one to the other. \Vords is poor

counters to play with anyhow when the thoughts get

rich an’  full with the years of ex perience.

“I was lookin’  out 0’  doors the other mornin'  early.

j ust after breakfast. takin’  the fi rst pipe of the day.

which is the best of the day and clears up a fellow' s

mind wonderful if he smokes it on the lookout for that

an’  watches what' s goin'  on in him. The spring buds
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2 THE

.\lurray had always lived pretty much to himself. His
only comrade had been his mother, who had died and
left him alone when he vas fourteen. Since then there
had been nothing hotnelike for him in the wide world.
He had come to accept his loneliness as a part of the
scheme of things for him, anti knocked about from
place to place with a sort of indifference as to what
happened. There was to be no more love and comrade-
ship in /nix life anyway, though something within him
was always looking for it. (_)h, he was sure if “ mumsy's "

arms were round him now he could fight oFf that dread-
ful sinking. when even his own \veak heartbeat jarred
him. hit why not let go and just sink out of sight
and find rest? N()l>()(l_\' would care if No. 35” went
or stayed.

'l‘hen somehow his recalled some sermon.
long forgotten, on ptmislunent after death for the guilty.
He had usually had trouble enough on hand and never
bothered much about the other world. Now he wished
he had found out what to expect if he should decide to
let himself slip through. He wasn't a coward. but he
just did not know whether to try to switn back to the
harsh world he was used to. or to float out into the deep
water of the unknown. ".\lmnsy." out there in the
silence. always knew the best thing to do, but he might
not find her if he let go here before his time came. The
young :ts.sistant entered the room with the surgeon, and
Murray wearily closed his eyes as the story of the acci-
dent was being narrated. ‘mt suddenly he heard some-

thing about “getting the ether." lf they made him un-

conscious before he had tlecided which way to go. he
thought. he would surely be rmzt-llvrc, and that was worse
than pain. \\'ith a desperate effort he gttspetlt "Wait!
I can——-stznul it——without anytliing."

memory

“ That will be all right," the surgeon's voice answered,
with a steady kindly ring in it. He sent the assistant
and nurse away with new orders. Then with a strong
light touch he changed t\lurray into a new position. drew
the cramped hand out from the tight blanket. rubbed the
long fingers lightly and held them with gentle firmness
while he felt for the pulse.

Something in the touch and the tone seemed to clear
the air and lift the weight a little from .\lurray‘s chest
and send some hidden strength trickling through his

He looked up into a face very calm and stron".
marked with some lines of sadness. (hit of the depths
of the clear eyes something looked into his and read
him through and tlirougli, and understood. and believed
in him. lt was the \'ct'_\' \\'ay “nnnns_v" used to look
when she scented nearest to him. It seemed simply
natural to find that look again on a lutman face and to
feel :1 touch like your own flesh and blood. :1 missing
part of _vour very self. The haunting doubt and fear

it was somehow clear enough that a

veins.

were gone now:
fellow malt] Hol get lost .'ut_vwht-re he tnigltt be while
there was this protecting brotherhood in some luunan
hearts. 'l‘hat would keep him always one of the family,

.
«Co gle

NEW WAY

wherever he was. There was something about that
feeling that could not help going on and on ; it had to be.

“ I'll take anything you want Inc to." he said calmly.
“ I'm ready now to go or stay."

" Put your will on it, old chap. and stay. Take the
ether and go to sleep like a baby. and we'll do our

part to set things right."
The assistant usually finished the surgical dressing

after operations, but this time the surgeon attended to

every detail himself and was still beside the table when
.\Iurray began to talk. The sentences were broken as

he swung back and forth on the incoming waves of the
silent sea.

From deep unconsciousness he was coming out of
the ether quickly, struggling to keep hold of something
that was vividly real to his deeper sense but was rapidly
becoming dim in the light of common day.

"I know now that I"— he began.
“ Some of these men are afraid of ether because they

think it will make them tell tales on themselves." said
the assistant. But the surgeon was intent on the pa-
tients words.

" I know now that l. Jack .\lurray. am part of every-
thing that is." 'l‘hen the flowing tide swung hitn out and
back again. “I know that l—always have been and
always will be. It sounds as if I were woosy, but I
I.-ume what I am saying." He spoke with great cer-

tainty and in clear even tones. “I can bring this rites-

sage hack to you. that the tie between you and me and
all men is the only thing that lasts. Heart-light is life
itself: all the rest is passing shadows."

What began like a day of <lisaster was the beginning
of :1 new life for Murray. 1.. R.

43

Mind and Matter
“ If an‘ my wife, we don't need to do much talkin'.M Forty years, come this June. we've been mar-

ried an' never a rough word all that time.
“ We don't need, as I was sayin’. to do much talkin'.

"l‘ain't that we've talked ourselves out an’ got nothin'
to say. There's more and more all the time.

“-\\~’e sit by the fire after the evenin’ chores is done.
I with my pipe and she a—knittin’. All of a sudden
she'll say: ‘Yes, that's so, _]im.' Don't strike me as

anyways queer that she gets my thought. \\'e think
along together and half the time we don't need to speak
out at all. Forty years is a long time and minds get
linked up so as they don't need any words to pass a

thought across from one to the other. \\'ords is poor
counters to play with anyhow when the thoughts get
rich an' full with the years of experience.
“I was lookin‘ out o’ doors the other mornin' early.

just after breakfast. takin' the first pipe of the day.
which is the best of the day and clears up a fellow's
mind wonderful if he smokes it on the lookout for that
an' watches what's goin' on in him. The spring bu-ls
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was openin'  an'  all the roses an'  sweet peas spreadin’

out their wings to catch the air and light. The very earth

seemed to have somethin'  alive in it, somethin'  astir an'

doin' .

“ '  E arth,’  says I to myself;  ‘ multcr,’  that' s what they

call it;  an’  the buds and petals matter too. and the

trees. Maybe. B ut if they' re matter an'  that' s all, how

can they get touch of my mind?  S eems to me like two

fellows talkin'  different languages. Don' t seem to be

the same world, matter an’  mind. lint if that' s so, how

can this here matter get across into my mind an'  make

a true picture of itself there?  H ow can what' s heavy

an'  dead an'  outside. come over into me and turn itself

into the furniture of this livin’  mind of mine. Matter

turnin'  itself into mind, that' s what it seems like.

“A n'  then I thought 0'  them fi reside talks with my wife,

talks without words, full an'  free an'  deep, but not

needin‘ any words. H ow was that?

“A n'  the answer was easy. My old woman' s mind

could speak right into my mind j ust because it was mind,

the same stuff her side an'  mine. W ell, why ain' t it

the same in nature?  W hy ain' t nature a mind too, a

great livin'  mind?  A n'  all the fl owers an'  things the

thoughts of that mind. the mind takin'  j oy in imagining

all that beauty and color and play?  Mind talkin'  to

mind. that' s what ' tis. A n' lthe thoughts of that great

mind are all so clear an'  splendid and alive that they

get over into me and other men. into our minds, j ust as

alive as they are outside. Thinks roses and trees and

rocks— that' s what he does, till there is roses and trees

and rocks come alive, come real. A n'  my mind can take

it all in and understand j ust because there' s mind both

sides 0'  the talk. Gettin’  pictures from the great mind,

that' s what lookin’  at nature is;  though there' s very

few that’ s come to know what' s goin'  on.

“ Y ou try the thing that way an'  see if it don' t seem

right. \Vhat' s springtime anyway?  A in' t it the great

mind pourin’  more an’  more of its live thought into its

creations, makin’  them more an'  more alive for their

new work for the summer?  A n’  this spiritual life’ s

floodin’  into you an'  me too, straight in as well as round

about through nature into our.bodies. \Ve can get it

straight into our minds, an’  this time in the year, ac—

cordin to my feelin’ s and reckonin’ , do more spiritual

inward growth and get more mind-peace an'  mind-j oy

than in all the balance of the year put together. There' s

more mind-life an’  soul-life fi owin’  around and surgin’

up against us and risin'  inside of us.

“I tell you if a man’ ll only think right for a while,

train himself out 0’  the way of thinkin’  of ‘dead ’  matter,

think life all the time, he won' t have no trouble in know-

in'  he' s immortal. A  man’ s a livin’  mind. If he' d hold

himself that way an’  stop makin'  pictures of death for

himself he’ ll come to know there ain' t any death for him.

Death’ s the soul shakin’  open its wings into the sunlight.

Though I don' t reckon a fellow’ s got to wait till then

for that. I’ ve met two or three in my time that looked

as if they' d done it while they was here walkin'  about

with the rest of us.”

I thought, myself, though I did not say it, that the

old man was not far from being in his own person one

of these wing-openers he spoke of. R E PO R TE R

8

“W hen I have . . . .”

O  man' s life is such as he intends it shall be later on.

H e works with an eye upon a pleasanter future

which he intends to bring about or hopes will come

about. H e lives on, preparing and hoping and ex pecting.

Most of his pleasure now comes from the thought that

he is getting on towards that other life in the future.

The curious point is that no one ever gets to where he

can say: “N ow I am content;  things are j ust as I

want them. ,I have no further wishes. L ife is now q uite

satisfactory.”

The reason is that deep in our inner minds we have

an ideal of a life that is fully worth living. that is large

and splendid and satisfying. “' e know that such a life

is somewhere, or is somehow to be got. ()ur error lies

in supposing that this life can be realized by possessing

particular things or being in particular places with select-

ed surroundings, or having some sort of outer gratifi -

cation. It takes us all a long time to learn— and most

men never do learn— that the life we inwardly know

of is not to be got in any such ways. They all disappoint

and leave the longing unappeased, the undefi ned ideal

unrealized.

This real life has nothing to do with outside matters

and can be j ust as splendidly and gladly lived in one

place or set of circumstances as another. It comes

only by fi nding the true self, the self which is light and

j oy, hidden behind the body self and brain-mind self

that does duty for the true one and thinks it is the true

and only one.

“I will that the nobler life shall be in me " —  he who

takes that stand and lives by it, he who so pledges himself

to himself and despite all failures and mistakes holds

on, he will win. S TUDE N T

.3

“I R E CK O N  there' s more done for us than we ever

knows of,"  said the old philosopher, “or could under-

stand if we did knowvof ’ em. I put a pinch of soda in

my old dog' s drinking water every day to help his

rheumatism. H e don' t see me do it, and if he did he

couldn' t get any notion of what I was really doing.

B ut he’ d a-been too stiff to move long ago if I hadn' t

done it right along. S o I say again, there' s lots done for

us that we never see done and couldn' t understand if we

did see. and that safeguards us from troubles we' ll never

know of. W ho does ’ cm?  Y ou must think that out."
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THE

was openin' an‘ all the roses an' sweet peas spreadin'
out their wings to catch the air and light. The very earth
seemed to have somethin' alive in it. somethin’ astir an’
doin'.

“ ‘ lfurflx.’ says I to myself; 'Im1I!rr_' that's what they
call it; an’ the buds and petals muflcr too. and the
trees. Maybe. But if they're matter an’ that's all. how
can they get touch of my 1niud$’ Seems to me like two
fellows talkin' different languages. l)on't seem to be
the same world. matter an’ mind. llut if that's so, how
can this here matter get across into my mind an' make
a true picture of itself there? How can what's heavy
an’ dead an' outside. come over into me and turn itself
into the furniture of this livin' mind of mine. Matter
turnin‘ itself into mind, that's what it seems like.

";\n' then I thought 0' them fireside talks with my wife,
talks without words, full an' free an' deep, but not
needin‘ any words. Ilow was that?

“;\n' the answer was easy. My old woman's mind
could speak right into my mind just because it was mind,
the same stuff her side an’ mine. Well, why ain't it
the same in nature? \Vhy ain't nature a mind too, a

great livin' mind? An‘ all the flowers an‘ things the
thoughts of that mind. the mind takiu' joy in imagining
all that beauty and color and play? Mind talkin' to
mind. that's what 'tis. .»\n"the thoughts of that great
mind are all so clear an’ splendid and alive that they
get over into me and other men. into our minds, just as

alive as they are outside. Thinks roses and trees and
rocks —that's what he does, till there is roses and trees
and rocks come alive, come real. An’ my mind can take
it all in and understand just because there's mind both
sides 0' the talk. Gettin' pictures from the great mind,
that's what lookin' at nature is; though there's very
few that's come to know what's goin‘ on.

" You try the thing that way an' see if it don't seem

right. VVhat's springtime anyway? Ain't it the great
mind pourin’ more an’ more of its live thought into its
creations, makin’ them more an’ more alive for their
new work for the summer? An’ this spiritual life's
floodin' into you an’ me too, straight in as well as round
about through nature into our.bodies. \\"e can get it
straight into our minds, an’ this time in the year, ac-

eordin to my feelin's and reckonin', do more spiritual
inward growth and get more mind—peace an' mind—joy
than in all the balance of the year put together. There's
more mind-life an’ soul—life flowin' around and surgin’
up against us and risin' inside of us.

“I tell you if a man’ll only think right for a while,
train himself out 0’ the way of thinkin‘of ‘dead ’ matter,
think life all the time, he won't have no trouble in know-
in‘ he's immortal. A man’s a livin' mind. If he'd hold
himself that way an’ stop makin’ pictures of death for
himself he'll come to know there ain't any death for him.
Death’s the soul shakin’ open its wings into the sunlight.
Though I don't reckon a fellow's got to wait till then
for that. I’ve met two or three in my time that looked

G0 git’
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as if they'd done it while they was here walkin' about
with the rest of us."

I thought. myself, though I did not say it, that the
old man was not far from being in his o\\'n person one
of these wing»openers he spoke of. RF.PoRTI£R

J3

“When I have . . . .”
() Iiiaifs life is such as he intends it shall be later on.

Ile works with an eye upon a pleasanter future
which he intends to bring about or hopes will come
about. lIe lives on, preparing and hoping and expecting.
.\lost of his pleasure now comes from the thought that
he is getting on towards that other life in the future.

The curious point is that no one e\'er gets to where he
can say: "Now I am content: things are just as I
want them. I have no further wishes. Life is now quite
satisfactory.”

The reason is that deep in our inner minds we have
an ideal of a life that is fully worth living. that is large
and splendid and satisfying. \\'e know that such a life
is somewhere, or is somehow to be got. ()ur error lies
in supposing that this life can be realized b_v possessing
particular things or being in particular places with select-
ed surroundings, or having some sort of outer gratifi-
cation. It takes us all a long time to learn—and most
men never do learn—that the life we inwardly know
of is not to be got in any such ways. They all disappoint
and leave the longing unappeased. the undefined idea]
unrealized.

This real life has nothing to do with outside matters
and can he just as splendidly and gladly lived in one
place or set of circumstances as another. It comes
only by finding the true self. the self which is light and
joy. hidden behind the body self and hrain—mind self
that does duty for the true one and thinks it is the true
and only one.

"I will that the nobler life shall be in me "—he who
takes that stand and lives by it, he who so pledges himself
to himself and despite all failures and nlistakcs h(.].—[_e-
on, he will win. ST[vp1§N*1~

J9

“I RPICKON there's more done for us than we ever
knows of," said the old philosopher, “ or could under-
stand if we did knowof ’em. I put a pinch of soda in
my old dog's drinking \vater every day to help his
rheumatism. I-Ie don’t see me do it, and if he did he
couldn't get any notion of what I was really doing.
llut he'd a—l)een too stiff to move long ago if I hadn't
done it right along. So I say again. there's lots done for
us that we never see done and couldn't understand if we
did see. and that safeguards us from troubles we'll never
know of. W110 does ‘cm? You must think that out."
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B uried A live

44 H E N  I' m six  feet in the ground

That' s the way most men think of the time

when they will be (lead. It' s a piece of very

bad thinking. \\' e are in the ground now and we shall

never be any more there than we are now. The body

is merely a piece of ground which is more alive than the

ground it walks on. The body is “ ground ”  come alive.

\Vhich is not very accurate, either;  for the ground we

walk on is itself alive in a way, even the mineral part

of it.

W e are in the body, buried in it, sharing its life, tak-

ing its life as ours. pulsing in every pulse of it. A nd

all so thoroughly that most of us cannot conceive of any

other sort of life, cannot remember the life we had as

souls before we got buried.

A t this rate. death is not getting buried: it is getting

unburied. S ome ancient religious ceremonies symbolized

birth as entry into a tomb. death as being delivered

u

from it.

It took a long time— many, many million years of

earth' s life— before the “dust of the ground"  could

be made by nature into a living body. L ife and will and

consciousness are in the stone. in every particle of dust;

but thev have to lie latent. Countless ages back. the fi rst

plants began to appear amid that “dust.”  very minute

and rudimentary, of course. B ut in those plants the 1m

dwelling life of the " dust"  had taken a step forward.

It had learned how' to make the dust particle move

under its constant pressure of will, to move in that slow

way that is possible to plants. Minute animal forms

likewise appeared. The indwelling life had learned the

nex t trick in making its shell of matter responsive to its

will. A nd of course it became more conscious in pro-

portion as there was a chance for its consciousness to

work. It became more and more aware of its needs,

more and more desirous of satisfying them, more and

more capable of moving its body—  for now we can call

the little enclosing mass of “ dust "  a body— to do so.

A nd so at last the earth became the home of all the

plants and animals we see about us. Gathered forms of

“dust”  thev are. animated by keenly conscious life, re-

sponsive mall the forces of nature, sunlight, magnetism,

electricity. heat, sound and the rest.

A ll was now ready for man, the conscious soul. to

come amongst it, to enter into close inside touch of all

this nature-life. to get “ buried ”  in it. H ow much he

is “buried "  in this living " ground."  how much he is at

the mercv of the animal forces and impulses. depends

on him. .It is for him, while still in this bodily animal

life. to get back the j oy of his own life, thus really then

living two lives at once.

To manage this he must undo his old way of thinking

and think always along a new line— an alteration that

takes time to bring about. H e must train himself to

think of himself as in the body instead of identical with

the l)o(l\' . In all ages there have been men who have

thoroughly accomplished this work and found the great

truth. It is because of their teachings, founded on their

ex perience. that we can go so surely and confi dently

upon this path of right thought. F or all of humanity' s

great teachers are at one about this. It was no mere be-

lief with them. They had achieved knmeledgc and they

wanted all the rest of us to go the way of knowledge too.

S o this N ew W ay is also very old, as old as humanity

itself.

H eaven and earth have come together in every man.

The earth part we know of. The heaven can also be

known of. It is the part buried in the upright six  feet of

ground that we walk about with and so misuse. S piritual

health can be got as well as bodily health— ~by ex ercise.

B ut this is an ex ercise of thinking and rightly used ima-

gination. R ightly used imagination is imagination used to

imagine what is instead of what is not. A s soon as we

can imagine in this sense that we are souls in bodies, we

have found the unbreakable thread of immortality. know

that we are immortal. S TUDE N T

A !

The Power of S ilence

“ H E  PowE R  oF  S IL E N cE — is that j ust one of the

T cant phrases of the day, or does it really mean

something?  "

I was passing a bookstore in whose window two men

were gazing. and it was the title of a book that had

caught their attention. This was a remark made by one

of them to the other. I could not very well stand up

behind them and listen to the answer, so I reserved the

q uestion for an answer of my own later on.

“H ow can a man be anything that is anything after

death?  \Vithout a brain there cannot be thinking. \Vho

wants to live on like a cabbage? ”

That remark too, a few days before, I had happened

to overhear. It was said by one of two young men com-

ing out of church on S unday evening as I passed them.

I wondered why they had gone there if they had that

sort of attitude.

Perhaps fate put me in the way of both these snatches

of talk. F or I could make them help each other out

to a common answer.

To say that the brain is the instrument of thought is

not to say very much. It does not ex plain why thinking

should need fi fty ounces of that sort of matter to work

itself out on. W ' e can come closer and do better.

B rain is the organ from which nerves go to all the

muscles. including the muscles of speech. It is therefore

the organ by means of which thought comes out into ac-

tion of some sort, including the action we call speech.

E ven when we are not speaking aloud, we are thinking

words: and small nerve-currents not enough actually to

move the muscles do run to the lips and tongue. In

fact some men do move their lips and tongue a little

while thinking;  a few almost audibly whisper to them-

selves: and some talk their thought aloud.

Can we think without words, even mental words?
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THE

Buried Alive
(6 I‘llS.\' l’m six feet in the ground

That‘s the \va_v most men think of the time
when they will be (lead. It's a piece of very

bad thinking. We are in the ground now and we shall
never be any more there than we are now. The body
is merely a piece of ground \vhich is more alive than the
ground it walks on. The body is “ground come alive.
\Vhich is not verv accurate. either: for the ground \ve

walk on is itself alive in a way, even the mineral part
of it.

\\''e are in the bodv. buried in it. sharing its life. tak-
ing its life as ours. pulsing in ever_v pulse of it. And
all so thoroughlv that most of us cannot conceive of any
other sort of life. cannot remember the life we had as

souls before we got buried.
At this rate. death is not getting buried: it is getting

unburied. Some ancient religious ceremonies symbolized
birth as entry into a tomb. death as being delivered
from It.

_

It took a long time—many. many million years of

earth's life——before the “dust of the ground" could
be made by nature into a living body. Life and will and
consciousnvess are in the stone. in every particle of dust:
but thev have to lie latent. Countless ages back. the first

plants began to appear amid that “dust." very minute
and rudimentary, of course. But in those plants the iu~
dwelling life of the “<lu<t" had taken a step forward.
It had learned how to make the dust particle move

under its constant pressure of will. to move in that slow
way that is possible to plants. .\linute animal forms
likewise appeared. The indwelling life had learned the
next trick in making its shell of matter responsive to its
will. And of course it became more conscious in Pm‘
portion as there was a chance for its consciousness to

work. It became more and more aware of its neefls‘.
more and more desirous of satisfying them. more 3114
more capable of moving its body——- for now we can call
the little enclosing mass of “ dust" a bna'y——to do S0.

.\nd so at last. the earth became the home of all the

plants and animals we see about us. Catllcfed f0l'm>‘ Of
“dust "' the\' are. animated b_v keenly conscious life. rc-

sponsive to all the forces of nature. sunlight. magnetism.
electricity. heat. sound and the rest.

.-\ll was now ready for man. the conscious soul. to

come amongst it. to enter into close inside touch of all
this nature-life. to get “ buried" in it. IIo\v much he
is "hm-ic<l" in this living “ground." how much he is at

the mercv of the animal forces and impulses. depends
on him. ilt is‘ for him. \vhilc still in this bodily animal
life, In get back the joy of his mun life. thus really then
living two lives at once.

To manage this he must undo his old wa_v of thinking
and think al\\'avs along a new line—an alteration that
takes time to bring about. He must train himself to

think of himself as in the body instead of identical with
the body. ln all ages there have been men who have

» Go gle
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thoroughly accomplished this work and found the great
truth. It is because of their teachings, founded on their
experience. that we can go so surely and confidently
upon this path of right thought. For all of humanity’:
great teachers are at one about this. It was no mere bc~
lief with them. They had achieved knot:-lcd_r1c and they
wanted all the rest of us to gp the wa_v of knowledge too.
So this .\-"etc l'Va_v is also very old. as old as humanit_v
itself.

Heaven and earth have come together in every man.

The earth part we know of. The heaven can also be
known of. It is the part buried in the upright six feet of
ground that we walk about with and so misuse. Spiritual
health can be got as well as bodily health—- by exercise.
hit this is an exercise of thinkingand rightly used ima-

gination. Rightly used imagination is imagination used to

imagine what is instead of what is not. As soon as we

can imagine in this sense that we are souls in bodies. we

have found the unbreakable thread of immortality. know
that we are immortal. STI'm~:NT

.3
The Power of Silence

“ HE l’owER oF SILE.\‘cI-:—is that just one of theT cant phrases of the da)’.- br does it really mean

something?"
I was passing a bookstore in whose window two men

were gazing. and it was the title of a book that havl
caught their attention. This was a remark made by one
of them to the other. I could not very well stand up
behind them and listen to the answer, so I reserved the
question for an answer of my own later on.

“How can a man be anything that is anything after
death? VVithout a brain there cannot be thinking. \\'ho
wants to live on like a cabbage?"

That remark too, a few days before. I had happened
to overhear. It was said by one of two young men com-

ing out of church on Sunday evening as I passed them.
I wondered why they had gone there if they had that
sort of attitude.

Perhaps fate put me in the way of both these snatchc~
of talk. For I could make them help each other out
to a Common answer.

To say that the brain is the instrument of thought is
not to say very much. It does not explain wiry thinking
should need fifty ounces of that sort of matter to work
itself out on. V\’e can come closer and do better.

Brain is the organ from which nerves go to all the
muscles. including the muscles of speech. It is therefore
the organ by means of which thought comes out into ac-
tion of some sort. including the action we call speech.
liven when we are not speaking aloud. we are tltinkimz
words: and small nerve—curreut.s not enough actually to
move the muscles do run to the lips and tongue. In
fact some men do move their lips and tongue a little
while thinking; a few almost audibly whisper to them-
selves: and some talk their thought aloud.

Can we think without words, even mental words.‘
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A re there thoughts that won' t go into words. that have

nothing to do with words?  S uch thoughts being beyond

ex pression in words, would have no use for a brain. no

use for the organ of word-making. The brain is the

organ for the ex pression in words (or deeds) of such

It is the

thoughts as can be ex pressed in that way.

thought. W hat wonder that we suppose ourselves mor-

tal and ended up for good when we leave the brain

behind?

H e who wants to know about chemistry must have

faith that what the chemists'  books say is true;  or, much

better, he must go through the ex periments himself.

I"  -

L amaland Photo. 5'  E ngraving Dept.

DIS CUS S IN G PO L lTICS . A N  O L D JA I’ A N l‘IS I‘l PA IN TIN G

organ for the living of our outer life of action and of

communication with our fellows. W e have never got

used to paying attention to the far greater mass of

thought that won' t go into words and has nothing to do

with actions of body. Conseq uently we don' t know any-

thing about it. Conseq uently we assert (some of us)

that when there is no brain there is no thought and that

death is the end of the thinking man.

\Ve should regard a man as a fool who, never having

tried a single ex periment in chemistry himself, denied

that there was any truth in the statements of chemists

as to what they had discovered by ex periment.

\Vell, in all ages there have been profound searchers

into human nature who have testifi ed that there is a

region of mind that does not connect with words or

physical doings at all, too high, too profound for that,

and that this is really the most splendid part of our

being. a divine part, and incapable of being reached by

death. A t birth a little (only) of the whole mind comes

into brain. enough to live life with. to act and speak

through the brain with, to collect ex perience with and

learn by ex perience. It is the thinking of this part to

which alone we pay attention and which alone we call

It is the same with the study of our own nature. W e

must fi nd for ourselves that greater mind in us which

knows, whose thinking is not limited by the necessity

of being cased up in words and which therefore con-

trasts with that rough. slow. brain-thinking that words

are made for, that guides bodily doings and holds the

memories connected with all that. The way is silence.

It is the “ex periment”  of silence that we must try.

The power of silence. the power gained by the practice

of silence, is the power to know and come into the deep-

er. fuller world of our thought and being. The full-

ness, the richness, of ourselves cannot be known till we

have practised when alone with ourselves the silencing

of thought-chatter, the thought that runs along in words

even when they are unspoken by the lips. \Ve must

turn away from this for a while every day, try to keep

the brain still, to stop the stream of memory-pictures.

and to reach up after the great presence that is about us,

our greater mind-self, reach in to the place where at fi rst

seems nothing but stillness, but which in time we fi nd

to be the source of a new knowledge. of sustainment

against all the troubles and difi iculties of life. of sure

guidance and inspiration. T m“. L lS ’ l‘E N I-IR
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THE NEW WAY 5
 

Are there thoughts that won't go into words. that have
nothing to do with words? Such thoughts being beyond
expression in words. would have no use for a brain. no

use for the organ of word-making. The brain is the
organ for the expression in words for deeds) of such
thoughts as can be expressed in that way. It is the

thought. What wonder that we suppose ourselves mor-

tal and ended up for good when we leave the brain
behind?

He who wants to know about chemistry must have
faith that what the ehemists' hooks say is true: or. much
better. he must go through the experiments himself.

Lamalund Plmtu. :9 Engraving D4-pl.
DISCUSSING PDLITICS. AN ULII ja\I'.r\NliSli l'All’\'TlNt‘.

organ for the living of our outer life of action and of
communication with our fellows. We have never got
used to paying attention to the far greater mass of
thought that won't go into words and has nothing to do
with actions of body. Consequently we don't know any-
thing about it. Consequently we assert (some of us)
that when there is no brain there is no thought and that
death is the end of the thinkingman.

W'e should regard a man as a fool who, never having
tried a single experiment in chemistry himself. denied
that there was any truth in the statements of chemists
as to what they had discovered by experiment.

\Ve|l. in all ages there have been profound searchers
into human nature who have testified that there is a
region of mind that does not connect with words or

physical doings at all. too high, too profound for that.
and that this is really the most splendid part of our

being. a divine part. and incapable of being reached by
death. At birth a little (onlyl of the whole mind comes
into brain. enough to live life with. to act and speak
through the brain with. to collect experience with and
learn by experience. It is the thinking of this part to
which alone we pay attention and which alone we call

Digitized b-,- Goggle

It is the same with the study of our own nature. We
must find for ourselves that greater mind in us which
k"07t'5. whose thinking is not limited by the necessity
of being cased up in words and which therefore enn-
trasts with that rough. slow. brain-thinking that words
are made for. that guides bodily doings and holds the
memories connected with all that. The way is silence.
It is the “e.vperimeut" of silence that we must try.
The power of silence. the power gained by the practice
of silence. is the power to know and come into the deep-
er. fuller world of our thought and being. The full-
ness. the richness. of ourselves cannot be known till we
have practised when alone with ourselves the silencing
of thought-chatter. the thought that runs along in words
even when they are unspoken by the lips. “We must
turn away from this for a while every day. try to keep
tl1e brain still. to stop the stream of memory-pictures.
and to reach up after the great presence that is about us.
our greater mind-self. reach in to the place where at first
seems nothing but stillness, but which in time we find
to be the source of a new knowledge. of snstainment
against all the troubles and difiiculties of life. of sore

guidance and inspiration. 'l‘m-‘. L1s'rItNl-in

Original from
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
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N  ature’ s W ay

N  the evening air, over the lake from the mile-away

I grove of beeches, came the last song of some bird.

A  mile away and the song q uite clear. F or at

least a mile every way out from that bird' the air had

been set thrilling. A  great sphere of a mile radius. H e

had not any reason for singing;  j ust nature-life pulsing

through him and taking voice as it pulsed. The sound

waves fell upon all things within their range and set

them vibrating, countless millions of particles and mole-

cules and atoms set agoing by that bird, shaken to their

inmost centers by him.

This fi ne shaking of things by unnumbered birds all

day long and age after age all over the earth must surely,

thought I. play some part in nature' s great game.

“The hard stones softened and became plants,”  says

an old book, q uaintly describing the ways of evolution.

The plants are evolved stones anyhow, mineral stuff gath-

ered into defi nite shape, come alive, and growing. Is

that coming alive helped by the ceaseless pulsation of

bird song all over the earth?

There is fi ner vibration than that. The unseen sun

rays, X -rays, ultra-violet rays, meet and mix  in the plant

with the unseen magnetic life of the earth: and when

both are at their strongest. through spring and summer,

the plant breaks through its steadfast green into many

colored bloom. In the birds the unheard nature— life

becomes audible;  in the plants the unseen nature-life

becomes visible. The bees are drawn by the color. May

not all insect and animal life be somehow changed and

raised, made a little fi ner, a little more alive, by the in—

cessant summer-long pulse of color, and the vegetation

be itself stimulated by itself?  May not that be another

way in which nature goes at her everlasting work of

evolution ?

I wore that old coat of mine for years before I threw

it away. Can I think that even the atoms of the fabric

were not somehow specially altered, raised, helped on-

ward, a little awakened, by those years of closest as—

sociation with me, with the incessant thought and feel-

ing playing in my mind and through my body?  S ome-

thing of me went into them, for my dog could pick out

that coat from among a million.

The poet and thinker write at their desks. O ut of the

silent full life within and about them, great thoughts

and high feeling take shape and then pass into words,

and the words awaken and deepen and refi ne a thousand

other minds that read them.

Thus nature’ s secret life works. O ut of the unheard.

the unseen, the beyond-thought, it comes out into sound

and color and thought, and afi ects, each in its way, all

her creatures. E ach has something to contribute for

the rest;  each brings something hidden into manifesta—

tion for the evolution of the rest. Truly all living things

are one mighty family, dependent each one on the rest.

W e can get no real or lasting happiness till we have

seen and learned to practise a great duty revealed in

that. W e have to turn some of our energy daily into

kindly deeds;  some of our higher unmanifest life into

kindly thought and feeling and word;  some of our mo-

ments of deep silence-life into thoughts which. whether

we can utter them or not, will go out from us into other

minds, giving them often enough that inner touch which

shall bring them some light or help or understanding.

S TUDE N T

J

The Great S chool

N E  special form of egotism. very common among

us, is the imagining that our troubles and an-

noyances are of a peculiarly irritating. painful

or depressing kind, more so than those of anybody else.

It is a mistake. In this respect life is in the long run

the same for us all. L ife is no respecter of persons,

however things may look. E verybody betimes gets all

the troubles and worries and pin-pricks he can stand,

and everybody gets intervals of needed rest from them.

O ne man keeps his troubles to himself and smiles;  and

we think he has none. A nother j ust accepts them as part

of the normal run of things, or as part of the training

that life gives us;  and he too deceives us by his q uiet

way with them. A nother has a set of troubles that to us

would be nothing, and though they are sharp enough to

him we suppose that he fi nds them as trifl ing as we

should. S ome men are as much hurt by a passing slight

as you or I by a stinging and intentional insult. L ife

gets home at everybody to the limit of their enduring

power. Then it lets up a while so that they may have a

suffi cient rest, or it sees to it that they feel and know the

compassion that underlies all the troubles that come upon

them, so that they get the compensation along with the

pain.

S ome men get embittered by their misfortunes. They

have chosen a compensation in strange form. F or they

actually get a pleasure out of their own bitterness. a

sweetness out of their resentment and self-pity. an up-

sidedown sort of solace in the thought that they are

selected by fate for so much ill-use.

Pain and pleasure balance up in every life, given time

enough. The great thing for us to look after is to get

the highest form of compensation for our pains. F or

we can choose. The matter is left with us far more

than we realize. W e should seize and cultivate the

strength and power of endurance that pain can give. “’ e

could fi nd our souls in fi nding the compassion that is

always underneath and along with bitter pain, compas-

sion wrapping us round and awakening a new and richer

manhood. W e can take the slight worries as opportuni-

ties for acq uiring self— control and evenness. A nd so in

these ways there comes a welcoming of the pains even

though they remain pains. There is peace and ultimately

j oy within through all that may be happening without.

O ut of pain thus taken and studied we learn to live two

lives at once: an outer that feels the pruning and may
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Nature’; Way
N the evening air, over the lake from the mile-awa_v

grove of beeches, came the last song of some bird.
A mile away and the song quite clear. For at

least a mile every way out from that birdthe air had
been set thrilling. A great sphere of a mile radius. He
had not any reason for singing; just nature-life pulsing
through him and taking voice as it pulsed. The sound
waves fell upon all things within their range and set
them vibrating, countless millions of particles and mole-
cules and atoms set agoing by that bird, shaken to their
inmost centers by him.

This fine shaking of things by unnumbered birds all
day long an(l age after age all over the earth must surely,
thought I. play some part in nature's great game.

“The hard stones softened and became plants," says
an old book, quaintly describing the wa_vs of evolution.
The plants are evolved stones anyhow, mineral stufi’ gath-
ered into definite shape. come alive. and growing. Is
that coming alive helped by the ceaseless pulsation of
bird song all over the earth?

There is finer vibration than that. The unseen sun

rays. X-rays, ultra—violet rays, meet and mix in the plant
with the unseen magnetic life of the earth: and when
both are at their strongest. through spring and summer,
the plant breaks through its steadfast green into many-
colored bloom. In the birds the unheard nature-life
becomes audible; in the plants the unseen nature-life
becomes visible. The bees are drawn by the color. May
not all insect and animal life be somehow changed and
raised, made a little finer, a little more alive, by the in-
cessant summer-long pulse of color. and the vegetation
be itself stimulated by itself? May not that be another
way in which nature goes at her everlasting work of
evolution?

I wore that old coat of mine for years before I threw
it away. Can I think that even the atoms of the fabric
were not somehow specially altered, raised. helped on-

ward, at little awakened. by those years of closest as-

sociation with me, with the incessant thought and feel-
ing playing in my mind and through my body? Some-
thing of me went into them, for my dog could pick out
that coat from among a million.

The poet and thinker write at their desks. Out of the
silent full life within and about them. great thoughts
and high feeling take shape and then pass into words,
and the words awaken and deepen and refine a thousand
other minds that read them.

Thus nature's secret life works. Out of the unheard.
the unseen. the beyond—thought, it comes out into sound
and color and thought, and affects, each in its way. all
her creatures. Each has something to contribute for
the rest; each brings something hidden into manifesta-
tion for the evolution of the rest. Truly all living things
are one mighty family, dependent each one on the rest.

\Ve can get no real or lasting happiness till we have
seen and learned to practise a great duty revealed in

» Co gin:

that. \'\"e have to turn some of our energy daily into
kindly deeds: some of our higher unmanifest life into
kindly thought and feeling and word; some of our mo-

ments of deep silence—life into thoughts which. whether
we can utter them or not, will go out from us into other
minds, giving them often enough that inner touch which
shall bring them some light or help or understanding.

ST1‘I)EI\"l‘
.33

The Great School
NF. special form of egotism. very common among0 us. is the imagining that our troubles and an-

noyances are of a peculiarly irritating. painful
or depressing kind, more so than those of anybody else.

It is a mistake. In this respect life is in the long run

the same for us all. Life is no respecter of persons,
however things may look. Everybody hetimes gets all
the troubles and worries and pin—pricks he can stand.
and everybody gets intervals of needed rest from them.
One man keeps his troubles to himself and smiles: and
we thinkhe has none. Another just accepts them as part
of the normal run of things. or as part of the training
that life gives us; and he too deceives us by his quiet
way with them. Another has a set of troubles that to us
would be nothing. and though they are sharp enough to
him we suppose that he finds them as trifling as we
should. Some men are as much hurt by a passing slight
as you or I by a stinging and intentional insult. Life
gets home at everybody to the limit of their enduring
power. Then it lets up a while so that they may have a

suflieient rest. or it sees to it that they feel and know the
compassion that underlies all the troubles that come upon
them, so that they get the compensation along with the
pain.

Some men get embittered by their misfortunes. They
have chosen a compensation in strange form. For they
actually get a pleasure out of their own bitterness. a
sweetness out of their resentment and self—pity. an up-
sidedown sort of solace in the thought that they are

selected by fate for so much ill—use.
Pain and pleasure balance up in every life. given time

enough. The great thing for us to look after is to get
the highest form of compensation for our pains. For
we can choose. The matter is left with us far more

than we realize. VVe should seize and cultivate the
strength and power of endurance that pain can give. \\‘e
could find our souls in finding the compassion that is
always underneath and along with bitter pain, compas-
sion wrapping us round and awakening a new and richer
manhood. VVe can take the slight worries as opportuni-
ties for acquiring self-control and evenness. And so in
these ways there comes a welcoming of the pains even

though they remain pains. There is peace and ultimately
joy within through all that may be happening without.
Out of pain thus taken and studied we learn to live two
lives at once: an outer that feels the pruning and may
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wince, and an inner that rej oices at the growth made

possible by the pruning. ~\' Vhatever things may look

like, compassion is at the heart of them, a compassion

radiating from the great H eart that all religions have

pointed to. ‘L ife is a school and each event that comes

forward to meet us is but one of the lessons. B ut school-

days do not last for ever!  A  wider life awaits us beyond.

S TUDE N T

J!

The Vision of K nowledge

(F rom the Persian)

O R N  with my much thinking, my body slept and

freed me. A nd'  as I stepped forth from it radi-

ant, I regained that j 0y of faith and hope which

is hidden, deeper than thinking, deeper than mind, in

the hearts of all men. I let the faith and hope pulse

through my being so that thought was overpassed by

them and transformed. A t last I saw;  through their

light. their power, I had passed upward into knowledge.

The glory, the purport, the unendingness of life became

known to me. In the intensity of perfect vision, perfect

knowledge. I remained still and held myself.

I came back to the body. I awoke. B ut now I had

left the vision, the fullness of the knowledge. N ot in

the poor body can man wholly have that. B ut the hope

and the faith that lead on to it, these he may have and

the j oy of them.

O nce again began my mind to spin its thoughts and

reasonings. B ut I said: “O  mind. mind, alone thou

canst solve nothing and thy path will be upon the earth,

like the serpent' s. B ut if thou wilt take and keep the

wings of faith and hope and take and keep their j oy,

then some refl ex  of the vision shall come upon my think-

ing even here;  some of the illimitable truth thou shalt

fi nd born within thee. S o shall preparation be made in

life for the light-baptism of death.”

.5

A  Prisoner’ s Contribution

H E  following verses were received by Madame

K atherine Tingley from a prisoner in one of the

large penitentiaries. They are the tribute of a

grateful heart, and their brave and manly spirit will

appeal to every reader. In his letter, the writer says:

“I take the privilege of addressing you to thank you

for your kindly words and endeavors. and the instructive

thoughts you and your most capable lieutenants have

rendered so benefi cently to the prisoners behind these

gray walls. To say we appreciate all you are doing, and

to ex press our heartfelt gratitude to you and your as-

sistants is the best any of us can do. \Ve know that

some time, somewhere, you and yours will be amply

rewarded by seeing the resultant good that is sure to

accrue as a direct outcome of the enlightening and elevat—

ing thoughts and the sunshine shed abroad in our hearts.

In our present condition W e are encompassed about by

scenes that are drear, and carry, some of us, burdens

within that would seemingly overwhelm, were it not for

the realization that we are indeed divine;  being endowed

with an understanding that how much of the Divine

shall shine through us depends wholly on ourselves,

after the true light has been unselfi sth sent forth on

its purifying mission.

W e say in all candor that those who have given their

time to talk to us and who are connected with the

Point L oma Theosophical H eadq uarters are indeed men

in the broadest sense of the word;  and their encouraging

words will certainly be of indeterminable benefi t and

lasting good to all concerned, in appealing to man' s bet-

ter self and awaking to fuller consciousness the divine

spark within all."

* * * > l=  * * = l=  #1

F R O M off the top you lofty mount,

A cross the hills and little bay,

N estled securely, safe and sound,

ls seen S an Q uentin, cold and gray.

\Vithin these walls in humble mien,

A re many true souls who look to home;

In the past they see what might have been,

H ut manfully tight their woes alone.

W ho knows that life' s L aw brought them there,

To work out years for another try,

A nd mindfully all their burdens to bear?

L ook deep to solve the hidden why.

A s these souls tread daily to and fro,

Their necessities and tasks to attend,

I’ onder, sometime, as you daily go

O n your path, and willingly lend a hand.

L ife is most rosy when things go right,

B ut one misstep may make all wrong;

Then one must try by inner might

To meet his suffering and be strong.

S o, in your walk each and every day,

Don' t turn aside with a listless ear,

F or beneath a ragged coat there may

L ie a heart that' s big and true and dear.

R emember the fellow who' s fallen astray

May have been once j ust as good as you;

A nd now, if he’ s wearing the stripes, don’ t say

H e cannot as friend to friend be true.

A nd when you think of us, alone,

E very good act and kindly line

W ill return to you if you have sown

In truth and love, the seed Divine.

3
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wince, and an inner that rejoices at the growth made
possible by the pruning. \Vhatever things may look
like, compassion is at the heart of them, a compassion
radiating from the great Heart that all religions have
pointed to. ‘Life is a school and each event that comes

forward to meet us is but one of the lessons. But school-
days do not last for ever! A wider life awaits us be_vond.

S'rt:nF.N't‘

.3

The Vision of Knowledge
(From the Persian)

ORN with my much thinking,my body slept and
freed me. And as I stepped forth from it radi-
ant, I regained that joy of faith and hope which

is hidden, deeper than thinking, deeper than mind, in
the hearts of all men. I let the faith and hope pulse
through my being so that thought was overpassed by
them and transformed. At last I saw; through their
light, their power. I had passed upward into knowledge.
'l‘he glory. the purport, the unendingness of life became
known to me. In the intensity of perfect vision, perfect
knowledge, I remained still and held myself.

I came back to the body. I awoke. But now I had
left the vision, the fullness of the knowledge. Not in
the poor body can man wholly have that. But the hope
and the faith that lead on to it. these he may have. and
the joy of them.

Once again began my mind to spin its thoughts and
reasonings. But I said: “() mind, mind, alone thou
eanst solve nothing and thy path will be upon the earth,
like the serpents But if thou wilt take and keep the
wings of faith and hope and take and keep their joy.
then some reflex of the vision shall come upon my think-
ing even here: some of the illimitable truth thou shalt
find born within thee. So shall preparation be made in
life for the light-baptism of death.”

43

A Prisoner’; Contribution
HE following verses were received by .\la«lame
Katherine Tingley from a prisoner in one of the
large penitentiaries. They are the tribute of a

grateful heart, and their brave and manly spirit will
appeal to every reader. In his letter, the writer says:
“I take the privilege of addressing you to thank you

for your kindly words and endeavors. and the instructive
thoughts you and your most capable lieutenants have
rendered so beneficently to the prisoners behind these
gray walls. To say we appreciate all you are doing. and
to express our heartfelt gratitude to _vou and your as-
sistants is the best any of us can do. \~’Ve know that
some time, somewhere, you and yours will be amply
rewarded by seeing the resultant good that is sure to
accrue as a direct outcome of the enlightening and elevat-
ing thoughts and the sunshine shed abroad in our hearts.
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In our present condition we are encompassed about by
scenes that are drear, and carry, some of us, burdens
within that would seemingly overwhelm, were it not for
the realization that we are indeed divine; being endowed
with an understanding that how much of the Divine
shall shine through us depends wholly on ourselves.
after the true light has been unselfishly sent forth on
its purifying mission.

We say in all candor that those who have given their
time to talk to us and who are connected with the
Point Loma Theosophical Headquarters are indeed men
in the broadest sense of the word; and their encouraging
words will certainly be of indeterminable benefit and
lasting good to all concerned, in ‘appealing to man's bet-
ter self and awaking to fuller consciousness the divine
spark within all."

at: * zv .«.- :r 4: :t= ac

Futon off the top you lofty mount.
Across the hills and little bay,

.\'cstlcd secttrely, safe and sound.
ls seetl San Quentin, cold and gray.

\\'itbiu tltese walls in humble mien.
;\rc lll£tll)' true souls who look to home;

In the past they see what might ll.’l\’t‘ bet-u.
Putt manfully light their woes alone.

Who knows that life's Law brought them there,
To work out _\'ear.s for another try.

;\lltl mindfully all their burdens to bear?
Look deep to solve the hidden why.

:\s tltese souls tread daily to and fro,
’l‘heir tteeosssities and tasks to attend,

l’under, sometime. as you daily go
()n your path, and willingly lend a hand.

Life is Inost rosy when things go right.
But one. misstep may make all wrong;

'l‘lu-n one must try by inner might
To meet his sufiering and be strong.

So, in your walk each and every day.
l)on't turn aside with a listless ear.

For beneath a ragged coat there may
Lie a heart that's big and true and dear.

Remember the fellow who's fallen astray
May have been once just as good as you;

And now, if he's wearing the stripes. don't say
He cannot as friend to friend be true.

And when you think of us, alone,
Every good act and kindly line

\\’ill return to you if you have sown
In truth and love, the seed Divine.

.30
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Gleanihgs

TH E  tree winced and protested when the gardener

came to prune it:

“I loved that branch.”

“It was mis-shapen and sagged downwards towards

the earth. In time it would have pulled your whole trunk

over and twisted your straightuess."

“A nd of that one I was proud.”

“ It was taking too much life and would have dwarfed

your upward growth into the light."

" A nd why must that one go?  "

"  It was diseased and would have infected your whole

life.”

“B ut the cutting is painful, painful."

"  There is no other way, and the pain calls forth the

energy of growth."

A nd years after the tall and stately tree looked back

and rej oiced at the pruning and the pain of it.

A Y , be we faithful to ourselves: despise

N aught but the coward in us!  That way lies

True wisdom making passage through our slough.

—  George M el' cdith

IT is the heart, not the mind, that possesses the power

to pray. Prayer is the yearning of the heart to or' vrcomc,

and it can never be denied.

F oR  those who wish to progress, the way is always

and everywhere open.

\VE  are too apt to think that nothing so needs reform-

ing as other people' s habits.

\ert are not punished for our sins but by them.

This is certain, that a man that studieth revenge keeps

his own wounds green, which otherwise would heal and

do well.—  B acon

MA N  is his own devil. W hen he is strong enough to

whip himself, all other enemies are as straw, and may be

laid H at by the push of a knuckle. The real gymnasium

is the one in ’ which the muscles of the soul are made

competent.— —  R ichard W ight-man

Q UIE T minds cannot be perplex ed or frightened, but

go on in fortune or misfortune at their own private

pace, like a clock during a thunderstorm.

— R 0b(' rt L ouis S tevenson

B F . always displeased with what thou art, if thou de-

sirest to attain to what thou art not;  for where thou

hast pleased thyself, there thou abidcst. B ut if thou

sayest I have enough, thou perishest. A lways add, al-

ways walk, always proceed. N either stand still, nor go

back, nor_deviate.—  S t. A ugustine

To be man with thy might,

To grow straight in the strength of thy spirit. and

live out thy life as the light. . . .-— S ruinlmrnv

H eard This ?

Did you ever look at your watch to see if you had

time to go back and get it?

“ Mother, do missionaries go to heaven?  "

"  \Vhy, of course, dear.”

“ Do cannibals?  ”

"  O h no, I think not."

"  B ut, mother, if a cannibal has eaten a missionary he

will have to be taken in, won’ t he? ”

L ife says that A ngelina was correcting a misimpres-

sion under which A lgernon was laboring. H ere is her

statement: “I want you to forget that I told you I

didn' t mean what I said about not taking back my re-

fusal to change my mind. I’ ve been thinking it over

and I’ ve decided that I was mistaken in the fi rst place."

The vicar' s wife was reading the B ible to an old wo-

man of the village and the subj ect of the reading hap-

pened to be S olomon' s establishment. “H ad S olomon

really seven hundred wives? "  asked the old woman. “ O h

yes, Mary;  it is so stated in the B ible."  “L or' , mum,

what privileges them early Christians had!  ”

“ Come to this? "  said Tomkins as he suddenly came

upon his friend in the gutter beside the curb arranging

vegetables upon a coster’ s barrow. “ W hy, I thought you

told me you were going on the stage.”

“ I did,”  said the friend. “I appeared the night before

last at the music-hall and while I was doing my turn the

idea struck me that I might as well start in the vegetable

line. I had the stock sort of forced upon me as you

may say."

A  tall, gaunt young man entered the offi ce of an

A merican F reak S how and asked for the manager.

“W hat can I do for you?  ”  inq uired the podgy man

in a check suit.

“ I want an engagement as a freak.

E gg K ing."

“W hat is your specialty? ”

“ I can eat three dozen hen eggs, two dozen duck eggs.

and one dozen goose eggs at a single sitting.”

" I suppose you know we give four shows a day? "

" I understand that."

“A nd you think you can do it? ”

“I know I can.”

“O n S aturdays we often give as many as six  shows."

“A ll right."

“A nd on some holidays we give a performance every

hour.”  '

The young man hesitated.

“ In that case,”  he fi nally said, “I must have one thing

understood before I sign a contract.”

“ W hat’ s that? "  asked the manager.

“ N o matter how rushing business is at the museum."

the E gg K ing replied, “you must give me time enough

to eat my regular meals at the hotel.”
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8 THE NEW WAY

Cleaning;
Tm-2 tree winced and protested when the gardener

came to prune it:
"I loved that branch."
" It was mis-shapen and saggetl downwards towards

the earth. In time it would have pulled your whole trunk
over and twisted _vour straightness."

“And of that one I was proud.:’
“ It was taking too much life and would have dwarfed

your upward growth into the light."
"And why must that one go? "

" It was diseased and \vould have infected your whole
life."

“ But the cutting is painful, painful."
“There is no other way, and the pain ealls forth the

energy of growth."
And years after the tall and stately tree looked back

and rejoiced at the pruning and the pain of it.

Av, be we faithful to ourselves: despise
.\'aught but the coward in us! That way lies
'l‘rue wisdom making passage through our slough.

— (:'mr_¢/(' .l/(’I'¢‘(lff]l

IT is the heart, not the mind, that possesses the power
to prav. l’raver is the yearning of the heart to o-:'t'I'ronn'.
and it can never be denied.

I-‘ox those who wish to ])l‘l)_g’|‘l’.\'>'. the \\':I_\' is nh\‘-'I,\‘.<
and everywhere open.

“'1; are too apt to think that nothing so needs reform-
ing as other people's habits.

\\'I~: are not punished for our sins hut />_\' them.

'l‘nIs is certain, that a man that studieth revenge keeps
his own wounds green. which otherwise would heal and
do well.——— Bacon

.\l.»\.\' is his own devil. \\'hen he is strong enough to

whip himself. all other enemies are as straw, and ma_v be
laid Hat by the push of a knuckle. The real g_\'n1nasium
is the one in which the muscles of the soul are made
eompetent.—— Richard IVig/irman

QL:n~:’l‘ minds cannot be perplexed or frightened. but
go on it1 fortune or misfortune at their own private
pace, like a clock during a thunderstorm.

~—R4>In*rI Louis Srer'mz.coi1

’.I-: always displeased with what thou art. if thou de-
sirest to attain to what thou art not: for where thou
hast pleased thyself, there thou abidest. But if thou
saycst I have enough, thou perishest. .-\lways add. al-
ways walk, always proceed. .\'either stand still, nor goback. nor deviate.—- St. .4irgii.vti'ii¢'

To be man with thy might.
'|‘o grow straight in the strength of th_v spirit. and

live out thy life as the light. .—S':.‘iii/nu')n'

C0 SIC

Heard This?
I)id you ever look at your watch to see if you haul

time to go back and get it?
“ Mother, do missionaries go to heaven?"
" Why, of course, dear."
“ Do Cannibals?"
“ Oh no. I think not."

hit. mother, if a cannibal has eaten a missionary he
will have to be taken in, won't be? "

Life says that Angelina was correcting a 1nisin1pres-
sion under which Algernon was laboring. Here is her
statement: “I want you to forget that I told you I
didn't mean what I said about not taking back my re-
fusal to change my mind. I've been thinking it over
and I've decided that I was mistaken in the first place."

The vicar's wife was reading the Bible to an old wo-
man of the village and the subject of the reading hap-
pened to be Solomon's establishment. “Had Solomon
really seven hundred wives?“ asked the old woman. “Oh
yes. I\lar_\': it is so stated in the Bible." “I.or'. mum.
what privileges them early Christians had! "

"Come to this?" said Tomkins as he suddenly came
upon his friend in the gutter beside the curb arranging
vegetables upon a coster's barrow. “ \-Vhy, I thought you
told me you were going on the stage."

" I did," said the friend. “ I appeared the night before
last at the 1nusic—hall and while I was doing my turn the
idea struck me that I might as well start in the vegetable
line. I had the stock sort of forced upon me as you
may say."

;\ tall. gaunt young man entered the office of an
.\meriean Freak Show and asked for the manager.

“ \\"hat can I do for you? " inquired the podgy man
in a check suit.

"I want an engagement as a freak.
ligg King."

"What is your specialty?"
“ I can eat three dozen hen eggs, two dozen duck eggs.

and one dozen goose eggs at a single sitting."
‘‘I suppose you know we give four shows a day?"
“I understand that."
".~\nd you think you can do it?"
"I know I can."
“ (,)n Saturdays we often give as many as six shows.'
".—\ll right."
“And on some holidays we give a performance every

hour."
The young man hesitated.
“ In that case." he finally said. “ I must have one thing

understood before I sign a contract."
" \\'hat's that?" asked the manager.
" No matter how rushing business is at the l]1lls'8llI1l."

the ligg King replied. “you must give me time enough
to eat my regular meals at the hotel."

I am Enoch the
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The Mind-Cure

“ H E W , chew, mull, mull. that' s what the mind

does all the time, never a let up."

“Do you give it anything to chew on? ”

“Don' t have to: it fi nds its ownv stuff. I wish it

didn’ t sometimes. They say a lot of chewing gum is

used in this country. but I never heard of anyone select-

ing gum that was bitter-fl avored and sickening. Y et

it' s that sort that a fellow’ s mind takes to mull on as

often as the pleasant. \= \-" hich is very strange. come to

think of it."

L omaland Photo. 6'  E ngraving Dept.

Tin-3 noonwav or TH E  “' l‘lil\ll" [ .l£  or PE A CE ,"  L O MA L A N D

“ N ot so very, if you consider what the mind is really

doing, which is scratching a sore place and making it

worse. People think the brain-mind is the organ of

intelligence, but it isn' t. It’ s very unintelligent and needs

watching and guiding like a child playing about in a room

where there’ s a lamp and a razor and a fi re and a re-

volver and some tacks and things like that. Intelli-

gence is what does the watching. Intelligence can’ t

make ordinary brain-tl' loughts of its own. Its work is

to decide whether the thoughts of the mind are good and

useful ones and worth going on with, or ought to be
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The Mind-Cure
4‘ NEW, chew. mull. mull. that’.-4 what the mindC does. all the time. ncvcr :1 list up."

" Do you give it :m_\'thin;: to chew on?"
“ Don't have to: it final.-4 its n\\'l1 .~'tnFI'. I wi~'h it

v!inln't smnctiInc.<. 'l'hc_\' .~:l_\’ :1 lot of chc\\'ing gum i;
met] in this cnnntr_\'. hut I never heard of atiynne .<cIect-
int: gum that was l;ittvr~ti:u'orctl and sickening. Yet
:t'~ that sort that a fcIlnw'.~‘ mintl takes to mull on :1~'
nftcn as the ple:|.<:1nt. \\'hich is very strange. come to
think of it."

i_.n.;.?.'I ';v'. t: .'

" .\'ot so vcr_\-, if _\'«_)u ('UlL\itiCI‘ wllztt the tniml i~' rca1l_\’
tloing. which is scratching :1 mrc place and making it
\\‘l.>l’St'. I'c-mph: think the hr:tin—min«l is the organ of
intelligence, hnt it i.<n't. It's \'cr_\' unintelligent and net-«i.~:
watching and guiding like :1 child pI.1_\'ing about in :1 room

where there's at lamp and :1 rnznr and :1 tire and :1 re-

volvcr :mtl stnnc tucks and things like that. Intelli-
gence is what «Inca the \\'1llL'llilI_Lf. Intulligcnvc Can't
nmkc ortlinnry hrain-tlmnghhz of its own. its work is
to tlccitlc whether the thoughts of the mincl are gum] and
nscful ones and worth going on with, or ought to be

‘ 1ii':'
~_._ _ _

=n:::u it. ‘--J
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dropped. int with most of us intelligence is a S lacker

and has let the mind get out of hand long ago."

“ That don' t ex plain why the mind often chooses bit-

ter gum to chew on.”

“ Y ou mean bitter memories. painful thoughts. fears

for the future, chafe against restriction?  It' s b:caus' :

there' s an ache somewhere— out in full consciousness

or dimly away in the background— and the mind goes

there or feels around to see what' s the matter. to see

and remove what is preventing it from being happy.

It doesn' t know the real cure. Just like the child wit‘i

the hurt place, it only makes the matter worse and is

preventing that healing which time and nature, if not

interfered with. will do as well to aches of consciousness

as to aches of body. It' s only a guided mind. not one

loose-running. running where it will. that can fi nd the

thoughts which will aid instead of hindering time and

nature. Then the three constitute a physician that never

fails to heal any kind of mind pain.

“The mind is like a child. really very ready to be

guided on to proper lines. The j ob seems (llfi ' lClllt. either

because we never thought of trying it at all. or never

knew how to try. A  very few days of right work of

this sort will show you what you can do. Y ou only

need to remember that if you. the intelligence. don' t

give the mind the right stuff and see that it sticks to it.

it will chew and mull over the wrong and the useless.

Y esterday morning when I woke. my mind start id off

recalling a story I had read the night before. The morn-

ing before that it was all on the worry about business.

A nother morning its chatter was about a little q uarrel

of the previous day. The reason was that in the ey.-nine.

last thing, I had been reading the novel one time, thi' ik-

ing about business another. and about the q uarrel an-

other. Those were what I had given it in the evenings

to chew on half consciously through the nights;  anl

of course it was still chewing in the morning. Y ou

must give it the best stuff at night if you want a good

day following.

“ That chewing symbol is all right in its way, but

there' s another that gives us a better picture in some rc—

spects. Y ou see a man thinking along about nothing

in particular. letting his mind run where it wants to,

and suddenly he laughs. llis mind has moted up some-

thing funny. happened upon a pun or a q ueer combine

of ideas, j ust by chance. If he was an inventor you

might see his eyes suddenly flash as in the course of his

mind' s ninnings it happened to scare up the idea of some

great invention which will make his fortune.

“.»\ man out in the w0ods after some particular game

will likely be depending on a dog trained for that par-

ticular scent, and will suddenly see that the animal l*a<

picked it up and will follow along himself.

“ lut the dog must be trained for that scent. A nd so

if a man wants real truth about life and the soul he must

train his mind for that business. .»\nd then it' ll be on

the hunt more or less all the sleeping and waking hours

and some time fi nd the trail. Incidentally it will learn

to drop scurrying along trails that lead nowhere or to

painful scenes of the past and present and future. Give

the mind a bit of training every night before you sleep.

R ead and think the best you can. llold yourself as the

directing intelligence and guide the mind into stillness

as regards all such stuff as men mostly go to sleep on.

and into alert receptiveness to the soul and to the high-

est ideas you can get out of books and yourself. In no

long time you will be out of reach of pain and your

days full of strength and peace that you can' t now ima-

gine. Great ideas, fl ashes of real truth, will be coming all

the time and there will be no more talk of monotony

or dreariness.”  S TUDE N T

.9 !

The O ther K inds of Thinking

4‘ MA N ' S  his body, I tell you. A nd when his

A  body‘s dead there ain' t any more of the man."

" H is body. Then he owns it and conse-

q uently can' t be it.”

“That' s j ust a catch on words. I mean a man is

a body. j ust matter, and when the body' s dead the man‘s

dead."

"  Is that a thought you' ve j ust uttered? "

“ Y es. sir, and a good one.”

That is to say, at this moment you are a man think-

W hat are you thinking of? "

I told you— body and matter."

“ B ut a thought isn‘t the same stuff as what it thinks

of. is it?  If you' re thinking— and able to think— —

of body and matter you can' t be body and matter. A

man is what thinks. Matter is what can be thought of.

Two distinct afi airs. A ll the difi iculties of life have

come from mix ing the two. F or instance. we see matter

wearing out or apparently coming to an end. A  coat

wears thin and gets done for. A  burning candle seems

to come to nothing. A  stick gets broken. L ooking on

at this. man gets the ideas of wearing out, coming to

an end. or getting broken. Ideas are made out of what' s

seen in matter, events happening to matter. B ut then

he transfers these ideas to himself and out of them

makes the idea of death. H e sees some kinds of matter

as blue or red, and some kinds taste sweet or bitter. H e

might j ust as well apply these ideas too to himself and

think that he likewise could be blue or red or taste sweet

or bitter.”

“ B ut you can see a man wearing out and feel your-

self wearing out. A nd you can see a man die.”

“ N o, you can' t. Y ou can see his body wearing out

and feel your own wearing out. Y ou can see his body

die. hit what' s that got to do with the man? "

“B ut you can feel your mind wearing out— your

thought feebling down."

“ N o. nor that either. W hat you feel is your brain

wearing out. that piece of matter, the headq uarters of

the senses. A nd so. if you never learned to do any

ing.
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THE NEW WAY

llut with most of us intelligence is a slackerdropped.
and has let the mind get out of hand long ago.'

"That don't explain why the mind often chooses hit-
tcr gum to chew on.”

“You mean bitter memories. painful tliou.-_yl1ts. fLllI’\‘
for the future, ehafe against restriction? It's b:cau.s.-
there's an ache Somewhere—out in full consciousness
or dimly away in the l)ackground—an:l the mind goes
there or feels around to see what's the matter. to se:

and remove what is preventing it from being happy.
It doesn't know the real cure. just like the child wit‘i
the hurt place, it only makes the matter worse and is
preventing that healing which time and nature. if not
interfered with, will do as well to aches of consciousness
as to aches of body. It's only a guided mind. not one

loose-running. running where it will. that can find the
thoughts which will aid instead of hindering time and
nature. T/l(’Il the three constitute a physician that never

fails to heal any kind of mind pain.
“The mind is like a child. really very ready to he

},-'uided on to proper lines. The job seeins diflicult. either
because \ve never thought of trying it at all, or H(‘\'( r

knew how to try. .\ very few days of right work of
this sort will show you what you can do. You only
need to remember that if you. the intelligence. don't
give the mind the right stuff and see that it sticks to it.
it will chew and mull over the wrong and the useless.
Yesterday morning when I woke. my mind start d off
recalling a story I had read the night before. The morn-

ing before that it was all on the worry about husi iess.

Another morning its chatter was about a little quarrel
of the previous day. The reason was that in the er.-nim_-'.
last thing. I had been reading the novel one time. t‘-‘.i'tk-
ing about business another. and about the qtt2lr|'t‘l an-

other. Those were what I had given it in the t‘\".'lllll_!’\'
to chew on half consciously through the nights: anl
of course it was still chewing in tl‘e morning. You
must give it the best stuff at night if you want a go’-d
«lay following.

“That chewing symbol is all riglit in its way, but
there's anr.ther that gives us a better picture in some re-

You see a man thinking along about nothing
in particular. letting his mind run where it wants to.
and suddenly he laug,-‘hs.

.spect.'s'.

llis mind has rooted up some-

thing funny. happened upon a pun or a queer combine
of ideas, just h_v chance. If he was an inventor you
might see his eyes suddenly Ilash as in the course of his
mind's runnings it happened to scare up the idea of some

great invention which will make his fortune.
“.\ man out in the woods‘ after some particular grune

will likely he depending on a «log trained for that par-
ticular scent. and will suddenly see that the anim'd l'as‘
picked it up and will follow along hims;-lf.

“ l'»ut the dog must he truim'tI' for that scent. .\n'l so

if a man wants real truth about life and the soul he must
train his mind for that husiness. .\n:l then it'll be on

the hunt more or less all the sleeping and traking hours‘

Go gle

and some time find the trail. Incidentally it will learn
to drop scurrying along trails that lead nowhere or to

painful scenes of the past and present and future. Give
the mind a bit of training every night before you sleep.
Read and think the best you can. llold yourself as the
directing intelligence and guide the mind into stillness
as regards all such stuff as men mostly go to sleep on.

and into alert receptiveness to the soul and to the l1i;,;h-
est ideas you can get out of books and yourself. In no

long time you will be out of reach of pain and your
days full of strength and peace that you can't now ima-
gine. Great ideas, flashes of real truth. will l)e coming all
the time and there will he no more talk of monotony
or dreariness." STt'm-‘..\"r

.3

The Other Kinds of Thinking
“ l\l.-\'.\"S his body, I tell you. And when hisA body's dead there ain't any more of the man."

" His body.
quently cant be it."

"'l‘hat's just a catch on words. I mean a man ls
:1 hotly. just matter, and when the hotl_\"s dead the man's
dead."

" ls that a Ilmug/If you've just uttered?"
Yes, sir, and a good one."
That is to say. at this moment you are a man think-

\\'hat are you thinking of? "

‘I told you——body and matter."
llut a thought isn't the same stuff as what it thinks‘

of. is it? If you're thinking—and able to think-—
of body and matter you can't be body and matter. A
man is what thinks. Matter is what can be thought of.
Two distinct affairs. .-\ll the difliculties of life have
come from mixing the two. For instance. we see matter
wearing out or apparently coming to an end. A coat
wears thin and gets done for. ;\ burning candle seems
to come to nothing. .-\ stick gets broken. Looking on

at this. man gets the ideas of wearing out. coming to
an end, or getting broken. Ideas are made out of what‘s
seen in matter, events happening to matter. Hut then
he transfers these ideas to himself and out of them
makes‘ the idea of death. lIe sees some kinds of matter
as blue or red. and some kinds taste sweet or bitter. He
might just as well apply these ideas too to himself and
think that /11‘ likewise could be blue or red or taste sweet
or hitter."

Then he U'Zt'IlS it and conse-

l’.nt _vou can see a man wearing out and feel your-
sClf wearing out. .-\nd you can see a man die."

“ No. you can't. You can see his lmd_\' wearing out
and feel your own wearing out.
die.

You can see his ho:l_\‘
lint what's that got to do with the man.” "

“ lint you can feel your mind wearing out—yonr
thought fcehling down."

" No. nor that either. \\'h:1t _\'o11 feel is your Inwfu
wearing out, that piece of matter. the lt€.'Hlql1:1t‘teI‘s‘ of
the senses‘. ;\nd so. if you never learned to do any
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other kind of thinking than what depends on the senses.

that' s concerned with the senses, you' ll naturally seem

to yourself. as they wear out and the brain wears out,

to be yourself wearing out."

"  “" hat other kind of thinking is there? "

"  S everal sorts. Y ou don’ t love your mother with

your brain. do you?  That love is one of the deeper ac—

tions of mind. beyond brain. Y our brain gives you,

gives your mind. a picture of a tree. Il‘hat deeper kind

of mind action with which you love your mother. if you

knew how to turn that on to the picture of the tree

you' d understand the tree. know what it was for. how

it grew and what became of it when every atom of its

'  wood and leaves was burned in a forest fi re. Y ou hear

music with your ears and brain. but you don' t get the

meaning. the feel of it that way. Y our brain gives you.

gives your mind. the sound only. and then you appre—

ciate the ina' ardness of the sound by another kind of

mind action altogether. If you' ve sacrifi ced your com-

fort and sat up all night with a sick friend. it isn' t with

your brain that you get the feeling that you' ve done

right. That feeling is sure knowledge. a sure piece of

thought and mind-work. but not the kind of thought that

the brain can do. In fact while you were sitting up and

knowing you were right to do so the brain-thought might

be doing its best to show you reasons for getting to bed.

“The true man is what has these deeper kinds of

thinking. \Ve got the idea of death from looking at de-

caying or broken or fi nished-up matter. Then we ap-

ply it to ourselves. with which it has nothing to do, and

then proceed to get depressed or frightened. l\lan him-

self is something that death has nothing to do with.

“A nd even matter doesn' t die. either. It only changes

fornt. N othing comes to an end;  nothing ceases to be:

ex cept form. Y ou and I change form at death. of

course: pass into higher forms of you and me. a higher

you and a higher me because of the very fact that we' ve

no longer the passions of the body to pull us about and

cloud over our true thinking. B ut the higher you iC

still you and the higher me is me. S top that brain-

Ihinking of yours now and then. and dig deeper in the

silence into the other sort of thought and you’ ll fi nd

your true self that doesn' t change with the body. The

love that we ought to have for our human brothers.

turned inward in the silence and so becoming also faith

and trust and aspiration— is the key to knowledge.

R E PO R TE R

.3

B eing Dead

' VE  never bothered about death since trying it once;

I rather, in fact. look forward to it.

It was this way. I was mighty sick with ery-

sipelas of the scalp and got worse and worse for some

days. L ots of fever. of course. and I kept slipping off

into wild dreams that were mostly of frightful attacks

and perils. I would wake up and fi nd a doctor or a

nurse around, or maybe the night silence and dim light

of the ward— and then the hot pain all over my head.

O ne night, about a week after I was taken sick, the

pain. which had for some hours been all I could know of

or think of— I seemed to be all head and the head on fi re

— began suddenly to ease. a most blessed easement I can

tell you. In a little while my head and all my body

seemed to get cool and light and restful. I never had

such perfect bodily peace. 1 might say bliss. before.

Then I seemed to fi ll up with a sort of q uiet radiance,

moonlight-like, and the same light fl owed out from me.

I was bathed in it, and the sense of rest after the hot

storm was real heaven. I wondered whether I was dead

or suddenly well. but I didn' t seem to care any. It was

enough to be like that and enj oy it.

Then I saw a q uiet lake with the moonlight on it and

green trees and grass sloped all about and there was a

sound of falling water and something musical. I was

a boy again. back in the little old village, and the mill-

wheel up the stream was gently turning.

B ut there began to be more and more light, not seem-

ing to come from anywhere. j ust there. fuller and fuller,

out around and all through me. A nd music like I never

heard. coming and going in waves. till there was no-

thing but light and color and music and meaning. I

seemed to understand everything. There was compas-

sion. a great love working itself out into some tremen—

dous plan. S omehow I knew I was part of that plan.

holding it up. working it out. serving it;  and my pur—

poses about it seemed to go out into the music and the

light. very swiftly and constantly. and charged up with

meaning. A nd so there was life. intense life and move-

ment and light and music and the meaning of things

and the compassion.

S uddenly I heard someone say: “ Y es, better, tem-

perature normal."  A nd I opened my eyes upon the

ward and the doctor standing by me. I was cool and

comfortable. no pain, only a sense of everlasting weak-

ness that couldn' t raise a fi nger. I shut my eyes again

and tried to get back to the other thing. B ut I couldn’ t

altogether. It was going like a dream. A nd whilst I

was trying to get it I guess I went to sleep, j ust ordinary

sleep. There were some hours of this and when I woke

there wasn‘t any more of that other but a sort of gen-

eral memory of the bliss of it, and the light and music,

nothing that I could locate defi nitely. _

B ut I knew that I had understood things in that

while. and that somewhere in me, too deep to know, ev~

erything was going on as I saw it, and I was somehow

a working part of it all. A nd the feeling of the compas-

sion in things, underneath them, has never left me. I

knew and I’ ve known ever since that I was dead as peo—

ple call it. A nd that' s why I’ ve never feared death. It' s

the way into real life. L ive the best you know, boys, for

the better and straighter you live, the better fi t you

make yourselves for the real work and the j oy of it and

the understanding of it the other side. S TUDE N T
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other kind of thinking than what depends on the senses‘.
that's concerned with the senses. youill naturally seem

to yourself. as they wear out and the brain wears out.
to be yourself wearing out."

" \\'hat other kind of thinking is there?"
"Several sorts. You don't love your mother \vitl1

_\ot1I' brain. do you? That love is one of the deeper ac-

tions of mind. beyond brain. Your brain gives you.
gives your mind. a picture of a tree. That deeper kind
of mind action with which you love _vour mother. if you
knew how to turn that on to the picture of the tree
_\ou'd understand the tree. know what it was for. how
it grew and what became of it when every atom of its
wood and leaves was burned in a forest fire. You hear
music with your ears and brain. but you don't get the
meaning. the feel of it that way. Your brain gives you.
gives your mind. the sound onl_v. and then you appre-
ciate the imeaI'dm‘ss of the sound by another kind of
mind action altogether. If you‘ve sacrificed your com-

fort and sat up all night with a sick friend, it isn't with
your brain that _vou get the feeling that you've done
right. That feeling is sure knowledge. a sure piece of
thought and mind-work. but not the kind of thought that
the brain can do. In fact \vhilc you were sitting up and
knowing _vou were right to do so the brain-thought might
he doing its best to show _vou reasons for getting to bed.

“The true man is what has these deeper kinds of
thinking. \\'e got the idea of death from looking at de-
caying or broken or finished-up matter. Then we ap-
ply it to nurse/7'es. with which it has nothing to do. and
then proceed to get depressed or frightened. l\lan him-
self is something that death has nothing to do with.

“.-\n<l even matter doesn't die. either. It only Changes
fornt. Nothing comes to an end; nothing ceases to be:
except form. You and I change form at death, of
course: pass into higher forms of you and me. a higher
you and a higher me because of the very fact that we".-':
no longer the passions of the body to pull us about and
cloud over our true thinking. Ilut the higher you is
still you and the higher me is -mt‘. Stop that bruin-
Iliinkiug of yours now and then. and dig deeper in the
silence into the other sort of thought and you'll find
vottr true self that doesn't change with the body. The
love that we ought to have for our human brothers.
turned inward in the silence and so becoming also faith
and trust and aspiration~ is the key to knowledge.

REPOR’I'l€R
.3

Being Dead
'\-'E never bothered about death since trying it once;I rather, in fact. look forward to it.

It vas this way. I was mighty sick with ery-
sipelas of the scalp and got worse and worse for some

days. Lots of fever. of course. and I kept slipping off
into wild dreams that were mostly of frightful attacks
and perils. I would wake up and find a doctor or a

nurse around, or maybe the night silence and dim light

(Jo SIC
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of the ward—and then the hot pain all over my head.
()ne night. about a week after I was taken sick, the

pain. which had for some hours been all I could know of
or think of—I seemed to be all head and the head on fire
—began suddenly to case. a most blessed easement I can
tell you. In a little while my head and all my body
seemed to get cool and light and restful. I never had
such perfect bodily peace, I might say bliss, before.

Then I seemed to fill up with a sort of quiet radiance,
moonligl1t—like. and the same light flowed out from me.
I was bathed in it. and the sense of rest after the hot
storm was real heaven. I wondered whether I was dead
or suddenly well. but I didn't seem to care any.
enough to be like that and enjoy it.

Then I saw a quiet lake with the moonlight on it and
green trees and grass sloped all about and there was a
sound of falling water and something musical. I was
a boy again. back in the little old village, and the mill-
wheel up the stream was gently turning.

llut there began to be more and more light, not sceni-
ing to come from anywhere. just there. fuller and fuller,
out around and all through me. .-\nd music like I never
heard. coming and going in waves. till there was no-

thing but light and color aml music and meaning. I
seemed to understand everything.

It was

There was compas-
sion. :1 great love working itself out into some tremen-
dous plan. Somehow I knew I was part of that plan.
holding it up. \vorking it out. serving it; and my pur-
poses about it seemed to go out into the music and the
light. very swiftly and constantly. and charged up with
meaning. ;\nd so there was life, intense life and move-
ment and light and music and the meaning of things
and the compassion.

Suddenly I heard someone say: “Yes, better. tem-
perature normal." And I opened my eyes upon the
ward and the doctor standing by me. I was cool and
comfortable, no pain, only a sense of everlasting weak-
ness that couldn't raise a finger. I shut my eyes again
and tried to get back to the other thing. But I couldn’t
altogether. It was going like a dream. And whilst I
was tr_ving to get it I guess I went to sleep, just ordinary
sleep, There were some hours of this and when I woke
there wasn't any more of that other but a sort of gen-
eral memory of the bliss of it, and the light and music,
nothing that I could locate definitely.

_

But I knew that I had understood things in that
while. and that somewhere in me, too deep to know, ev-

erything was going on as I saw it, and I was somehow
a working part of it all. And the feeling of the compas-
sion in things. underneath them, has never left me. I
knew and I've known ever since that I was dead as peo-
ple call it. And that's why I've never feared death. It's
the way into real life. Live the best you know, boys. for
the better and straighter you live, the better fit you
make yourselves for the real work and the joy of it and
the understanding of it the other side. S'I't'm-‘..\"1‘
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Gods in Germ

“ F  ever I' m inclined to think too low of human pos-

I sibilities,”  said the yard philosopher and prison

optimist, “I remind myself of the kings across

the water, and then I feel better."

"  B osh! "  said the yard sceptic, who, when he graced

the outer world, used to favor a red necktie and be—

lieved in shirtsleeve diplomacy. “A in' t a king the same

as the rest of us fellows here, varying around the pres-

ent yard average? ”

“" hat’ s j ust ex actly the point,”  replied the philo-

sopher. “ E verybody knows that the average king is the

average man. The q uestion is, Vhy is be credited with

ex traordinary virtues and wisdom and sanctity?  H ow

ever happened it that these q ualities got to be attributed

to a visibly ordinary man and corresponding honor paid

to him? "

“ Came about gradually. I reckon,"  said the sceptic.

"  \Vell, fi rst of all, it didn' t, as far as we know. L ook

way back, as far as history goes, back to old E gypt.

Persia, India;  and farther yet, into legends, legends

of China, S candinavia, Ireland, \Vales, and so on;  and

in all these places and times you' ll fi nd the kings credited

j ust the same with superhuman, and well— nigh super-

human, q ualities and wisdom and powers. A nd the

case is worse for you if you reckon it did come about

gradually. F or you’ ve got to ex plain how, in the face

of the obvious fact of their dead averageness, these dead

average fellows got credited century by century with

more and more of these well-nigh superhuman attri-

butes. In E ngland, for instance, it' s a part of the Con-

stitution that the king' s wisdom is absolute;  of himself

he can do no wrong. H e has the prerogative of mercy

and may pardon anyone sentenced in any court. H e,

and he only, can confer rank on anybody, causing that

person to get some of the same honor as is shown to

himself. H e' s the head of the church and appoints all

the church dignitaries, being supposed to have all the

necessary spiritual wisdom and power to read character

that that implies. A  sort of peace-infl uence is supposed

to radiate out from him all over the kingdom, so that a

disturber is charged with ‘brcaking the king' s peace.’

H e' s supposed to be present in a sort of mystical way

in the persons of j udges and coroners. A nd if he ap-

pears in public he' s greeted like a god from another

planet— notwithstanding the fact that. as S ceptic points

out. every man who thus greets him and half breaks his

neck to look at him, knows him perfectly well to be

j ust an ordinary man and sometimes below that.

“A nd it' s all this that heartcns me about human pos-

sibilities.

“F or what I say is this: That men could never have

been credited with all those attributes of wisdom and

power and sanctity that they over there credit their

kings with, unless some time in forgotten human his-

tory and in every people there had actually been men

who had those attributes. There' s no other way for it."

“ W hy don‘t they pay us a visit nowadays? "  sneered

the sceptic.

“I never said they were bred as thick nor as easy as

cones on a pine,"  replied the yard philosopher. “ There

ain' t more’ n two or three tip-top poets or musicians to a

century, and these other chaps must be rarer yet. More-

over it don’ t follow that when one does turn up he' d

necessarily want a king' s j ob. H e’ d think, maybe. that

there were now better ways of helping the people. O r

he might stay out of the W  est altogether, thinking that

the peoples there had to learn a lesson of suffering be-

fore he could do much for ’ em;  might think China or

India or somewhere gave him a better work— fi eld for

the time. O r he might take up some j ob that none of

us can make a guess at. O r he might decide that his

best line was to write as a great thinker and spread

abroad some ideas or teachings that people needed and

would take to and get help from. I don’ t know. B ut

I' m safe set on it that there are and always were such

fellows, one here and there. and that because of them

arose the king idea and ideal. There' s possibilities in

human nature, your nature and my nature. There’ s

a god-seed in every fellow and it' s up to us to ripen it.

A nd here and there you can see some that have got part

way on in the ripening.

“ S o there‘s my hope for the possibilities of human

nature. a hope got from wondering and studying how

the king ideal could ever have come to ex ist.”

“ This yard full of latent kings will now go in to

supper,"  said the sceptic as the bell rang. R E PO R TE R

J!

The W orld’ s Creditors

ME R CH A N T doesn' t usually owe his clerks any

A  than/es. The balance is even when he hands them

their monthly envelope. Thanks and gratitude

would only be in order if one of them had voluntarily

stayed a bit late or t00k an ex tra bit of trouble that

wasn' t in the contract.

To how many men does the world owe any thanks?

Plenty of men serve the world— or that bit of it to

which they have access, their city, for instance. B ut

they mostly do it for pay of some sort, to be honored.

to be looked up to, to widen their business connections.

for a salary, or even for a chance of a q uiet pull at the

city treasury.

They get their pay and the contract' s closed;

thing owing.

' Tisn' t what men actually do that counts in the world' s

real progress;  its why they do it.

H ere' s a great inventor whose inventions make travel

easier, or increase comfort or the general sum of wealth.

llut any amount of that is compatible with wide-spread

physical and moral degeneration.

“' hy did the inventor do it?  B ecause he loved the

interest and ex citement of invention?  H e got his reward

as he went along. F or cash?  Generally speaking, the

same is true. E ither way the account is closed.

H O -
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Gods in Germ
“ F ever I'm inclined to think too low of human pos-I sibilities," said the _vard philosopher and prison

optimist. “I remind myself of the kings across

the water, and then I feel better."
“ liosltl" said the yard sccptic, who, when he graced

the outer world, used to favor a red necktie and be~
lieved in shirtsleeve diplomacy. “.r\in't a king the same

as the rest of us fellows here. varying around the pres-
ent yard average?"

“That's just exactly the point," replied the phil:-,-
sopher. "Everybody knows that the average king is the
average man. The question is, \\"hy is he credited with
extraordinary virtues and wisdom and sanctity? How
ever happened it that these qualities got to be attributed
to a visibly ordinary man and corresponding honor paid
to him? "

“ Came about gradually. I reckon," said the seepttc.
" \\'ell. first of all. it didn't, as far as we kno\v. Look

way back, as far as history goes, back to old Iigypt.
Persia. India; and farther yet, into legends. legends
of China, Scandinavia, Ireland, \\'ales, and so on; and
in all these places and times you'll find the kings credited
just the same with superluunau, and well—nigh super-
human, qualities and wisdom and powers. .\nd the
case is worse for _vou if you reckon it did come about
gradually. For you've got to explain how, in the face
of the obvious fact of their dead averageness. these dead
average fellows got credited century by century with
more and more of these wcll—nig'h superhuman attri-
butes. In F.ngland. for instance, it's a part of the Con-
stitution that the king's wisdom is absolute; of himself
he can do no wrong. He has the prerogative of mercy
and may pardon anyone sentenced in any court. lie,
and he only, Catt confer rank on anybody, causing that
person to get some of the. same honor as is shown to
himself. He's the head of the church and appoints all
the clturch dignitaries, being supposed to have all the
necessary spiritual wisdom and power to read character
that that implies. :\ sort of pcac.e—intIuence is supposed
to radiate out from him all over the kingdom. so that a

disturber is charged \vith ‘breaking the king's peacc.'
lIc's supposed to be present in a sort of mystical wa_v
in the persons of judges and coroners. And if he ap-
pears in public he's greeted like a god from another
planet—notwithstandingthe fact that. as Sccptic points.
out. every man who thus greets him and half breaks his
neck to look at him. knows him perfectly well to be

just an ordinary man and sometimes below that.
“.~\nd it's all this that heartens me about lnnnan pos-

sibilities.
" For what I say is this: 'l‘hat men could never have

been credited with all those attributes of wisdom and
power and sanctity that they over there credit their
kings with. unless some time in forgotten lmman his-
tor_\' and in every people there had actually been men

who had those attributes. 'l‘here's no other \va_v for it."

a
C0 glc
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" Why don't they pay us a visit nowa<lay.s? " sncere-l
the seeptic.
“I never said they were bred as thick nor as easy as

cones on a pine." replied the yard philosopher. “There
ain't n1ore'n two or three tip-top poets or tnusicians to a

century, and these other chaps must be rarer yet. .\lore-
over it don't follo\v that when one does turn up he'd
necessarily want a king's job. I-Ie'd think, maybe. that
there \\'ere now better ways of helping the people. Or
he might stay out of the \\"est altogether, thinking that
the peoples there had to learn a lesson of sufiering be-
fore he could do much for 'em; might think China or

India or somewhere gave him a better work-field for
the time. Or he might take up some job that none of
us can make a guess at. Or he might decide that his
best line was to write as a great thinker and spread
abroad some ideas or teachings that people needed and
would take to and get help from. I don't know. lhtt
I'm safe set on it that there are and always were such
fellows. one here and there. and that because of them
arose the king idea and ideal. 'l‘here's possil)ilities in
lmman nature_ your nature and my nature. There's
a god~seed in every fellow and it's up to us to ripen it.
And here and there you can see some that have got part
way on in the ripening.

" So there's my hope for the possibilities of human
nature. a hope got from wondering and studying how
the king ideal could ever ha\'e come to exist.”

“'l‘his yard full of latent kings will now go in to
supper." said the sceptic as the bell rang. Rt-2PoRTI-ZR

J

The World’: Creditors
l\lERCII.»-\N'I‘ doesn't usually owe his clerks anyA Ilmn/as. The balance is even when he hands them
their monthly envelope. Thanks and gratitude

would only be in order if one of them had voltn‘tt:Iril_v
stayed a l)it late or took an extra bit of trouble that
tvasnit in the contract.

To how many men does the world 0\ve any thanks?
l’lent_v of men serve the \\'()l‘l(l——ol‘ that bit of it to
which they have access. their city. for instance. Rut
tltey mostly do it for pay of some sort, to be honored.
to be looked up to. to widen their business connections.
for a salary. or even for a chance of a quiet pull at the
city treasury.

They get their pa)’ and the contracts closed:
thing owing.

"I‘isn't what men actually do that counts in the world's
rm] progress; its why they do it.

Here's a great inventor whose inventions make travel
easier, or increase comfort or the general sum of wealth.
llut any amount of that is compatible with wide-spread
physical and moral degeneration.

\\'h_v did the inventor do it? -‘tecausc he loved the
interest and excitement‘ of invention? He got his reward
as he went along. (ienerally speaking. the

liither way the account is closed.

H0-

lior cash?
same is true.
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' E ut if he did it in order to serve humanity' s progress.

to make life easier and more fruitful— purely or mostly

for that?

Then he made a gift, and the world is his debtor.

N ot so much, perhaps hardly at all. for the actual thing

he gave;  but for the spirit of giving which be poured

all along into his work, for the acted-out desire to give.

That was what he really gave;  that, poured in an unseen

way into the world' s starved life, was what furthered

progress.

Think of an organism. say the human body. If each

organ were to work and feed thinking only of itself, the

general life of the body as a whole would die down and

the body fall to pieces. The general life is high in

proportion as each or-

gan. besides feeding it—

self out of the blood-

stream. contributes to

the whole.

Christmas morning

is fairly happy. There

is a spirit of real good-

fellowship, of giving.

in the air. This spirit

is life. E very heart is

more alive on that day.

S o the inventor who

works to give to the

world something, the

city councilman who

takes offi ce that he may

better the life of his

city, these men who do

their work in the spirit

of giving, or do part

of their work in that spirit. as much as they can spare,

are giving the world' s life that touch which, when given

for a few hours by everyone, we call the Christmas spirit.

Y ou see, it is for want of that spirit that the world’ s

life is so poor and thin, that there is so little health and

happiness. S o few people give a bit of their day and

their thought to making the world their debtor.

Do you make the world your debtor?  Do you do

something everyday for the help or encouragement or

betterment or happiness of someone else or some few

else?  H ave you the spirit of good fellowship, of giving,

alive enough in you for that?

It stands to reason that a man' s life after death must

be rich or poor according as, during his life on earth,

he gave little or much to the world-life of humanity.

If he gave nothing then there is nothing owing to him.

If he gave much, though few may have known of his

gifts, there will be the j oy of fi nding that he is one of

the great company and fellowship of those who in all

ages have worked in the spirit of giving. It is a com-

pany which every true giver has unwittingly j oined.

A nd his heart knows it and is sustained by the fellow-

ship;  for the heart knows more than the mind. C.

S l’ R E L Y  TH A T W A S  TH E  DIN N E R  B E L L !

The Triple Man

(The members of a California medical association recently

visited the R aj a-Y oga S chool and College founded by K atherine

Tingley at the International Theosophical H eadq uarters 0n Point

L oma. The following is part of an address of reception from

one of the resident physicians.)

T was one of Mme. K atherine Tingley' s obj ects in

I the founding of this institution to show the power

of a rounded and completely balanced education to

develop among the children here under her care a uniq ue

perfection of health.

A s men who are familiar with the vital statistics of

the day, you will know that whilst our medical science

has lengthened the average span of life, this lengthening

is mainly due to an in-

creased knowledge of the

diseases of childhood

and of the methods of

warding off and treating

them;  but that in spite

of all we can do, the

diseases peculiar to mid—

dle and old age are in-

creasing the number of

their victims and steadi-

ly ex tending themselves

back to the earlier peri-

ods of life. In other

words, the people‘s hold

on life is secretly lessen-

ing, underneath the de-

ceptive lengthening of

life.

K atherine Tingley de-

sired to show a new way

of health through a balanced education which should

call out the powers of all parts of the child' s nature,

holding that only in the co-operation of all the powers

could secure foundations of complete health and long

life be laid. The physical, mental and spiritual must

evolve together for mutual perfection.

(I) The physical life is here developed to the full.

The climate permits of open-air work and play all the

year round. Games, drill, ex ercises and gardening are

part of the daily program. A nd the dietary is carefully

studied and under constant medical supervision.

(2) In healthy bodies the minds of the children are

alert and eager, and as fast as they awaken are applied

by carefully trained teachers to every department of

modern education, singing and instrumental music being

specially considered.

(3) B ut beyond the physical and mental the children

are from the fi rst awakened to recognize the moral du-

ality of their own natures— the spiritual as the con-

trolling higher, and the wayward ' ft' rsonal as that which

is to be controlled. They are steadily taught to recog-

nize this fact of confl ict between the two, and in that

early recognition of the real ex istence of the higher they

L omaland Pholo. 6‘ E ngmring Dept.
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THE NEW WAY 5

’-nt if he did it in order to serve lunnanit_v's progress.
to make life easier and more fruitful ~ pttrcl_\' or mostl_v
for that?

Then he made a gift. and the world is his tlehtor.
Not so much. perhaps hardly at all. for the actual thing;
he gave: but for the spirit of giving which he p--ure-l
all along into his work. for the acted-out desire to give.
That was what he really gave: that. poured in an unseen

way into the worl<l'.~‘ starved life. was what fnrtherc-l
|It'ngf(‘~S.

Think of an urganistn. say the htnuan hotly. lf ('&tt'll
orgatt were to work and feed thinking only of itself. the
gt-neral life of the hod_v as a whole \\'nlll:l die down and
the bod)’ lall to pieces. The general life is high in
proportion as each or-

gan. hesitles feeding it-
self out of the Mood-
-lre:un. contributes to
the whole.

Christmas morning
i- fairl_v happy. 'l‘here
i~ a spirit of real good-
fellowship. of giving.
in the air. 'l‘his spirit
i~ life. F.\'er_v heart is
more alive on that rlay.

So the inventor who
works to gin’ to the
world something. the
city councilman who
takes ofiice that he may
better the life of his
city. these men who do
their work in the spirit
of giving. or do part
of their work in that spirit. as much as they can spztft‘.
are giving the world's life that touch wltich. when given
for a few hours by ever_vone. we call the ('ltristnt:ts spirit.

You see. it is for want of that Spirit that the world's
life is so poor and thin. that there is so little health and
ltappincss. So few people give :1 hit of their tla_v and
their thought to making the world their tlehtm‘.

Do you make the world your debtor? Do you do
sontctlting everyday for the help or encouragement or

betterment or happiness of someone else or some few
else? Have you the spirit of good fellmvsltip. of giving.
alive enough in you for that?

It stands to reason that a man's life after death must
be rich or poor according as. during his life on earth.
he _r)rr."e little or nmeh to the world—liie of hnmzmity.
If he gave nothing then there is nothing owing to him.
if he gave much. though few may have known of his
gifts. there will he the joy of finding that he is one of
the great company and fellowsltip of illtl.-t.‘ who in all
ages have worked in the spirit of giving. It is a com-

pany which every true giver has unwittin‘-.':ly joined.
_\nd his heart knows it and is sustained hy the fellow-
ship: for the heart knows more than the mind. C‘.

L-..;ItI.'t:r. a; ,: GOt 1:818

 
.\‘t'RI-‘.l,\‘ Tun‘ \\'.\s TIIE lII!\'.\'I‘fR tuct.1.!

The Triple Man
(The mcnthers of :t C:tliforni.'I mt-dical association recelttly

\'i:-llvtl the 1:55;.-3':-an Scltuul and L‘:-Iletge founded by l\';ttherinc
'l'iI1ule_\ at the lnlernalional Thu-«N-pltical lleatlqttarters on Point
l.I-ma. The following is part of an atltlress of reception from
one of the re.-«itlent plt_\-sict:ms.I

'1‘ was one of .\hue. Katherine 'l‘inglc_v's objects inI the founding of this institution to show the power
of a rounded and completely halanced education to

develop among the children here under her care a unique
perfection of health.

.-\s men who are familiar with the vital stzttistics of
the day. you will know that whilst our medical science
has lein.:1henerl the average span of life. this lengthening

is In:tinl_v due to an in
creased knowledge of the
«liseases of c/tildlumd
and of the tnethods of
warding oft’ and treating
thetn: hut that itt spite
of all we can do. the
diseases peculiar to mid-
dle and old age are in-
creasing the number of
their victims and steadi-
l_v extending thetnselves
hack to the earlier peri-
ods of life. In other
words. the people's hold
on life is secretly lessen-
ing. underneath the de-
ceptive lengthening of
life.

Katherine Tingley de-
sired to show a new way

of health through a halancetl education which should
call out the powers of all parts of the child's nature.
holding that onl_v in the co-operation of all the powers
could secure foundations of complete health and long
life he laid. The plt_vsical. mental and spiritual must
evolve togetlter for mutual perfection.
Ill The /’lt_\'.o'mI life is here developed to the full.

’l'he climate permits of open-air work and pla_v all the
year round. ('-ames. drill. exercises and gardening are
part of the tlai|_v program. :\nd the dietary is carefully
studied and under constant medical supervision.

(2) In hcalth_v hodies the minds of the children are
alert and eager. and as fast a~‘ they awaken are applied
by cart-fnll_v trained teachers to every department of
modern education. singing and instrumental music being
.~peeiall_v considered.

(3) Hot he_vond the pltysical and mental the children
are from the first awakened to recognize the moral du-
alit_v of their own natures—-the s/-iritual as the con-

trolling higher. and the wa_vward'f'cr.r4mul as that which
is to he controlled. 'I‘he_v are 5teadil_v taught to recog-
nize this fact of conflict hetwcen the two. and in that
early recognition of the real existence of the higher the_v

Lmnaland Pinata. 6' Engraving Dtrl.

5:'|l;:l| ’:l fut".
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learn to take sides with it in the confl ict, and it becomes

a more and more fully developed conscious element in

their lives. It is K atherine Tinglcy' s teaching that it

is only by the full co— operation of this third element in

human nature. the full letting of this into active life,

that mind and body can come to their best. It is this

highest aspect of our threefold life which gives the pow—

er of self-control, the power to resist the impulses whose

so-often unrestrained gratifi cation in the ordinary man

gives us doctors the most of our work: and it is this

which can come to the aid of and sustain the vitality

when in the ordinary case it begins so prematurely to

fail. ()ur life is threefold and each of the three req uires

the development of the others for its perfect functioning.

A nd the spiritual. the controlling part. the seat of will.

when it is fully awake in consciousness, when it is fully

present as a part of the mind. gives awareness of im-

mortality, keeps the vista opcn before the mind' s eye in

later years when ordinarily the thought of death would

begin to cloud the horizon and to become one of the

principal factors in depressing vitality and shortening

life. The spiritual. in a W ord. keeps mind and hope and

energy and will alive. It therefore gives power to re—

sist disease. to ex tend the years, and to make old age

a serene period of the richest ripening of consciousness.

It is the application of this principle of threefold educa—

tion. the full eliciting of the three great activity-forces

of human nature. which constitutes the system called by

K atherine Tingley R aj a-Y oga. \yords meaning “R oyal

Union,"  union of the three.

.3

O n, O n!

H F . little things we let ourselves be delayed by!

T A nd the goal so greatly worth reaching!

\Vhat should we think of a runner in a game

who should stop to pick up a piece of paper and q uarrel

with the man who had dropped it?

Time sweeps on and would carry us on with it as our

friend and helper. if we would allow. llut for how

many hits of paper have we stopped!

It is not so much the great falls and mistakes that de-

lay us. They have their lessons of pain, and pain is

itself progress. It is the little things that waste the days.

S ome little wrong or slight rankles till nightfall and

comes up again among the fi rst thoughts of tomorrow.

A  day wasted!  A  day’ s progress lost!  H ow many days

have we lost like that?  H ow much growth have we

failed each year to make because we stayed over trifles,

q uarrels, worries, whose smallness and unimportance we

can now see?

Take the lesson from that. Today has its trifl es and

possibilities of q uarrel and worry j ust as had the today

that is now a year or ten years back. W hat might you

not have become by now, if as each came up you had

sounded the great watchword ”  O H , on!  " , flung the thing

behind you and gone forward?

B egin now. Think, as each day otfers its disturbing

trifl e: how large will this look in a year' s time?  In

ten years'  time, looking back. how shall I wish that I

had dealt with it?

()n, on!  let the bygones become forgotten bygoncs

in the instant of their passing. F ling them behind and

go forward. Y ou have not time for a q uarrel, for fric-

tion. F orgive, overlook, regain your kindliness, your

peace, and go forward. Thus you make each become

a stepping stone. The man has no fear of death. and

no reason for fear of it. who has so learned to live by

the watchword " O n! "  that his whole being is alive

with the feeling of it. S Tt' oH N T

.s

R emorse and R epentance

E T us never confuse remorse with repentance. R e~

morse is born of fear and kills the will. R epen-

tance is alight with hope and courage and resolution.

R emorse disintegrates;  repentance builds. R emorse

looks backwards into shadows;  repentance forwards in-

to new life and a new way. S een through remorse the

past threatens and paralyses;  seen in repentance it

teaches and guides. L et past mistakes have their burial.

\\' hat you did you cannot change;  the man who did it

you have already— in repentance— willed to change

and begun to change, and are regaining the right to your

self-respect.

N ow see the changed q uality of the future. S uffering

there must be. N o life is worth anything without that.

It will be no more than necessary to show you how to

complete in yourself that change you would not know

your nature deeply enough to complete without it. A s

that is done, step by step, it passes;  for that was its

purpose. S earch into it;  trust it;  fi nd its meaning:

work with it. S o will its burden be light and its guid-

ance very plain. lehind all life is a profound compassion

that is nearest to him who suffers most. A nd this, when

its presence and touch are known, makes all suffering

welcome. S Tt' lH -IN T

Jl

“ \Vhenever I feel low and seedy and dispiritcd and ir-

ritable I think around over the other fellows. warmly.

kindly, commending them for whatever of good I know

them to have, take them all in, go out to them all. I

fi nd this does me a lot of good and I can get at my work

with a new spirit. F or life, as an essence, is this sort of

good feeling. A ny other sort is more or less of putrc-

faction and death. To get more life one must create

more good feeling, good solid friendliness and commen-

dation. In fact, I have sometimes thought that a gowl

lot of the ill-health and disease we get is a sort of work-

ing out into the body of our ill-feelings towards each

other. That slows down the general working and the

microbes then get a chance. B ut it need never happen."
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6 THE

learn to take sides with it in the conflict. and it hecomes
a more and more fully (lC\'L‘l()])L‘(l conscious element in
their lives. It is Katherine 'l‘ingley's teaching that it
is only hy the full eo—operation of this third element in
human nature. the full letting of this into active life,
that mind and l)n(l_\‘ can come to their hest. It is this
highest aspect of our threefold life which gives the pow-
er of self-control. the power to resist the impulses whose
so—often imrestrained gratification in the ordinary man

gives us doctors the most of our work: and it is this
which can come to the aid of and sustain the vitality
when in the ordinary case it begins so prematurely to
fail. Our life ix threefold and each of the three requires
the development of the others for its perfect functioning.
.-\nd the spiritual. the controlling part. the seat of will,
when it is fully awake in consciousness. when it is fully
present as a part of the mind. gives awareness of im-
mortality. keeps the vista often before the mind's eye in
later years when ordinarily the thought of death would
begin to cloud the horizon and to hecome one of the
princ.ipal factors in depressing vitality and shortening
life. The spiritual. in a word. keeps mind and hope and
energy anal will alive. It therefore gives power to re-
sist disease. to extend the years. and to make old age
a serene period of the richest ripening of consciottsitess.

It is the application of this principle of threefold educa-
tion. the full eliciting of the three great activity-forces
of human nature. which constitutes the system called by
Katherine Tingley Rzija~\'oga. words meaning “Royal
l'nion." union of the three.

.33

On, On!
HE little things we let ourselves he delayed hylT And the goal so greatly worth reaching!

What should we think of a runner in a game
who should stop to pick up a piece of paper and quarrel
with the man who had dropped ‘it?

'l‘ime sweeps on and would carry us on with it as our
friend and helper. if we would allow.
many hits of paper have we stopped!

It is not so much the _(/rm! falls aml mistakes that de-
lay us. 'l‘hcy have their lessons of pain, and pain is
itself progress. It is the /ilflt‘ things that waste the days.
Some little wrong or slight ranklcs till nightfall and
comes up again among the first thoughts of tomorrow.
.\ day wasted! A day's progress lost! How many days
have we lost like that? llow much growth have we
failed each year to make because we stayed over tritlcs.
quarrels. worries. whose smallness and nnimportance we
can now see?

lllll fut‘ ltII\\‘

lake the lesson from that. 'I'oday has its trillcs and
possihilities of quarrel and worry just as had the today
that is now :1 year or ten years hack. \\'hat might you
not have hecome he now. if as each came up you ha-I
sounded the great \\'£llCl1\\'m‘Il " OH, on,’ ", [lung tho thing
behind you and gone forward?

.
(Lo glc

NEW WAY

legin now. Think, as each day offers its disturbing
trifle: how large will this look in a year's time? In
ten years' time. looking hack. how shall I wish that I
had dealt with it?

On, on! let the hygones l)CL‘Utl‘lC forgotten hygoncs
in the instant of their passing. Fling them behind and
go forward. You have not time for a quarrel. for fric-
tion. lforgive. overlook, regain your kindlincss, your
peace. and go forward. Thus you make each hecnmc
a stepping stone. The man has no fear of death. and
no reason for fear of it. who has so learned to live h_\'
the watchword “On!” that his whole heing is alive
with the feeling of it. S’r1'oI-‘..\"r

J

Remorse and Repentance
ET us never confuse remorse with repentance. Re-

morse is born of fear and kills the will. Repen-
tance is alight with hope and courage and resolution.
|\’emorse disintegrates: repentance huilds. Remorse
looks backwards into shadows: repentance forwards in-
to new life and a new way. Seen through remorse the
past threatens and paralyscs: seen in repentance it
teaches and guides. Let past mistakes have their burial.
\\'hat you did you cannot change: the man who did it
you have already—in repentance—willed to change
and begun to change. and are regaining the right to your
scl f-res] )t‘Ct.

Now see the changed quality of the future. Suffering
there must he. No life is worth zmything without that.
It will he no more than necessary to show you how to
complete in yourself that change you would not know
your nature deeply enough to complete without it. As
that is done. step hy step. it passes; for that was its
purpose. Search into it: trust it: find its meaning:
work with it. So will its burden be light and its guid-
ance very plain. llehind all life is a profound compassion
that is nearest to him who suffers most. And this, when
its presence and touch are known. makes all sufiering
welcome. .\'T1'In-I.\"1‘

J

“ \\'henc\'er I feel low and seedy and dispirited and ir-
ritahle I think around over the other fellows. warmly.
kindly. commending them for whatever of good I know
them to ha\'e. take them all in, go out to them all. I
find this does me a lot of good and I can get at my work
with a new spirit. For life. as an essence. is this sort of
good feeling. Any other sort is more or less of putre-
faction and death. To get more life one must create
more good feeling. good solid friendliness and commen-
dation. In fact. I have sometimes thought that a good
lot of the ill-health and disease we get is a sort of work-
ing out into the hotly of our ill-feelings towards each

That slows down the general working and the
lint it need never happen."

other.
microhcs then get a chance.
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The Coming R ace

B Y  JO H N  A . S Y MO N DS

H E S E  things shall be!  A  loftier race

Than e’ er the world hath known shall rise

W ith fl ame of freedom in their souls

A nd light of knowledge in their eyes.

They shall be gentle, brave and strong,

N ot to spill human blood, but dare

A ll that may plant man' s lordship firm

O n earth and fi re and sea and air.

N ation with nation, land with land,

Unarmed shall live as comrades free;

In every heart: and brain shall throb

The pulse of one fraternity.

N ew arts shall bloom, of loftier mold,

A nd mightier music thrill the skies;

A nd every life shall be a song,

\N hen all the earth is paradise— S elertcd

0'

W e, we have chosen our Path

B Y  MA TTH E W  A R N O L D

H A T is the course of life

O f mortal men on the earth? —

Most men eddy about

H ere and there— - eat and drink,

Chatter and love and hate,

Gather and sq uander, are raised

A loft, are hurled in the dust,

S triving blindly, achieving

N othing;  and then they die—

Perish ; — - and no one asks

W ho or what they have been,

More than he asks what waves,

In the moonlit solitudes mild

O f the midmost O cean, have swelled.

F oamed for a moment, and gone.

B ut there are some, whom a thirst

A rdent, unq uenchable, tires,

N ot with the crowd to be spent.

N o!  without aim to go round

In an eddy of purposeless dust,

E ffort unmeaning and vain. . . .

W e, we have chosen our path—

Path to a clear-purposed goal,

Path of advancel— but it leads

A  long, steep j ourney.— - S elected

4?

IN  life' s small things be resolute and great

To keep thy muscles trained, for knowest thou

W hen F ate thy measure takes or when she' ll say:

“I fi nd thee worthy;  do this thing for me " ?

PL UCK  wins!  It always winsl-though days be slow

A nd nights be dark ’ twix t days that come and go.

S till pluck will win;  its average is sure;

Ile gains the prize who will the most endure;

W ho faces issues;  he who never shirks;

W ho waits and watches, and who always works.

Tender-hearted, stroke a nettle and it stings you for your pains,

Grasp it like a man of mettle and it soft as silk remains.

A  Poor Unfortunate

B Y  F R A N K  L . S TA N TO N

IS  hoss went (lead an’  his mule went lame;

H e lost six  cows in a poker game;

A  harrieane come on a summer’ s day,

A n’  carried the house whar he lived away;

Then an airthq uake come when that wuz gone,

A n'  swallered the lan’  that the house stood on!

A n'  the tax  collecter, he come roun’

A n’  charged him up fer the hole in the groun’ !

A n?  the city marshal— he come in view

A n'  said he wanted his street-tax , too!

Did he moan an’  sigh?  Did he set an’  cry

A n'  cuss the harricane sweepin’  by?

Did he grieve that his 01’  friends failed to call

\Vhen the airthq uake come an'  swallered all?

N ever a word 0’  blame he said,

\Vith all them troubles on top his head!

N or him!  . . . H e clumb to the top 0'  the hill—

\Vhar standin’  room wuz left him still—

A n’ , barin’  his head, here' s what he said:

“I reckon- it' s time to git up an'  git;

B ut, L ord, I hain' t had the measles yit !  "

—  S elected

.3

That freckle— faced girl stopped at the post-ofi ‘ice and

said:

“A nything for the Murphy' s? ”

“N o, there is not."

“A nything for Jane Murphy? ”

“N othing.”

“A nything for A nn Murphy? ”

“ N o."

“A nything for Tom Murphy? "

“ N o.”

" A nything for John Murphy? ”

“ N o, not a bit! ”

“A nything for Terry Murphy? "

“A bsolutely nothing!  "

“A nything for Tim Murphy? "

“ N o. nor for Pat Murphy, nor Denis Murphy, nor

Peter Murphy. nor Paul Murphy, nor for any other

Murphy, dead, living, unborn, native or foreign, civilized

or uncivilized, savage or barbarous, male or female.

black or white, naturalized or otherwise, soldier or citi—

zen. N o, there is positively nothing for any of the

Murphys, either individually, j ointly, severally, now and

forever, one and inseparable.”

The girl looked at the postmaster in astonishment.

“ Please”  she said, “ will you see if there is anything

for B ridget Murphy? ”

TH E  N E W  W A Y : S ubscription price (Domestic). S eventy-fi ve

Cents per year, Ten Cents per copy. Club S ubscriptions of four

or more, per year, each, F ifty Cents. Get your friends to j oin

you in subscribing. F oreign S ubscription-s per year $ 1.00.

F ive subscriptions for $ 3.00. Ten subscriptions for $ 5.00.

Money orders and checks should be made payable to TH E
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The Coming Race
BY JOHN A. SYMONDS

HESE things shall be! A loftier race
Than e’er the world hath known shall rise

Vi/ith flame of freedom in their souls
:\nd light of knowledge in their eyes.

They shall be gentle, brave and strong.
Not to spill human blood, but dare
.=\ll that may plant man's lordship tirm
()n earth and fire and sea and air.
Nation \vith nation, land with land.
L'narmed shall live as emnratles free:
ln every heart: and brain shall throb
The pulse of one fraternity.
New arts shall bloom, of loftier mold,
.~\nd mightier music thrill the skies:
.-\ml every life shall be a song.
\\'hen all the earth is par:ulise.-.S'rI.'t'ft'(i

of

We, we have chosen our Path
Bv l\lA‘r'rm:\v :'\RN()LIl

HAT is the course of life
Of mortal men on the earth?-

Most men eddy about
Here and there—-»eat and drink,
(‘batter and love and hate,
(lather and squander. are raised
Aloft. are hurled in the dust,
Striving blindly, achieving
Nothing; and then they die-
Perish ;—-and no one asks
Who or what they have been.
More than he asks what waves,
In the moonlit solitudes mild
Of the midmost Ocean. have swelled.
l-‘named for a moment. and gone.

But there are some, whom :1 thirst
.-\rdent. unquenchable. tires.
.\'o! with the crowd to be spent.
Nut without aim to go round
In an eddy of purposcless dust.
liffort unmeaning and vain.

. . .

\Ve, we have chosen our path-
Path to a clear~purposed goal.
Path of advance-!——lntt it leads
;\ long, steep journey.———.S'eh‘rred

.33

IN life's small things be resolute and great
To keep thy muscles trained. for kno\\'es'l thou
\Vhen Fate thy measure takes or when she'll say:
“I find thee worthy; do this thing for me "?

Pt.t.=cK wins! It always wins!.tl1ough days be slow
And nights he dark ’twixt days that come and go.
Still pluck will win; its average is sure;
lle gains the prize who will the most endure;
\\-"ho faces issues; he who never shirks:
Who waits and watches, and who alwa_vs works.

'l‘ender~hearle(l, stroke a nettle and it stings you for your pains.
(lrasp it like a man of mettle and it soft as silk remains.

a
C0 gig’

NEW WAY

A Poor Unfortunate
Bx’ FRANK L. S’l‘AN'l‘0.‘I

IS hoss went dead an‘ his mule went lame;
He lost six cows in a poker game;

A harricane come on a summer's day,
.'\n' carried the house whar he lived away:
Then an airthquakc come when that wu7. gone,
;\n' swallered the lan’ that the house stood on!
;\n' the tax colleeter, he come ronn'
.-\n' charged him up fer the hole in the groun'!
/\n' the city Inarshal—he come in \'lC\\'
.'\n' said he wanted his street—tax, too!

l)id he moan an’ sigh? l)id he set an‘ cry
.-\n' cuss the harrieane sweepin' by?
l)id he grieve that his ol' friends failed to call

\\'ben the airthquake come an‘ swallered all?
Never a word 0' blame he said.
With all them troubles on top his head!
.\'or him.’

. . .
He elumb to the top 0' the hill—

\\’har standin' room wuz left him still-
An', barin' his head. here's what he said:
“ l reckon it's time to git up an‘ git;
Hut. Lord. I hain't had the measles _vit Y "

-— $lt‘]I't‘/1'1]

.3

That freekle—faeed girl stopped at the p0.st—office and
said:

".-\nything for the .\lL1rp11y.s?
"No, there is not."
".-Xnytlting for Jane Murphy?"
" Nothing.”
".>\nything for Ann Murplty? "

" No."
“:\n_vthing for Tom l\lurph_\‘? "

" No."
":\n_vtlting for _lo|m Murplty?"
" No, not a bit!”
“.~\nything for Terry Murphy? "

“;\bsolutely nothing! "

“.»\nything for Tim l\lurph_v? "

" No. nor for Pat Murphy. nor Denis Murphy, nor
Peter Murphy, nor Paul .\lurphy, nor for any other
Murphy, dead. living. unborn, native or foreign, civilized
or uncivilized, savage or barbarous, male or female.
black or white, naturalized or otherwise. soldier or citi-
zen. No, there is positively nothing for any of the
Murphys, either individual|_v. jointly. severally. now and
forever, one and inseparable.”

The girl looked at the postmaster in astonishment.
Please” she said. “will you see if there is anything

for llridget l\'lurphy?"

n

1.
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L E T us consciously and deliberately put aside self at

the turns of thought, and in no long time the clouds that

hide all heights will be swept away. A ll we need is

courage in facing ourselves- K atherine Tingley

It is no shame to be commonplace— the shame is

in staying so.

' l‘oluoR R ow you have no business with. Y ou steal if

you touch tomorrow. It is God' s. E very day has in it

enough to keep any man occupied.

F IN IS H  every day, and be done with it. S ome blun-

ders and absurdities, no doubt, have crept in. F orget

them as soon as you can. Tomorrow is a new day, too

good to be encumbered with old nonsense— E merson

IF  we could see into the heart of the man we dislike,

we would instantly sympathize with and understand him

— his likeness to ourself would be so complete.

TIII-j  energy wasted in postponing till tomorrow a duty

of today will often do the work.

W R ITE  it on your heart as each day comes that it is to

be the best day of the year.

N oTIIIN G goes out of life ex cept to make room for

something better.

F IGH T when you are down;  die hard— determine at

least to (Io— and you won' t die at all.

TIII: q uickest way to change present circumstances is

to face them like a man and do the very best with them.

A s soon as they fi nd you have thoroughly mastered them

they will bow gracefully to you and begin to withdraw

in favor of new ones.

Most people have, once or twice in their lives, gone

through that desolate time when before them stretched

out a gray sunless prospect along a dusty road where

there must be a solitary plodding. Until we have tried

it ourselves we cannot believe that after all the fi rst view

is the saddest part of it;  that as we go along we come to

banks with starry fl owers;  tiny wayside streams— all

manner of sweet surprises, and even more, above them

all, the eternal blue of IIeaven.— — - R usk-in

3

B e strong!

It matters not how deep intrenched the wrong,

H ow hard the battle goes, the day how long;

F aint not— ~ fi ght on!  Tomorrow comes the song.

TH E  star of the unconq ucrcd will,

H e rises in my breast;

S erene and resolute and still.

A nd calm and self-possessed.

O h, fear not in a world like this,

A nd thou shalt know ere long,

K now how sublime a thing it is

To suffer and be strong.

H eard This ?

H eard as a funeral passed: “ Y ou don' t mean to say

that poor John Jones is dead? "  “ W ell,”  was the reply.

“they are going to serve him a nasty trick if he isn' t."

“Please, Mrs. S mith, mother' s sent your bucket back.

S he says she’ s sorry she broke the handle, an’  will you

’ ave it mended before F riday, ' cos she wants to borrow

it again then.”

S andy: “ There' s no much pleasure in smokin’  now-

adays. If it' s your own baccy you’ re thinkin'  0‘ the

awful ex pense, and if it’ s somebody else' s your pipe' s

so full it won’ t draw."

“Y ou was askin'  why Dabe don' t travel, H yne. Jake

Piper brought it up down to the post-offi ce. ‘ L ook here,

Dabe,’  ~Iake says, ‘ whyn' t you travel some, now you' ve

got money an’  can afford it j ust as well as not? ’  A n‘

Dabe looked at Jake as if he thought he was kind 0'

crazy!

“ ‘ Travel,’  Dabe says, ‘\\t' hat do I want to travel for?

A in' t I here now? " ’

The wizened little man was asking for protection

from his wife.

“ In the fi rst place,"  asked the j udge kindly, “ where

did you meet this woman? ”

The little man glanced apprehensiver at his wife as

he replied: “ I— I didn’ t meet her, sir. S he—  kind of

overtook me!  ”  '  -

Irishman: “()i' d have ye know, Pat, that O i' ve got

a foine boy baby, an'  me neighbor‘s say he‘s the picter

of mesilf."

F riend (consoliIIgly) : “W ell, Murphy, what' s the harm

if he do resimble ye, provoidin’  the choild' s healthy? "

Two men were discussing the service as they made

their way home from church.

“ \Vhat was that sentence the choir repeated so often?  " '

asked one.

“A s nearlyr as I could make out, it was, ‘ \Ve are all

miserable singers,’  ”  replied his companion.

S aid the L ondon coster: “ It was superstition as made

me marry my cousin A nna. It was a toss-up atween

her and Mary, an'  one day when I was athinkin’  which

of ' em I‘d have I see a cigar on the ground. I picked

it up, an'  blessed if it didn' t say on it ‘B E s' r IIA vA N A ,’

so I took ’ er."

“I wish, H enry,"  said the editor‘s wife, “ that you' d

try not to be so absent— minded when you are dining out.”

"  E h?  \Vhat have I done now? ”

"  \\' hy, when the hostess asked if you’ d have some

more pudding, you replied that, owing to the tremendous

pressure on your space, you were compelled to decline."

.5!

TIII;  surest road to health, say what they will.

Is never to suppose we shall be ill.
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3 THE NEW WAY

The New Way Notebook
l.r:'r us consciously and deliberately put aside self at

the turns of thought. and in no long time the clouds‘ that
hide all heights will be swept away. All we need is
courage in facing ourselves-—— Katherine Tinglcy

lt is no shame to he commonplace—thc shame is
in staying so.

'l‘o.\toRkow you have no business with. You steal if
you touch tomorrow. It is (}od's. l*.\'ery «lay has In It

enough to keep any man occupied.
Fmisn every day, and be done with it. Some blun-

ders and absurdities, no doubt, have crept in. Forget
them as soon as you can. Tomorrow is a new day, too
good to be encumbered with old nonsense.—Emerson

IF we could see into the heart of the man we dislike.
we would instantly sympathize with and understand him
——his likeness to oursclf would he so complete.

’l‘ni-: energy wasted in postponing till tomorrow a duty
of today will often do the work.

\\~'im'E it on your heart as each day comes that it is to
he the best day of the year.

.\'o'rn1.\'«‘. goes out of life except to make room for
something better.

l*‘n'.n'1‘ when you are down: die hard—delermine at
least to do—and you won‘t die at all.

Tm-: quickest way to change present circumstzmces is
to face them like a man and do the very best with them.
As soon as they find you have thoroughly mastered them
they will bow gracefully to you and begin to withdraw
in favor of new ones.

.\los'r people have, once or twice in their lives. gone
through that desolate time when before them stretched
out a gray sunless prospect along a dusty road where
there must be a solitary plodding. Until we have tried
it ourselves we cannot believe that after all the First view
is the saddest part of it; that as we go along we come to
banks with starry flowers; tiny wayside streams—all
manner of sweet surprises. and even more. above them
all. the eternal blue of llea\'en.—— Ruskin

.93

Be strong!
lt matters not how deep intrenched the wrong.
How hard the battle goes, the day how long:
Faint not —— light on! Tomorrow cmnt-s the song.

Tm-1 star of the tmconqucred will,
lle rises in my l)l’(‘.’Is’l§
St-rent: and resolute still.
:\nd calm and self ]IU\'~t‘\Kt‘(l.

and

()h. fear not in a world like this.
;\nd thou shalt know ere long.
Know how sublime .1 thing; it is
To suffer and be strong.

a
«Go «gle

Heard This?
llcard as :1 funeral passed: “ You don't mean to say

that poor John Jones is dead? " “ \\"ell," was the reply.
“they are going to serve him a nasty trick if he isn't."

at Please. .\lrs. Smith, mother's sent your bucket back.
She says she's: sorry she broke the handle. an’ will you
':u'c it mended before Friday. 'cos she wants to borrow
it again then.”

Sandy: "'l‘here's no much pleasure in smokin' now~

zulays. If it's your own baccy you're thinkin' o‘ the
awful expense. and if it's somebody else's your pipe's
so full it won't tlraw."

“ You was askin' why Dahe don't travel, Hyne. Jake
Piper brought it up down to the post—oflice. ‘ Look here.
l)abe,’ Jake says, ‘ whyn't you travel some, now you've
got money an’ can afford it just as well as not?‘ An‘
Dabe looked at lake as if he thought he was kind 0'
crazy!

“"I‘ra\‘el.’ Dabe says, ‘\\'hat do I want to travel for?
.\in't I here now?”’

The wizened little man was asking for protection
from his wife.

“ In the first place," asked the judge kindly, “where
did you meet this woman?"

The little man glanced apprehensively at his wife as
he replied: “ l—l didn't meet her, sir. She—kind oi
overtook me‘. ”

lrislnnan: “()i‘d have ye know. Pat. that (')i'\'e got
:1 foine boy baby. an’ me neighbor's say he's the picter
of niesilf."

Frieml (consolinglyl: “\Vell. Murphy. what's the harm
if he do resimble ye, provoidin’ the choiId's healthy?"

Two men were discussing the service as they made
their way home from church.

“ What was that sentence the choir repeated so often? "

asked one.
“As nearly as I could make out, it was. ‘ \\"e are all

miserable singers.‘ " replied his companion.
Said the London coster: “ It was superstition as made

me marry my cousin Anna. it was a toss-up atwcen
her and ;\l:1ry. an‘ one day when I was athinkin' which
of ‘em I‘d have I see a cigar on the ground. I picked
it up, an‘ blessed if it didn't say on it ‘ TiHsT liA\'.—\.\'.-\,'
so I took 'er."
“I wish, Henry." said the editor's wife, “that you'll

try not to be so ahsent«minded when you are diningiout."
“ lih? \\'hat have I done now?”
“\\'h_\', when the liostcss asked if you'd have some

more pudding. you replied that. owing to the tremendous
prewnre on your space, you were compelled to decline."

3
Till-2 .~’llI‘t'~t road to health. say what they will.
ls never to suppose we shall be ill.
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Come what come may,

Time and the hour runs through the roughest day.
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The R ipple W idens

F  you study the earlier works of some great musician

or poet you will easily fi nd traces of the infl uence

of other masters in the same art. H e has come to

his own best through the help of all who went before.

A nd the currents go across from one art to the other.

The poet writes better poetry for the great music he has

listened to;  the musician better music for the great

poetry he has read. E ach of them needs all the rest to

help him come to his own message, the message of

poetry or music that he gives out to the world.

The matter is clear enough so far. B ut it is not so

clear. though it is eq ually true. that all of us need 11’ !  the

rest of 11s in order to come to our best.
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Coma what some may,
Time and Hit hour run: through the roughest day.
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The Ripple Widen:
F you study the earlier works of some great musicianI or poet you will easily find traces of the influence

of other masters in the same art. He has come to
his own best through the help of all who went before.
:\nd the currents go across from one art to the other.
The poet \\'rite.< better poetry for the great music he has

I.-.;:~:~.;-. ~;,- GO; ngle

lie-ztencd to: the musician better music for the great
poetry he ha:‘. read. Each of them needs all the rest to
help him come to his own message. the nicssnge of
poetry or music that he gives out to the world.

The matter is clear enough so far. hit it is nut so

clear. though it is equally true. that all of us need :1’! tin‘
rest of us in order to Cnmt‘ tn our he~‘t.
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I' m not a great musician or poet— so far as I know!

B ut none the less I’ ve a message in me that all the

fellows around me are in need of to come to their best

and get alive by. It' s a great message, too, but I can' t

get at it, and so can’ t give it out. That is to say I can' t

give out much of it. B ut if I pass a friendly and cheer-

ful good— morning to the fi rst fellow I meet, I have given

a little of it. H e isn’ t a poet or musician either;  but

his thoughts and work will go a trifl e better all the

day for what I gave him;  and mine will go the better

for having given it— especially if I was feeling blue

and had to put some will into myself to speak cheer—

fully. A nd if he feels a bit better the betterness will

go out into his talk and into his letters (if he writes any)

and so out into the people he talks to or who read his

letters. It may presently fi nd itself even in E urope and

in the long run help to head ofl F  some far future war.

The world is j ust a trifl e better at this moment for

some fellow’ s cheerful good-morning or kindly deed of

a hundred or a thousand years ago. The ripple of these

things never dies away.

The neighborhood of and association with a healthy-

minded, kindly-minded man, does me good. A ssociation

with a second such man presently will also do me good,

the good being of a slightly different fl avor, so to speak,

because it was from a different man. E ach gave me a

ray of his special and peculiar “message.”  I need both

of them. If I am to get my best I need a similar

touch from all such men as are now on earth. A nd all

men on earth need a touch from my best to help them

to their own. A nd we all fall short ofour best because

so few of the others are' trying to put out their best.

If you want to get to your best, be the best you now

can to all the people you touch. They’ ll respond with

something for you from their better side. A nd then it' s

your play again. S o this fi ne old game will go on if

‘ only you will start it. Treat it as if it all turned on you

and the result will surprise you. In prison there’ s an

ex tra fi ne lot of opportunities. and since a stream of men

is constantly going out. your infl uence on the world is

as great as— perhaps greater than— if you were out

there.

Deep inside we are all of us great and with a great-

ness that will help all the rest. \Ve may not be able to

get at it fully in this life. B ut to have the will to help.

the will to encourage the best in as many others as we

can— is the way to begin unlocking our hidden store.

There is no telling the surprising things. the powers and

capacities. we may unlock. In the meantime this is the

only way to a sure and steady happiness and peace.

S TI‘DE X T

a!

L et a man try for one day not to resent anything in

his surroundings or in what happens to him. and to turn

his thoughts away from his own personality— and by

evening he will fi nd he has gained a point he will never

willingly reccde from. S TI' DE N T

.both ends of the circuit.

Mind and Muscle

“ E S , I do about ten minutes’  ex ercises night and

Y  morning. It' s a fi ne practice once you know how.

to work it. B ut until I found that out they did

me mostly harm."

“H ow could ten minutes’  ex ercises do you any harm

whatever way you did them?  They' d grow your mus-

cles anyhow, wouldn' t they? "

“Y es, but there isn' t much in that. If a man wants

really healthy muscles he must line them all through with

a healthy mind. The mind works the brain-cells. the

millions and millions of particles of brain-stuff, each of

them a living thing on its own account besides sharing

the general life of the whole brain. A nd these brain-

cells, in addition to being the keys and keyboard that the

mind plays on for thought, have the j ob of moving the

muscles under the mind’ s direction and keeping the or-

gans at work. They send down the nerve-currents along

the nerves that end in the muscles and organs. Through

them, therefore, the mind itself connects with and com-

municates with the muscles and organs. A nd along the

nerves, the other way about, the muscles and organs

send back messages to the brain-cells and so through

to the mind. letting the mind know how they feel. Mind

and body are linked up and communication goes both

ways. That' s why, when the mind learns of a bit of

good news, the whole body is revived by it and the heart

and muscles feel and do better. A nd that' s why, when

the heart and lungs and muscles get the fi ne air and

sunshine and pine scents on a mountain top, the mind

feels good too.

“W ell, when a man wants health. he must look after

If the mind is pumping sour

thoughts and feelings through the brain— cells all over

his muscles and body along with the currents that make

the muscles move and keep the organs at work, what

good are his ex ercises likely to do?  H e’ s undoing one

way what he does with the other.

“I notice that for a while after I get out of bed in

the morning my mind isn’ t doing much thinking. B ut

directly I begin my ex ercises it wakes up and starts a

stream of thoughts. They used to be mostly sour ones.

grouches against people and rules, sharp snags of mem-

ory of what some fellow did or said to me yesterday.

longing for this or that. disliking for one thing or an-

other. The muscles sort of sq ueezed all that stuff into

my brain and mind and often I' d fi nish the ex ercises

right out of tune with everybody and everything.

I “That' s no good, I thought.

that way.

“S eems to me as if a man has got three sets of

clothes. There' s the garments he takes off and puts on.

what we ordinarily call clothes. Inside that is the gar-

ment of his muscles and organs and brain-cells. his

body. Inside that is his garment of thoughts and feel-

ings. lining his muscles and body inside. I' d got to

clean and health-up that inside lining if I wanted the

N 0 health’ s coming
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2 THE

I'm not a great musician or poet—so far as I know!
lint none the less I've a message in me that all the
fellows around me are in need of to come to their best
and get alive by. It's a great message, too. but I can't
get at it, and so can't give it out. That is to say I can't
give out much of it. But if I pass a friendly an(l cheer-
ful good-morning to the first fellow I meet, I have given
a little of it. He isn't a poet or musician either; but
his thoughts and work will go a trifle better all the
day for what I gave him; and mine will go the better
for having given it—especially if I was feeling blue
and had to put some will into myself to speak cheer-
fully. And if he feels a bit better the betterness will
go out into his talk and into his letters (if he writes any)
and so out into the people he talks to or who read his
letters. It may presently find itself even in Europe and
in the long run help to head off some far future war.
The world is just a trifle better at this moment for
some fellow's cheerful good-morning or kindly deed of
a hundred or a thousand years ago. The ripple of these
things never dies away.

The neighborhood of and association with a healthy-
minded, kindly-minded man, does me good. Association
with a second such man presently will also do me good,
the good being of a slightly different flavor. so to speak.
because it was from a different man. Each gave me a

ray of his special and peculiar “ message." I need both
of them. If I am to get m_v best I need a similar
touch from all such men as are now on earth. And all
men on earth need a touch from -my best to help them
to their own. And we all fall short ofrour best because
so few of the others aretrying to put out their best.

If you want to get to your best. be the best you now

can to all the people you touch. They'll resp0n(l with
something for you from their better side. And then it's
your play again. So this fine old game will go on if

' only you will start it. Treat it as if it all turned on you
aml the result will surprise you. In prison there's an
extra fine lot of opportunities. and since a stream of men
is constantly going out. your influence on the world is
as great as—-perhaps greater than—if you were out
there.

Deep inside we are all of us great and with a great-
ness that will help all the rest. \\"e may not be able to
get at it fully in this life. But to have the will to help.
the will to encourage the best in as many others as we

can~«is the way to begin unlocking our hidden store.
There is no telling the surprising things. the powers aml
capacities. we may unlock. In the meantime this is the
only way to a sure and stead_\-' happiness and peace.

ST1'm-2.\‘T
at

Let a man try for one day not to resent anything in
his surroundings or in what happens to him. and to turn
his thoughts away from his own personality—-and b_\'
evening he will find he has gained a point he will never
willingly recetle from. .<‘r|'|n-jx'r

t
Go -gle

_both ends of the circuit.

NEW WAY

Mind and Muscle
“ ES, I do about ten minutes’ exercises night andY morning. It's a fine practice once you know how

to work it. But until I found that out they did
me mostly harm."

" How could ten minutes’ exercises do you any harm
whatever way you did them?
cles anyhow, wouldn't they?”

They'd grow your Inns-

“Yes. but there isn't much in that. If a man wants
really healthy muscles he must line them all through with
a healthy mind. The mind works the brain-cells. the
millions and millions of particles of brain-stuff. each of
them a living thing on its own account besides sharing
the general life of the whole brain. And these brain-
cells, in addition to being the keys and keyboard that the
mind plays on for thought, have the job of moving the
muscles under the mind’s direction and keeping the or-

gans at work. They send down the nerve-currents along
the nerves that end in the muscles and organs. Through
them, therefore, the mind itself connects with and com-
municates with the muscles and organs. And along the
nerves. the other way about, the muscles and organs
send back messages to the brain-cells and so through
to the mind. letting the mind know how they feel. .\lin<l
and body are linked up and communication goes both
ways. That's why, when the mind learns of a bit of
good news, the whole body is revived by it and the heart
and muscles feel and do better. And that's why. when
the heart and lungs and muscles get the fine air and
sunshine and pine scents on a mountain top, the minul
feels good too.

“Well, when a man wants health. he must look after
If the mind is pumping sour

thoughts and feelings through the brain-cells all over
his muscles and body along with the currents that make
the muscles move and keep the organs at work, what
good are his exercises likely to do? He's undoing one

way what he does with the other.
“ I notice that for a while after I get out of bed in

the morning my mind isn’t doing much thinking. "hit
directly I begin my exercises it wakes up and starts a
stream of _thougl1ts. They used to be mostly sour ones.

grouches against people and rules, sharp snags of mem~

ory of what some fellow did or said to me yesterday.
longing for this or that. disliking for one thing or an-
other. The muscles sort of squeezed all that stuff into
my brain and mind and often I'd finish the exercises
right out of tune with everybody and everything.

"That's no good. I thought.
that way.

“Seems to me as if a man has got three sets of
clothes. There's the garments he takes off and puts «n.
what we ordinarily call clothes. Inside that is the gar-
ment of his muscles and organs and brain-cells. his
body. Inside that is his garment of thoughts and feel-
ings. lining his muscles and body inside. I'd got to
clean and health-up that inside lining if I wanted the

No health's coming
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nex t outer layer in good shape. E x ercises are no good

to a man, no more than his food is, if his mind is sullen

or slack or hopeless or dirty.

“ S o I took a hold on myself. I’ d got to have hope

and confi dence that those ex ercises were going to make

me all over again. I’ d got to have the feeling that I

was getting made over, the new feeling of growth and

spring, the feeling of a light, gold sunlight, all through

my muscles and body. I' d got to have a thorough good

heart towards everybody, no grouch, no criticising, no

fault— seeing and fault-remembering. I’ d got to feel that

I was giving life to my body and that the life was in me

somewhere to give, that I was in touch with and could

draw upon the great L ife-Center.

“ W '  ell, I did my ten minutes’  ex ercises night and mor-

ning like that. It was a fi ght with my mind at fi rst,

especially mornings, perhaps for two or three weeks.

Then I began to win and I wouldn’ t q uit those ex ercises

now for anything. I don’ t know what I may look like,

but I know that I have changed my body and mind all

over and all through. A nd I’ ve learned, too, for sure.

though I couldn’ t ex actly say how. that when the mus-

cles and nerves and body do in the course of years get

so that they can’ t take up any more life from me and

nature, and drop away, I and my mind go on through

into a new life that can’ t be very well understood yet

because it‘s so different.”  R E PO R TE R

0'

The K ey of Gold

N  E VE R  see a fl ower without there’ s a kind of

tenderness in me for the little plant. It’ s doing

its best with its bit of life.”

“I

The speaker was one of those large-souled men that-

love everything alive, fl owers. birds, animals, children,

their fellow~workers. I never heard him say anything

against anybody, always found something to appreciate

in the poorest human specimen. H e’ d got the good-

fccling habit. I told him that one day.

“W hy not? ”  he said. “ It' s as easy to acq uire as any

other habit and much easier than a good many. It’ s a

dead safe habit, can’ t get you into any trouble. It gives

you solid comfort all the time. A nd it’ s a universal key

to knowledge."

“ To knowledge? ”  I said.

“ Y es, knowledge. S ympathy gives knowledge, a deep

sort of knowledge that only comes that way. Y ou can’ t

know nature or human nature without it, not really

know and understand them. It’ s easy enough to see

faults in others. The morally and mentally smallest

human atomies there are can do that. A  man' s faults

are mostly on the surface and are not him. A nd there

are not many sorts of faults anyhow, though they show

up in so many different ways. K eep your attention on

faults and you’ ll never see real human nature— though

you may think your knowledge of faults is knowledge

of human nature. F or real knowledge you' ve got to

look beyond the faults. A nd the more you can get to

see of another fellow' s real nature, his real self, the

more you will get touched yourself with his especial

good q ualities. N o man develops his best ex cept through

the touch of the best of the other fellows. \Vhat a man

thinks of he begins to take into himself or get wakened

up in himself.

“S ame with lower nature. There' s a difference in

gardeners, isn' t there?  O ne tends his fl owers j ust be-

cause he likes the colored show they make, or for the

money in them. A nother because he loves them, loves

them as living things with a kind of conscious life of

their own that he knows of and is in touch with because

of his sympathy with them. A nd they answer to him

in the way they grow for him. That’ s a deeper know-

ledge than ever a man’ s brain could get if he wore his

eyes out looking through a microscope. N ot that I’ m

running down brain and microscope knowledge;  the

best thing is a combination of it with the other that

comes by way of the heart and sympathy. It is the

blend of mind and heart that we want for the attain-

ment of full manhood.

“ It' s with a man’ s heart that he gets the deeper know-

ledge, the place in him where he loves his mother, where

he sympathizes with children, the place in him that every

fl ower touches as he looks at it. The heart is the center

of tenderness and understanding sympathy, j ust as it is

the center of life, the place where a man' s life streams

out over his whole body. It’ s the place where we make

touch with divine life, the deeper life in everything and

beyond everything. ~

“ If a man will search for the place where he loves

anything living, bird, fl ower, dog, a comrade, or what

you will, he’ ll fi nd it’ s his heart, the warm life-center

there. L et him cultivate that, keep it warm and always

warmer, keep a light there burning, and he’ ll some

time make a great discovery. H e’ ll fi nd the rest of

himself, much the biggest part, the part that' s never be-

fore had a chance to show up and teach him. It’ s in

touch with him, below, on earth, and with the source and

essence of all life and intelligence above, the link be—

tween earth and heaven for him. W e don’ t know our-

selves and what we are, we'  little body-bound fellows;

and the only way to know is to light up the heart;  and

the only way to do that is everlasting sympathy for

everything living, the everlasting hunt for something to

sympathize with and have tenderness for and under-

standing of. Drop the criticising and fault-thinking and

sneering and girding. There’ s no progress for a man

while that' s going on. To get rid of that and get the

opposite is the q uickest way out of one’ s own faults and

weaknesses, the q uickest way into power to tackle them.

Get the heart going. W ake up the heart if you want

to live. That’ s the key to life and to understanding of

life, and L ife with a big L  to it. Genialness is the

oil to the key, and love of everything living turns it

in the lock. R E PO R TE R
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THE NEW WAY 3
 

next outer layer in good shape. Exercises are no good
to a man, no more than his food is, if his mind is sullen
or slack or hopeless or dirty.

“ So I took a hold on myself. I’d got to have hope
and confidence that those exercises were going to make
me all over again. I'd got to have the feeling that I
was getting made over, the new feeling of growth and
spring, the feeling of a light, gold sunlight, all through
my muscles and body. I'd got to have a thorough good
heart towards everybody, no grouch, no criticising, no

fault-seeing and fault-remembering. I'd got to feel that
I was giving life to my body and that the life was in me
somewhere to give, that I was in touch with and could
draw upon the great Life-Center.

“ W'ell, I did my ten minutes' exercises night and mor-

ning like that. It was a fight with my mind at first,
especially mornings, perhaps for two or three weeks.
Then I began to win and I \vouldn’t quit those exercises
now for anything. I don’t know what I may look like,
but I know that I have changed my body and mind all
over and all through. And I've learned, too, for sure.
though I couldn't exactly say how, that when the mus-
cles and nerves and body do in the course of years get
so that they can't take up any more life from me and
nature, and drop away, I and my mind go on through
into a new life that can't be very well understood yet
because it's so difierent.” REPORTER

J3

The Key of Gold
NEVER see a flower without there's a kind of

tenderness in me for the little plant. It's doing
its best with its bit of life.”

“I
The speaker was one of those large—souled men that‘

love everything alive, flowers. birds, animals, children,
their fellow-workers. I never heard him say anything
against anybody, always found something to appreciate
in the poorest human specimen. He’d got the good-
fccling habit. I told him that one day.

“Why not?" he sai(l. “ It's as easy to acquire as any
other habit and much easier than a good many. It’s a
dead safe habit, can’t get you into any trouble. It gives
you solid comfort all the time. And it’s a universal key
to knowledge.”

“ To knowledge?" I said.
“Yes, knowledge. Sympathy gives knowledge. a deep

sort of knowledge that only comes that way. You can't
know nature or human nature without it, not really
know and understand them. It's easy enough to see
faults in others. The morally and mentally smallest
human atomies there are can do that. A man's faults
are mostly on the surface and are not him. And there
are not many sorts of faults anyhow, though they show
up in so many difl'erent ways. Keep your attention on
faults and you'll never see real human nature—though
you may think your knowledge of faults is knowledge
of human nature. For real knowledge you've got to

. G0 glut

look beyond the faults. And the more you can get to
see of another fellow's real nature, his real self, the
more you will get touched yourself with his especial
good qualities. No man develops his best except through
the touch of the best of the other fellows. \Vhat a man
thinks of he begins to take into himself or get \vakened
up in himself.

“Same with lower nature. There's a difference in
gardeners, isn't there? One tends his flowers just be-
cause he likes the colored show they make, or for the
money in them. Another because he loves them, loves
them as living things with a kind of conscious life of
their own that he knows of and is in touch with because
of his sympathy with them. And they answer to him
in the way they grow for him. That's a deeper know-
ledge than ever a man's brain could get if he wore his
eyes out looking through a microscope. Not that I'm
running down brain and microscope knowledge; the
best thing is a combination of it with the other that
comes by way of the heart and sympathy. It is the
blend of mind and heart that we want for the attain-
ment of full manhood.

“ It's with a man’s heart that he gets the deeper know-
ledge, the place in him where he loves his mother, where
he sympathizes with children, the place in him that every
flower touches as he looks at it. The heart is the center
of tenderness and understanding sympathy, just as it is
the center of life, the place where a man's life streams
out over his whole body. It's the place where we make
touch with divine life, the deeper life in everything and
beyond everything. -

“If a man will search for the place where he loves
anything living, bird, flower, dog, a comrade, or what
you will, he'll find it's his heart, the warm life-center
there. Let him cultivate that, keep it warm and always
warmer, keep a light there burning, and he’ll some
time make a great discovery. He’ll find the rest of
himself, much the biggest part, the part that's never be-
fore had a chance to show up and teach him. It's in
touch with him, below, on earth, and \vith the source and
essence of all life and intelligence above, the link be-
tween earth and heaven for him. VVe don’t know our-
selves and what we are, we little body-bound fellows:
and the only way to know is to light up the heart; and
the only way to do that is everlasting sympathy for
everything living. the everlasting hunt for something to
sympathize with and have tenderness for and under-
standing of. Drop the criticising and fault-thinkingand
sneering and girding. There’s no progress for a man
while that's going on. To get rid of that and get the
opposite is the quickest way out of one’s o\vn faults and
weaknesses, the quickest way into power to tackle them.
Get the heart going. VVake up the heart if you want
to live. That's the key to life and to understanding of
life. and Life with a big L to it. Genialness is the
oil to the key. and love of everything living turns it
in the lock. REPORTER
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The S elf-Made Man

“ '  MA N  is as his Maker made him" —  is a sen-

tence I often used to hear from my father.

H e was a kindly man, and that was the way by

which he ex cused the faults of others.

B ut although I respected the allowance-making spirit

of the remark, it always seemed to me that if a man is

"  as his Maker made him "  he has neglected his oppor-

tunities. A fter a certain number of years he ought to

be as he has made himself.

\Y e start life with a certain character and as.soon as

babyhood has passed and as fast as the brain develops

we show up what that character is. \\' e are now in the

hands of L ife. L ife puts us through ex periences. pleas-

ant and painful, fortunate or unfortunate, ex citing or

monotonous, and in this way effects changes in us.

' lut what have we done for ourselves apart from

what we came with, apart from what L ife has done

upon us?  A nything at all?

Mostly very little. S ome men never at all turn their

will inward and use it upon themselves to accomplish a

fi x ed plan of self-creation.

“ E ndurance is the badge of all our tribe,"  says S hy~

lock. meaning that his people had had so many wrongs

to put up with that at last they had got hardened to them.

B ut this is not endurance won by will, but endurance

forced in by L ife. by ex perience. That sort of endur-

ance may be useful to have, but it does not inspire re-

spect. If, fi ve seconds after a man' s alarm clock went

off in the morning, a bucket of ice— water were poured

O Ver him, he would learn to spring out of bed on the

instant of his clock, and after a while the habit would

probably persist though the ice— water were no longer

forthcoming. B ut this W ould be a very different sort of

promptitude from that which a man would acq uire who

trained himself by unaided will to spring frotn bed on

the instant of the clock’ s stroke. W ill and character

grow by acq uiring powers not forced on us by L ife

and circumstance.

K eep ahead of them, therefore.

be “as your Maker made you."

going all the time.

There are any number of books published nowadays

that pretend to tell you “ H ow to grow a strong will,”

“ H ow to be a forceful personality,"  and so on. They

are mostly misleading nonsense, and what isn’ t that. you

know already as soon as you begin to think.

E very hour in the day the will ought to be a bit

stronger than it was the hour before. F or several times

each hour we can practise it. W e can will to wake

three minutes before the bell goes and to get up at the

moment we wake. “" 0 can spend a minute then in look-

ing forward along the day and willing that each hour

shall find us men on deck in command of ourselves. \Ve

can use our will in refusing to be disturbed from sereni-

ty and kindliness by other men' s little peculiarities and

irritating ways. “' e can eat with the will that the food

Don' t be content to

K eep the will to be

shall gradually build for us bodies of fi ner health and of

purer tendencies. \Ve can give that last touch to all

our work and duties. W '  e can walk with -a better car-

riage. \\' e can refuse to let memories come in on us and

awaken longings, remorse, fear, or the blues. \-Ve can

compel our lazy minds to study something every day, a

language, science. or what not. A nd we can insist upon

it with our tired selves that the last few minutes of every

day shall be spent in an attempt to feel the helping pres-

ence and comradeship of our higher nature.

A ll this will in time give us a character of our own

making, grown for ourselves and above (or perhaps al-

together replacing) that which we brought with us. or

came to us by heredity. or was forced upon us by the

ex perience of our- lives. \\' e shall have become in the

true sense the self-made man. S TUDl-Ix r

a!

L et Us W ake Up

W ' A S  dreaming. I knew that afterwards. B ut it

I seemed to me that I was awake. and anyhow I had

some amount of intelligence and j udgment— and

that is not usual in dreams. Moreover I recognized the

waking life as distinct from the dream life I was then

iii— which is likewise unusual. Dream life. while we

are in it, is j ust as real and vivid as waking life.

I was dreaming, then, vividly, going through various

happenings as we do in dreams. B ut as I said. I was

also thinking. This, I thought, is of course the real

life;  it is these happenings and this scenery that is the

real. That other life that I shall have to come to pres-

ently, that life which when I am in it I call waking life

and which then seems so real— that is the illusion.

Y et when I “ wake,"  when I come into that other life,

I shall look back at this, shall suppose it unreal, and dis-

miss it as a “dream.”

W ell, in time I did wake. It was of course as I had

known it would be. O n this side it was the other that

seemed illusion, j ust as when on the other it seemed

that this was.

Then it occurred to me: S uppose both of them are

illusions!  H ow could I be sure that this waking life

we all live so interestedly was not an elaborate dream?

Certainly there could be only one way of knowing:

namely to wake up and from that truly awakened stand-

point see that the life we now call dreaming and that

which we call waking— are both dreams. Many old

philosophies have taught that and have laid down the

rules for this true awakening.

It is good at times to think that this passing highly-

colored show is unreal and there is a sublime reality

beyond or within, pessible to us. The show does not

bother us so much then. gives us far less pain and

anx iety.

B ut the show may be unreal and yet be of great im-

portance to us. “' e ourselves are real anyhow. and the

show is for our training towards a nobler destiny, the
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4 THE

The Self-Made Man
64 .\l.-\.\' is as his Maker made him"— is a sen-

tence I often used to hear from my father.
He was a kindly man, and that was the \vay by

which he excused the faults of others.
lint although I respected the allowance-making spirit

of the remark, it always seemed to me that if a man is
“ as his .\laker made him " he has neglected his oppor-
tunities. _~\fter a certain ntnnber of years he ought to
he as he has made /zimsclf.

\\'e start life with a certain character and asrsoon as

hah_\‘hood has passed and as fast as the brain develops
we show up what that character is. \\'e are now in the
hands of Life. Life puts us through experiences. pleas-
ant and painful, fortunate or unfortunate. exciting or

monotonous, and in this way effects changes in us.

llut \vhat have we (lone for ourselves apart from
what we came with, apart from what Life has done
upon us? Anything at all?

.\lostly very little. Some men never at all turn their
will inward and use it upon themselves to accomplish a
fixed plan of self—creation.

“Endurance is the badge of all our tribe." says Shy-
lock. meaning that his people had had so many wrongs
to put up with that at last they had got hardened to them.

lut this is not endurance Won by will, but endurance
forced in by Life. by experience. That sort of endur-
ance may be useful to have, but it does not inspire re-

spect. If, five seconds after a man's alarm clock went
off in the morning, a bucket of ice-water were poured
over l1im, he would learn to spring out of bed on the
instant of his clock, and after a while the habit would
probably persist though the ice—\vater were no longer
forthcoming. But this would be a very different sort of
promptitude from that which a man would acquire who
trained himself by unaided will to spring from bed on

the instant of the clocks stroke. Will and character
grow by acquiring powers not forced on us by Life
and circumstance.

Keep ahead of them, therefore.
be "as your Maker made you."
going all the time.

There are any number of books published nowadays
that pretend to tell you “llow to grow a strong will,"
" How to be a forceful personality," and so on. They
are mostly misleading nonsense, and what isn't that. you
know already as soon as you begin to think.

l7.ver_v hour in the day the will ought to be a bit
stron_1t-r than it was the hour before. For several times
each hour we can practise it. \\'e can will to wake
three minutes /it/‘arr the bell goes and to get up at the
moment we wake. We can spend a minute then in look-
ing forward along the day and willing that each hour
shall find us men on deck in command of ourselves. \\'e
can use our will in refusing to be disturbed from sereni-
t_\' airl kinclliness by other men's little peculiarities and

\\'e can eat with the will that the f(I‘)(l

Don't be content to
Keep the will to be

irritating \va)‘s.

4
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shall gradually build for us bodies of finer health and of
purer tendencies. \\'e can give that last touch to all
our work and duties. We can walk with -a better car-

riage. We can refuse to let memories come in on us and
awaken longings, remorse. fear, or the blues. We can
compel our lazy minds to study something every day. a

language, science. or what not. And we can insist upon
it with our tired selves that the last few minutes of every
day shall be spent in an attempt to feel the helping pres-
ence and comradeship of our higher nature.

All this will in time give us a character of our own

making, grown for ourselves and above (or perhaps al-
together replacing) that which we brought with us. or
Came to us by heredity. or was forced upon us by the
experience of our lives. \\'e shall have become in the
true sense the self-made man. S.Tl'l)lf.\'T

.33

Let Us Wake Up
\\’.-\S dreaming. I knew that afterwards. llnt itI seemed to me that I was awake. and anyhow I had

some amount of intelligence and judgment -— and
that is not usual in dreams. Moreover I recognized the
waking life as distinct from the dream life I was then
in—~\vhich is likewise unusual. Dream life, while we
are in it, is just as real and vivid as waking life.

I was dreaming, then, vividly, going through \'{lI'lUll>
happenings as we do in dreams. But as I said. I was
also thinking. This, I thought, is of course the real
life; it is these happenings and this scenery that is the
real. That other life that I shall have to come to pres-
ently, that life which when I am in it I call waking life
and which then seems so real—!ha! is the illusion.
Yet when I “wake," when I come into that other life.
I shall look back at this, shall suppose it unreal, and dis-
miss it as a “dream.”

\Vell, in time I did wake. It was of course as I had
known it would be. On this side it was the other that
seemed illusion, just as when on the other it seemed
that this was.

Then it occurred to me: Suppose both of them are
illusions! How could I be sure that this waking life
we all live so interestedly was not an elaborate dream?

Certainly there could be only one way of knowing:
namely to wake up and from that truly awakened stand-
point see that the life we now call dreaming and that
which we call waking—are bof/1 dreams. .\lan_v olvl
philosophies have taught that and have laid down the
rules for this true awakening.

It is good at times to think that this passing l1lglll)'~
colored show is unreal and there is a sublime realit_\'
beyond or within. possible to us. The show does not
bother us so much then, gives us far less pain and
anxiety.

lint the show ma_v he unreal and yet be of great im-
portance to us. \\'e ourselves are real anyhow. and the
show is for our training towards a nohler destiny. the
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true waking life. That life is already being lived some-

where within us, by some part of us. “The K ingdom

of H eaven is within you,”  said a great Teacher: like

a faint melody going on all the time underneath the

crashing of coarse noises, the machinery of the show.

Y ou don' t have to (lie to fi nd and enter that K ingdom,

to hear the melody, to awaken. A ct according to what

you get of it as fast as you get it. S tand up to duties.

B ear q uietly with slights and inj uries. L ook for out-

croppings of the real man, the seam of gold, in other

men, and keep that alone in your thought of them.

H elp. encourage, sympathize, in every direction. Cul-

tivate honor, unselfi shness, courtesy, charity of j udgment.

These are the ways by which we may awaken. These

all around it, and get an original view of it and see the

fun of it if there is any, or the poetry or inspiration of

it if there is any. ‘I, my miseries, my wrongs, what I’ m

hoping to get, what I can' t have but would like to ” '

all this sort of stuff doesn' t get in on him. Conseq uently

what does get in on him is worth being got in on by.

A  man' s self is a cloud— and the only one— between

him and the sun;  it' s a pair of green goggles— with

fl aws in ’ em, too. that twist things out of proper shape.

It' s got hold of his mind and does his thinking for him;

or rather does ifs thinking for itself instead of him doing

his thinking for himself. That latter sort of thinking

is worth while;  the other is mostly a nuisance. The

mind ain' t like a bird;  it can' t be in two places at once.

1*“;

L omaland Photo. &  E ngraving Dept.
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International Theosophical H eadq uarters, Point L oma, California

are the ways by which, as we remain in and of the show,

we make it serve our growth —  which is what it is for — -

and deprive it of its power to trouble us or to swerve

us from our path. R ightly looked at, the outer life, in

all its succession, consists entirely of opportunities for

progress. E very moment of aspiration is a momentary

entry into real life, though at fi rst we may be conscious

of nothing. E ncourage them and one day the new life

will suddenly become clear and certain, running along-

side of or within our present one. S TUDE N T

.3

A n Impromptu S ermon

(' ovE R nE A R n)

“ E VE R  thinks of himself."

“W ell. what does he think of? "

“ " hat' s it. B ecause he doesn' t think of him-

self his mind' s got time, enough and snap enough. and

is clear enough from clouds, to think right into anything

it wants to think into. and think to the bottom of it and

he gets looked after.

If one gets it the other can’ t have it. -— — Y es, sir;  a

man’ s got to look after his own interests: that’ s all

right. H e’ s got to take his food, too. B ut it doesn' t

follow from that, that he must be thinking of taking it

all the time. The less he' s on that between meals the

better. A nd the less he’ s on the general topic of himself

in the other between-whiles, the better. —  Y es, I know;

it’ s while a man is on some mechanical occupation that

his mind gets to mull over self and wrongs and all that.

B ut it‘s j ust then that he' s got-the fi nest opportunity to

practise stopping that game. If he’ ll use the chance

he' ll fi nd after a while that when he’ s alone his mind’ ll

start of itself along a line of topics that are worth while

and more than worth while. a line that will show him the

very heights and inwardnesses of things, a line that will

take him away from pain forever. It’ ll one day happen

on some trail of thought that’ s got its top in the sun,

and he' ll only have to walk up.

“In proportion as a man- stops looking after himself

In proportion as he doesn’ t think
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frat‘ waking life. That life is Illl‘L‘iltl_\’ hcing li\'e(l mitte-

where within its. by some part of us. "'l'lte Kittgulottt
of l-leaven it within you." saial a great 'l'e:tcher: like
a faint tnelocly going on all tlte time nmlerneatlt the
crashing of coarse noises. tlte ttl:lL‘ltit'tL‘t‘_\' of the show.
You don't have to (lie to fiml and enter that Kittgnlottt.
to hear the melo(l_\'. to awaken. .»\ct accttrtlittg to what
you get of it as fast as you get it. Stantl up to cluties.
llear tptietly witlt slights and injuries. Look for out-
cruppings of the real man, the seam of gold, in other
men. antl keep that alone itt your thon_:,rltt of them.
llelp. ettcourage. sytttpatltize. itt every direction. Cul-
tivate honor. ttttselfisltttess. courtesy. charity of jutlgtnettt.

Tltcse are the ways by which we may awaken. 'l'hese

NEW WAY 5

all ilrtttttltl it. and get an original view of it and see the
fun of it if there is any, ill‘ tlte poetry or inspiration of
it if there is .'nt_t'. ‘ l. my miseries. my wrongs. what I'm
ltopittg to get. wlt:tt I can't have but would like to "2
all this sort of stnlt rlut-sn't get in on him. Consequently
wltat does get itt on him is worth being" got in on by.
.\ man's self is a Cl()llIl—an«l tlte only one—between
him anti the sun: it's a pair of green goggles—with
flaws in 'cm. too. that twist things out of proper shape.
It's got lltlltl of his miml and does his thinking for him;
or rather «loes its thinking for itself insteacl of him doing
In}: thinking for lu'm.self. That latter sort of thinking
is \\'nr[ll while; the other is mostly a nuisance. The
mincl ain't like a lJll'tlZ it can't he in two places at once.

THE MAIN ltl.'l|.l)ll\'t‘.SI

 
Lanmland Plmra. Er Engraving Drpl‘.

Tllt-I Tl-I.\H'I.F. oF Pt-I.\Cl'3 wxn aZtJ.t-mo.-\ ACADEMY
International Tlteosophical lleatlquartcrs, Point Loma, California

are tlte ways by which. as we retttaitt itt and of tlte show.
we make it serve our growth— which is wltat it is for —

and deprive it of its power to trouble us or to swerve
112-: front our path. Riglttly looked at. the outer life. itt
all its sttccession. consists entirely of opportunities for
progress. F.very moment of aspiration is a momentar_\'
entry into real life. though at first we may be conscious
of nothing. lincottrage them and one (lay the new life
will su<ltlenl_\' become clear and certain. running along-
sicle of or within our present one. §Tl'ItI-2X1‘

.1!
An Impromptu Sermon

(o\‘l-1R n l-I.\RIH
4‘ l".\'l§R tltinks of himself."N " \\'ell. what tloes he think of? "

"'l‘h:tt's it. llecattse lte «loesn't think of him-
self his ntintl's got time enough attvl snap etton_4lt. and
is rlear enonglt front clunals. to think right into :ltI_\‘tltil1}I
it wants to think into. and think to the ltnllnltt of it and

In ;I’i « Got »3le

If one gets it tlte other can't have it. —Yes. sir; a
man's got to look after his owtt interests: that's all
right. He's got to take his food, too. But it doesn't
follow from that. that he nntst be !Iu'uIl't'n_gr of taking it
all the tittte. The less l1("s‘ on that between meals the
hetter. _\ml the less he's on the general topic of himself
in the other betweett-wltiles,the better. —Yes, I know;
it's while a man is on some mechanical occupation that
his miml gets to mull over self and wrongs and all that.
llut it's just tltctt that he‘s got the Finest opportunity to
practise stopping that game. If he'll use the chance
he'll final after a while that when he's alone his u1in(|'ll
start of itself along a litte of topics that are worth while
and more than worth while. a line that will show hint the
very lteigltts anal ittmtrclttesses of things. a line that will
take ltitn away from pain forever. It'll one «lay happen
on some trail of tltougltt that's got its top itt the sun,
ztntl he'll only lt.'t\‘e to walk up.

"In proportion as a man stops looking after ltimself
he gets looketl after. lll proportion as lte <loesn't thittk
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so much of himself he gets thought of. In proportion

as he gives out kindly thoughtfulness, kindly thought-

fulness comes at him. VVhatsoever a man giveth that

also shall he be given.”  R E PO R TE R

a!

H ow to R ead Poetry

H E  N E W  W A Y  sometimes receives contributions

T of verse which show that although the writer has

some of the feeling necessary for true poetry he

has not read enough of it to have well mastered the

art of ex pression.

The keys of a piano, struck in any chance order, do

not yield a tune, a melody.

Melody, music, but of a special kind, can be got out

of words if they are properly selected and arranged.

The poet has a meaning to convey, but he must select

words which will not only do that but will do it along

with this peculiar word-music.

A  man that has taught himself to appreciate word-

music has brought something into his life that is well

worth having. '

L et us try over these two lines, bearing down long

and hard over the syllables in italics and rippling light-

ly and q uickly over the syllables between:

Mine eyes have seen the coming of the glory of the L ord;

H e is coming like the glory of the morning on the wave:

W e seem to swim on the words. A nd then we notice

that the fi rst letters of the repeated words coming and

glory, the hard c and g, seem to strike like gongs;  whilst

the vowel sound aw, in glory and morning and L ord,

rolls through the whole piece like an echo.

That is word-music. H ere is some of another sort:

A  child kiss

S e!  on thy sighing lips shall make thee glad.

Go slowly over the words in italics, making a pause

after kiss and lips. W e note that the vowel sound in

child and sighing is the same, and in kiss and lips;  whilst

the s of kiss is repeated in set and sighing and lips.

H ere is a musical little line of S winburne' s:

W ith lisp of leaves and ripple of rain:

and we see now that the music is the repeated 1 of

ripple and lisp and leaves, the repeated r of ripple and

rain. and the repeated i in with and lisp and ripple.

The moon of dove: in immemorial clms.

A nd murmur of innumerable bees.

Take it very slowly and note the ms repeated all along.

A nother from Tennyson. very short. but very sugges—

tive of yet another principle in poetry:

B reak, break, break,

O n thy cold gray stones, 0 S m,

H ere we have the same vowel sound in the three

breaks and in gray, in cold and stones, and the repeated

5 in stones and sea.

The words move slowly in order that each may con-

tribute to the gloom of the picture. S ee how they do

contribute when you give them their weight. B reak—

as the word is dwelt on and repeated, the mind half

reads into it the thought of hearts that break, of every-

thing which in breaking leaves loss and despair be-

hind. Cold and gray deepen the gloom, and without

actually saying it give us a half-picture of the leaden sky

and the chill day' s depression. A nd into the silence

comes the heavy fall of the wave.

S o in this way we can see the principles of poetry—

the use of words which say what has to be said, which

in their arrangement yield us the peculiar word-music,

and which suggest as well a large mass of meaning

and feeling.

To a man who doesn’ t know much about poetry but

would like to get on the inside of it— and we repeat

that this is well worth doing— we would say: read

Tennyson fi rst, especially The Idylls of the K ing. E noch

A rden, and others -which have a story in them;  read

E dwin A rnold’ s L ight of A sia, N oyes’  Drake, and “en

Mitchell’ s poems, the earlier ones in the collected vol-

ume. Go slowly;  try to taste the melody of the lines,

especially Tennyson' s;  and if any passage appeals to

you as especially beautiful, learn a little of it day by day

till you have it all.

This will strengthen the power of concentration and

give you a hold on the mind you may never have had

before, besides opening a door in to a new realm, one

where there is some of the soul’ s light. S TUDE N T

. Jl

Too L ate

IT is never too late.

O f all the fear-forged lies that shackle the human

spirit one of the cruelest is implied in those two words:

“ Too late!  "

A mong souls nothing is irrevocable.

W e men and women who are alive live about on this

earth, little glowing sparks of divinity. '

There is no rain of circumstance can put us out. There

is no iron heel of catastrophe or malice that can cover

and crush us.

If I have wasted my youth, well, I have yet my life.

which still can be shaped to my will. If I have missed

an education in the proper schools, the school of days is

always open, the school of spare hours, of running time:

I will attend, with myself as master, indomitable. with

myself as insatiable pupil.

W hat are habits?  I make them. I can break them.

If it hurts I will not whimper. I will take myself in hand.

' A ll about the walls of my room I will write: “I can.

I can. I can. I can.”

I will not weep, nor go with those who weep, over lost

opportunities. F or every opportunity lost I can fi nd ten

new ones.

S aid O liver S chriner: “It is never too late for the

soul of man.” —  Dr. F rank Crane (S elected)
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so much of himself he gets thought of. In proportion
as he gives out kindly thoughtfulness, kindly thought-
fulness comes at him. Whatsoever a man giveth that
also shall he be given." RF.l'(')R’I‘l~‘.R

.33

How to Read Poetry
HE NEW VVAY sometimes receives contributionsT of verse which show that although the writer has
some of the feeling necessary for true poetry he

has not read enough of it to have \vell mastered the
art of expression.

The keys of a piano, struck in any chance order, do
not yield a tune, a melody.

Melody, music, but of a special kind. can be got out
of words if they are properly selected and arranged.
The poet has a meaning to convey. but he must select
words which will not only do that but will do it along
with this peculiar word—music.

A man that has taught himself to appreciate word-
music has brought something into his life that is well
worth having.

Let us try over these two lines, bearing down long
and hard over the syllables in italics and rippling light-
ly and quickly over the syllables between:

Mine eyes have seen the coming of the glory of the Lord;
He is coming like the glory of the morning on the wave:

We seem to swim on the \vords. And then we notice
that the first letters of the repeated words coming and
glory, the hard c and g, seem to strike like gongs: whilst
the vowel sound aw, in glory and morning and Lord.
rolls through the whole piece like an echo.

That is word—music. Here is some of another sort:
A child kiss

Sr! on thy sighing Ii/is shall make thee glad.
Go slowly over the words in italics, making a pause

after kiss and lips. VVe note that the vowel sound in
child an(l sighing is the same, and in kiss and lips.‘ whilst
the s of kiss is repeated in set and sighing and lifts.

Here is a musical little line of Swinburne's:
\Vith lisp of leaves and ripple of rain:

and we see now that the music is the repeated 1 of
ripple and lisp and leaves, the repeated r of rip/>lc and
rain. and the repeated i in with and lisp and ripple.

The moan of doves in immemorial rims.
And murmur of innumerable burs.

Take it very slowly an(l note the ms repeated all along.
Another from Tennyson. very short. but very sugges-

tive of yet another principle in poetry:
Break, break, break.
On thy (old gray stones. 0 Sm.

Here we have the same vowel sound in the three
breaks and in gray, in cold and stones. and the repeated
s in stones and sea.

The words move slowly in order that each may con-

» C0 glc

tribute to the gloom of the picture. See how they do
contribute when you give them their weight. Breal. —

as the word is dwelt on and repeated. the mind half
reads into it the thought of hearts that break, of every-
thing which in breaking leaves loss and despair be-
hind. Cold and gray deepen the gloom. and without
actually saying it give us a half—picture of the leaden sky
and the chill day's depression. And into the silence
comes the heavy fall of the wave.

So in this way we can see the principles of poetry —

the use of words which say what has to be said. which
in their arrangement yield us the peculiar word—music.
and which suggest as well a large mass of meaning
and feeling.

To a man who doesn't know much about poetry but
would like to get on the inside of it—and \ve repeat
that this is well worth doing—we would say: read
Tennyson first, especially The Idylls of the King. Enoch
Ardcn, and others -which have a story in them; read
Edwin Arnold’s Light of Asia, Noyes’ Drake. and \\'eir
l\-Iitchell’s poems, the earlier ones in the collected vol-
ume. Go slowly; try to taste the melody of the lines.
especially Tennyson's; and if any passage appeals to

you as especially beautiful, learn a little of it day b_v day
till you have it all.

This will strengthen the power of concentration and
give you a hold on the mind you may never have had
before, besides opening a door in to a new realm, one

where there is some of the soul's light. STt'nF..\'r
.53

Too Late
IT is never too late.
Of all the fear-forged lies that shackle the human

spirit one of the cruelest is implied in those two words:
“ Too late! "

Among souls nothing is irrevocable.
W'e men and women who are alive live about on this

earth, little glowing sparks of divinity. '

There is no rain of circumstance can put us out. There
is no iron heel of catastrophe or malice that can cover
and crush us.

If I have wasted my youth, well. I have yet my life.
which still can be shaped to my will. If I have misse<l
an education in the proper schools, the school of (lays is
always open, the school of spare hours. ‘of running time:
I will attend, with myself as master, indomitable. with
myself as insatiable pupil.

V\’hat are habits? I make them. I can break them.
If it hurts I will not whimper. I will take myself in hand.

All about the walls of my room I will write: “ I can.
I can. I can. I can.”

I will not weep. nor go with those who weep. over lust
opportunities. For every opportunity lost I can find ten
new ones.

Said Oliver Schriner: “It is never too late for the
soul of man."—— Dr. Frank Crane (Selected)
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A  Creed

B Y  Jon N  MA S E H E L D

H O L D that when a person dies

H is soul returns again to earth;

A rrayed in some new fl esh-disguise

A nother mother gives him birth.

\Vith srurdier limbs and brighter brain

The old soul takes the roads again.

S uch is my own belief and trust;

This hand, this hand that holds the pen,

H as many a hundred times been dust

.A nd turned, as dust, to dust again;

These eyes of mine have blinked and shone

In Thebes, in Troy, in B abylon.

A ll that I rightly think or do,

O r make, or spoil, or bless, 0r blast,

Is curse or blessing j ustly due

F or sloth or efi ‘ort in the past.

My life’ s a statement of the sum

O f vice indulged, or overcome.

I know than in my lives to be

My sorry heart will ache and burn,

A nd worship, unavailingly,

' The woman whom I used to spurn,

A nd shake to see another have

The love I spurned, the love she gave.

A nd I shall know, in angry words,

In gibes and mocks, and many a tear,

A  carrion fl ock of homing-birds,

The gibes and scorns I uttered here.

The brave word that I failed to speak

\N ill brand me dastard on the cheek.

A nd as I wander on the roads

I shall be helped and healed and blessed;

Dear words shall cheer and be as goads

To urge to heights before unguessed.

My road shall be the road I made;

A ll that I gave shall be repaid.

S o shall I fi ght, so shall I' tread,

In this long war beneath the stars;

S o shall a glory wreathe my head,

S o shall I faint and show the scars,

Until this case, this clogging mold,

B e smithied all to kineg gold.—  S elected

‘9 '

The R oad’ ll Turn S ome Day!

K N O W  the road is rocky

A nd the hills are hard to climb;

I know the feet get bruised and sore,

A nd it takes heaps 0’  time.

I know the burden’ s heavy—

O h, you needn' t ' ttempt to say;

B ut j ust keep a-ploddin'  onward—

F or the road’ ll turn some day!

I know that homesick feeling

A nd the ache you bear alone;

I know your heart is breaking

B y the bravely stifl ed moan.

I know the arm you leaned upon

H as now no power to stay;

B ut j ust keep a-ploddin'  onward—

F or the road’ ll turn some day!

I know the structures you have hewn

O f youth’ s day-dreams lie low,

I know you see their ruins stare

E verywhere you go.

I know the sunbeams round your path

L ong since have ceased to play;

B ut j ust keep a-ploddin’  onward—

F or the road’ ll turn some dayl— S elected

Jl

To Thy F ull S tature Thou S hall: Grow

Y  thine own soul' s law learn to live,

A nd if men thwart thee take no heed,

A nd if men hate thee have no care;

S ing thou thy song and do thy deed.

Ilope thou thy hope and pray thy prayer,

A nd claim no crown they will not give,

.\' or bays they grudge thee for thy hair.

K eep thou thy soul-worn steadfast oath,

A nd to thy heart be true thy heart;

\Vhat thy soul teaches learn to know,

A nd play out thine appointed part,

A nd thou shalt reap as thou shalt sow;

.\' or helped nor hindered in thy growth,

To thy full stature thou shalt grow.

F ix  on the future’ s goal thy face,

A nd let thy feet be lured to stray

N owhither, but be swift to run,

A nd nowhere tarry by the way,

Until at last: the end is run,

A nd thou mayst look back from thy place,

A nd see thy long day' s j ourney done.—  B eaH y

J

In a F riendly S ort 0’  W ay

B r JA ME s W illi-coma R IL E Y

H E N  a man ain’ t got a cent, an’  he' s feelin'  kind 0’  blue,

W  A n’  the clouds hang dark an’  heavy, an'  won' t let the

sunshine through,

It’ s a great thing, 0 my brethren, for a feller j ust to lay A

Ilis hand upon your shoulder in a friendly sort 0’  way' .

It makes a man feel curious;  it makes the tear-drops start,

A n’  you sort 0’  feel a fl utter in the region 0’  the heart.

Y ou can’ t look up and meet his eyes;  you don' t know what

to say,

\N hen his hand is on your shoulder in a friendly sort 0’  way.

— S elecled

J!

A  MA N ’ S  faults are connected one with another, and

many of them that look very different have the same

root. The small ones are usually miniatures of the large

ones, and we are never safe from bad falls with the lat-

ter till we have fully taken up the task of wiping out

the former.

J

TH E  N E W  \VA Y Z  S ubscription price (Domestic), S eventy-fi ve

Cents per year, Ten Cents per copy. Club S ubscriptions of four

or more, per year, each, F ifty Cents. Get your friends to j oin
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A Creed
BY JOHN A\IASEFIl':l.Il

HOLD that when a person dies
His soul returns again to earth;

Arrayed in some new tlesh-disguise
Another mother gives him birth.

\\'ith srurdier limbs and brighter brain
The old soul takes the roads again.
Such is my o\vn belief and trust:

This hand, this hand that holds the pen,
Has many a hundred times been dust

And turned, as dust, to dust again;
These eyes of mine have blinked and shone
In Thebes, in Troy, in Babylon.
All that I rightly think or do,

Or make, or spoil, or bless, or blast,
Is curse or blessing justly due

For sloth or efiort in the past.
My life's a statement of the sum

Of vice indulged, or Overcome.

I know that in my lives to be
My sorry heart will ache and burn,

And worship, unavailingly,
The woman whom I used to spurn,

:\nd shake to see another have
The love I spurned, the love she gave.

And I shall know, in angry words,
In gibes and mocks, and many a tear,

A carrion flock of homing-birds,
The gibes and scorns I uttered here.

The brave word that I failed to speak
Will brand me dastard on the cheek.

And as I wander on the roads
' I shall be helped and healed and blessed;

Dear words shall cheer and be as goads
To urge to heights before tutguesscd.

My road shall be the road I made;
All that I gave shall be repaid.
So shall I fight, so shall I tread,

In this long war beneath the stars;
So shall a glory wreathe my head,

So shall I faint and show the scars,
Until this case, this clogging mold,

Be smithied all to kingly gol(l.—.\'¢'It'rtt‘d
.93

The Road’ll Turn Some Day!
I\'.\'OW the road is rocky
:\nd the hills are hard to climb;

I know the feet get bruised and sore,
And it takes heaps 0’ time.

I know the burden's heavy~——
Oh, you needn't ’ttempt to say;
But just keep a—ploddin' onward-

For the road'll turn some day!
I know that homesick feeling

And the ache _vou bear alone;
I know your heart is breaking

By the bravely stifled moan.
I know the arm you leaned upon

Ilas now no power to sta_v;
But just keep a—ploddin' onward-

For the road'll turn some day!

Go SIC

NEW WAY 7
 

I know the structures you have hewn
Of youth's day-dreams lie low,

I know you see t-heir ruins stare
Iiverywltere you go.

I know the sunbeams round your path
Long since have ceased to play;

But just keep a~ploddin' onward—-
For the road'll turn some day!—5¢-Iccled

.33

To Thy Full Stature Thou Shalt Grow

Y thine own soul's law learn to live,B And if men thwart thee take no heed,
And if men hate thee have no care;

Sing thou thy song and do thy deed.
llope thou thy hope and pray thy prayer,

.\nd claim no crown they will not give,
.\'or bays they grudge thee for thy hair.

Keep thou thy soul—\vom steadfast oath,
_\nd to thy heart be true thy heart;

\\‘hat thy soul teaches learn to know,
And play out thine appointed part,

And thou shalt reap as thou shalt sow;
Nor helped nor hindered in thy growth,

To thy full stature thou shalt grow.

Fix on the future's goal thy face,
.‘\nd let thy feet be lured to stray

Nowltither, but be swift to run,
And nowhere tarry by the way,

Until at last: the end is run,
And thou mayst look back from thy place,

.v\nd see thy long day's journey donc.— Beatly
J

In a Friendly Sort 0’ Way
Bv JAMES Vvmrcoms RILEY

HEN a man ain’t got a cent, an’ he’s feelin’ kind 0‘ blue,
An‘ the clouds hang dark an’ heavy, an’ won't let the

sunshine through,
It’s a great thing, 0 my brethren, for a. feller just to lay l
Ilis hand upon your shoulder in a friendly sort 0' way‘.
It makes a man feel curious; it makes the tear—drops start,
An’ you sort o’ feel a tlutter in the region 0' the heart.
You can’t look up and meet his eyes; you don't know what

to say,
\\7hen his hand is on your shoulder in a friendly sort 0' way.

—Sclccted
J

A .\1.\.\"s faults are connected one with another, and
many of them that look very different have the same
root. The small ones are usually miniatures of the large
ones. and we are never safe from bad falls with the lat-
ter till we have fully taken up the task of wiping out
the former.

J
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Five subscriptions for $3.00. Ten subscriptions for $5.[X).

Money orders and checks should be made payable to THE
NEW \\’.~\\', and all subscriptions and correspondence should be
adtlressctl to: Tm: New \\'.w. Point Loma. California.
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The N otebook

TH E  great maj ority of troubles would be trifl ing were

it not that we add to them the anticipation of other like

ones that may come (but probably will not), and the

memory of former like ones that in their singleness

were by no means as bad as they now look in block.

GR IE F  is always conceited.

It always thinks its case

peculiar and unmatched. -

MIN N IT a man stops lookin’  fer trouble happiness' ll

look fer him.

A  TR O UB L E  can either be remedied or it cannot. If

it can be, then set about it;  if it cannot be, dismiss it

from consciousness, or bear it so bravely that it may be-

come transfi gured to a blessing.

S ome of your griefs you have cured.

A nd the sharpest you have survived;

B ut what torments of pain you endured

F rom evils that never arrived!

TH E  universe pays every man in his own coin: if you

smile, it smiles upon you in return;  if you frown, you

will be frowned at;  if you sing, you will be invited into

gay company;  if you think. you will be entertained by

thinkers;  and if you love the world and earnestly seek

for the good that is therein, you will be surrounded by

loving friends. Censure, criticise and hate. and there

will be some to censure, criticise and hate you. E very

seed brings forth after its kind. Mistrust begets mis-

trust, and confi dence begets confi dence. kindness begets

kindness, love begets love.

IVIE N  are like fi sh. N either would get into trouble if

t1 i!  kept their mouths shut.

\

k‘r’  :5 most profi table display of energy is to take on

the activity nearest at hand, not j ourney to some far off

section to fi nd a j ob that will j ust fi t your inclination.

r

Is a man ‘a thief”  because he commits a theft?  Is

there no more of him than the thief part?  W hy should

you label the whole of him with a label that belongs only

to a part?  Condemn a deed, not a man. Y ou don' t

know a man’ s heredity, nor his upbringing. nor the force

of temptation and circumstances. H e may not have

come to realize what he was doing in its true light. H e

may have resisted but j ust lost his battle by a hair. A nd

against some other weakness in his nature he may be

making a very fi ne fi ght of which you know nothing.

much fi ner perhaps than any fi ght you are making against

your weaknesses.

TH E  young plant grows old and puts forth fl owers—

but the fl owers are young. The fl owers fade~— but the

seeds they nourish are young. The seed decays, but out

of it comes a new plant. E verything makes for its own

renewal. W hy will we not live in that spirit?  F or

every wearing out there might be something new within

us. Indeed the wearing out is only for that.

H eard This 7

H e was (he himself admitted it) a very ex pert driver,

able to drive through a garage gateway so narrow that

a new coat of varnish which he gave his car was grazed

on both sides. B ut then he sandpapered the gateposts.

and it was all right.

"  Didn’ t you have a brother attending these lectures

last year?  ”

“ N o, sir, it was I. I' m taking the course again."

“ E x traordinary resemblance. though;  ex traordinary."

A  negro preacher, having announced his tex t from

Jeremiah, thus proceeded: “This good man’ s name was

_Ierry, but after his enemies threw him down into the

dirt it was changed to Jerrymire.”

IIe: “My dear, a burglar fi red his revolver at a man

and the bullet struck a button, thus saving his life."

H is wife: “ W ell, what of it? "

H e: “O nly this. A  man could shoot at me with a

revolver and never hit a button in a month.”

A  little boy, having been assured that

S atan trembles when he sees

The weakest saint upon his knees,

asked why, since it produced that effect upon him, S atan

should take saints upon his knees.

A  medical student, learning the use of the ophthalmo—

scope. was told to ex amine a patient’ s eye. “ .\lo~t

ex traordinary! ”  he said, after a long inspection: " I

never heard of such a condition before. My man. have

you ever had an ex pert' s opinion on this eye of yours? "

“ Y es, once,"  said the patient dryly. "  The man who put

it in for me said it was a very fi ne bit of glass."

liill. in temporary charge of circus during absence of

owner, wires to latter as follows: “Chief leopard es-

caped, prowling about town, children in danger, wire

instructions."  “Go out and shoot him on the spot. you

idiot,”  was the instantly wired reply. B ill pondered the

reply a while and after an hour or two wired back:

“ W hich spot?  ”

“ H ere' s a story of a man who got a piece of ice lodged

in his throat and choked to death."

“A h, another case of death from hard drink.”

That drummer is certainly a persistent salesman. isn' t

he? "  remarked O ld F ogey.

“S hould say he was,”  replied Grouch. “ \-\" hy. if he

ever gets to H eaven when he dies he will try to sell S t.

Peter a card-index  system."

A  S cotch minister from a large town was asked to

fi ll a rural pulpit for one S unday in lieu of the usual

occupant. A mong other matters he was to pray for rain.

There was rain in fl oods nex t day, destroying some

crops. H earing of which, one elder remarked to an-

other, This comes nu 0’  trusting sic a req uest to a

meenister who is no acq uaintit wi’  agriculture."

(6
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8 THE NEW WAY

The Notebook
THE great majority of troubles would be trifling were

it not that we add to them the anticipation of other like
ones that may come (but probably will not). and the
memory of former like ones that in their singleness
were by no means as bad as they now look in block.

CRIEF is always conceited. It alwa_\‘s thinks its case

peculiar and unmatched.
MINNIT a man stops lookin' fer trouble happinessill

look fer him.

A TROUBLE can either be remedied or it cannot. If
it can be, then set about it; if it cannot be. dismiss it
from consciousness, or bear it so bravely that it may be-
come transfigured to a blessing.

Some of your griefs you have cured.
And the sharpest you have survived:

But what torments of pain you endured
From evils that never arrived!

THE universe pays every man in his own coin: if you
smile, it smiles upon you in return; if you frown. you
will be frowned at; if you sing, you will be invited into
gay company; if you think. you will be entertained by
thinkers; and if you love the world and earnestly seek
for the good that is therein, you will be surrounded by
loving friends. Censure, criticise and hate. and there
will be some to censure. criticise and hate you. l’.vcr_\'
seed brings forth after its kind. .\listrust begets mis-
trust, an(l confidence begets confidence. kindness l)(‘gL'ls
kindness, love begets love.

MEN are like fish. Neither would get into trouble if
t.‘ \{ kept their mouths shut.
t

N

"'1rf:«: most profitable display of energy is to take on

the activity nearest at hand, not journey to some far off
section to find a job that will just fit your inclination.

IIs a man ‘a thief” because he commits a theft? is
there no more of him than the thief part? \\’hy should
you label the whole of him with a label that belongs only
to a part? Condemn a deed, not a man. You don't
know a man's heredity, nor his upbringing, nor the force
of temptation and circumstances. He may not have
come to realize what he was doing in its true light. He
may have resisted but just lost his battle by a hair. And
against some other weakness in his nature he may be
making a very fine fight of which you know nothing.
much finer perhaps than any fight you are making against
your weaknesses.

THE young plant grows old an(l puts forth fiowers—
but the flowers are young. The flowers fade~—but the
seeds they nourish are young. The seed decays, but out
of it comes a new plant. Everything makes for its own

renewal. \Vhy will we not live in that spirit? For
every wearing out there might be something new within
us. Indeed the wearing out is only for that.

()0 git’

Heard This?
He was (he himself admitted it) a very expert driver.

able to drive through a garage gateway so narrow that
a new coat of varnish which he gave his car was grazed
on both ‘sides. ‘-ut then he sandpapered the gateposts.
and it was all right.

“ Didn‘t you ha\'e a brother attending these lectures
last year?”

_

“ No, sir. it was I. I'm taking the course again."
“ l’..\traor(linary resemblance. though; extraordinary."
.-\ negro preacher, having announced his text from

_leremiah, thus proceeded: “This good man's name was

_lerry, but after his enemies threw him down into lllv
dirt it was changed to _lerrymire."

lle: “ My dear, a burglar fired his revolver at a man
and the bullet struck a button, thus saving his life."

His wife: “ \\'ell, what of it? "

lle: “Only this. A man could shoot at me with a
revolver and never hit a button in a month."

.\ little boy, having been assured that
Satan tremhles when he sees
The weakest saint upon his knees,

asked why, since it produced that effect upon him. Saum
should take saints upon his knees.

.\ medical student, learning the use of the ophthalmn»
scope. was told to e.\'amine a patient's eye. “ .\lo~t
extraordinary!" he said, after a long inspection: "l
never heard of such a condition before. My man. have
you ever had an expert's opinion on this eye of _\~our_<f-"
" Yes. once," said the patient dryly. “The man who put
it in for me said it wzis a very fine bit of glass."

llill. in temporary charge of circus during absence of
owner, wires to latter as follows: "Chief leopard e~-

caped. prowling about town. children in danger, wire
instructions." “Go out and shoot him on the spot. you
idiot." was the instantly wired reply. Bill pondered the
repl_v a while and after an hour or two wired hack:
" \\'hich spot?”

“ Here's a story of a man who got a piece of ice lodged
in his throat and choked to death."

“.-\h. another case of death from hard drink."
That drummer is certainly a persistent salesman. isn’t

he?" remarked Old Fogey.
“Should say he was." replied Grouch. “ \\'h_v. if he

ever gets to Heaven when he dies he will try to sell St.
Peter :1 card—inde.\' system."

A Scotch minister from a large town was asked to
fill a rural pulpit for one Sunday in lieu of the usual
occupant. Among other matters he was to pray for rain.
There was rain in floods next day, destroying some

crops. llearing of which. one elder remarked to an-
other. "This comes nu 0’ trusting sic a request to :1

meenister who is no acquaintit \vi' agriculture."
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H ow to Grow O ld

“ E R E ' S  another day,"  groaned the man as he

wearily pulled himself out of bed.

.That was the keynote he struck for himself

every morning. E very morning he deepened a line in

his face or added a new one, and every morning he got

two days older than he was the day before.

Two days?

S urely. Time itself made him one day older. A nd he

himself not only gave himself the other but spoiled the

q uite different kind of oldering that wise and kindly

nature would have liked to do for him.

E very spring the E arth in its circling round the sun

gets into such a position that the solar rays wake up L cw
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life. \Ve all know the spring feel in our limbs and genee, and, as his remark shows. was one of those not

blood. W e are renewed to some ex tent year by year few insane persons who know they are insane. To be

notwithstanding that we are also growing older.

In its degree every morning does the same for us as

the spring, gives us a new dose of life, renews us. The

body is ready to take it if we don’ t hinder the dose with

our minds;  still more if we make our minds actively

co— operate.

“ H ere’ s another day! ”  Think it. say it, with some—

thing of a ring. S tand a minute in the mind-silence and

salute the new come day;  take the gift of life. Time has

made you one day older since yesterday morning. lut

Time knows his business;  the kind of growing older

that he brings about is not the kind we make for our—

selves. VVe spoil his work. Y outh and the middle years

and old age are all in the plan for us. all necessary for

our full growth through ex perience. O ld age was meant

to bring richer and wiser and fuller inner life j ust in

proportion as the life of the body and its faculties q uiets

down with the years. The plan was increasing freedom

from the body, not increasing tetherance to it, a freedom

that death would complete. The later years were to

bring a fi ner fl owering of mind.

W hy should we not live along that line?  W hy not

take every morning in a new spirit, in the spirit of re-

newing, feel the mind refreshed, the body new-charged

for the day, the soul-life stronger?

In a cell?  Just as well in a cell as anywhere else.

A  man’ s growth in mind and spirit, his preparation for

a great life beyond, doesn’ t depend on where he is or

what his work is. O ne set of surroundings may be pleas-

anter than another;  but we can fi nd the light to live

richly by j ust as well in one as the other.

If we will take each day’ s beginning in this way we

can not only greatly ex tend our years but make old age.

when it comes, the time of ripening that nature intended

it to be. S TUDE N T

J

The Deeper F reedom

MA N  has not necessarily told us all about it when

A  he says he wants his freedom. W e want to know

what part of his nature he wishes to have free.

H e may, for instance. want freedom to see things as

they really are.

"  \Vell,"  you may say, “let him go ahead.

see things as they really are if he wants to.”

B ut there' s the rub. A  man’ s got to see things through

his mind, see them as his mind sees them. think about

them with such thoughts as his mind makes. A nd these

thoughts may be all wrong. H e may even know them to

be wrong while compelled to have them. This is surely

bondage, the opposite of freedom. .

“I know it isn' t that way. but I can’ t help thinking it

is,"  said an unfortunate inmate of a lunatic asylum once

to the writer. H e was properly a man of much intelli—

l.et him

q uite accurate we should have to say that his mind was

insane but that he was not. H is delusion (his mind' s

delusion) was that everybody was conspiring against

him, and though he knew this was not the case he had

to take the over-strong thought of his mind about it and

in general act accordingly. H e got on top of his mind

at last, bossed it, and became again a sane man.

B ut in some degree we are all in j ust that case. even

worse. This man knew that his mind was colored with

a false conception. B ut though our minds (yours and

mine) are undoubtedly full of false conceptions and no-

tions about everything, we don’ t know they are false,

accept them as they stand, make no j udgment about

them.

A  dreaming man does not make any j udgment about

the nonsense he is then occupied with, takes it all as

O . K . lut after he has waked he does make a j udgment

about it, j udges it, ramely. to be mostly nonsense.

To get real freedom of the sort we are considering

we have to carry our waking a stage further. H ow are

we going to manage it?  '

It seems to me that we have to get such complete pow-

er over the ordinary brain-mind as to be able to get

it on occasion out of the way altogether and look at

things as it were over its head, then seeing things as

they actually are. That would be the fuller waking up.

S o we want the power of real silence, mind-silence, not

mere lip-silence. \Ve want the power to prevent the mind

from throwing across our eyes its empty thoughts, whims,

moods, fancies and general nonsense.

F eeling our way inward behind the mind, feeling in,

as it were listening in for a while for a sense of the truth

about things, about ourselves, about life, is the method.

.\ man begins to feel himself something bigger than he

ever dreamed before, after a spell of that. H e will feel

humble too;  there’ s no vanity about that. H e will feel

:s if he were a light shining down on himself and all

through himself, a light that makes him feel kindly to

everyone, and young and full of some sort of higher

strength. H e fi lls up with the gladness of that and be-

gins to know what he really is and will be. though he

can' t put what he feels into words or ex actly think it

in thoughts. F or it’ s too large and deep a piece of know-

12 lge for his brain to tackle.

B ut if he goes on doing that, more or less every day.

gets a habit of reaching in like that, in betweenwhiles

as chance offers the opportunity, his mind gradually

changes and grows, so that at last it can make thoughts

to correspond with what he comes to know about life

and himself. H e' s ex panded his mind to suit himself

i' *stead of letting himself be narrowed down to his mind

n' nl so imprisoned.

W ouldn' t that be real freedom?  It is open to us all

and when we have got it we shall not bother so much

about any other sort. A  F E L L O W -PR IS O N E R
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bloo(l. \Ve are renewed to some extent year by year
notwithstanding that we are also growing older.

In its degree every morning does the same for us as

the spring, gives us a new (lose of life. renews us. The
body is ready to take it if we don't hinder the (lose with
our minds; still tnore if we make our minds actively
co—operate.

" Here's another day! " Think it. say it. with some-

thing of a ring. Stand a minute in the mind—silence an(l
salute the new come day; take the gift of life. Time has
made you one (lay ol(ler since yesterday morning. lut
Time knows his business; the kind of growing older
that he brings about is not the kind we tnake for our-

selves. \‘Ve spoil his work. Youth and the middle years
and old age are all in the plan for us. all necessary fo:
our full growth through experience. Old age was meant
to bring richer and wiser an(l fuller inner life just in
proportion as the life of the body an(l its fztculties quiets
(lo\-vn with the years. The plan was increasing frcedmlt
from the body, not increasing tetherance to it. :1 freedom
that death woul(l complete. The later years were to

bring a finer flowering of mind.
\Vhy should we not live along that line? \\’h_r not

take every morning in a new spirit. in the spirit of re-

newing. feel the mind refreshed. the body new-cltargel
for the day, the soul-life stronger?

In a cell? Just as well in a cell as anywhere else.
A man's growth in mind an(l spirit, his preparation for
a great life beyond, doesn't depend on where he is or

what his work is. One set of surroundings may be pleas-
anter than another; but we can find the light to live
richly by just as well in one as the other.

If we will take each day's beginning in this way we

can not only greatly extend our years but make old age.
when it comes, the time of ripening that nature intended
it to be. S‘rt'ni-1.\"r

J

The Deeper Freedom
.\l.-\N has not necessarily told us all about it whenA he says he wants his free(lom. We want to know
what part of his nature he wishes to have free.

He may. for instance. want freedom to see things as

they really are.
“ \\'ell." you may say. “ let him go ahead.

soc things as they really are if he wants to."
llut there's the rub. A man's got to see things through

his mind, see them as his mind sees them. think about
them with such thoughts as his mind makes. .-’\nd these
thoughts may be all wrong. lle may even know them to
b(- wrong while compelled to have them. This is surely
bondage. the opposite of freedom. .

“I know it isn't that way. but l cant help thinking it

Let him

is. said an unfortunate inmate of a lunatic ilsyllllll once

to the writer. He was properly a man of much intelli-

» Co glc
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life. \\"e all know the spring feel in our limbs and gence, and, as his remark shows. was one of those not
few insane persons who know they are insane. To l)e
quite accurate we should have to say that his mind was

insane but that he was not. His (lelusion (his mind's
delusion) was that everybo(ly was conspiring against
him, an(l though he knew this was not the case he had
to take the over-strong thought of his mind about it and
in general act accordingly. He got on top of his mind
at last, bossed it, and became again a sane man.

lint in some degree we are all in just that case. even

worse. This man knew that his mind was colored with
a false conception. But though our minds (yours and
mine) are undoubtedly full of false conceptions and no-

tions about everything. we (lon’t know they are false.
accept them as they stand, make no judgment about
them.

.-\ dreaming man does not make any judgment about
the nonsense he is then occupied with. takes it all as
()_ K. lint after he has wake-(l he does make a judgment
about it. judges it. ramely. to he mostly nonsense.

To get real freedom of the sott we are Considering
we have to carry our waking :1 stage further. How are

we going to manage it? '

It seems to me that we have to get such complete pow-
er over the onlinary brain-mind as to be able to get
it on occasion out of the way altogether and look at
things as it were over its head. then seeing things as

they actually are. That would be the fuller waking up.
So we want the power of real silence, mind-silence. not

mere lip-silence. We want the power to prevent the mind
from throwingacross our eyes its empty thoughts, whims.
moo(l.s., fancies an(l general nonsense.

Feeling our way inward behin(l the mind, feeling in.
as it were listening in for a while for a sense of the truth
about things, about ourselves, about life, is the method.
.\ man begins to feel himself something bigger than he
ever dreamed before, after a spell of that. He will feel
h:nnble too; there's no vanity about that. He will feel
:< if he were a light shining down on himself and all
through himself, a light that makes him feel kindly to

('\'ery0ne, and young an(l full of some sort of higher
strength. He fills tip with the gladness of that an(l be»
gins to know what he really is and will be. though he
(‘:~.n't put what he feels into words or exactly think it
in thoughts. For it’s too large an(l (leep a piece of know-
I.- lge for his brain to tackle.

lint if he goes on doing that, more or less every day.
_;-sts a habit of reaching in like that. in betweenwhile~
as chance. ofi'ers the opportunity, his mind gradually
changes an(l grows. so that at last it can make thougbt~
to correspond with what he comes to know about life
and himself. He's expanded his mind to suit himself
i"st(‘:1(l of letting himself be narrowed down to his mind
.'-ad so imprisoned.

\\'ouldn't that be real freedom? It is open to us all
and when we have got it we shall not bother so much
about any other sort. .\ l7i<tI.Lb\v-PRiso.\‘i£R
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The B ird’ s N est

“ Y  best thoughts come to me when I' m working

M in the fi elds or at some mechanical j ob that

doesn' t need the whole attention. The bal-

ance of the mind sometimes hatches out some fi ne ideas

then."

“ The other way about with me. My mind starts off

then on some tack that drives me half crazy. I wish I

knew what to do about it. If I could only get myself

out of my own thoughts

I watched some sort of bird feeding its young once.

W H E R F . S H A K E S PE A R E  L IVE D

S TR A TF O R D— O N -A VO N , E N GL A N D

lt stood on a branch a little above the nest with a bit of

food in its beak. Then it j ust dropped the food down

into the midst of the young, all with their mouths wide

open, ready. I reckon the strcngest and q uickest got

it oftenest, so that he kept ahead of the rest in his growth

and activity.

W hen a man wakes in the morning there' s generally

nothing much doing in his mind so long as he lies still.

lut directly be stirs and gets out, the customary buzz

of his usual line of thoughts begins.

The reason is not hard to understand. The brain is like

a central telegraph station, millions of minute charged

batteries connected with wires (nerves) that run out

to the muscles. The mind in the middle touches olf

these batteries according to the movements we desire

to make, whether the little movements we call speech,

L nnmIJnd Photo. 6'  E llgmring Dept.

or larger ones. Thought is constantly tending to run

out into motions of one sort or another. The more active

the thinking, the more is the whole body tuned up

through the brain into readiness for movement, though

of course there is higher thought that is beyond the

brain' s business altogether.

The thing works both ways. Just as thinking can

stimulate and touch off the brain-batteries. so the brain—

batteries which are all connected together— when

they get a good sparking charge, can and do stir up the

mind. During life the mind stands in very close touch

with the brain.

\Vhenever a man starts to make a movement. that is.

wakes up a current in his

brain, to send it down along

the nerves to the muscles con-

cerned in the movement, some

small part of the current re-

mains behind and spreads it-

self as a backfi ow through

the brain as a whole. That' s

why any muscular movements

start thoughts a-going. A nd

it stands to reason that the

thoughts that are the strong-

est or most ready or custom-

ary to the man will be those

that start fi rst and keep at it

the most steadily. \Vhether

this is a benefi t or a curse to

him then depends upon 70/111!

thoughts come most readily to

him, what thoughts he has al-

lowed his mind to foster and

develop. H e must face his

own work, lie in his bed as

he has made it. B ut if he

fi nds it uncomfortable he can

of course begin to make it dif-

ferently for the future.

The time to do this, the

time to make a new set of thoughts for the mechanical

work to rouse up, is when we are alone and q uiet.

Though of course we can at all times be trying to re-

place poor thoughts that worry us with good ones that

have light and hope in them. S o the cure is to spend

some part of our q uiet time, especially the last half-hour

of the day before sleeping. in hatching out some thoughts

that it is good to have and that lead on to peace and

freedom. H ow can I get more power t' ) fi ll my mind

with peace and light;  how can I get more willingness

to see the best in other men and overlook the worst;

how can I fi nd the deeper current of life and thought

that goes on within me;  how can I get to know what

l am. back of the mind-scurry? — — it is thoughts and

q uestions like this that we must begin on.

L et us remember that all the thoughts that worry and
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THE NEW WAY 3

The Bird’: Nest
“ Y hes-t tltottgltts eome to me when I'm workingM in the fields or at some mechanical job that

doesn't need the wltnle attention. The hal-
ance of the miml sometitnes ltatehes nttt. some line ideas
then."

" The nther way ahnnt with me. .\I_\' mind starts oti
then on some tack that dri\’e-' me half era‘/._\‘. I wish I
knew what to do ahout it. If I eonld nttI_\ get m_\'~elf
out of my own thoughts‘ "

I watched some sort of bird feeding its young onee.

,.l‘llIlII,'Ul, Plwto. -5' Engrd:ing Dari.

\\'l|lCRI{ 5ll.\ Kl{Sl'l§.\RI'i I.l\'l{I)
5TI1'..\TI-'lJHI)-().\'-.\\.'l)N

, I§N(‘.I.;\N I)

It stood on a branch at little tthove the nest with a hit of
food in its heak. Then it ju~t dropped the food down
into the tnidst of the _\'unng. all with their mouths‘ wide
open. ready. I reckon the strriig-st and quickest got
it oftenest. so that he kept ahead of the rest in his growth
and activity.

\\'hen a man wakes in the morning there’: generally
nothing much doing in his mind so long as he lies‘ still.
lint directly he stirs and gets out. the customary buzz
wt’ his usual line of thongltts lie;_vins'.

The reason is not hard to nmlerstand. The hrain is like
a central telegraph station. tttillitnts of minute charged
ln:itterie.s' connected with wire-' (Itet'\'t'~¢t that run out
to the tnnscles. The mind in the middle touches off
these batteries according to the movements‘ we desire
to make, whether the little movements we call s‘]r.*L'L‘It.

t...;:~:~.;.. ., G0. .8]e

or larger ones. Tltotlgltt is‘ eun_stantl_v tending to rttn

out into motions of one sort or another. The more active
the thinking. the more i»; the whole hod_\-' tuned up
through the hrain into readiness" for l11n\'t.'tllL'ItI. though
of enurse there is higher thought that is he_\‘I.ltzI the
hrain's hu.sine.ss alto,-.:ether.

The thing works hoth ways‘. Just as thinking can
stinmlate and touch on’ the hrain-hatteries. so the hrain-
hatteries—whieh are all e«-nneetetl tngetln-r— when
they get it gmnl sparking charge. can and do stir up the
mind. I)nriug life the mind statnls in very elo~'e lunch
with tlte brain.

\‘\'hene\'er a man starts to make a mot-ement. that is‘.
wakes" up a current in his
lirnin, to send it down along
the nerve.< tn the mns'eles‘ en:i~

cernetl in the nn:n~en1eut. some
small part of the current t'e«

waiits hehind and spreads it
self as a hackliow through
the brain as a whole. 'I'hat's
why any muscular movements
.~:t.'1rt thought: a-going. .\nd
it .~:t:tn¢|~: to reason that the
thouglns that are the strone—
est or most read_\- or custom-
ary to the Inan will he tliose
that start first and keep at it
the tttnst -'te;1dil_\', \\'hether
this is a henefit or a curse to
him then depends upon ‘Zn’/HI
tltnltgltt:-1 come most readily to
him. relax! thought.-: he has al-
lowed his mind to foster and
develop. He must face his
own work. lie in his bed as
he has made it. But if he
finds it uncomfortable he can
of course begin to make it dif-
l'erentl_v for the future.

The time to do this. the
time to make :1 new set of thoughts for the mechanical
work to t‘tItt.-it.‘ tip, is when we are alone and quiet.
Though of course we can at all times" he trying to re-

plaee poor thoughts that worry us with good ones that
have light and hope in them. So the cure is‘ to spend
some part of our quiet time. especially the lam hall"-hour
of the day hefore sleeping. in hatching out some thoughts
that it is good to have and that lead on to peace and
freedom. How can I get more power ts till my mind
with peace and light: how can I get more willingness
to see the hest in other men and overlook the worst:
how can I Find the deeper current of life and thought
that goes‘ on within me: how can I get to know what
I am. hack of the mind-senrr_\'."—it is tltottgltt-4 and
:|ue.~'tinns‘ like this‘ that we must hegin on.

Let us remexnber that all the tltonghts that \\'ur!'_\' and

t__|'-it 253:: .- .“.— .' ,; 3[:j:Z:_'*.j _;
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irritate us come from that twisted knot of thought in

the middle of the mind which we call our personality,

ourselves. This is not the true S elf. If, inyour q uiet mo-

ments, we turn away from that, with its constant fear-

ing and worrying and grieving and complaining. if we

give it no voice then in our thinking. if we then for the

time disregard it and make for the ever-present L ight,

we can gradually fi nd our real S elves. The whole out-

look will change and the mind become reborn. A nd

then the hours of the day, the hours of mechanical work,

wilt be pure pleasure and profi t and growth. \\" e have

opened the waiting vein of gold which we did not know

we had. S TUDE N T

.3

That Irritable F eeling

E E L IX G irritable— ready to go of?  at half— cock.

W e' re all of us liable to that at times. S ome few

unfortunates are never in any other state.

Monday morning is the great time for it. \Ve don' t

get our usual ex ercise on S unday, and we have leeway to

make up.

B eing irritable is really a spring— readiness to irak:

short spurts of ex ertion for unreasonably small causes.

F or instance, to smash out savagely at a fl y.

The thing is worth study.

The body has a great infl uence on the mind. S ome

morning when you are feeling pretty spry and cheerful,

take on a dej ected slouch in your walk. Y ou will fi nd

that the mind and feelings will presently also take on

in their way a dej ected slouch.

A nother morning when you are feeling blue and slack

and spiritless, stand well erect. walk as you would if

you were full of energy and snap, do your work in the

same way, keep the thing up for ten minutes or so, and

by that time the mind and feeling will be full of energy

and snap.

O f course the thing works both ways. A  man whose

mind is for the time alert and hopeful will fi nd that his

body behaves and looks q uite differently from what it

does in moods of hopeless depression. The body takes

the color of the mind and the mind is under the infl uence

of the body.

If a man has got one leg crossed over the other or

swinging free from a high stool and you give it a tap

j ust below the knee-cap it will ex ecute a kick. B ut the

kick will not be because he wants to kick you. The

mind will have no share in it.

O n Monday morning there is a lot of energy on board

not used up on the lazy S unday. That is why we smash

out with such unnecessary violence at the fl y or some

such trifl e. That is why some other man' s careless chance

word or act may even draw a blow.

To be irritable. then, means that the body contains

lots of little stacks of energy stored up in the nerves

irregularly and where they should not be. It is not

that large and regulated storage of energy which means

health and readiness for general activity. The irritable

man may have very little energy of any sort, but what

he has is lying about among the nerves in wrong places

and amounts, ready to ex plode on small occasions use—

lessly. H is mind takes on the bodily conditions, feels

itself irritable, and has distorted views of other people.

their actions and motives, and of conditions generally.

The fl y calls forth not only an» ex plosion of badin energy

but of misdirected passional or mental energy too. It

is as if the man whose knee' cap was tapped for the sake

of ex periment found that not only was his leg respon 1-

ing with a kick but his mind also with the desire to ‘kick.

N ow as we are men and can do what animals cannot.

that is, alter our minds at will whatever the bodily con-

ditions, let us be men and refuse to let the boly' s ir—

ritability make us irritable. L et us cultivate our wills

by being ex tra serene-minded and kindly and courteous

0n irritable days. It is sometimes best, on those days,

not to let the thought of other people into our minds at

all, or of grievances. L eave it all to another day. S ome

effort of that sort will in a few weeks produce an as—

tonishing clearness and evenness of mind. a recognition

of how small and distorted are the views of things ml

of life which we have been taking. and how swift would

be our progress if we got above it all. The mind of

every one of us is by nature as clear as a telescope lens

if we would but keep the fly— specks oF f, as strong as a

giant if we would but untie the thousand little strings

of self-thought. The further we take ourselves from

the animal limitations the nearer we come to the gods

freedom and j oy. S TUDE N T

A !

Intuition

“ UDDE N L Y  I seemed to see myself, what a poor

S  creature I had really been all those years. S mall

and mean is no name for it: and yet I had been

perfectly satisfi ed with myself all along.”

A n animal could not take such a view of itself as that.

S cience considers man as j ust a highly developed ani-

mal. H e is that— plus the something that can take a

critical view of this highly developed animal with all its

modes of behavior and capacities of thinking. If he

fi nds the thinking animal unsatisfactory, “a poor crea-

ture,”  he can alter it to suit his ideal of what it should

be. S tanding, as it were, over it and holding his posi-

tion, there are no limits to his power of growth.

This seems to imply that there is something in man

beyond his brain-mind. a higher story of knowing and

thinking. a mostly little lived-in story above the ground-

fl oor. There is. but we have no very good and complete

name for it. \Ve live there. and we don' t live there. B oth

these are true. “' hat we call intuition shows that some

part of us is really there.

Intuition is the power of understanding something not
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4 THE

irritate us come from that twisted knot of thought in
the middle of the mind which we call our personality,
ourselves. This is not the true Self. If. in our quiet mo-

ments, we turn away from that, with its constant fear-
ing and worrying and grieving and complaining. if we

give it no voice then in our thinking. if we then for the
time disregard it and make for the ever-present Light,
we can gradually find our real Selves. The whole out-
look will change and the mind become reborn. .\nd
then the hours of the day. the hours of mechanical work,
will be pure pleasure and profit and growth. \\'e have
opened the waiting vein of gold which \\'e did not know
we had. STUDENT

.5!

That Irritable Feeling
EELl.\'(} irritable—ready to go off at half-cock.
We're all of us liable to that at times. Some few
unfortunates are never in any other state.

Monday morning is the great time for it. \\'e dozft
get our usual exercise on Sunday. and we have leeway to
make up.

Being irritable is really a spring-reatliness to n‘a!<-
short spurts of exertion for unreasonably small causes.
For instance. to smash out savagely at a fly.

The thing is worth study.
The body has a great influence on the minrl. Some

morning when you are feeling pretty spry and cheerful,
take on a dejected slouch in your walk. You will find
that the mind and feelings will presently also take on

in their way a dejected slouch.
Another morning when you are feeling blue aml slack

and spiritless. stand well erect. walk as you would if
you were full of energy and snap, do your work in the
same way. keep the thing up for ten minutes or so. and
by that time the mind and feeling will be full of energy
and snap.

Of course the thing works both rays. A man whose
mind is for the time alert and hopeful will find that his
bod_v behaves and looks quite difl'erently from what it
does in moods of hopeless depression. The body takes
the color of the mind and the mind is under the influence
of the body.

If a man has got one leg crossed over the other or

swinging free from a high stool and you give it a tap
just below the knee—cap it will execute a kick. But the
kick will not be because he wants to kick you. The
mind will have no share in it.

On .\londay morning there is a lot of energy on board
not used up on the lazy Sunday. That is why we smash
out with such unnecessary violence at the fly or some
such trifle. That is why some other man's careless chance
word or act may even draw a blow.

To be irritable. then. means that the body contains
lots of little stacks of energy stored up in the nerves

irregularly and where they should not be. It is not

. G0 glut

NEW WAY

that large and regulated storage of energy which means
health and readiness for general activity. The irritable
man may have very little energy of any sort. but what
he has is lying about among the nerves in wrong ])lI1t‘C.\
and amounts, ready to explode on small occasions u.~e«

lessly. Ilis mind takes on the bodily conditions. feels
itself irritable. and has distorted views of other p.-ople.
their actions and motives. and of conditions generally.
The fly calls forth not only an explosion of bzidi/_\' energy
but of misdirected passional or manta’ energy too. lt
is as if the man whose knee—cap was tapped for the s:1kL-
of experiment found that not only was his leg resprn 1-
ing with a kick but his mind also with the dvsin‘ to kick.

Now as we are men and can do what animals cannot.
that is. alter our minds at will whatever the bodily con~
ditions. let us be men and refuse to let the bol_v's ir»
ritability make us irritable. Let us cultivate our wills
by being extra serene-minded and kindly and courteous
on irritable days. It is sometimes best, on those days.
not to let the thought of other people into our minds at
all. or of grievances. Leave it all to another day. Some
effort of that sort will in a few weeks produce an as-

tonishing clearness and evenness of mind. a recognition
of how small and distorted are the views of things anl
of life which we have been taking. and how swift would
be our progress if we got above it all. The mind of
every one of us is by nature as clear as a telescope lens
if we would but keep the fly-specks ()5. as strong as a

giant if we would but untic the thousand little strings
of self-thought. The further we take ourselves from
the animal limitations the nearer we come to the god's
freedom and joy. S‘rt'nI:.\"r

3

Intuition

“SUDDENLY I seemed to see myself, what a poor
creature I had really been all those years. Small
and mean is no name for it: and yet I had been

perfectly satisfied with myself all along.”
An animal could not take such a View of itself as that.

Science considers man as just a highly developed ani-
mal. He is that—[>lu.r the something that can take a
critical view of this highly developed animal with all it~
modes of behavior and capacities of thinking. If he
finds the thinking animal unsatisfactory. “:1 poor crea-
ture." he can alter it to suit his ideal of what it should
be. Standing. as it \vere. over it and holding his posi-
tion. there are no limits to his power of growth.

This seems to imply that there is something in man
beyond his brain-mind. a higher story of knowing and
thinking. a mostly little lived-in story above the ground~
floor. There is. but we have no very good and cnniplcte
name for it. \\"e live there. and we don't live there. lloth
these are true. \\'hat we call intuition shows that some

part of us is really there.
Intuition is the power of understanding something not
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yet understood by the brain-mind, of seeing a reason

for doing or not doing, which has not yet been seen by

the brain-mind. _

B ut we are accustomed to take no account of know-

ledge that is not brain-knowledge. W e live with our

brain-minds almost entirely, and what is not known there

is mostly not known- at all, or at any rate is q uite dis-

regarded. Conscience is intuition. It often knows of

ex tremely good reasons for the doing of something or

avoiding the doing of

something which are not

apparent to the brain-

mind. F or it can look

far into the future and

see the outcome. It can

look in upon the man’ s

" self"  (or what 11: is

accustomed to reckon as

himself) and see the ef-

fects upon him of the

deed. B ut all that or—

dinarily gets into the

brain-mind is, as it were,

the words do or don' t.

“I felt it was wrong,"

said a man to the writ-

er once, “but my mind

reasoned down the feel—

ing with a score of rea-

sons why it was right

after all. I couldn' t an-

swer them, and though

this inward feeling never

changed and was a kind

of dead weight at my

heart all the time. I (lid

the thing.”

The results of the deed

had wrecked his life.

The place of intuition

and of conscience is also

the place whence come

his harmonies and melodies into the mind of the com-

poser, and the suddenly fl ashing inventions into the

mind of the great inventor. In the same place there is

full understanding of life and why we live and whence

we came into life and the greatness of the future for us.

S o it is a place well worth getting to know. It is

the place where “ The N ew \Vay”  begins. There is a

“light that lighteth every man (mind) that cometh into

the world,”  but the mind has got out of the way of no-

ticing it. and it has become very dim, as it were from

disuse. It is the light of intuition, of conscience. The

way to brighten it again and make it a constant j oy and

companion to us. with all its knowledge, is j ust to dis-

cipline the mind to attend to it and to follow its leading

more and more. Try it. S TUDE N T

“ F O R  W H A T I A M A B O UT TO  R E CE IVE  . . . .

The Doer and the Deed

A N  O MITTE D CH A PTE R  F R O M “ GUL leE R ’ s TR .\v| £ L s'

“ N  this country,"  said my guide, “we have a perfect

I system of j ustice, which allows of no caprice or

whim on the part of the j udge, and in no way

depends on his temporary state of mind. H e is supplied '

by the S tate with a book in which all crimes are accurate-

ly listed in respect to their character and magnitude,

the proper punishment for each being subj oined to the

description. The j udge

has therefore but to turn

to his book, fi nd the par-

ticular crime, and an—

nounce the punishment

appended to it. The af-

fair is almost automatic.

The crime is, as it were,

put in the slot, and the

punishment proper to it

falls out below. O ur

j udges are held in much

honor and are men care-

fully selected for their

cold, clear intellects."

I must admit that I

was moved more by as-

tonishment than admira-

tion. I told my guide

that in our country we

give less attention to the

offence than to the man

who has committed it.

l/Ve have no such book,

I said, as you have de-

scribed, and much more

is req uired of our j udges

than a cold, clear intel-

lect. They are selected

from those of our young

men who from their car-

ly childhood have shown

most knowledge of hu-

man nature, most compassion for its failings, and most

kindly wisdom in their dealings with their fellows, as

well as— of course— most rectitude in their own lives.

F or all our children are carefully watched from the fi rst,

and under the constant supervision of and in constant

companionship with wise and specially trained persons

who are as much their friends as their teachers. S o the

selection of those who are in later years to fi ll important

positions in the S tate is easy and sure. A nd among

these positions we consider that of j udge as most im-

portant of all.

The j udge, in our country, I continued, informs him-

self of the prisoner even more ex actly than of the

crime. H e talks confi dentially with him. gets into touch

with his real character, its strength and weaknesses. es-

r
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THE

it-t tmtlerstnml hy the hrain-ntind. uf seeing a reasun
for duing ur not doing. which lt.'|.~'- not yet liven .-een h_\'
the hraiu-mind.

lint we are accu.~tunIed to take nu account of l~:nnw-
le-l;.:t' that is not hraiII~l<nn\\‘led;_Ye. We live with our

lufétlll-Illllttls‘ ztlxtitist entirely. and what is nut known t'n-re
i~ mu.<tl_\' nut lcnuwn at all. «vr at an_\' rate i.- =[nit-.- :li<-
regarded. Ctm.~'cience i~«' intnitium. It often lmuws of
r\lt'L'tltL‘l_\‘ gnud tea.~'nn.-a fur the doing of sumetlting or

:n'niding the doing of
~utI1L'IlIil1g' which are nut
at-ii.’-.rent t-u the limin-
mind. lirr it can llitlk
far into the future anl
we the nutcume. ll can
luv-k in ttpnm the nt:m',~
"aelf" lnr v'hat ll‘ is
aecn~'tuInc:l to reel-mu as
him~clfl and ~CL' tl‘e t'f~

tnnnn him nf the
deed. l’-ut all that ur-

-‘.in:tril_\' g(t\ into the
l»r:iin~mind i~'. as it were.
the \\‘t)t'tl< dn nr tlullif.
"I felt it wee wrnngg."
~'.'tid a man to the writ»
cr I-nee. "but my mind
rt-:t~nned dawn the feel-

fects

ire with :1 score --f rea-

~un-' wh_\- it wa~‘ right
after all. I cnnIdn't an~
~\'.er them. and tltnuglt
thi~ inward feelin;.: never

clnmgeul and was a kind
«it dead weight at my
heart all the time. l lllll
the thing."

The re~'tIlts nf the deed
lwl wrecked his life.

The place «if intuitinn
and of conscience is aim
the place whence enme
hi~ lIIlt'll1|Il1lt‘\‘ aml me|:>die~ into the mind (If the com-

])n.~’L‘T. and the ~'u:lt|enly llihlllllg in\‘entitm~' into the
mind of the great inrctttnr. ln the ~‘:nne place there i<
full understamling uf life and why we live and whence
we cattle into life and the gre:ttnc~'~ of the future fur u~.

Sn it is a place well wnrth gettiitg In knnw. ll i<
the place where " The New \‘\'a_\"' liegins. There is a
" light that lighteth e\'er_\' man tmindt that cnmeth into
the wnrld." lint the mind has got nut of the way «if no-

ticing it. and it has heeume very dim. as it were frum
tlisuse. It i: the light of ltlllllliult, of cnn.~ci-ence. The
wit)’ to lnrigltten it again and make it a eun~'t:mt juy an-I
emnpanirm tn u~'. with all its knowledge. i< jn~t to die-
cit-line the mind tn attend tn it and tn fnllnw its learlin.-_{
Illt)l'L' and mnre. Try it. S‘rt‘nt«:\'1‘

. ; G0 -glee’

" I-‘tilt \VllA'l‘ I .\.\t .\imL"t' Tu xi-jet-:|\'|-2 .
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The Deer and the Deed
.\.\' (l.\ll'I"I't-'.l> Cn \I"t'I~TR I-‘mm " (‘.t‘t.1.n.‘I-:i<':-2 'l‘it.\\'I-:t..<"

H _\' this t-uuiitr_\-." said my guide. "we ll3t\'C a perfectI .~'y~ten1 of justice. which :tll()\\'.\‘ of no caprice or
whim nn the part of the judge. and in no way

depend.~ on his tempt-rar_\' .~1:llL‘ of mind. He is stltiplied
hy the State with a linnk in which all crimes are accurate-
I_\‘ 1i~ted in respect to their character and magnitude.
the limiter |inni>hntcnt for each lieing stthjuiued tn the

description. The judge
has therefore but to turn
tn his hunk. find the par-
ticular crime. and an-

nmmee the pnni.~lnnent
appelttletl tu it. The .'1f—
fair is almnst automatic.
The crime is. as it were.
put in the :~lut. and the
pttni~'hment proper to it
falls nut lzelnw. ()ur
jtu|ge.< are held in much
ltnllur and are men care-
fnll_\' seleeteul for their
culd. clear intellects."

l must admit that l
was muved more by as-
ttmi.~lnnent than admira-
tinn. I told my guide
that in unr eotmtry we
give le.~.~ attcntinn to the
olTence than to the man
who Itas cummitted it.
\\'e have no suclt lumk,
I said. as you have de-
.\t‘l'llJ(.'(l. and much more
i~ required nf nttr jtltlgers
than a cold, clear intel~
lect. 'l'he_\' are selected
from llttwt‘ Of nur _\'Q11ng
men who from their ear~
l_\' cltilclhuud l1:t\'e sliown
tltthl l-\'I]n\\’lCIlgc uf hu-

man nature. mn~1 cntn;ia,~~ioii fur its f;iiliiigs. and mmt
kimlly wistlotn in their clealinge with their fellows. a».
well a.~'—uf cuur.<e— must rectitttile in their own lives.
For all nttr children are carefully watched from the first.
and under the constant .~‘tIper\'i.~inn of and in constant
cuinp:tninn.~|tip with \\‘i.~‘e and specially trained persons
whu are as much their friends as their [(::lt‘llCl\, 80 mt-
eelectiun nf those who are in later years to fill impurtant
tm>lllItt1.< in the State is e:t~'_\' and sure.

Lnnmlumi Plmlo :9 Engm: in-g Dr/*l'.

And atnnng
tlzese pn.~itiun.< we consider that uf judge as most im-
pnrtant nf all.

The judge. in nnr muntry. l euntinnerl. infnrms him-
~e|f of the prixuner even more exactlv than nf the
crime, He talk: cunfi=lentiall_\' with l'llI‘I‘l.';"t'[*-A inlu much
with hie real eltaracter. its strength am] \\'eaktte.~.~:es. es~
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timates the temptation and provocation, and fi nally de—

termines what treatment— we do not call it punishment

— may be hoped so to better that character that it will

for the future be able to surmount that sort of tempta-

tion and provocation. H e inq uires into the prisoner' s

'  health and education, and where these are defective ar-

ranges for their betterment. H e may order immediate

complete liberation, or liberation under certain condi-

tions. or detention of indeterminate length with such or

other kind of suitable and benefi cial work. E verything.

you see, with us, turns on what the prisoner is;  with

you, solely on what he did.

\N ith my guide’ s reply I need not trouble the reader.

A t best he would but admit the possibility of some ad-

vantage in a compromise between the two methods—

much of the ex actitude of one system with some little

of the fl ex ible humaneness of the other.

6'

God

A  TA L K  O VE R IIE A R D

“ E S , I used the word God, and now you ask me

to defi ne what I meant. I don' t know why I

should not make a try at it. H ere are a few

scraps of defi nition as they come to me:

“The supreme E ssence of L ight, throwing off lower

and lower essences. or denser and denser ones, till the

last of them is what we call matter.

“ The great Thinker, thinking the thought of the Uni-

verse and slowly working out that thought through all

the forms of life that ex ist.

" The Great Musician, working out a symphony in

tones that common ears cannot hear. Y ou know that

ex periment with fi ne sand?  There are trumpet-shaped

or funnel-shaped brass tubes to be bought now with the

large open end turned upward instead of forward. A

parchment or rubber membrane is stretched tightly over

the open end and sprinkled with a layer of fi ne sand.

W hen the small end is put to your mouth and you sing

a note or a succession of notes into the tube, the sand

begins to move and takes shapes, geometrical shapes,

shapes of crystals. shapes of leaves. ferns, trees, and so

on. That is, sound or music throws matter into forms,

the forms we see about us in nature. A nd so it wasn' t

so very unreasonable when some of the old philosophies

said that there was unheard music all through nature,

causing matter to build itself into forms of crystal. plant

and animal.

“ The Center of that vibrating bond between all things

which, when we humans become conscious of it between

ourselves, we call kindliness, brotherhood, compassion,

sympathy. ‘

“ That to which the living centers of all things uncon-

sciously (IS /lil' t’ , the force of this aspiration resulting in

the vast scale and ascent of evolution. llut man can

aspire consciously. A nd if, having got that far. he re—

fuses to do so, he' s out of the scheme of things and is

making for the repair-shop or even for the scrap-heap!

"  The S ource of all sorts of life, from the lowest life

of the crystal or the living speck in the pond. up through

plant and animal life. up through the life of human

minds, up to the grandest soul-life of the greatest men -—

which they consecrate to this S ource with every breath

and which they use to further general evolution and to

make men more conscious of the bond between them.

“A ll these. as well as many others, seem to me to be

aspects of God. The living R eality is too much for

mind to understand. T o understand we must get there,

and for that it is open to all of us to become great souls."

R E PoR TE R

0‘

S ilence

IIE  talkative man can no more be a deep man than

T a leaky cistern can ever be a full one. F or owing

to his habit of talking out what he thinks and of

trying to talk it out as fast as he thinks it. he loses the

power of having thoughts that cannot be talked because

they are too deep for ex pression by words. That is, he

has lost the power of meditation. Ilut it is by j ust such

thoughts or states of thought-feeling as this that we

must pass through into the L ight, into real knowledge.

The talkative man may, it is true, have fl ashes of such

thought, but owing to his habit of attending only to the

thought that can be talked, the fl ashes will pass mostly

unnoticed through his mind. Moreover the speed of his

thought gradually comes down to the speed at which he

can talk it, though his swift talking may get him the

credit of swift thinking. Ilut in reality he will have but

one clear thought where the man with the power of

silence will have fi fty. W hat thinking he does do. even

when alone, will always go by broken j erks instead of in

one strong onward fl ow, because his mind has acq uired

the fi x ed habit of standing still a moment between the

j erks while he listens to his own words. A ind his thought

will be all over the place instead of in one line because

the power of guidance is too preoccupied with constant

superintendence of the ex pression of thought to be able

to give proper directing care to the current of thought

itself. S o the current is mainly free to wander at its

own will.

F or all of which reasons we cannot do better for our-

selves than the practice of deep mind-silence when there

is no talking that needs to be done. B ut this does not

mean that we must become morose or refuse a friendly

chat on occasion. S TUDE N T

at

TH E  situation that has not its duty, its ideal, was never

yet occupied by man. Y es. here. in this poor, miserable.

hampered, despicable A ctual. w-herein thou even now

standest— here or nowhere is thy Ideal: work it out

therefrom: and working, believe. live, be free!

—  (_(ll' [ _\' lt'
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_ 

timates the temptation and provocation, and finally de-
termines what treatment—we do not call it punishment
——may be hoped so to better that character that it will
for the future be able to surmount that sort of tempta-
tion and provocation. lIe inquires into the prisoner's

. health and education. and where these are defective ar-

ranges for their betterment. He may order immediate
complete liberation, or liberation under certain condi-
tions. or detention of indeterminate length with such or

other kind of suitable and beneficial work. Everything.
you see. with us. turns on what the prisoner is; with
you. solely on what he did.

VVith my guide‘s reply I need not trouble the reader.
At best he would but admit the possibility of some ad-
vantage in a compromise between the two methods-
much of the exactitude of one system with some little
of the flexible humaneness of the other.

.99

God
A TALK Ovl-:RuIv:.«\kp

“ ES, I used the word God. and now you ask meY to define what I meant. I don't know why I
should not make a try at it.

scraps of definition as they come to me:
" The sufvrcntc Essence of Light, throwing olT lower

and lower essences. or denser and denser ones. till the
last of them is what we call matter.

“ The great Thinker, thinkingthe thought of the Uni-
verse and slowly working out that thought through all
the forms of life that exist.

“The Great Mi4.rician, working out a symphony in
tones that common ears cannot hear. You know that
experiment with fine sand? There are trumpet-shaped
or funnel—shaped brass tubes to be bought now with the
large open end turned upward instead of forward. A
parchment or rubber membrane is stretched tightly over

the open end and sprinkled with a layer of fine sand.
When the small end is put to your mouth and you sing
a note or a succession of notes into the tube, the sand
begins to move and takes shapes, geometrical shapes,
shapes of cr_vstals. shapes of leaves. ferns, trees. and so

on. That is, sound or music throws matter into forms,
the forms we see about us in nature. And so it wasn't
so very unreasonable when some of the old philosophies
said that there was unheard music all through nature,
causing matter to build itself into forms of crystal. plant
and animal.

" The Center of that vibrating bond between all t/tings
which. when we humans become conscious of it between
ourselves. we call kindliness. brotherhood. compassion.
.~‘_\'11‘I])atl'Iy.

“ That to to/tic]: the /ir'in__r/ renters of all thin_q.r nnrnn-

.v¢‘i0usI‘\' as/‘ire. the force of this aspiration resulting in
the vast scale and ascent of evolution. lut man can

.-\n'l if. having got that far. he re-

llere are a few

aspire consciously.
fn_<t‘s' to do so. he's out of the scheme of things and is

4
C0 git’

making for the repair-shop or even for the scrap-heap!
" The Source of all sorts of life. from the lowest life

of the crystal or the living speck in the pond. up through
plant and animal life. up through the life of lnunnn
minds, up to the grandest soul-life of the greatest men —

which they consecrate to this Source with every breath
and which they use to further general evolution and to
make men more conscious of the bond between them.

“All these. as well as many others. seem to me to he
aspects of God. The living Reality is too much for
mind to understand. To understand we must get there.
and for that it is open to all of us to become great souls."

RI£PoR'1‘I«:k

.99

Silence
HE talkative man can no more be a deep man tl‘anT a leaky cistern can ever be a full one. For (nving
to his habit of talking out what he thinks and of

trying to talk it out as fast as he thinks it. he loses the
power of having thoughts that Cannot be talked be-cau~e
they are too deep for expression by words. That is. he
has lost the power of meditation. hit it is by just such
thoughts or states of thought-feeling as this that We

must pass through into the Light, into real knowledg-.-.
The talkative man may, it is true, have flaslics of such
thought, but owing to his habit of attending only to the
thought that can be talked. the flashes will pass mo.<tl_\'
unnoticed through his mind. Moreover the speed of his
thought gradually comes down to the speed at which he
can talk it. though his swift talking may get him the
credit of swift thinking. ‘nut in reality he will have but
one clear thought where the man with the power of
silence will have fifty. What thinking he does do. even
when alone, will always go by broken jerks instead of in
one strong onward flow, because his mind has acquired
the fixed habit of standing still a moment between the
jerks while he listens to his own words. Aind his thought
will be all over the place instead of in one line becau~e
the power of guidance is too preoccupied with constant
superintendenee of the m-jrrcssion of thought to be able
to give proper directing care to the current of thought
itself. So the current is mainly free to wander at its
own will.

For all of which reasons we cannot do better for our-
selves than the practice of deep mind-silence when there
is no talking that needs to be done. But this does not
mean that we must become morose or refuse a friendly
chat on occasion. S-rtrnygxr

.3
Tim situation that has not its duty. its ideal. was nem-

yet occupied by man. Yes. here. in this poor, llll.\'(’l‘£ll)lt‘.
hampered. despicable Actual. wherein thou even now

standest—here or nowhere is thy ldeal:
therefrom :

work it out
and working, believe. live. be free!

— (‘HF/‘l :’t'
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Play B all

H IS  world' s a diamond, with the bases laid,

A nd on it L ife' s- great game of ball is played.

The teams are H uman B eings versus F ate,

A nd Time’ s the umpire, watching by the plate.

W e' re at the bat. O ur purpose o’ er and o’ er

To wield A mbition’ s club and try to score,

To try to solve the curves the pitcher throws,

A nd lam the sphere where not a fi elder goes.

S ome of us seem to bat with skill immense,

K nocking long homers o' er the deep fi eld fence.

O thers bunt infi eld hits, but wildly race,

A nd beat the ball down to the primal base.

S till others, though they strive their best, no doubt,

F an wildly at the air, and then— strike out;

Then seek'  the bench, downeast, with visage drawn»,

Crestfallen, shamefaced, blue, ambition gone,

O r rag the umpire, growling like a- bear:

“Y ou robber. That decision wasn’ t fair.”

That’ s not the game. B e not a grouch or q uitter.

\Vhat though you' re not a straight 300-hitter,

Y ou’ ve got another chance. S tand to the plate.

Grab tight your hat, get braced and calmly wait.

W ait for a good one. L et the others rip,

A nd when it comes— now— L am it hard and zip—

It’ s got to go. A nd so must. you, old man,

H ike for the base. K eep going— yes, you can

S teal second—  good — — —  now, easy,—  not too gay,

There— get a lead— a hit— now you’ re away.

K eep on -— —  don’ t stop— don’ t lose that dandy stride.

Y ou' ve go to beat the throw-in — slide now — slide.

H urrah— you did it. S core?  O f course you scored:

S ee— there' s your tally marked up on the board.

A nd now you’ ll win the game— n0 doubt at all:

Y ou j ust can' t lose, old man, if you’ ll Play B all.

—  ' I' hc Maise

a!

That new leaf we turn over comes straight from the

tree of knowledge.

The offi ce-boy who cleans inkwells by letting them

soak while he does something else is on the way to success.

“hour is as a dangerous, inj urious book, the reading

of which not only takes up the time that might have been

spent in reading a good, instructive and helpful book,

but. at the same time, poisons the mind of the reader,

corrupts his soul with evil images, and sets his feet on

the pathway to destruction.—  B indery Talk

GO VE R N O R  H O DGE S  of K ansas was called to inspect the

S tate Prison at L eavenworth. The warden had notifi ed

the prisoners of his visit and some hundreds of them had

collected in the assembly hall to welcome him. The

Governor was invited to make a short address. The re-

q uest visibly embarrassed him, but after a moment of

hesitation he began: “My fellow-citizens — "  This (lid

not seem ex actly the right thing, so he paused and pres—

ently started afresh: “My fellow-convicts — "  B ut this

seemed wrong too, and a number of his hearers were

smiling broadly. S o he tried again, dropping his formal

manner and with a smile spreading over his face too:

"  W ell, I don’ t ex actly know how to address you boys,

but I’ m mighty glad to see so many here."

F rench Trench Philosophy

“Y ou have got two alternatives—  either you are mo—

bilized or you are not. If not, you have nothing to wor-

ry about. If you are, you have two alternatives —  either

you are in camp or at the front. If you are in camp, you

have nothing to worry about. If you are at the front

you have two alternatives — either you are in reserve or

you are on the fi ghting-line. If in reserve, you have no-

thing to worry about. If you are on the fi ghting-line

you have two alternatives— either you scrap or you

don’ t. If you don' t, you have nothing to worry about.

If you do you have two alternatives— either you get

hurt or you don' t. If you don' t, you have nothing to

worry about. If you do you have two alternatives—

either you get slightly hurt or you get badly hurt. If

slightly, you have nothing to worry about. If badly,

you have two alternatives— either you recover or you

don' t. If you recover, you have nothing to worry about.

If you don' t, and have followed my advice clear through,

you have done with worry forever.”

— F rom The Cambrian

To fi nd the real value of a man and an egg— break

them.

.3

MR . T. ll. A unucn once paid a little visit to Mr.

\V. D. H owells. and after his return wrote him the fol—

lowing letter:

Dear H owells:

lV e had so charming a W ish at your house that I have

about made up my mind to reside with you Permanently.

I am tired of writing. I would like to settle down in j ust

such a comfortable home as yours, with a man who can

work regularly four or fi ve hours a day, thereby relieving

one of all painful apprehensions in respect to clothes and

pocket— money. I am easy to get along with. I have few

unreasonable wants, and newer complain when they are

constantly supplied. 1 think I could depend on you.

E ver yours,

T. B . A .

P. S .— I should want to bring my two mothers, my

two boys ( I seem to have everything in twos), my wife

and her sister.

“I think she' ll make a fi ne wife. I have been calling

on her for several' months now, and nearly always fi nd

her darning one of her father' s socks."

“That caught me. too. until I found out that it was

the same sock.” -

Jl
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Play Ball
HIS world's a diamond, with the bases laid.
And on it Life's great game of ball is played.

The teams are Human Beings versus Fate,
.-\nd Time's the umpire, watching by the plate.
\Ve're at the bat. Our purpose o'er and o'er
To wield Ambit.ion's club and try to score,
To try to solve the curves the pitcher throws,
And lam the sphere where not a fielder goes.
Some of us seem to bat with skill immense.
Knocking long homers o'er the deep field fence.
()thers bunt infield hits, but wildly race,
:\nd beat the ball down to the primal base.
Still others, though they strive their best, no doubt,
Fan wildly at the air, and thcn—strike out;
Then seek the bench, downcast, with visage drawn,Crest-fallen, shamefaced, blue, ambition gone,
Or rag the umpire, growling like a bear:
“You robber. That decision wasn't fair.”
That's not the game. Be not a grouch or quitter.
\\"hat though you're not a straight 300—hitter,
You've got another chalice. Stand to the plate.
Crab tight your hat. get braced and calmly wait.
\\'ait for a good one. Let the others rip.
And when it comes—now—Lam it hard and zip-
It's got to go. And so must you, old man.
Hike for the base. Keep going—yes, you can
Steal second— good ——now, easy.— not too gay,Tlicre——get a lead—a hit—now you're away.
Keep on -- don't stop—don't lose that dandy stride.
You've go to beat the tbrow—in —slide now—slide.
l-lurrah—you did it. Score? Of course you scored:
Sce—tberc's your tally marked up on the board.
And now you'll win the game--no doubt at all:
You just can‘! lose, old man, if you'll Play Ball.

—— The .lIui:r
.9!

That new leaf we turn over comes straight from the
tree of knowledge.

The office-boy who cleans inkwells by letting them
soak while he does somethingelse is on the way to success.

\\-"nkkv is as a dangerous, injurious book, the reading
of which not only takes up the time that might have been
spent in reading a good, instructive and helpful book,
but. at the same time, poisons the mind of the reader,
corrupts his soul with evil images, and sets his feet on
the pathway to destruction.— Bindery Talle

G0\’ER.V'0R HODGES of Kansas was called to inspect the
State Prison at Leavenworth. The warden had notified
the prisoners of his visit and some hundreds of them had
collected in the assembly hall to welcome him. The
Governor was invited to make a short address. The re-
quest visibly embarrassed him, but after a moment of
hesitation he began: “My fellow-citizens——" This did
not seem exactly the right thing, so he paused and pres-ently started afresh: “ My fellow—convicts —-" But this
seemed wrong too, and a number of his hearers weresmiling broadly. So he tried again, dropping his formal
manner and with a smile spreading over his face too:
“Well, I don't exactly know how to address you boys,but I'm mighty glad to see so many here."

AC0 gig’
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French Trench Philosophy
" You have got two alternatives—eitber you are mo-

bilizedor you are not. If not. you have nothing to wor-
ry about. If you are. you have two alternatives — either
you are in camp or at the front. If you are in camp, you
have nothing to worry about. If you are at the front
you have two alternatives——either you are in reserve or

you are on the fighting-line. If in reserve, you have rio-
thing to worry about. If you are on the fighting-line
you have two alternatives—either you scrap or you
don't. I f you don't, you have nothing to worry about.
If you do you have two alternatives—either you get
hurt or you don't. If you don't, you have nothing to
worry about. If you do you have two alternatives—
either you get slightly hurt or you get badly hurt. If
slightly, you have nothing to worry about. If badly,
you have two alternatives—either you recover or you
don't. If you recover, you have nothing to worry about.
If you don't, and have followed my advice clear through,
you have done with worry forever."

—From The Cambrian
’l‘o find the real value of a man and an egg—break

them.
.39

.\la. 'l‘. ll. .-\i.mucn once paid a little visit to Mr.
W. D. llowells. and after his return wrote him the fol-
lowing letter:
Dear Howells:

ll/c had so clmrming a ’z'isit at your house that I l1a'z'c
about made up my mind to reside with you permanently.I am tired of rvriting. I ruould like to settle down in just
such a comfortable home as yours, with a man who can
work regularly four or five hours a day, thereby relieving
one of all painful apprcltcnsions in rcspcct to clothes and
tvocleet-moncy. I am cosy to get along ‘with. I have few
unreasonable ’Z\'(UlfS, and Izctrz-r complain when they are
constantly su/vfvlicd. I think I could depend on you.

E2/er yours,
T. B. /1.

P.S.—I should roan! to bring my two motherx, my
two boys {I scorn to have crvcrything in turns), my ‘wife
and her sister.

" I think she'll make a fine wife. I have been calling
on her for several months now, and nearly always find
her darning one of her father's socks.”

"That caught me. too. until I found out that it was
the same sock."-

at
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B E  not an advocate for thy vices, nor strive to j ustify

thine imperfections. Think not that to be concealed

which the sun doth not behold: that which the sun doth

not now see will be visible when the sun is out and the

stars are fallen from heaven. Meanwhile there is no dark-

ness unto conscience, which can see without light. There

is a natural standing court within us. ex amining, acq uit-

ting, and condemning at the tribunal of ourselves, wherein

iniq uities have their natural condemnation and nothing

evil is absolved by the verdict of himself.

— S ir Thomas B rowne

TH E R E  is surely a piece of divinity in us, something

that was before the elements, and owes no homage to the

sun. Thus it is observed that men sometimes. upon the

hour of their departure, do speak and reason above

themselves. F or then the soul begins to be freed from

the ligaments of the body, begins to reason like herself.

and to discourse in a strain above mortality.

— S ir Thomas B rowne

S UR E L Y  it is not a melancholy conceit to think we are

all asleep in this world. and that the conceits of this life

are as mere dreams, to those of the nex t. as the phan-

tasms of the night to the conceit 0f the day. There is

an eq ual delusion in both. W e are somewhat more than

ourselves in our sleeps, and the [ deep]  slumber of the

body seems to be but the waking of the soul.

— S ir Thomas B rowne

L et every soul .

H eed what it doth today, because tomorrow

That same thing it shall fi nd gone forward there

To meet and make and j udge it.

-— S ir E dwin A rnold

F R UITF UL  is thought if it he girdezl with meditation;

fruitful is meditation if it be girded with right deed:

Thought thus ' girded can destroy the great evils of our

nature.—  H indu

H e drew a circle that shut me out.

llut love and I had the wit to win:

W e drew a circle that took him in.

H E A VE N  is neither a place nor a time.

be a heaven not only here but now.

There might

TH E Y  will enter no region of darkness or grief whose

mind is the alx nle of kindness. N o evil that the soul

dreads can come upon him who is kind and protects all

creatures. This great, rich earth, with all its generations

of men, is vigilant that sorrow shall not come upon

kind hearts.— —  H indu

TH E  source of fi nal happiness is inherent in the heart:

he is a fool who seeks it elsewhere. H e is like the shep-

herd who searched for the sheep which was in his bosom.

That light, like the morning star, that dwells in the in-

most heart of every man, is our refuge.—  H indu

H eard This 7

“I used to be very gay and fond of the world and all

its fashions till I saw my folly. I liked silks and satins,

and ribbons and laces. and feathers, but I found they

were dragging me down to pcrdition, so I gave them all

to my sister.”

“A nnual sale now going on. Don’ t go elsewhere to

be cheated— come in here."

N eighbor: " I s' posc your llill' s strikin’  the ' arp with

the hangels now?  "

L ong suffering widow: “ N ot ' im. S trikin'  the hangels

wiv the ’ arp' s nearer ' is mark! "

Mistress: “L ook here, liddy!

in the dust upon this table!

B iddy: “Indeed, mum, there' s nothing like a bit of

eddication, is there? "

I can write my name

Cavalry S ergeant: “I told you never to approach

a horse from the rear without speaking to him. F irst

I thing you know they' ll kick you in the head. and we‘ll

have a bunch of lame horses on our hands."

“ W hen I said my prayers last night didn' t you hear

me ask God to make me a good boy?  "

“Y es, Tommy dear."

“ W ell, he ain' t done it."

Doctor: “ Y ou must give up all mental work for a

time."

Patient: “ Iut, Doctor, I shall starve.

living by writing poetry for the magazines."

Doctor: “ O h, you can keep on with that."

I make my

Village Clergyman, going his rounds: “ F ine pig, that,

Mr. Dibbles, uncommonly fi ne."

Pious F armer: “Y es indeed, sir;  if only all of us

was as fi t to die as ’ im!  ”

W illie: “Pop, what are ancestors’ ? "

F ather: "  W ell, l' m one of yours— your grandad

is another."

\Villie: “O h, I see.

about them?  "

lut why is it that folks brag

"  The idea of letting your wife go round saying she

made a man of you ;  you don' t hear my wife saying that."

"  N o, but I heard her telling my wife that she did

her best."

Prisoner: “ There goes my hat. S hall I run after it P “

Policeman Casey: "  Phwat?  R un away an'  niver come

back agin?  Y ou shtand roight here an'  O i' ll run afthcr

yur hat.’

Il' inks: “S hafer, do you know that woman across

the street? "

S hafer: “ S he certainly looks familiar. L et me see.

it' s my wife' s new dress, my daughter' s hat. and my

mother-in-law' s parasol—  sure!  It' s our cook!  "
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THE

The Notebook
I15 not an advocate for thy vices, nor strive to justify

thine imperfections. Think not that to be concealed
which the sun doth not behold: that which the sun doth
not now see will be visible when the sun is out and the
stars are fallen from heaven. .\Ieanwhile there is no dark-
ness unto conscience, which can see without light. There
is a natural standing court within us. examining. acquit-
ting, and condemning at the tribunal of ourselves, wherein
iniquities have their natural condemnation and nothing
evil is absolved by the verdict of himself.

-——S1'r Tlioma.r Bron-ne

'l‘ul-ZRI-2 is surely a piece of divinity in us, something
that was before the elements, and owes no homage to the
sun. 'I‘hus it is observed that men sometimes. upon the
hour of their departure, do speak and reason above
themselves. For then the soul begins to be freed from
the ligaments of the body. begins to reason like herself.
and to discourse in a strain above mortality.

——Sir Thomas Brim-m‘
St'Iu~:L\' it is not a melancholy conceit to think we are

all asleep in this world. and that the conceits of this life
are as mere dreams. to those of the next. as the phan-
tasms of the night to the conceit of the day. There is
an equal delusion in both. \\'C are somewhat more than
ourselves in our sleeps. and the [deep] slumber of the
body seems to be but the waking of the soul.

—.S‘ir '/‘llamas /1’r(m'nr

Let every soul_
lleed what it doth today. because tomorrow
'|‘hat same thing it shall find gone forward there
To meet and make and judge it.

—5ir I§d'.'t‘in .-lrnn/d

FRL'lTFl'Lis thought if it be girdetl with meditation;
fruitful is meditation if it be girded with right deed:
Thought thus ’girded can destroy the great evils of our
nature.— Hindu

IIe drew a circle that shut me out.
l’»ut love and I had the wit to win:
\\'e drew a circle that took him in.

llil-Z.\\'l-I.\‘ is neither a place nor a time. There might
be a heaven not only here but now.

'|‘Iu-ZY will enter no region of darktless or grief whose
mind is the abode of kindness. .\'o evil that the soul
dreads can come upon him who is kind and protects all
creatures. This great. rich earth. with all its gCl'l(‘l'.’1il()l'l\‘
of men, is vigilant that sorrow shall not come upon
kind hearts.— llimiu

'I‘nI«: source of final liappiness is inherent in the heart:
he is a fool who seeks it elsewliere. lle is like the shep-
herd who searched for the sheep which was in his l):i.~'(Jll‘l.
That light. like the morning star. that dwells in the in«
most heart of every man. is our refuge.—— /'/indu
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Heard This?
" I used to be very gay and fond of the world and all

its fashions till I saw my folly. I liked silks and satins.
and ribbons and laces, and feathers, but I found they
were dragging me down to perdition. so I gave them all
to my sister.”

“.\unual sale now going on.
be cheated——come in here."

Don't go elsewhere to

Neighbor: "I s'posc your lli|l's strikin' the 'arp with
the hangels now?"

Long suffering widow: “ Not ‘im. Strikin' the hangels
wiv the ’arp's nearer ‘is mark!"

Mistress: "Look here. Iiiddyl
in the dust upon this table!

Iliddy: " Indeed. mum. there's nothing like a bit of
eddication, is there? "

I can write my name

Cavalry Sergeant: "I told you never to approach
a horse from the rear without speaking to him. First
thing you know they'll kick you in the head. and we'll
have a bunch of lame horses on our hands."

" \\'hen I said my prayers last night didn't you hear
me ask God to make me a good boy?"

" Yes. ’l‘onimy dear."
" Well. he ain't done it."
Doctor: “You nmst give up all mental work for a

time."
Patient: " llut. Doctor. I shall starve.

living by writing poetry for the magazines."
Doctor: “ Oh, you can keep on with that."

I make my

Village Clergyman. going his rounds: “ Fine pig. that.
.\Ir. Dibbles. uncommonly tine."

l'ious Farmer: "Yes indeed. sir; if only all of us

was as fit to die as ‘int! "

\\'illie: " I‘op. what are ancesto~:s'?"
Father: “\Vell, I'm one of yours——your grandazl

is another."
\\'illie: “ ()b, I see. llut why is it that folks brag

about them? "

" The idea of letting your wife go round saving she
made a man of you; you don't hear mv wife saving that."

" No. l)ut I heard her telling my wife that she did
her best."

l’risoner: " There goes my hat. Shall I run after it ? "

Policeman Casey: "

back agin?
yur hat.‘

I’hwat? Run away au' niver Ctllllt
You shtand roight here an‘ ()i'll run afther

llinks:
the street?

Shafer: " She certainly looks familiar. Let me see
it's my wife's new dress. my rlaughteris hat. and my
mother-in-law's parasol — sure.’

"Sbafer. do you know that woman zicrtm
-3

It's our cook! "
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N eutrality

O ME  think A merica missed a great chance at the

opening of this war and that it has now passed

from her. S he did not miss it in proclaiming

neutrality. There is a neutrality which says: “I will

have no part with that fi ghting crowd. Their q uarrels

are no affair of mine. 1 take neither side."

There is a neutrality which would have said: “I take

Izo' rll sun-3s in the name of the S oul of hmnanily. That

S oul is mine and theirs alike.

It can never be wounded without all feeling the wound.

every nation, every individual in every nation. It is

more than an ideal of the idealists: it is a living reality

everywhere;  its spiritual energy is the sole sustainer of
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civilization, the sole preventer of lapse into barbarism.

F irst present in the hearts of nations and men as the

spirit of brotherhood, it can pour in no more of its

limitless gifts till that one is harbored and encouraged.

Upon that one we should have built our neutrality.

“ Their q uarrels are no affair of mine " —  that neutrality

was no lesser a stab to the S oul of humanity than the

war itself.

In the avowed name of this S oul, proclaiming it,

rising to a new sense of its being, we could at the

beginning, in compassion, have called a halt, sounding a

peace cry more potent than ever yet was any war cry.

S o great a power would have been behind us that our

cry would have paralysed the spirit of war not for an

hour, but, by birth of a new and most glorious prece-

dent, for all time. W e, the A merican people, making

ourselves for the fi rst time among nations the mouthpiece

of the proclaimed S oul of humanity, would have ended

war forever and suddenly conferred on humanity an aeon

of progress by our faith— ensouled new Declaration. A s

a nation we should have made ourselves the cornerstone

of the human Temple of the H uman S oul.

B ut we lost that oF fered and possible leadership of the

\Vestern peoples. “ Their q uarrels are no affair of mine."

Jl

Dismal N ovember

E  are all feeling a bit dismal j ust now. N othing

ex actly the matter, and yet the thing is unde-

niable. N o snap in the day, nothing seeming

very interesting or much worth doing.

A  medical writer in the S unday issue of a California

newspaper tells us that the feeling is an echo from ages

past when we lived clothed in skins. The O ctober fall

heralded the cold and barren winter. The plenty and

warmth of summer was over and food would soon be

difficult to get. There would be no more berries and

wild fruits. The lakes would be frozen, fi shing impos-

sible, and the hunters would have to stay at home with

nothing to catch. S o these primitive men were depressed

and anx ious, and their depression and anx iety recur

periodically even to this day.

H as the writer got the whole of the truth?

try to go one layer deeper, anyhow.

O ur bodies are a part of nature and partake in na-

ture' s changes, and very few of us are strong enough

to prevent our minds from being colored by our bodies.

\that is nature doing now?  The pulse and thrill of

spring have long gone by. A nd dying down now is

the rich life of summer. The trees and shrubs have

borne their fl owers and ripened their seeds. Their year' s

work is done. It is getting time to rest. The annual

life-tide is well on the ebb.

It is this same receding of life that we all feel. going

on in us as well as outside us in nature. W e are bound

to feel in our bodies some lesssening tendency to activity

and to pleasure in activity. W hat we are not bound to

W e will

feel or allow is the mental depression and perhaps irrita-

bility or surliness that are so apt to develop out of

the lessening life-tension and thrill. R esist that and the

natural season of fall will not age us, will not leave its

traces permanent in our nerves and fi bers. A nd we shall

be ready instantly to take advantage of nature' s new life

when she stirs again.

W hy do men, not in Christian countries only, but in

nearly all countries, celebrate Christmas?  They never

made some common agreement with each other to do so.

A t that time the new nature stir begins. The spirit

of life begins to stretch his wings. S omething is born

again. The older nations felt that life is always some-

thing divine, and so Christmas time to them as well as

to us was a divine event. They felt that the soul of life

stirred anew then, within and at the same time with the

outer natural pulses;  and that if they aroused themselves

to it, to the sense of its new presence. they could

themselves be spiritually new-born. Upon this idea

Christianity set its seal and warrant.

S o let us hold on steadily, q uiet and even-minded and

undepressed, between now and then, merely counting it

a period, as it were. of partial life-rest. .~' \nd when

Christmas comes with its real new birth and new br0~

therhood, let us seize and hold the spirit of it alight on

through the days till spring shall awake all things physi-

cally as Christmas awoke us spiritually. S o doing we

can always, year by year. be growing younger in spirit

even while the body slowly ages. \\-' e shall have learned

to live. S rumzx ' r

Jl

Dead Days

H E R E  are some days, we all get them, when the

bottom seems to have fallen out of things. X 0-

thing looks worth doing, nothing is interesting.

nothing offers any hope of pleasure.

The cause of such a day we may not be able to dis-

cover. It may be some heavy blow from the hands of

fortune. O r it may be a reaction from a spell of keen

enj oyment. O r it may come from a disappointed ex -

pectation.

A s a matter of fact these are the most valuable days

of the year. They give us an opportunity for insight

into the real values of things.

L ife mostly is, and always should be, intensely inter-

esting to us. B ut we get our interest wrongly located.

absorbed in the wrong places, in doings, enj oyments.

that are not worth anything like the amount of interest

we put there. B ut on the dead days our interest is

cut loose and there seems to be nothing we can attach

it to. Tomorrow, or a little later, we shall get back to

our normal again;  but, as before. we shall he at any

moment in danger of another dead spell.

\Ve are in this danger because we do not rightly

treat this dead spell when we are lucky enough to have

one. “' 0 get negative. sit down under it. fail to study it.

It is not man' s business to be tied up and swamped in
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civilization, the sole preventer of lapse into barbarism.
First present in the hearts of nations and men as the
spirit of brotherhood, it can pour in no more of its
limitless gifts till that one is harbored and encouraged.
Upon that one we should have built our neutrality.
“Their quarrels are no affair of mine "— that neutrality
was no lesser a stab to the Soul of humanity than the
war itself.

In the avowed name of this Soul, proclaiming it.
rising to a new sense of its being. we could at the
beginning, in compassion, have called a halt. sounding a

peace cry more potent than ever yet was any war cry.
So great a power would have been behind us that our

cry would have paralysed the spirit of war not for an

hour, but, by birth of a new and most glorious prece-
dent, for all time. W'e, the American people, making
ourselves for the first time among nations the mouthpiece.
of the proclaimed Soul of humanity, would have ended
war forever and suddenly conferred on humanity an aeon
of progress by our faith—ensouled new Declaration. .-\s
a nation we should have made ourselves the cornerstone
of the human Temple of the Human Soul.

But we lost that oFfered and possible leadership of the
\\'estern peoples. “ Their quarrels are no affair of mine."

.53

Dismal November
E are all feeling a bit dismal just now. .\'othing
exactly the matter, and yet the thing is unde-
niable. No snap in the day. nothing seeming

very interesting or much worth doing.
A medical writer in the Sunday issue of a California

newspaper tells us that the feeling is an echo from ages
past when we lived clothed in skins. The October fall
heralded the cold and barren winter. The plenty and
warmth of summer was over and food would soon be
difiicult to get. There would be no more berries and
wild fruits. The lakes would be frozen, fishing impos-
sible, and the hunters would have to stay at home with
nothing to catch. 50 these primitive men were depressed
and anxious, and their depression and anxiety recur

periodically even to this day.
Has the writer got the whole of the truth?

try to go one layer deeper. anyhow.
Our bodies are a part of nature and partake in na-

ture's changes, and very few of us are strong enough
to prevent our minds from being colored by our bodies.

What is nature doing now? The pulse and thrill of
spring have long gone by. And dying down now is
the rich life of summer. The trees and shrubs have
borne their flowers and ripened their seeds. Their year's
work is done. It is getting time to rest. The annual
life-tide is well on the ebb.

It is this same receding of life that we all feel. going
on in us as well as outside us in nature. \\"c are bound
to feel in our bodies some lesssening tendency to activity
and to pleasure in activity. V’Vhat we are not bound to

\‘\'e will

tfiio gle

NEW WAY

feel or allow is the mental depression and perhaps irrita-
bility or surliness that are so apt to develop out of
the lessening life-tension and thrill. Resist that and the
natural season of fall will not age us. will not leave its
traces permanent in our nerves and fibers. And we shall
be ready instantly to take advantage of nature's new life
when she stirs again.

Why do men, not in Christian countries only, but in
nearly all countries, celebrate Christmas? They never
made some common agreement with each other to do so.

At that time the new nature stir begins. The spirit
of life begins to stretch his wings. Something is born
again. The older nations felt that life is always some-

thing divine, and so Christmas time to them as well as

to us was a divine event. They felt that the soul of life
stirred anew then, within and at the same time with the
outer natural pulses; and that if they aroused theniselves
to it, to the sense of its new presence. they coul-l
themselves be spiritually new-born. Vpon this idea
Christianity set its seal and warrant.

So let us hold on steadily, quiet and even—minded and
undepressed, between now and then. merely counting it
as a period. as it were. of partial life-rest. And when
Christmas comes with its real new birth and new bro-
therhood. lct us seize and hold the spirit of it alight on

through the days till spring shall awake all things [)l1}'.~l-
Cally as Christmas awoke us spiritually. So doing we

can always. year by year. be growing younger in spirit
even while the body slowly ages. We shall have i(’ElY'lll."l
to live. ST['[)EN1‘

.33

Dead Days
llI?.Rl£ are some days, we all get them, when theT bottom seems to have fallen out of things. .\'o—
thing looks worth doing, nothing is interesting.

nothing otters any hope of pleasure.
The cause of such a day we may not be able to dis

cover. It may be some heavy blow from the hands of
fortune. Or it may be a reaction from a spell of keen
enjoyment. Or it may come from a disappointed ex-

pectation.
As a matter of fact these are the most valuable da_\'~

of the year. They give us an opportunity for insight
into the real values of things.

Life mostly is, and always should be. intensely inter-
esting to us. But we get our interest wrongly located.
absorbed in the wrong places, in doings. enjnyments.
that are not worth anything like the amount of interest
we put there. But on the dead days our interest i~
cut loose and there seems to be nothing we can attach
it to. Tomorrow, or a little later. we shall get back to
our normal again: but. as before. we shall be at any
moment in danger of another dead spell.

We are in this danger because we do not rightly
treat this dead spell when we are lucky enough to have
one. \\'e get negative, sit down under it. fail to study it.

It is not man's business to be tied up and swamped in
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ex ternals— doing and enj oyments. B ehind all this he

should be living another and much richer life. The

dead, blank days are the chances to get at this. A  wise

man would refuse to look out for or accept any means

to sidestep the chance, would refuse to hunt up anything

outside to make a diversion. H e would take q uite an-

other way. It only req uires a little grit.

The problem is to alter oneself into a kind of self

that does not care how things are outside.

“ O h, what’ s the use? "  O n dead days a man as it

were fi ings himself down with that ex clamation. “ “7 hat

is in it all for me?  ”  .

S ay it another way. \Vhat is the use— of this dead

day?  W hat is in it—  for my profi t?

P> e hopeful and confi dent that there is something for

you, and feel back into yourself for it. K eep the confi -

dence: keep living inside yourself instead of looking out.

L et each passing half-hour still fi nd you like that, hope-

ful and confi dent, and by evening you will be conscious

of something of a victory, a new peace. Y ou will have

got nearer the real life and will be able to hold it.

S ome more fi ghts like this and you will break through.

becoming a new man that no ex ternal blanks (or full—

nesses) can ever again disturb from his peace in the

deeper life. A nd this deeper life will go on getting deep-

er and fuller of life and interest and change and per-

ception and understanding with every passing year. The

mind and feeling will have entered the great current

of general human life and will then soon fi nd itself

sharing some of the incessant divine work of clearing

and purifying and enriching it. Conscious co-workership '

with divinity is always a possibility for us, and there is

noting like that for interest and j oy. S TUDE N T

J!

The Cyclic Chessboards

E T us remember that it is not in the plan of things.

L  not in the way of nature. that we should feel

alike two days running. If we were completely

masters of ourselves, in conduct and thought and moods

completely self-guided. we should still have daily changes

of feeling and tendency. The cycles will go on even

when all weaknesses and faults have been removed.

Different parts of our natures come up with the passing

days. each part with its special strength, its special pos-

sibilities of failure. S ome of these cycles are of weeks,

some of days;  some come round year by year. S ome

seem q uite irregular, peculiar to each of us.

W e are as a man playing many games of chess with

as many opponents, turning from one board to another

and advancing each game by one move at a time. It is

the move of that day that he has to make. the problems

of that particular chess-board to face. not the move or

problems of the last or the nex t board. It concerns him

only to make well the move of the day on the board of

the day. B ut all the time, from board to board. he will

be growing in skill.

L et us stand up, then,' bravely, each day, to the prob-

lems and diffi culties presented for us that day. L et us

at its close be able to write down in our hearts: “Good

work today. N o result (perhaps) visible, but I know

it was good work because it was hard."  Then we are

ready for tomorrow.

E ach “ chess-board "  in its recurring turn comes round

again. The good move we made on it last time it came

is there to our credit, of itself suggesting and inspiring

another. F or always, when conditions recur, there recurs

with them the spirit (or perhaps, the spiritlessness! )

with which we met them at their last visit. Meeting

each day for all we are worth, we can be sure, even

though no result may be yet to show, that we are bank-

ing strength, strength that will some time measure up

to all the diffi culties of all the days. W e shall have

won the medal of manhood, whose real nature is known

to so few. S TUDE N T

3

H abit-Making

DE S IR E , 1 know where thy root is. Thou art

0 born of thought. I will not think of thee and thou

shalt thus cease to ex ist.

That is a tex t from a very ancient E astern book. It

contains the key to making ourselves anything we want

to be.

Desire to do a thing comes of thinking of doing it.

\Ve do something once. perhaps q uite casually. A

memory of the doing is registered in the mind. W hen

the thought chances upon that memory a little desire

to do the thing again is apt to be born. Y ield to that

desire and the memory-picture is made clearer, and then

the desire is stronger, and in no long time there is a habit.

The thing done may be q uite trifl ing, hardly giving any

pleasure at all, and yet a binding desire and habit may

be born of it. Dr. j ohnson could not walk down F leet

S treet without touching every lamppost with his hand.

H e had done it once and at the nex t post there was a faint

memory of having touched the last one, and so a faint

suggestion and desire to touch this one, and at last he

had that little craze unmasterable. ‘

In the same way men have grown a craze even for tor-

turing themselves— mostly, as they thought, “for the

love of God."  They did it once and got some pleasure

out of it behind the pain, the pleasure coming from the

sense of having will-power enough to do it or of being

holier than others, or of having specially pleased God.

A nd from the thought of it the desire to repeat it. A nd

at last the whole life was given over in j oy to the habit

of self— torture.

H ow much more is this true when the fi rst doing of

the thing gives actual positive pleasure in itself!  In

this case thought is strongly attracted, desire born at

once and q uickly in full growth, and at last there is a

habit which may easily wreck the entire life.

B ut we can of course make this principle work for our

good. If we steadily refuse to let the mind think of
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e.\'ternals-—doing an(l cnjoyments. Behind all this he
should be living another and much richer life. The
dead, blank days are the chances to get at this. A wise
man would refuse to look out for or accept any means

to sidestep the chance, would refuse to hunt up anything
outside to make a diversion. He would take quite an-
other way. It only requires a little grit.

The problem is to alter oneself into a kind of self
that does not care how things are outside.

“ Oh, what's the use?" On dead days a man as it
were fiings himself down with that exclamation. “ What
is in it all for me? ”

Say it another way. \\"hat is the nse—of this dead
day? What is in it— for my profit?

Re hopeful and confident that there is something for
you. and feel back into yourself for it. Keep the confi-
dence: keep living inside yourself instead of looking out.
l.et each passing half—hour still find you like that, hope-
ful and confident, and by evening you will be conscious
of something of a victory, a new peace. You will have
got nearer the real life and will be able to hold it.
Some more fights like this and you will break through,
becoming a new man that no external blanks (or full-
nesses) can ever again disturb from his peace in the
deeper life. And this deeper life will go on getting deep-
er and fuller of life and interest aml change and per-
ception and understanding with every passing year. The
mind and feeling will have entered the great current
of general human life and will then soon find itself
sharing some of the incessant divine work of clearing
and purifying and enriching it.
with divinity is always a possibility for us. and there is
noting like that for interest and joy. S’l‘UDT’.XT

.33

The Cyclic Chessboards
ET us remember that it is not in the plan of things.L not in the way of nature. that we should feel

alike two days running. If we were completely
masters of ourselves, in conduct and thought and moods
completely self-guided, we should still have daily changes
of feeling and tendency. The cycles will go on even

when all weaknesses and faults have been removed.
Different parts of our natures come up with the passing
days. each part with its special strength. its special pos-
sibilitiesof failure. Some of these cycles are of weeks,
some of days; some come round year by year. Some
seem quite irregular, peculiar to each of us.

VVe are as a man playing many games of chess with
as many opponents, turning from one board to another
and advancing each game by one move at a time. lt is
the move of that day that he has to make. the problems
of that particular chess-board to face. not the move or

problems of the last or the next board. It concerns him
only to make well the move of the day on the board of
the day. But all the time. from board to board. he will
be growing in skill.

» C0 git

Conscious co-workership '

Let us stand up, thengbravely,each day, to the prob-
lems and difiiculties presented for us that day. Let us
at its close be able to write down in our hearts: “ Good
work today. No result (perhaps) visible, but I know
it was good work because it was hard." Then we are

ready for tomorrow.
Each " chess-board " in its recurring turn comes round

again. The good move we made on it last time it came
is there to our credit. of itself suggesting and inspiring
another. For always, when conditions recur, there recurs
with them the spirit (or perhaps, the spiritlessness!)
with which we met them at their last visit. Meeting
each day for all we are worth, we can be sure, even

though no result may be yet to show, that we are bank-
ing strength. strength that will some time measure up
to all the difficulties of all the days. \\='e shall have
won the medal of manhood, whose real nature is known
to so few. S'1‘UnF,N'1‘

.~z

Habit-Making
DESIRE. I leuote ‘it’/lL’t'L’ thy root is. Thou art0 born of thought. I will not think of thee and thou
shalt thus cease to twist.

That is a text from a very ancient Eastern book. It
contains the key to making otirselves anything we want
to be.

Desire to do a thing comes of thinkingof doing it.
We do something once. perhaps quite casually. A

memory of the doing is registered in the mind. When
the thought chances upon that memory a little desire
to do the thing again is apt to be born. Yield to that
desire and the memory-picture is made clearer, and then
the desire is stronger, and in no long time there is a habit.

The thing done may be quite trifling. hardly giving any
pleasure at all, and yet a binding desire and habit may
be born of it. Dr. Johnson could not walk down Fleet
Street without touching every lamppost with his hand.
He had done it once and at the next post there was a faint
memory of having touched the last one, and so a faint
suggestion and desire to touch this one. and at last he
had that little craze unmasterable.

In the same way men have grown a craze even for tor-
turing themselves-—mostly. as they thought, “for the
love of God." They did it once and got some pleasure
out of it behind the pain, the pleasure coming from the
sense of having will—po\ver enough to do it or of being
holier than others. or of having specially pleased God.
And from the thought of it the desire to repeat it. And
at last the whole life was given over in joy to the habit
of self-torture.

How much more is this true when the first doing of
the thing gives actual positive pleasure in itself! in
this case thought is strongly attracted. desire born at
once and quickly in full growth. and at last there is a
habit which may easily wreck the entire life.

But we can of course make this principle work for our

good. If we stearlily refuse to let the mind think of
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some evil or mistaken action, the desire to do that action

begins to die at once, after a while gets too weak to

overmaster us any more, and at last dies out altogether.

It is q uite easy to acq uire the habit of not letting thought

be drawn in any particular direction, though not so easy

to give the mind the habit of running nowhere save

where it has been told to run.

A nd it is q uite easy to acq uire an overmastering desire

to act rightly. A ct rightly once and let the thought of

the pleasure of having done so. of having used the will

Victoriously, remain in the mind a while or come into

the mind at an odd moment. Y ield at once to the new-

born desire to do that thing again when the chance comes.

we can soon create and nourish a set of desires which

will redeem us, re-create us, give us a nobility of charac-

ter and a power of mind which will measure up closer

and closer to our highest ideals.

A ct rightly once. There is the seed. R e content for

the moment without laying out a long plan of acting

rightly for evermore. That sort of plan-laying into the

future wakes up oppositions in our nature which there is

no need for. O nly think of the right act with satisfac-

tion. and the desire to do it again will come naturally

of itself. The only danger is lest satisfaction become

self' satisfaction, self— applause, a sense of superiority to

others. K eep totally clear of that sense of superiority.

of any criticism of others who don’ t seem to be making

any efforts— any attitude but kindliness— and you are

all right. W e are all brothers anyhow;  the backwardest

of us will awaken some time;  and some time we shall

all be at the top together, able to look back and wish

perhaps that we had begun the climb sonner. S TUDE N T

.3!

The S ong of L ife

H E  spring and thrill of the morning seemed to

have got into everything. S ome children danced

hand in hand, singing, down the village street

towards the little bridge. A  lithe young fellow swung

past whistling. A nd from every tree the birds were

fl ooding the air with their song.

Poetic sort of things I had read in various places

about life and its song came up into my mind. “ Divinity

sang at the dawn of the worlds.”  says some old writer.

“and the song became the life of all things. It has re-

sounded ever since, though few be they that hear it.”

“ ,isten to the song of life."  says a little book of guidance

for those who wish to reach the divine soul of things.

“ F or as the individual has voice, so has that in which

the individual ex ists. L ife itself has speech and is never

silent. A nd its utterance is not. as you that are deaf

may suppose. a cry: it is a song. There is a natural

melodv. an obscure fount in every human heart. It may

be hidden over and utterly concealed and silenced — -

but it is there.”

.\s l said. a few things like this came up into my mind.

and I began to think. My fi rst thoughts stepped off

towards — physiology!  which must be forgiven a doctor.

S o I remembered that the ear has two other functions

besides hearing. O ne part of the ear contains a curious

little apparatus which enables us to tell whether we are

upright or not, which gives us the sense of balance. A nd

the third function is Concerned with the tone, the tension.

of fi bers throughout the body. This is shown in the

fact. for instance, that when we are listening very in-

tently. many of the muscles are apt to take on so much

tension as to be q uite set, especially the breathing muscles.

B reathing may indeed stop altogether for a few seconds.

A n air that I heard sung last night came into my mind

and echoed through me a long time— a sort of back-

ground to my thinking. thcre was it sounding?  It

seemed all through my body. To say it was in my mem-

ory would not ex plain anything.

Might not the body, as a vast system of strung fi bers

be considered as a sort of harp?  B earing in mind that

third function of the ear. may not the attention and

listening to music bring about among other things a

tightening up or tuning of all the fi bers in succession that

are capable of responding to those notes?  A nd may

not the after-echoes in “memory”  be due to the same

waves or thrill rippling once again (in a fainter way!

over the same strings?

W e could not understand music or make anything of

it unless it was in some sense already within us. any

more than we could understand a man’ s speech unless

we knew his language, or understand high thoughts

from a book unless we already had those thoughts latent

in us. waiting to be called out.

A ll music must be somehow already in us. though

we don’ t notice its presence. L istening to music is having

our attention called to what is there ready to be noticed

and understood.

It must be life itself, that thrill always passing through

the body and into and through every cell and fi ber of it.

that contains the essence of all harmony and melody.

O uter music. listened to. in the act of listening. tunes up

some of our fi bers to respond to a fragment of the pre-

viously unfelt music of our own life-thrill. “" e seem to

need this outer help because we are so accustomed to

take notice only of what has come to us from without.

“' e have never accustomed ourselves to listen to the in-

ner life-thrill, the “song divine"  itself. B ut that is no

reason why we should not open our inner hearing to this

song of life as it is constantly sung both within us and

outside in all nature. If we practised for a little while

every day. in the silence. when the senses are unoccupied.

paying no attention to the stream of mostly worthless

thoughts that is always passing through the mind. and

make for something higher. the higher ranges of feel‘

ing. beginning with full generous love for everyone

and everything living, we could soon attain sense of

the deathless music of life. soon reach understanding of

what it is doing in and for us and in and for the whole

of nature. M. D.
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some evil or mistaken action, the desire to do that action
begins to die at once. after a while gets too weak to
overmaster us any more. and at last dies out altogether.
it is quite easy to acquire the habit of not letting thought
be drawn in any particular direction, though not so easy
to give the mind the habit of running nowhere save

where it has been told to run.

And it is quite easy to acquire an overmastering desire
to act rightly. Act rightly once and let the thought of
the pleasure of having done so. of having used the will
victoriously, remain in the mind a while or come into
the mind at an odd moment. Yield at once to the new-

born desire to do that thingagain when the chance comes.

We can soon create and nourish a set of desires which
will redeem us. re-create us, give us a nobilityof charac-
ter and a power of mind which will measure up closer
and closer to our highest ideals.

:\ct rightly once. There is the seed. l‘-e content for
the moment without laying out a long plan of acting
rightly for evermore. That sort of plan-laying into the
future \vakes up oppositions in ottr nature which there is
no need for. Only think of the right act with satisfac-
tion. and the desire to do it again will cotne naturally
of itself. The only danger is lest satisfaction become
.vclf—sati.sfaction, self-applause. a sense of superiority to

others. Keep totally clear of that sense of superiorit_v.
of any criticism of others who don’t seem to be making
any ctT0t‘ts—an_\' attitude but kindliness—an<l you are

all right. \Ve are all brothers anyhow: the backwardest
of us will awaken some time: and some time we shall
all be at the top together, able to look back and wish
perhaps that we had begun the climb sooner. STt'nE.\."1'

.53

The Song of Life
HE spring and thrill of the morning seemed to
have got into everything. Some children danced
hand in hand, singing, down the village street

towards the little bridge. A lithe young fellow swung
past whistling. And frotn every tree the birds were

flooding the air with their song.
Poetic sort of things I had read in various places

about life and its song came up into my mind. “ Divinity
sung at the (lawn of the worlds." says some old WI'it<‘r.
“and the song became the life of all things. It has re-

soundcd ever since. though few be they that hear it.'
“Listen to the song of life." says a little book of guidance
for those who wish to reach the divine soul of things.
“ For as the individual has voice. so has that in which
the individual exists. Life itself has speech and is never

silent. And its utterance is not. as you that are deaf
mm. mm-,(-,_.-¢_ 3 cry: it is a song. There is a natural
melody. an obscure fount in every human heart. It may
be hidden over and utterly concealed and silenced—-
but it is there."

_\s I s;1id.;1 few tliings like this came up into my mind.
and I began to think. My first 11101151”-“ ~‘“‘PP°“ “ff

» Go glc

towards — physiology! which must be forgiven a doctor.
So I remembered that the ear has two other functions

besides hearing. One part of the ear contains a curious
little apparatus which enables us to tell whether \\'e are

upright or not, which gives us the sense of balance. .--\nd
the third function is concerned with the tone. the tension.
of fibers throughout the body. This is shown in the
fact. for instance. that when we are listening very in-
tently. many of the muscles are apt to take on so much
tension as to be quite set. especially the breathingmuscles.
Breathing may indeed stop altogether for a few seconds.

.\n air that l heard sung last night came into my mind
and echoed through me a long time——a sort of back-
ground to m_v thinking. ll"/zcre was it sounding? lt
seemed all through my body. To say it was in my mem-

ory would not explain anything.
Might not the body. as a vast system of strung fiber-

be considered as a sort of harp? Bearing in mind that
third function of the car. may not the attention and
listening to music bring about among other things a

tightening up or tuning of all the fibers in succession that
are capable of responding to those notes? And may
not the after-echoes in “memory” be due to the same

wavcs or thrill rippling once again (in a fainter way:
over the same strings?

\\'e could not understand music or make anything of
it unless it was in some sense already within us. any
more than we could understand a man's speech unless
we knew his language, or understand high thought-
from a book unless \\e already had those thoughts latent
in us. waiting to be called out.

.\ll music must he somehow already in us. though
we don't notice its presence. Listening to music is having
our attention called to what is there ready to be noticed
and understood.

It must be life itself. that thrillalways passing through
the body and into and through every cell and fiber of it.
that contains the essence of all harmony and melody.
Outer music. listened to. in the act of listening. tunes up
some of our fibers to respond to a fragment of the pre-
viously unfelt music of our own life-thrill. “'0 seem to
need this outer help because we are so accustomed to
take notice only of what has come to us from without.
\\'e have never accustomed ourselves to listen to the in-
ner life—thrill. the “song divine" itself. But that is no

reason why we should not open our inner hearing to this
song of life as it is constantly sung both within us and
outside in all nature. If we practised for a little while
every da_v. in the silence. when the senses are unoccupied.
paying no attention to the stream of mostly \\‘ot‘thlc~~
thoughts that is always passing through the mind. and
make for something higher. the higher ranges of feel-
ing. beginning with full generous love for e\'er_\-one
and everything living. we could soon attain sense of
the deathless music of life. soon reach ttntierstanding of
what it is doing in and for us and in and for the \\'l1o'.~..-
of nature. M. D.
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Tommy’ s Philosophy

IS  mother had been trying to teach Tommy some-

H  thing about sin and God' s punishments for it.

“I don' t like that, mother.“ he said.

to love God and I can' t if he punishes."

“ B ut he punishes you for your good, my dear, and

he loves you all the time.”

“Is it God' s punishment, mother. if baby puts her

fi nger in the candle and burns it?  ”

“ O h no, dear;  that' s what we call nature.

made nature, too. It isn' t a sin when baby puts her

fi nger in the fl ame. It would only be a mistake. and the

burning would teach her not to do it again.”

“ B ut when I played with the matches yesterday and

builded a house with them and they caughted fi re and

burnded me. you said it was God because I knew I

“ I want

B ut God

was good j ust because you was afraid not to be. That' s

why God waits. ' iut mother — "

y “ Y es, my dear."

" I gets teached about fi re when I puts in my fi ngers

to the candle and it burns me."

“ Y es.”

“ .-\nd you said it' s nature teaches that."

“Y es, that' s how you learn that fi re burns.”

“ Then I think it' s nature that makes hurts on people

when they sin. A nd then they know — but it' s an awful

long time after— that sin makes hurts. S o they gets

teached about sin. A nd now I think I can love Goc."

“ O h, Tommy. didn' t you love God before? "

“I don' t think I did ” — '  very doubtfully. “Y ou see,

mother. there was some of God that punished and I

didn' t love that part. A nd there was some that made me

Til Ii L O MA L A N D

Does God sometimes burn

H

mustn' t play with matches.

people and sometimes nature?  ‘

I went on reading— carefully. hearing nothing. I

wanted to know~how my little wife would deal with this

subtle problem. E vidently she decided to evade it.

“I don' t think you can understand these things yet.

dear: you will know more when you are older."

This was unsatisfactory and Tommy fell to doing some

thinking on his own account. A nd presently he began

again.

“ Mother, I don’ t think God punishes sin at all: he.

lets nature do it all the time. A nd sometimes neither

of them don’ t do it. neither of them."

“O h yes. dear. God always punishes sin sooner or

later."

“ \Vhy don' t he do it at once?  If people always getted

punished the minute they sinned. they wouldn’ t sin any

more when they found that out. would they?  — P)ut I

know. There wouldn' t be any gool in being good if you

L omaland Photo. &  E ngrai' ing Dept.

CO L L E GE  B A  N D

want to be good. and I do want to be good sometimes,

mother, and I (lid love that part. B ut it' s nature that

teaches us about sin. I think God' s very nice, after all.

Could I speak to him. mother? "

“ I think you do speak to him, my dear. in your heart.

when you want to be good.”

“A nd if I wanted ever so. oh, as much as that " —

throwing out his arms — — -“ would I see him? "

“ N o, dear. I don' t think you would see him. ex actly.

llut you would feel his light in your heart and you would

feel his love.”  -

“ Mother. I think God’ s made of light."

“ “' hat makes you say that? "

“' Cause when I' m good it' s all lighter everywhere.

\Vhen I' m naughty it makes me think the windows is all

grayed up and dirty. and all the house— yes. mother.

and all out of doors. too— is darky and horrid. Y es.

I think God is partly made of light. .\n'  it' s a light that

wraps up people an'  gets into them an'  they sees things
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Tommy’: Philosophy
IS mnther lunl heen trying tn teach 'l'omm_\' .~'.unn~-H thing ahunt sill aml ('.u<l'.~ pnni.~zlnnent~' for it.

''I dun’! like that. muther." he ~‘aial.
to lu\'e (incl anal I can"! if he ])tIni.~lIe>'."

" [hit he pm1i.~he.~' you for _nmr gum], m_\' «lear. all!‘
he luves you all the time."

"Is it Cutlk puni.~'lnnent. muther. if lnahy puts her
finger in the candle and burns it?'

“ Oh no, dear: that'.~ what we call nature. llnt (‘mil
macle nature. too. It isn't a Jin when haliy put-4 her
ringer in the flame. It wuulrl «.ml_\' he a mistake. aml the

“ I want

burning \\'(Iltl(l teach her not In «In it again."
llut when I ])la_\'e1l with the matches _\‘e.~'ter«la_\* an-l

l)llll<lL'(l a lmnse with them flllll they caughterl fire anal
hnrnrlerl me. _\'«»n saitl it was Ctvl hecante I knew I

w:|.~ gucul j1I~t lieca1l.~e _\un was alraitl llu[ tn hc. 'I‘h:1t's
why (incl \\‘:tlt.~, Hut muther—"

" Yes, my dear."
" I f.,'l'l.~ lC.'1l'lIt‘(l almut fire when I ])tIt_~'. in my lingers

tn the canclle and it hurns me."
" Yes."
".\m| _\'ult said it’.< nature teaches that."
" Yes. that's how you learn that fire hnrn.<."
" Then I think it's nature that makes hurts on people

when tl1e_\' sin. .\n(l then the_\' knuw —hnt it's an awful
lung time after—that sin tll.'|l<t'~' lmrls. So they gets
lC2tL‘lll‘(l almnt sin. .\ml now I think I can love Curl."

"Uh, 'l’nnnn_v. uli«ln't _\'nn ln\‘(' (‘mil before?"
"I ilun't mini.‘ I «lid "— \'er_\‘ ulnnhtfnll_\'. " You see,

nnather. there was mnie of (‘uni that pnni<he«l anul I
:|irln't love that part. .\n<l there was some that made me 

Tll If I.U.\I \I..\\'lJ

mn.~tn't play with match:-<. Dues (‘mil snnletiines hurn
|)cn]llL' and Mnnetilnes nature?"

I went on reatlin,-:—eareful|_\'. hearing nv-thin;.,'. I
wantetl to know how my little wife wnulcl «leal with tlli~:
.~nhtle prnhlem. I:.\'i<lentl_v she tlL‘CltlL‘ll tn evacle it.
"I rl<m't think _\‘m1 can umlerstaml thew: thing< yet.

«lear: _\-on will know more when you are nlcler."
This was nns:iti.<faetur_\'and Tnnnny fell in timing s--me

thinking on his own accnnnt. .—\nrl pre<entl_\‘ he hogan
again.

“ Mother. I rlnn't think Coil ptIIIi.<I'tI.'~‘. sin at all: he
lets: nature «In it all the time. .\nv.l <:nnetiine.< neith-.~r
nf them «Irnft «In it. neither of them."

“Oh yes. dear. Cnrl alwa_\'< pnni.<l!e< sin muner in‘
later."

" \\'h_\~ rlun't he (In it at rmee? If peupl-3 :ilwa\'<gettecl
p-mislierl the minute thev cinwevl. thee u-nnl«ln't <in am-

nmre when llte\‘ fnmivl that nttl. wnttltl thew? — llnt I
I-:Itn\\'. There wnnl'ln't he any ';'(1Hl in hein-_r _-znml if you

l_.n.;.?.'I ';v'. I: .'

Lam-Ilunm‘ I'Imm .9 I5n,;m:a'ng nrrl.

t'nI.t.I:«'.I: I:.\.\'n

want tn he guutl. anl l «in want to he gnml .\'()l'llL'lllllC.~,
mother. and I tlltl Inve that part. lint it‘.< nature that
teaehea n> almut sin. I think C:-«|'5 ver_\‘ nice. after all.
Cnnlcl I speak tn him. nmtlier?"

" I think _\~nn «lu .~pe.’Il\' tn him. my ulear. in yunr heart.
when you want to he ,;mncl."

".\wl if I wanterl ever <0. oh. a= much as that "—
tliruwing nut hi< arins —" \\'()llltl I Ree him?"

" .\'«-. Ilear. I «lnn't think ynu wrmlzl set‘ him. e.\'aetl_\'.
l‘»nt you would feel his light in _\'c-ur heart anul _\'un wnultl
feel his love."

" .\lutl1er. I think (‘.m|'.< made nf ligln."
" \\'lmt mak-:< yam ~a)' that?"
"'('an-e when I'm ;:nml it'< all lighter ever_\'where.

When I'm nan;_:ht_\- it make: me think the winclnws ie all
;:1':t\‘e'l up anzl clirt_\'. anul all the lll)ll\‘t:—_\'L‘.*'~. lltntlu-r_
aml all nut ul cl-wire. tau-—i~' rl.'u'k_\' and hnrricl. \'e<.
I think (‘mil ie partlv matle nf llL'lll. .\n' it's a liglit that
wt':Ip~' up peuple .'m' gt-t~' into them an‘ the-_\‘ st-e~ thingx‘

 in ‘«J
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out through it. A nd he tells nature to teach people all

what sin is and not to do it and he makes them want not

to. — O h, what a lot of q uestions there is to be asted!

— Mother. I think God listens when you asts a q ues-

tion. and then he makes you think of the answer. and

that' s him answering. B ut you must make long. long

thinks. too. for yourself. before he tells the answer into

your mind. Daddy thinks out of books. There’ s think

books and picture books.

The kitten had knocked over the brick house Tommy

was building. R E PO R TE R

J

Count Y ourself In

N E  of us had been doing some reading at a physio-

logy book that usually lay q uite undisturbed on

our library shelves, and had been giving us some

newly acq uired wisdom on the subj ect of diet. The

prison diet. he said, was all wrong: much too starchy.

and contained too little fl esh-forming matter— which

was why we were out of health and had bad digestions.

“Y es. I' ve read that book.”  said the yard philosopher.

“and some others like it before I got in here. I read

them for the same reason as our friend here— to get

some notion of the body I walk about in or that walks

about with me in it. I suppose I did get some notion.

but on the whole it was the play of H amlet with the

noble Dane’ s part left out. To be clear. I was omitted.

“N ow, that’ s q uite an omission, for in all the doings

of my body I' ve got to be counted in while I am in.

“ Part of the year some of us have got duties out here

when the sun rises. N ow a man can do what he wants

to with the sunrise. The fi rst ravs strike right through

him. wake up his body and give him a certain amount of

new energy for the day. That would be as far as the

physiology books get. if they get that far— the passive

side of the business, what’ ll happen anyhow.

“ B ut suppose I actively and voluntarily take that sun-

picture into my mind, consciously encourage the new

glow all through. feel my mind wakened up as well as my

body, make use of the livening up as a fi ne opportunity

to feel myself as a soul with power to live more and

higher that day than I ever did before. and then turn

away and get to my work without 10sing hold of all

this :- why. the thing has done a hundred times as much

for me as for the other fellow who was merely passive.

I' ve counted myself in and made myself count for

something.

“The diet here may be wrong. as Tom was proving

out of the book. B ut the book treats of this food busi-

ness as if a man was nothing more than a bit of mechani-

cal apparatus. a steam engine with no more to do in the

matter than to open his door and shovel in the fuel.

That is about the case with most fellows. They eat

with themselves left out of account.

“ S uppose they step into the game. L et them do more

than open a hole in their faces for the food to go in at.

— O h. you naughty pussy!  ” ~

L et them stand inside the doorway and receive the food,

stamp it with their wills. ‘I' ll make this food do its

part to build me all through in better shape. It shall

yield its life to me. It shall give me a new vim. It

shall make me a brain fi t for higher and fi ner thought

than I could ever do before. I’ m a soul with power to

make it do all this and add the effect to the effect of the

fresh sunrise.’  L et a man count himself in in that way

and eat a thousand-odd meals a yeardike that. The

body is changed all through by the end of every few

years. L et a man superintend the change himself. eat

cheerfulness and kindliness and higher life in general

into his feelings along with the food into his body. A nd

then he' ll get to know how thoroughly he can make

even a bad diet do a good j ob and renew him into health

of body and mind.

“ The books talk a lot about work and waste and re-

pair. S o much work. so much waste;  so much food

and then so much repair. They leave the man out.

“" hy shan' t he count himself in?  R epair-' 5 going on all

the time. every cell in the body repairing itself nearly as

fast as it wastes all day. and at night making up the

defi cits. A  man can make his work. whatever it is. a

way to health and renewal. H is mind can be a help or

a hindrance to his body. If he' ll keep cheerful and hope-

ful and kindly. his interior building work will be along

live and healthy lines. H e can work away no small part

of his bad heredity. what he got from his parents: and

very often all the bad heredity~— to call it that— that

he' s made for himself by the mistakes of his past. build-

ing in new stuff that fi ts the new mind~tone that he' s

decided to adopt. H e’ ll feel so different in a year or

two that he won' t know himself. A nd contrariwise. the

moody man ' with a grouch half the time is making his

body build his moods and grouches into the living fi bers.

A  man can play what tune he likes into his body. and

it holds the tune. That’ s the principle of taking advan-

tage of the q uickened waste and repair that work brings

about and counting yourself in.

“A nd if he' ll get to bed fi lled up with the best thoughts

and highest feelings he can command. why. the night' s

repairing will be done accordingly. and in the morning

and all the nex t day he’ ll be feeling the benefi t.

“ Count yourselves in. boys. Don' t take things as they

come. B e on hand when the sunlight comes at you.

when food goes in. when work is a-doing. when it’ s get-

up time or go-to-bed time. when there’ s disagreeables or

agreeables in the flow of things. and use everything to

rise to more life by. or get more will by. or feel yourself

more of a soul by. a ruler of life. not a S lave or a victim

of it. R oss the whole business.”  S ' rt' mCX ' r

.3

H F .th in these autumn months of time.

B efore the great N ew Y ear shall break.

S ome little way our feet should climb.

.Q ome little mark our hands should make.

F or liberty and manhood' s sake.—  Gosst'
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6 THE NEW WAY
 

out through it. And he tells nature to teach people all
what sin is and not to do it and he makes them want not
to. —Oh, what a lot of questions there is to be astedl
-Mother. I think God listens when you asts a ques-
tion. and then he makes you think of the answer. and
that's him answering. But you must make long. long
thinks. too. for yourself. before he tells the answer into
your mind. Daddy thinks out of books. There's think
books and picture books. —Oh. _vou naughty pussy!"

The kitten had knocked over the brick house Tonnn_v
was building. REPORTER

.30

Count Yourself In
NE of us had been doing some reading at a physio-O logy book that usually lay quite undisturbed on

our library shelves, and had been giving us some

newly acquired wisdom on the subject of diet. The
prison diet. he said, was all wrong: much too starchy.
and contained too little flesh-forming matter—which
was why we were out of health and had bad digestions.

“ Yes. I've read that book." said the yard philosopher.
“and some others like it before I got in here. I read
them for the same reason as our friend herc—to get
some notion of the body I walk about in or that walks
about with me in it. I suppose I did get some notion.
but on the whole it was the play of Hamlet with the
noble Dane's part left out. To be clear. I was omitted.

“Now, that's quite an omission. for in all the doings
of my body I've got to be counted in while I am in.

“ Part of the year some of us have got duties out here
when the sun rises. Now a man can do what he \vants
to with the sunrise. The first ravs strike right through
him. wake up his body and give him a certain amount of
new energy for the day. That would be as far as the
physiology books get. if they get that far—the passive
side of the business, what’ll happen anyhow.

“ But suppose I actively aml voluntarilytake that sun-

picture into my mind. consciously encourage the new

glow all through. feel my mind wakened up as well as m_v
body. make use of the livening up as a fine opportunity
to feel myself as a soul with power to live more and
higher that day than I ever did before. and then turn

away and get to my work without losing hold of all
this: why. the thing has done a hundred times as much
for me as for the other fellow who was merely passive.
I've counted myself in and made myself count for
something.

“The diet here may be wrong. as Tom was proving
out of the book. But the book treats of this food busi-
ness as if a man was nothing more than a bit of mechani-
cal apparatus, a steam engine with no more to do in the
matter than to open his door and shovel in the fuel.
That is about the case with most fellows. They eat
with themselves left out of account.

“ Suppose they step into the game. Let them do more

than open a hole in their faces for the food to go in at.

()0 Sit’

Let them stand inside the doorway and receive the food.
stamp it with their wills. ‘I'll make this food do its
part to build me all through in better shape. It shall
yield its life to me. It shall give me a new vim. lt
shall make me a brain fit for higher and finer thought
than I could ever do before. I'm a soul with power to
make it do all this and add the effect to the effect of the
fresh sunrise.‘ Let a man count himself in in that way
and eat a thousand-odd meals a _vear~like that. The
body is changed all through by the end of every few
years. Let a man superintend the change himself. eat
cheerfulness and kindliness and higher life in general
into his feelings along with the food into his body. And
then he'll get to know how thoroughly he can make
even a bad diet do a good job and renew him into health
of body and mind.

“ The books talk a lot about work and waste and re-

pair. So much work. so much waste: so much food
and then so much repair. They leave the man out.
\\"hy shan't he count himself in? Repai1"s going on all
the time. every cell in the body repairing itself nearly as

fast as it wastes all (lay. and at night making up the
deficits. A man can make his work. whatever it is. a

way to health an(l renewal. His minrl can be a help or

a hindrance to his body. If he'll keep cheerful and hope-
ful and kindly. his interior building work will be along
live and healthy lines. We can work away no small part
of his bad heredity. what he got from his parents: and
very often all the bad heredity——to call it that—tha'.
he's made for himself by the mistakes of his past. build-
ing in new stuff that fits the new mind—tone that he's
decided to adopt. He'll feel so different in a year or

two that he won't know himself. And eontrariwise. the
moody man with a gronch half the time is making his
body build his moods and grouches into the living fibers.
A man can play what tune he likes into his body. and
it holds the tune. That's the principle of taking advan-
tage of the quickened waste and repair that work brings
about and counting yourself in.

"And if he'll get to bed filled up with the best thoughts
and highest feelings he can command. why. the night's
repairing will be done accordingly. and in the morning
and all the next day he'll be feeling the benefit.

“ Count yourselves in. boys. Don't take things as tlu-_\'
come. Be on hand when the sunlight comes at you.
when food goes in. when work is a—doing. when it's get-
up time or go-to—bed time. when there's disagreeables or

agreeables in the How of things. and use everything to
rise to more life by. or get more will by. or feel yourself
more of a soul by. a ruler of life. not a slave or a victim
of it. lloss the whole business." .Q'1‘1'ni-t.\'T

J3
I-IERF. in these autumn months of time.

Ilefore the great .\'e\\' Year shall break.
Some little way our feet should climb.

fiome little mark our hands should make.
For liberty and manhood's sake.— Com"
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W ill-Culture

CE R TA IN  man' s ways were irritating me, though

there was naught in them of my concern.

I surmounted the irritation, and my will grew

thereby.

A nother had a spite against me and did me small

hurts and ill-turns at every chance.

I forgave him and surmounted the irritation, and my

will grew by yet another step.

A ll my surroundings were oppressive and restrictive.

B ut I could at last refuse to be oppressed or cast down

by them, and thereby had my will grown yet further.

I desired much that I could not attain. B ut I rose

in my nature beyond the desires, banishing them again

and yet again till they returned no more. A nd now my

will was sure and promised full growth to godlikeness.

My mind was weak and unstable, but with long effort

by day and by night, at meals and in duties, in study and

in thinking, I mastered it so that it would hold fast upon

whatsoever thought I would and gather for me whatso—

ever knowledge I needed.

A nd my will could now tune tight all the strings of my

nature, so that there was music where there had been dis-

cord, and in the peace and harmony I knew the all—

presence of G0d.-—  E astern

6‘

The Companion

B Y  loan h' IA S E F lE lJ)

A N  has his unseen friend, his unseen twin,

H is straightened spirit’ s possibility,

The palace unex plored he thinks an inn,

The glorious garden which he wanders by.

It is beside us while we clutch at clay

To daub ourselves that we may never see.

L ike the lame donkey lured by moving hay

\N e chase the shade but let the real be.

Y et, when confusion in our heaven brings stress,

we thrust on that unseen, get stature from it,

Cast to the devil’ s challenge the man' s yes,

A nd stream our fi ery hour like a comet,

,A nd know for that fi erce hour a friend behind,

W ith sword and shield, the second to the mind.

0 little self, within whose smallness lies

A ll that man was, and is and will become,

A tom unseen that comprehends the skies

A nd tells the tracks by which the planets roam.

That, without moving, knows the j oys of wings.

The tiger' s strength, the eagle' s secresy,

A nd in the hovel can consort with kings,

O r clothe a god with his own mystery.

O h with what darkness do we clothe thy light.

W hat dusty folly gather thee for food,

Thou who alone art knowledge and delight,

The heavenly bread, the beautiful, the good.

0 living self, 0 god, 0 morning star,

Give us thy light, forgive us what we are.—  S elected

J

“ Y ou know I never boast,”  the opponent began.

“N ever boast?  S plendid! "  A nd he added q uietly,

“ N o wonder you brag about it.”

A  H umanitarian W orker

N O TH E R  effort is shortly to be made for the

abolishment of Capital Punishment in the state

of A rkansas. Just prior to the meeting of the

last L egislature, a vigorous campaign was made by mem-

bers of the Universalist Church along these lines, and

by their efforts the law was modifi ed. O ne of the

greatest of the workers in this humanitarian endeavor

was Jonathan K ellogg, Maj or-General, commanding the

A rkansas Division of the United Confederate Veterans.

F our years ago Gen. K ellogg, whose home is at L ittle

R ock, A rk., prepared a bill providing compensation for

prisoners, so that they might feel that they were doing

something to provide for their families, the amount

earned by them to be thus devoted. This bill passed the

S enate, but did not come up in the H ouse of R epresenta—

tives. Gen. K ellogg is making another effort, and is

determined to persevere until he succeeds.

Q uite recently, by req uest of Mme. Tingley, Gen. K el—

logg called to see the W arden of the S tate Penitentiary

at L ittle R ock, to inq uire in regard to the reception and

distribution of TH E  N E W  W A Y  among the prisoners.

H e was most cordially received by the warden, and learned

that TH E  N E W  W  M!  was read with much interest by the

men, and that he, the warden himself, q uite freq uently

took home a copy for his own reading. It is a pleasure

to pay tribute to Gen. K ellogg for his efl orts on behalf

of prisoners. and also for his efforts to abolish Capital

Punishment. W e regard him as one of those who are

helping to point “the N ew W ay,”  and we wish him

every success.

I

Too late?  \N hen you all gather around me and are

sad, and say it’ s all over with him, you will be deceived,

for all will have j ust begun. F or then I shall know the

truth of the deep guess of the old Greek: “ F or what if

death be life, and life be death? ”

Too late?  Perhaps, for some, but not for spirits. I

am a spirit.

I PR A Y  the prayer the E asterners do,

May the peace of A llah abide with you;

W herever you stay, wherever you go,

May the beautiful palms of A llah grow;

Through days of labor, and nights of rest,

The love of A llah make you blest;

S o I touch my heart, as the E asterners do,

May the peace of A llah abide with you.

4'

TH E  N E W  W A Y : S ubscription price (Domestic), S eventy-fi ve

Cents per year, Ten Cents per copy. Club S ubscriptions of four

or more, per year, each, F ifty Cents. Get your friends to j oin

you in subscribing. F oreign S ubscriptions per year, $ 1.00. F ive

subscriptions for $ 3.00. Ten subscriptions for $ 5.00.

Money orders and checks should be made payable to TH E

N E W  W A Y , and all subscriptions and correspondence should he

addressed to: TH E  N ew W A Y , Point L oma, California
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THE NEW WAY 7
 

Will-Culture
CERTAIN man's ways were irritating me, thoughA there \vas naught in them of my concern.
I surmounted the irritation, and my will grew

thereby.
Another had a spite against me and did me small

hurts and ill-turns at every chance.
I forgave him and surmounted the irritation, and my

will grew by yet another step.
All my surroundings were oppressive and restrictive.

But I could at last refuse to be oppressed or cast down
by them, and thereby had my will grown yet further.

I desired much that I could not attain. But I rose
in my nature beyond the desires, banishing them again
and yet again till they returned no more. And now my
will was sure and promised full growth to godlikeness.

My mind was weak and unstable, but with long effort
by day and by night, at meals and in duties, in study and
in thinking, I mastered it so that it would hold fast upon
whatsoever thought I would and gather for me whatso-
ever knowledge I needed.

.\nd my will could now tune tight all the strings of my
nature, so that there was music where there had been dis-
cord. and in the peace and harmony I knew the all-
presence of Cod.—— Eastern

.35

The Companion
BY JOHN MASEl~‘l|£l.I)

A.\' has his unseen friend, his unseen twin,M llis straightened spirit's possibility,
The palace unexplored he thinks an inn,
The glorious garden which he wanders by.
It is beside us while we clutch at clay
To daub ourselves that we may never see.
Like the lame donkey lured by Inoving hay
\\v'c chase the shade but let the real be.
Yet, when confusion in our heaven brings stress,
\\'e thrust on that unseen, get stature from it,
Cast to the devil's challenge the man's yes.
:\n(l stream our fiery hour like a comet,
.»\nd know for that fierce hour a friend behind,
\\-'ith sword and shield, the second to the mind.

0 little self, within whose smallness lies
All that man was, and is and will become.
Atom unseen that comprehends the skies
And tells the tracks by which the planets roam.
That, without moving, knows the joys of wings.
The tiger's strength, the eagle's secresy,
And in the hovel can consort with kings,
Or clothe a god with his own mystery.
Oh with what (larkness do we clothe thy light.
What dusty folly gather thee for food,
Thou who alone art knowledge and delight,
The heavenly bread, the beautiful, the good.
0 living self, 0 god, 0 morning star,
Give us thy light, forgive us what we are.—$clcrtcd

.33
“ You know I never boast,” the opponent began.
“Never boast? Splendid!” And he added quietly,

" No wonder you brag about it.”

» Go glut

A Humanitarian Worker
NOTIIER efiort is shortly to be made for theA abolislnnent of Capital Punishment in the state

of Arkansas. just prior to the meeting of the
last Legislature, a vigorous campaign was made by mem-
bers of the Universalist Church along these lines, and
by their efforts the law was modified. One of the
greatest of the workers in this humanitarian endeavor
was Jonathan Kellogg, Major-General, commanding the
Arkansas Division of the United Confederate Veterans.
Four years ago Gen. Kellogg, whose home is at Little
Rock, Ark., prepared a bill providing compensation for
prisoners, go that they might feel that they were doing
something to provide for their families, the amount
earned by them to be tints devoted. This bill passed the
Senate, but (lid not come up in the House of Representa-
tives. Gen. Kellogg is making another effort, and is
determined to persevere until he succeeds.

Quite recently, by request of Mme. Tingley. Gen. Kel-
logg called to see the \\'arden of the State Penitentiary
at Little Rock, to inquire in regard to the reception and
distribution of THE NEW \-VAY among the prisoners.
lie was most cordially received by the warden. and learned
that Tim Ni-:w \=\-’Av was read with much interest by the
men, and that he, the warden himself, quite frequently
took home a copy for his own reading. It is a pleasure
to pay tribute to Gen. Kellogg for his efforts on behalf
of prisoners. and also for his efforts to abolish Capital
Punishment. We regard him as one of those who are

helping to point "the New \Vay.” and we wish him
every success.

I

Too late? When you all gather around me and are

sad, and say it's all over with him, you will be deceived,
for all will have just begun. For then I shall know the
truth of the deep guess of the old Greek: “ For what if
death be life, and life be death?"

Too late? Perhaps, for some, but not for spirits. I
am a spirit.

I PR.-\Y the prayer the Easteruers do,
May the peace of Allah abide with you;
Wherever you stay, wherever you go,
May the beautiful palms of Allah grow;
Through days of labor, and nights of rest,
The love of Allah make you blest;
So I touch my heart, as the Easterners do,
May the peace of Allah abide with you.

I

THE NEW \-VAY: Subscription price (Domestic), Seventy-five
Cents per year, Ten Cents per copy. Club Subscriptions of four
or more, per year, each, Fifty Cents. Get your friends to join
you in subscribing. Foreign Subscriptions per year, $1.(I). Five
subscriptions for $3.00. Ten subscriptions for $5.00.

Money orders and checks should be made payable to THE
NEW WA\', and all subscriptions and correspondence should he
addressed to: THE NEW WAY, Point Loma. California



s ‘ TH E

The N ew W ay Q uote-B ook

\VIIO I' IVE R  is allowed always to follow the path of

least resistance will soon fi nd any work drudgery and any

effort tiring and a torture to his nerves. A  child who

never has received an order, but who at six  years of age

has been only begged and persuaded. will never be his

own master at twenty-six . There is no work in the

world most of which is not drudgery and an irritation

to the nerves for one who, in his time of education. for-

got to learn the j oy of doing his duty.

\VllE N  a man fi nds himself touched with fear at the

thought that he cannot escape the conseq uences of his

deeds, he may remember that this applies to the pleasant

conseq uences of good deeds as well as to the painful

conseq uences of bad ones;  that he can learn little by

little, beginning with the smaller daily happenings, to

live on a level from which he can look down with per-

fect eq uanimity and indifference upon both pleasant and

unpleasant;  and lastly, that from all circumstances. es-

pecially from painful ones. he can ex tract material for

his growth. N ature, which is the sum-total of events

everywhere. ex ists for the evolution and progress of souls.

N E VE R  talk about what you are going to do. That

sets up a serious and often fatal leakage of the power

to do it. This is one of the meanings of the advice

not to let the left hand know what the right hand doeth.

_F o[ t every flaw in a man’ s vnat‘ure there comes a time

when he can will it away forever. B ut that time will

never come unless he constantly tries to do so at times

when success seems impossible for him. In other words,

success is built on failures and the way to heaven is

paved with efforts which seemed fruitless.

S ucn as men themselves are, such will God seem

to them to be.

S O ME  men think they are patriots when they are only

j ingoes. The true patriot has a big heart;  the j ingo

has the big— head.

IF  you can' t get conditions to suit you why don' t you

get yourself to suit conditions?  If it‘s a sq uare hole. get

sq uare;  if a round one, get round, and then go ahead

in peace with your growing inner life. Y ou may fi nd

that the conditions to which you had to adapt yourself-

were j ust the right ones after all, q uite friendly and

favorable underneath their uncomfortable feel.

O pportunity does not knock only once at a man' s door.

That is a sickly fancy. O pportunities stand in line at

my door every day, crowding to get in.

H E  whose heart is pure and good, who is without

pride, is mild. persevering. simple and plain. who con-

siders every creature as his friend. and who loves every

soul as his own, who behaves uniformly to everyone

with kindness and love. who wishes to do good. and has

abandoned vanity—  in his heart resides the L ord of L ife.

H eard This ?

L ady of large family (j ust increased). to curate who

has risen to go: “ B ut you haven' t seen my last baby yet."

Curate. seizing his hat and making for the door: “ N o.

ma' m. and I never ex pect to." v

“ My, but these shoes are tight!  I' ll never be able to

get them on till I’ ve worn them a week or two."

F air visitor (at private hospital): Can I see L ieu-

tenant B arker, please?  ”

Matron: “May I ask if you are a relative?  ”

Visitor, taking the bull by the horns: “ O h yes: I‘m

his sister.”

Matron: “Dear me!

I' m his mother.”

I' m very glad to meet you.

“ S am, I understand there' s a schism in your church."

said the j ocular man to his colored man-of-all-work.

“ K ain’ t be. ’ less' n somebody done made us a present

of it. ’ cause we done spent all ouah money foh a new

oligan."

Y oung woman. timidly: “I want to look at some

false hair. please."

S hopman. tactfully and encouragingly. “ Y es. madam:

what shade does your friend want?  S omething like

your own. perhaps?  "

The man getting his hair cut noticed that the barber' s

dog. lyingpu the fl oor close by, was watching his mas—

ter' s work with close attention. “Intelligent dog. that."

he said: “seems to understand all about it."

“’ Tain' t so much that."  replied the barber. " Y ou

see. I make a hit of a slip now and then and nip off the

corner of a customer’ s ear.”

“W hen a man dies. is an inq uest always held? "

“ O h, no. If a doctor has been in attendance the coro-

ner is not supposed to have to inq uire into the cause

of the death."

Two housemaids were busy comparing notes;  “ S hure.

Mary,"  said one. ‘a gas range is a foine stove. W e

have one where O i wurrk. O i lit it two weeks ago an'

it ain' t out yit."

i

\\' ounded hero: “Y es. I ’ ad so many bullet ' olcs

through me that the men in the rank behind were com-

plainiu’  of the draft."

“Tell me noo, Jamie, what was the most wouderfu'

thing you saw when at sea? "

“ I think the strangest thing I saw was the fl ying-fi sh."

“ N 00. laddie. dinna mak’  a fule 0’  yer mither. W hat

ever heard 0‘ a fi sh fleein’ ?  ”

“A nother strange thing I saw when crossing the R ed

S ea. \Ve dropped anchor, and when we raised it again

there was one of the wheels of Pharaoh’ s chariot en-

tangled on it."

“A ye. laddie, I' ll believe it. \Ve’ ve S cripture for that."
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8 THE

The New Way Quote-Book
\\'uoJ-:vi-;R is allowed always to follow the path of

least resistance \vill soon find any work drudgery and any
effort tiring and a torture to his nerves. .~\ chilzl who
never has received an order. but who at six years of age
has been only begged and persuaded. \vill never be his
own master at twenty—.six. There is no work in the
world most of which is not drudgery and an irritation
to the nerves for one who, in his time of clueation. for-
got to learn the. joy of doing his duty.

\\'11Ex a man finds himself touched with fear at the
thought that he cannot escape the consequences of his
deeds, he ma_v remember that this applies to the pleasant
consequences of good deeds as well as to the painful
consequences of bad ones: that he can learn little by
little, beginning with the smaller dail_v happenings. to
live on a level from which he can look tlown with per-
fect equanimity and indifference upon both pleasant and
unpleasant; and lastly. that from all circttnistaiices. L'.s~

pecially from painful ones. he can extract material for
his growth. Nature. which is the sum—total of events
everywhere. exists for the evolution and progress of souls.

XEv1~:R talk about what _vou are going to do. 'l‘hat
sets up a serious and often fatal leakage of the power
to do it. This is one of the meanings of the advice
not to let the left hand know what the right hand doeth.

Wok every llaw in a mans‘ .l1{tl.‘llI‘C there comes._ a time
when he can will it away forever. llut that time will
never come unless he constantly tries to do so at times
when success seems impossible for him. In other words,
success is built on failures and the wa_v to heaven is
paved \vith cllorts which seemed fruitless.

as men themselves are. such will Cod seem

to them to be.
Sven

SOME men think they are patriots when they are only
jingoes. The true patriot has a big heart; the jingo
has the big-head.

It-‘ you can't get conditions to suit you why don't you
get yourself to suit conditions? If it's a square hole. get
square; if a round one, get round. and then go ahead
in peace with your growing inner life. You may find
that the conditions to which you had to adapt yourself
were just the right ones after all, quite friendl_v and
favorable underneath their uncomfortable feel.

Opportunity does not knock only once at a man's door.
'l‘l1at is a sickly fancy. Opporttitiities stand in line at
my door every day. crowding to get in.

III: whose heart is pure and good. who is without
pride, is mild, persevering. simple and plain, who con-
siders every creature as his friend. and who loves every
soul as his o\vn. who behaves uniformly to everyone
with kindness and love. who wishes to do good. and has
abandoned vanity— in his heart resitles the Lord of Life.

» Go glc

NEW WAY

Heard This?
Lady of large family (just increased). to curate \\'l1o

has risen to go: “ But you haven't seen my last baby yet."
Curate. seizing his hat and making for the door: " No.

ma'm. and l never expect to."
" .\ly. but these shoes are tight! I'll never be able to

get them on till I've worn them a week or two."

Fair visitor tat private hospital;: "Can I see l,ieu—
tenant liarker. please? "

.\latron: " .\la_v l ask if you are a relative?"
\'isitor. taking the bull by the horns: " ()h yes: l'm

his .sister."
.\latron: “ l')car me!

I'm his mother.”
l'm very glad to meet you

“ Sam. I understan-l there's a schism in your church."
said the jocular man to his colored man—of—all~work.

" l\'ain't be. 'less'n somebody (lone made 11s a present
of it. 'cause we done spent all onah money foh a new

oligan."
Young woman, timidly: "l \\'aut to look at some

false hair, please."
Shopman. tactfully and enconragingly. “ Yes, mazlainz

what friend want?
your own. perhap.~:?"

sha'le does your Something like

The man getting his hair cut noticed that the barb-:r'~
(log. l_\'ing_on the lloor close _by, was watching his lllil"
ter‘s work with close attention. “Intelligent dog, that."
he said: " seems to understand all about it."

""l‘ain't so much that." replied the barber. “You
see. I make a hit of a slip now and then and nip off the
corner of a customer’s ear.”

“ \\'hen a man dies. is at inquest always held?"
" ()h_ no. lf a doctor has been in attendance the coro—

ner is not supposed to have to inquire into the cause
of the death."

Two housemaids were busy comparing notes: “ Shnre.
.\lar_v," said one. “a gas range is a foine stove. \\'e
have one where Oi wurrk. Oi lit it two weeks ago all‘
it ain't out yit."

\\'ounded hero: "Yes. l ‘ad so many hullet 'ole~
through me that the men in the rank beltind were co'H~

plainin' of the draft."
“ Tell me noo. Jamie. what was the most wonderfu'

thing you saw when at sea?"
“ l think the strangest thing l sa\v was the fl_\'ing-fisll."
“ Xoo. laddie. dinna malt” a fule 0' yer mither. \\'hat

ever heard 0‘ a fish fleein’? "

“.\nother SlII'a.ll_L{'(' thing l saw when crossing the Red
\\'c dropped anchor, and when we raised it again

there was one of the wheels of Pharaoh's chariot cn—

tangled on it."
".\ye. laddie, I'll believe it. \\'e\'e Scripture for that."

Sen.
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again we know not whither. F rom the dark to the

dark, speeding across the dim light made by the torches

of earth."

The bird symbol, this symbol of the soul, is very old.

In other uses of it the life of earth with its ex periences

was a tree on which the soul-bird alighted for a time to

eat the fruits, sweet and bitter.

In neither case was the bird supposed to begin ex istence

when it entered the hall or alighted on the tree, nor to

end its life when it left the hall or spread wings and

fl ew up from the tree into the sunlight.

The most casual view of human life and character

should show us at any rate that men are not beginning

to be when they come as infants to birth here amongst

us. F or as soon as they show anything at all they

show already formed character, already marked traits, '

standing up q uite clearly through and amidst the traits

inherited from their parents or developed from environ-

ment. S ome are young, essentially young, and stay so

underneath an ageing body and through old age, imma-

ture, interested always in little things and things of the

present. S ome, from the fi rst, take the leadership of

their fellows, have “old heads on young shoulders,"

are self-contained, are forces for good or evil wherever

they are.

A ny crowd of men much together, as in the case of men

_in prison, soon fall into relations with each other of

leaders and followers, into a' scale of personal weight

and infl uence which has little to do with their bodin

age. The more they are together, the less, in fact, will

their bodily age count for anything in their sense of

each other.

O nly contemplate human life with eyes wide enough

open, and you will soon see q uite clearly that this one life

is j ust one little chapter in the great life-story of each

of us, one of the places and occasions where we meet

one another, renew ties made long before, gather a

little more ex perience one with the other, and then-—

not good-bye but an rez' o-ir, somewhere!

Perhaps the solar system has a great Thanksgiving

Day for the whole family, q uarrels all made up and a

new start!  The small one, the ouce-a-year one, was

perhaps an idea we got from our unconscious knowledge

that that great one comes and comes in its great cycle

of recurrence, our unconscious memory of bygone oc—

casions of that vast periodic home-coming. S TUDE N T

8

“Preparing to Die ”

T had' been a long time since I had had a chat with

I old Chris, so I thought I would cycle down that

S unday afternoon and see how he was getting on.

A  few hours with the old man in his rose-covered cot-

tage with the little garden opening upon the road, and

the fi elds and stream beyond, always did me good, as it

were brushing my mind clear of the city’ s smoke.

H e was sitting on his porch having an after— dinner

smoke, and reading out of a heavy old leather-covered

volume.

“ B lair' s sermons, son,”  he said in reply to my q ues-

tion. S even or eight hundred pages of ’ em. F orgotten

now-a— days. I gave old Jem E dwards, down in the

village, a few cents for the book. B een lyin’  on his top

kitchen shelf years and years;  said his grandmother

used to read it. Q ueer stufl  those old people used to

get comfort out of. L isten to it ninety minutes by the

clock S unday mornin’  before dinner, and snooze over it

all the S unday afternoon after dinner. Good old B lair

and his sort used to read up on R evelations, take all

them symbols and allegories for straight talk, mix  it up

with the bits of hints that Paul used to give out, and

worry out a program of life hereafter that was as clean-

cut as a map 0‘ the United S tates. Mother used to tell

me a lot 0’  that stuff— seventy years ago now.”

The old man was silent a moment, pulling at his pipe

and his reminiscences. Then he went on:

“They reckoned that was the program death let ’ em

in on to. N o q ueerer maybe, though, than the notion of

the modern fellows that thinks death wipes ’ em right

off the slate, fi nis and done-with for good.”

“W hat do you think comes after death? ”  I asked.

“ Parson was in here a day or two ago,"  he said, ap-

parently passing my q uestion by. “L etting on I ough-

ter be ‘preparing to die.’  ‘ “that shall I prepare for? ’

I said. ‘ E ternal life,’  he tells me. ‘ W ell then,’  I says,

‘it’ s preparing to live you mean, ain’ t it? ’

“ S on, there‘s a lot 0'  power in words, in the way you

says things. It’ s a sort of a dismal business, preparing

to die, and it' ll gloom and glum you all over and all

through if you keep it at them words. Preparing to

live— now that’ s a tonic. A nd if it is living, why not

put it that way?  S o I says to this young parson and he

answers me that ‘ death' s a very solemn matter.’  "

I thought I would strike in again. “W hat do you

make of death, Chris?  ”  I asked.

“I ain’ t no program-maker, son,"  he replied. “B ut

I don’ t reckon the deep things of life are hidden from

any man that' ll open his eyes and look and think.

“I got down with the rheumatic fever once— way

back in my prison days. S eemed like every last nerve

and sinew was tryin’  to ache hotter than all the rest

put together.

“ S uddenly I sort 0’  slipped past all that ache business

and a string of dreams set in, all the pleasant places as

ever I’ d been in and all the pleasant times as ever I‘d

had —  a reglar heaven, ’ twas, and me livin’  it all through.

not a cloud nor a twinge nor a memory of so much as

one rough time. The dreams kind of came and went

and left me free to think. A n’  I could think!  My, what

thoughts didn’ t I have!  S aw right into everythin" .

mind like a glass.

“Then a twinge here and there and another and some

more, and pretty _soon I was shot all through and all
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2 THE NEW WAY
 

again we know not whither. From the dark to the
dark, speeding across the dim light made by the torches
of earth.”

The bird symbol, this symbol of the soul. is very old.
In other uses of it the life of earth with its experiences
was a tree on which the soul-bird alighted for a time to
eat the fruits, sweet and bitter.

In neither case was the bird supposed to begin aristcnrc
when it entered the hall or alighted on the tree, nor to
end its life when it left the hall or spread wings and
flew up from the tree into the sunlight.

The most casual view of human life and character
should show us at any rate that men are not beginning
to be when they come as infants to birth here amongst
us. For as soon as they show anything at all they
show already formed character, already marked traits,
standing up quite clearly through and amidst the traits
inherited from their parents or developed from environ-
ment. Some are young, essentially young, and stay so

underneath an ageing body and through old age, imma-
ture, interested always in little things and things of the
present. Some, from the first. take the leadership of
their fellows, have “old heads on young shoulders,"
are self-contained, are forces for good or evil wherever
they are.

Any crowd of men much together, as in the Case of men

in prison, soon fall into relations with each other of
leaders and followers, into a scale of personal weight
and influence which has little to do with their bodily
age. The more they are together, the less, in fact, will
their bodily age count for anything in their sense of
each other.

Only contemplate human life with eyes wide enough
open, and you will soon see quite clearly that this one life
is just one little chapter in the great life-story of each
of us, one of the places and occasions where we meet
one another, renew ties made long before, gather a

little more experience one with the other, and then—
not good-bye but an rc'z'o—ir, somewhere!

Perhaps the solar system has a great Thanksgiving
Day for the whole family, quarrels all made up and a

new start! The small one. the once-a-year one, was

perhaps an idea we got from our unconscious knowledge
that that great one comes and comes in its great cycle
of recurrence, our unconscious memory of bygone oc-
casions of that vast periodic home—coming. STL'rn«:.\'T

J

“ Preparing to Die ”

'1‘ had been a long time since I had had a chat withI old Chris, so I thought I would cycle down that
Sunday afternoon and see how he was getting on.

A few hours with the old man in his rose—covered cot-
tage with the little garden opening upon the road. and
the fields and stream beyond, always did me good, as it
were brushing my mind clear of the city's smoke.

» Go gin:

lle was sitting on his porch having an after-dinner
smoke, and reading out of a heavy old leather-covered
volume.

“ Blair's sermons. son,” he said in reply to my ques-
tion. Seven or eight hundred pages of "em. Forgotten
now-a-days. I gave old Jem Edwards, down in the
village, a few cents for the book. Been lyin’ on his top
kitchen shelf years and years; said his grandmother
used to read it. Queer stuff those old people used to
get comfort out of. Listen to it ninety minutes by the
clock Sunday mornin’ before dinner, and snooze over it
all the Sunday afternoon after dinner. Good old Blair
and his sort used to read up on Revelations, take all
them symbols and allegories for straight talk, mix it up
with the bits of hints that Paul used to give out, and
worry out a program of life hereafter that was as clean-
cut as a map 0' the United States. Mother used to tell
me a lot 0’ that stuff ——seventy years ago now.”

The old man was silent a moment, pulling at his pipe
and his reminiscences. Then he went on:

" They reckoned that was the program death let 'em
in on to. No queerer maybe, though, than the notion of
the modern fellows that thinks death wipes ‘em right
off the slate, finis and done-with for good."

“What do you think comes after death?” I asked.
" Parson was in here a day or two ago,” he said, ap-

parently passing my question by. “Letting on I ough-
ter be ‘preparing to die.’ ‘What shall I prepare for?‘
I said. ‘Eternal life,’ he tells me. ‘ Well then,’ I says.
‘it's preparing to live you mean, ain't it?’

" Son, there's a lot 0' power in words, in the way _vou
says things. It's a sort of a dismal business, preparing
to die, and it'll gloom and glum you all over and all
through if you keep it at them words. Preparing to
Iit'c—no\v that’s a tonic. And if it is living, why not
put it that way? So I says to this young parson and he
answers me that ‘ death's a very solemn matter.’ "

I thought I would strike in again. “VVhat do you
make of death, Chris?" I asked.

“I ain’t no program-maker, son,” he replied. “ :‘.ut
I don’t reckon the deep things of life are hidden from
any man that'll open his eyes and look and think.
“I got down with the rheumatic fever once—way

back in my prison (lays. Seemed like every last nerve
and sinew was tryin' to ache hotter than all the rest
put together.

“ Suddenly I sort 0’ slipped past all that ache business
and a string of dreams set in, all the pleasant places as
ever I'd been in and all the pleasant times as ever I'd
had — a reglar heaven. 'twas, and me livin’ it all through.
not a cloud nor a twinge nor a memory of so much as
one rough time. The dreams kind of came and went
and left me free to think. An’ I could think! My, what
thoughts didn't I have! Saw right into everythin_:.
mind like a glass.

" Then a twinge here and there and another and soim"
more. and pretty soon I was shot all through and all
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over with them pains again, ‘I reckon I' ve took on

my body, all right,’  says I to myself. ‘W ire overcoat

and wires red-hot.’  Then I knew where I was— in

j ail, son!  N othin’  worth gettin’  well for, nothin’  to

hope for. That’ s what it seemed then. I never knew

this wason the books for me " —  and the old man point-

ed around to the cottage and garden with the stem of

his pipe.

“ I’ d took up my mind, son, same as I’ d took up my

body, painful enough both of ’ em. Took up one mind,

anyhow;  and as ' fast as I took up that one, the one

all mix ed up with daily life, the other, the clear one I’ d

been using there beyond, that knew things, slipped out

0’  sight.

“‘VVell,’  says I to myself afterwards, ‘I reckon I

know now somethin’  about what death is;  aye, and

birth too.’  A  man’ s a spirit, I tell you, son, a spirit-

mind, clear like light. A nd he comes into the body, the

body born of woman, and kind 0’  gets all dissolved

through it, and presently he don' t know himself any '

more. A nd bein’  mix ed all up with the senses and what’ s

goin’  on all around, and his body feelings, another mind

— the common sort that you and me’ s got— grows up

bit by bit out 0’  the mix ture. B ut, son, it' s a substitute

for the real thing. '

“I never said all that to the parson. I let him talk

and thought my own thoughts. H e’ s O . K . in his heart,

but he don’ t know yet that he don’ t know anything.

“ Preparin’  to live— that’ s the trick. Gettin’  into the

silence long 0’  nights, or in the q uiet of your fi rst smoke

after breakfast, and feelin’  after that other mind till you

begin to get the know of it and understand that death

cleans off the rubbish that’ s layin’  all over it — that’ s the

idea. ‘I die daily,’  said Paul. I reckon this same is

what he meant— taught himself to do for himself in

life, in the silence, what other men wait for death to do

for ’ em. B ut they don’ t have to wait. N othin’  hinders

a man gettin’  all the knowledge he wants while his body

is on him.”

The old man was silent a while and there was no sound

save the murmur of the bees about the domed straw

hives at the bottom of the garden. R E PO R TE R

a!

The Day’ s B irth

E  are often conscious of a piece of bad news or

U something unpleasant about to happen. even when

we are not thinking of it. W e know it is there

in the background, ready to come forward and be thought

about directly the mind is free from immediate business.

The same, of course, with good news, or a happy event

impending.

There is usually something of the same sort of state

for the fi rst hour or two of the day, sometimes even till

nearly midday. The mind is not altogether on deck.

seems partly absent somewhere, preoccupied though with

nothing discoverable, upstairs or in the background, not

yet taking up its' customary thoughts and worries, not

yet beginning to plunge about in the brain. There is a

half silence in the market-place. A s a fact, the mind is

not yet fully in touch with the doings of the body, not

yet fully incarnated, one might say.

B ut by midday at latest, maybe a good deal sooner,

the body claims the mind' s full attention. It must come

in and take full notice of everything, come out of its own

place of silence into the world’ s and the body’ s market-

place. Mind and body are now thoroughly together,

making the blend that we call our personality, full of

its intentions, wishes, thoughts and perceptions. W e are

“ come,"  we are there for the hours of afternoon.

In the evening we q uiet off again, though the day and

its events and doings are still alive in mind. B ut they

are cooling off, and that peace is setting in, in which it

will be possible to take a review of them and j udge them

with a certain aloofness, at a little distance. W e are

again withdrawing into the silence, but carrying towards

it the ex periences of the day. \IVe tend to live in the

memory of the day now that we are no longer in the day

itself. A lnd for this reason we can now sit in clear

j udgment upon ourselves, see where we failed, make

new resolutions for the future and sketch out the char-

acter we will to build.

Then is sleep-time. W e go in or back further, and

the day’ s memories, now left almost to their own guid-

ance, begin to get mix ed and distorted and foolish.

There is anarchy because the ruler is going and gone.

A nd then deeper into our true selves, away altogether

from the daybook of common memory, into the place

where there is freedom from even dreams, the divine

place of real life. we have re— become spirit. " K now

ye not that ye are gods? ”

A ll this seems to be like getting born, living out life,

and dying. F or the fi rst years the true self is not

“there”  ex actly;  the deeper mind-nature is still in its

own silence, still in its own place of deeper being. B ut,

the body is manifestly active, growing, getting into full

touch with nature and the pulses of nature~life. A nd

the vividness of this blinds the mind to what is still

going on in its deeper levels.

More and more we are drawn in, more and more have

to pass from the silence of wordless thinking into blend

with the body, so that thinking has to be in its terms,

thinking with poor words and in common pictures of

ex ternal ex perience. The true memory, memory of the

other states. memory of the soul’ s realm of freedom, has

evaporated in the heat of bodily life. W e develop our

life’ s personality. blend of thinker and bodily sensation

and impulses and characteristics. It is adult life.

A nd then the withdrawal into the peace of old age and

its q uiet retrospect of the closing life. F ull conscious-

ness there should be, but consciousness spiritualized again.

Then perhaps a while of dreaminess, some confusion

of past and present. A nd then perfect withdrawal of

soul again to its own place— “death,”  as we call this;

really return to life. S TUDE N T
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THE NEW WAY 3
 

over with them pains again, ‘I reckon I’ve took on

my body, all right,’ says I to myself. ‘ \-‘Vire overcoat
and wires red—hot.’ Then I knew where I was-—in
jail, son! Nothin’ worth gettin’ well for, nothin' to
hope for. That’s what it seemed then. I never knew
this was on the books for me "~— and the old man point-
ed around to the cottage and garden with the stem of
his pipe.

“ I’d took up my mind, son, same as I'd took up my
body, painful enough both of 'em. Took up one mind,
anyhow; and as fast as I took up that one, the one
all mixed up with daily life. the other. the clear one I'd
been using there beyond, that knew things, slipped out
0' sight.

“'W'ell,’ says I to myself afterwards, ‘I reckon I
know now somethin’ about what death is; aye, and
birth too.’ A man’s a spirit, I tell you, son, a spirit-
mind, clear like light. And he comes into the body. the
body born of woman, and kind 0’ gets all dissolved
through it, and presently he don't know himself any '

more. And bein’ mixed all up with the senses and what's
goin' on all around, and his body feelings, another mind
—the common sort that you and me’s got—grows up
bit by bit out o’ the mixture. But, son, it's a substitute
for the real thing. ’

“I never said all that to the parson. I let him talk
and thought my own thoughts. He’s O. K. in his heart,
but he don't know yet that he don't know anything.

“ Preparin’ to Iit.'e—that’s the trick. Gettin’ into the
silence long 0’ nights, or in the quiet of your first smoke
after breakfast, and feelin’ after that other mind till you
begin to get the know of it and understand that death
cleans ofl‘ the rubbish that's layin’ all over it — that’s the
idea. ‘I die daily,’ said Paul. I reckon this same is
what he meant—taught himself to do for himself in
life, in the silence, what other men wait for death to do
for ’em. But they don't have to wait. Nothin‘ hinders
a man gettin’ all the knowledge he wants while his body
is on him."

The old man was silent a while and there was no sound
save the murmur of the bees about the domed straw
hives at the bottom of the garden. REPORTER

J
The Day’: Birth

E are often conscious of a piece of bad news orU something unpleasant about to happen. even when
we are not thinkingof it. \V‘e know it is there

in the background, ready to come forward and be thought
about directly the mind is free from immediate business.
The same, of course, with good news, or a happy event
impending.

There is usually something of the same sort of state
for the first hour or two of the day. sometimes even till
nearly midday. The mind is not altogether on deck.
seems partly absent somewhere, preoccupied though with
nothing discoverable, upstairs or in the background. not
yet taking up its customary thoughts and worries, not

()0 glc

yet beginning to plunge about in the brain. There is a

half silence in the market—place. As a fact. the mind is
not yet fully in touch with the doings of the body, not
yet fully incarnated, one might say.

But by midday at latest, maybe a good deal sooner,
the body claims the mind's full attention. It must come
in and take full notice of everything. come out of its own

place of silence into the world’s an(l the body's market-
place. Mind and body are now thoroughly together,
making the blend that we call our personality, full of
its intentions, wishes, thoughts and perceptions. VVe are
“ come," we are there for the hours of afternoon.

In the evening we quiet off again, though the day and
its events and doings are still alive in mind. But they
are cooling off, and that peace is setting in, in which it
will be possible to take a review of them and judge them
with a certain aloofness, at a little distance. We are

again withdrawing into the silence, but carrying towards
it the experiences of the day. \Ve tend to live in the
memory of the day now that we are no longer in the day
itself. Alnd for this reason we can now sit in clear
judgment upon ourselves, see where we failed, make
new resolutions for the future and sketch out the char-
acter we will to build.

Then is sleep-time. \Ve go in or back further, and
the day’s memories, now left almost to their own guid-
ance, begin to get mixed and distorted and foolish.
There is anarchy because the ruler is going and gone.

And then deeper into our true selves, away altogether
from the daybook of common memory, into the place
where there is freedom from even dreams, the divine
place of real life. We have re-become spirit. "Know
ya no! that ye are gods?”

All this seems to be like getting born, living out life.
and dying. For the first years the true self is not
“there” exactly; the deeper mind-nature is still in its
own silence, still in its own place of deeper being. But,
the body is manifestly active, growing, getting into full
touch with nature and the pulses of nature—life. And
the vividness of this blinds the mind to what is still
going on in its deeper levels.

More and more we are drawn in, more and more have
to pass from the silence of wordless thinking into blend
with the body, so that thinking has to be in its terms,
thinking with poor words and in common pictures of
external experience. The true memory, memory of the
other states. memory of the soul’s realm of freedom, has
evaporated in the heat of bodily life. \’Ve develop our
life's personality. blend of thinker and bodily sensation
and impulses and characteristics. It is adult life.

And then the withdrawal into the peace of old age and
its quiet retrospect of the closing life. Full conscious-
ness there should be. but consciousness spiritualized again.

Then perhaps a while of dreaminess. some confusion
of past and present. And then perfect withdrawal of
soul again to its o\vn place—"death," as we call this;
really return to life. STUDENT



4 TH E

N E W  W A Y

H ow W e Got H ere

A  PiusO N E R ' s A um' romum TA L K

E  have no great poets among us now-a-days—

so the critics tell us.

A nyhow the average man would not read them

if there were. H e has mostly no interest in poetry.

Maybe that is why there are no great poets. A  nation

that produces great poets is a nation of whom the great

maj ority of average men have j ust a touch of poetry

in them;  of whom a large number have a good deal

more than a touch and who read all the good poetry

they can come at;  of whom a good few have so much

of it in them that they cannot help letting it out into

print— the corners of the newspapers and magazines

and in little books of it: and of whom a very fi ne few

fl ower right out into poetic geniuses of the fi rst class.

A  graduated scale, you see, running from j ust a

touch up to supreme genius. Y ou can’ t have one end of

a stick without the other. Y ou can’ t have the supreme—

genins end without the j ust-a-touch end.

The same with everything else. In this country we

have the supreme money-makers of the world. They

are one end of a stick, the top of a scale. The scale

must have a bottom, namely, the average man with the

average money-making urge in him. B ecause we are

beyond other nations in the number of supreme money-

makers, our average man must have more of the money-

making lust than the average man of other nations.

E very man has more or less instinct to take, on oc-

casion, what isn' t his. In some it becomes rather strong

and they yield to it in some small ways. They do

shadyish things. In some it is rather stronger, and they

yield more. In some it is again stronger. They step

over a certain line, under pressure of need or desire

make a bad break— and get into trouble. In a few it

entirely runs them. and these are the habitual and appar-

ently incurable thieves of various kinds. These latter

carry to an ex treme the thief instinct as the supreme

poets carry to an ex treme the poet instinct.

There is much trouble and talk over the increasing

fullness of our prisons, our ever-increasing prison popu-

lations. S omething is wrong. People don' t know what.

They think the prison system or the sentencing system

or something like that is wrong and therefore needs re-

form. It is. It does. Much evil is done by present

methods, and much good will come of reform of them.

B ut the trouble of increasing fullness of our prisons

won’ t be cured. F or people don’ t see the scale, the other

end of the stick: their end. They don' t see the inevitable

relation between the average man' s bit of thief instinct

(I am talking j ust now of that line of crime only), and

the thorough thief' s big chunk of it. If they want to get

rid of his end of the stick they must get rid of their own.

L et the average man thoroughly clean up his own house in

respect of his bit of thief instinct. get it right out of him,

get dead honest in his thoughts and wishes from stem to

stern— and he’ ll no longer be doing his part to create

that general atmosphere in which the full-fl edged thief

grows as surely as big poets grow in a nation whose

average men cultivate their bit of poetry instinct.

Men come on earth with certain q ualities waiting la-

tent, each man with his specially proportioned set of

ingredients. Those q ualities grow that fi nd a favorable

atmosphere, poetry or thieving or money-making or what

not.

H ome infl uence is the fi rst atmosphere round the new~

comer. A s he grows up and gets out into the world he

comes into the larger social atmosphere. If the home at-

mosphere was dead right, there‘d be nothing to fear for

him in the social atmosphere.

B ut mostly it is not dead right. The father may think

he’ s setting his child a good ex ample all right if he j ust

keeps a straight course of visible conduct. B ut how

about the conduct that nobody sees?  H ow about his

unspoken thoughts and instincts?  They make the child' s

atiiiosphere. N o words needed. N o acts. The children

breathe in the parents'  minds and get that color. however

well-looking the parents’  acts may be. E ach child comes,

as I said, with its nature, good and bad mix ed. It‘s up

to the parents to see that the bad gets no atmosphere

and the good all the atmosphere. Then, when they' ve

done all their duty in act and thought, if the young fel-

low goes wrong, it' s because he' s willed wrong of his

own free will, not (like most astray young fellows)

drifted into it for want of right guidance and want of

right atmosphere. A nd no one is wise enough to say. in

any particular case, how much of any young fellow' s

wrongness was want of guidance (for which the parents

must take the responsibility) and how much was of his

own will (for which he alone is responsible). A  higher

j udgment than man' s comes in there, and a higher law

than man' s — mercy and sternness balanced on the point

of real j ustice— must and will have the fi nal dealing

with all of us.

I haven' t said anything new. Y ou all know all this

as well as I and far better than the average outsider.

Indeed I think that the instruction of society on these

points will largely come from men who have been inside

and learned and thought what only this inside life can

teach. A s soon as society is wise enough and brotherly

enough it' ll listen to such men. A  day not far 05. L et' s

work on ourselves so as' to be ready for it. Teachers

of society— that’ s what some of us can be. B ut for

that we must have become straight men, men straightened

in this school, a uniq ue school, and we in one way pri-

vileged in having lived through its discipline and oppor-

tunities of thought and self-study.

a!

L E T us remember that nothing befalls us that is not

of the nature of ourselves. A dventures come according

to our everyday thoughts;  and deeds of heroism are but

offered to those who, for many long years. have been

heroes in obscurity and silence. O ur adventures hover

round us. They seem to be all on the watch for the sig-

nal we hoist from within— lllacterlinck
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4 THE NEW WAY
 

How We Got Here
A Pinsomzifs .-\um'romu.\1 TALK

‘A IE have no great poets among us now—a~~days—
so the critics tell us.

Anyhow the average man would not read them
if there .were. He has mostly no interest in poetry.

Maybe that is ':('h_\' there are no great poets. A nation
that produces great poets is a nation of whom the great
majority of average men have just a touch of poetry
in them; of whom a large number have a good deal
more than a touch and who read all the good poetry
they can come at; of whom a good few have so much
of it in them that they cannot help letting it out into
print—-the corners of the newspapers and magazines
and in little books of it: and of whom a very fine few
flower right out into poetic geniuses of the first class.

A graduated scale. you see, running from just a

touch up to supreme genius. You can't have one end of
a stick without the other. You can't have the supreme-
genius end without the just-a—touch end.

The same with everything else. In this country we

have the supreme money-makers of the world. They
are one end of a stick, the top of a scale. The scale
must have a bottom. namely, the average man with the
average money-making urge in him. lecause we are

beyond other nations in the number of supreme money-
makers, our average man must have more of the money-
making lust than the average man of other nations.

Every man has mm’: or less instinct to take, on oc-

casion, what isn't his. In some it becomes rather strong
and they yield to it in some small ways. They do
shadyish things. In some it is rather stronger, and they
yield more. In some it is again stronger. They step
over a certain line, under pressure of need or desire
make a bad break——and get into trouble. In a few it
entirely runs them. and these are the habitual and appar-
ently incurable thieves of various kinds. These latter
carry to an extreme the thief instinct as the supreme
poets carry to an extreme the poet instinct.

There is much trouble and talk over the increasing
fullness of our prisons, our ever-increasing prison popu-
lations. Something is wrong. People don't know what.
They think the prison system or the sentencing system
or something like that is wrong and therefore needs re-

form. It is. It does. Much evil is done by present
methods, an(l nmch good will come of reform of them.

lut the trouble of increasing fullness of our prisons
won’t be cured. For people don’t see the scale, the other
end of the stick: their end. They don't see the inevitable
relation between the average man's bit of thief instinct
(I am talking just now of that line of crime only). and
the thorough thief'sbig clumlc of it. If they \vant to get
rid of his end of the stick they must get rid of their own.

Let the average man thoroughlyclean up his own house in
respect of his bit of thief instinct. get it right out of him.
get dead honest in his thoughts and wishes from stem to
stern—and he'll no longer be doing his part to create

» Co gin:

that general atmosphere in which the full-fledged thief
grows as surely as big poets grow in a nation whose
average men cultivate their bit of poetry instinct.

Men come on earth with certain qualities waiting la-
tent, each man with his specially proportioned set of
ingredients. Those qualities grow that find a favorable
atmosphere, poetry or thievingor money-making or what
not.

Home influence is the first atmosphere round the new-
comer. As he grows up and gets out into the world he
comes into the larger social atmosphere. If the home at»
mosphere was dead right, there'd be nothing to fear for
him in the social atmosphere.

lut mostly it is not dead right. The father may think
he's setting his child a good example all right if he just
keeps a straight course of visible conduct. liut how
about the conduct that nobody sees? How about his
unspoken thoughts and instincts? They make the child's
atmosphere. No words needed. No acts. The children
breathe in the parents' minds an(l get that color, however
well-looking the parents' acts may be. Each child comes.
as I said, with its nature, good and bad mixed. It's up
to the parents to see that the bad gets no atmosphere
and the good all the atmosphere. Tlmz. when the_\"ve
done all their duty in act and thought, if the young fel-
low goes wrong. it's because he's ’Zt‘lllL’d wrong of his
own free will. not (like most astray young fellows»
drifted into it for want of right guidance and want of
right atmosphere. And no one is wise enough to say. in
any particular case. how much of any young fellou-‘s
wrongness was want of guidance (for which the parents
must take the responsibility) and how much was of his
own will (for which he alone is responsible). A higher
judgment than man's comes in there, and a higher law
than man's—mercy and sternness balanced on the point
of real justice—mnst and will have the final dealing
with all of us.

I haven't said anything new. You all know all this
as well as I and far better than the average oimitlt-r,
Indeed I think that the instruction of society on these
points will largely come from men who have been inside
and learned and thought what only this inside life can
teach. As soon as society is wise enough and brotlicrly
enough it’ll listen to such men. A day not far off. Let's
work on ourselves so as to be ready for it. Teachers
of society—that's what some of us can be. But for
that we must have become straight men, men straightened
in this school, a unique school, and we in one way pri-
vileged in having lived through its discipline and oppor-
tunities of thought and self—study.

-3
LET us remember that nothing befalls us that is not

of the nature of ourselves. Adventures come according
to our everyday thoughts; and deeds of heroism are but
offered to those who. for many long years. have been
heroes in obscurity and silence. Our adventures llf1\'t‘l'
round us. They seem to be all on the watch for the .sig—
nal we hoist from within.-.lIactr'r/fuck
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F reedom

H E  place was very chilly and I felt the chill settling

T “into my bones."  I did not want a bad cold or

an attack of fever of some sort, so I made fhat

kind of internal effort of positivizing the body which one

does make in trying to resist an invading chill. I was

sleepy. too, and I knew that if I withdrew into sleep and

left the body to itself I should wake with the cold well

in residence. S o. sustaining myself awake and positive,

all went well.

.:*\~? r--' T-— -r_ '  "  ' r-r - =  ' I . t

'  Jllulliiillhllilllllhlll t.

\ .

' N .-._ _

~" litmnnunnw.J... . .. . .

CO R N E R  O F  TH E  R E CE PTIO N  R O O M

F rom which I understand how the self is really the

sustainer of the bodily vital currents. putting forth his

sustaining guidance by a steady effort of which he is

not conscious because of its continuousness. and that

what I had done was only a conscious intensifi cation of

this permanent underconscious work. _

A nd also that death is merely the ceasing 0f the self

to make this underconscious effort any more and his de-

parture into freedom from this labor. Death is freedom.

and freedom from this arduous task of bodily life must

be a great j oy.

hit there is a freedom along another line which we

ought to be able to get during bodily life and which, if

got, would do much to offset the continued drain upon

undercouscious attention which the guidance of the bodily

life demands.

I was hungry and found my body hurrying of itself,

of its own will, towards the restaurant. I of course was

also willing;  but I could see that the body‘s will was

q uite an addition to mine. F or the sensation would have

been very different if I had been going, say. to my daily

work— an errand in which no bodily appetite would

be interested.

S o my body led me— and I let it — to the restaurant.

L omaland Photo. 6'  E ngraving Dept.

.\' I‘ TH E  L O MA L A N J) H E A DQ UA R TE R S

H ow many a man' s body leads him— even against his

will, sometimes— to the beer saloon!

This much more. then, can be understood of freedom:

that it would mean perfect rulership of bodily appetite.

indeed unconsciousness of these appetites if there was

any important and urgent work fi lling the mind and de-

manding attention.

O ne can understand an ex tension of this freedom.

F or one' s mind drags one wherever it will. into thoughts

and memories and anticipations that one is willing or

glad to have. The mind never ceases. in all the hours

from waking to sleep. never ceases to drag us, sometimes

willing. often not. along with it in its current of change-

ful thought. This is so incessant that it appears to us
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THE NEW WAY 5
 

Freedom
ill’. place was rt.-r_\' chill_\' anal l fclt thc chill so.-ttlingT " intu my lmnu.-.~." l (lltl hut want a hacl cnhl or

an attack of t'c\-or at‘ <ntl1L’ sort. .su I made that
kinal in" internal ctTurt nf p<:).~iti\’izing the lunly which mic
tlut'.~' inaku in trying in resist an invzuling chill. l \\'21\'

~lL't‘|l_\'. Inn. and l kncw that if I \\'ltll(lI'C\\‘ into sleep and
lt-it thc l)0ll_\' tn itwslf l shnulil wzikc with the cnlil well

So. .~u.~zt:iini1tg m_\'.~v.'lf :iw:1l-cc am] positive.in l'k‘.*~ltlClIC('.
all went well.

llllIlC|'L'()l1.s’L‘l(lll>ztttcntinn which thc gui<l:mu:c of thc l)lulil_\‘
lilc (lt'Il1fll'I(l.~'.

l w:t~ lmngry nnil fnnml my hm|_\' liurrying of itst-ll.
ui l[,~ own will. tnw;1r¢l.~ the re.-.~'t:mr:mt. l nf L‘0ur-c \\‘.'].\
.'il~n willing: hut l cnnhl «-1- that thc lm<l_\".~' will wn~a

u_-Ilitc :m :1'l¢litiun tn minc. Fur the <¢_~n.-atiun wuulul ll£l\'L'
lrcmn \'cr_\' rlitlurt-tit if I hml hccn going, 4:15‘. In my i|:1il_\'
\\'urk—;In (‘t'I’(1nIl in \\‘hit'h nu lm:lll_\' :\p]n.'titL- \\'U1lltl
he inti:rL'.~tL'(l.

So my l,-ml_\‘ It-.-I mu —anv.l l let it -10 the l'L'.~'l1llll‘.'ltll.

Laumfrmd I‘hnta. 5' Eungrarivug D;-rt.

Ct'JR.\'l':R ()l~‘ THE Rl'CL'|{|'T|l).\‘ |((ll).\l .\'l‘ Tllli l.|I.\I.\L.\Nl) lll5.\l)[_Il'.\R'l'|".l(S

From which I umler.~t:1n¢l how the self is rt-:1ll_\' thu
~u~t;1inL*r of the hm|il_\' vital currents. putting furth ltls
~u.»taining guitlzmcc h_\' :1 .~tI::ul_\' ctlurt uf which he is
not cnn.~cious lu'ca1t1.-"c uf it~ CHl‘Illl]lllIll.\'llL‘.\"-3. nnrl that
what I hzul «lune \\':ts nnl_\' :1 cnI1~'L'i0iIa' iittcns-'.ilic:itimIuf
this permanent umlercun.<ciou.~: wnrl-:.

_

.-\ntl also that death is merely the L‘c:i.~'ing of the self
In nmkc this umlcrcu1w:iuu:= cfinrt .1n_\' more mul his ult-—
mrturc intu frccrlnm from this lnhur. l)-.-atli is frt-ulum.
and frcetlum from this :1r(lu(1u.~: task inf lnnlil_\' lift‘ mt1~'t
he :1 great _in_\'.

Hut there is :1 fru-alum alnng ruiutlwr line which we

nugllt to he zlhlc tn gut «luring hmlil_\‘ llffi‘ .'uI«l which. if
gut. \\'Olllll llIJ much to offset the crmtinucil llffllll upuu

I.-.;I'i~.;-. »;,- GO; -816

lluw lll£tll_\' .1 m:m'.< l)(|tl_\‘ lczuls him cvcn aguiirn‘ lll-
will. .~'ui1It'tiIm'.~:—tu the hccr .-:1louul

This much mnrc. tlicn. can he tlltllerstuotl of ll‘CL'tll)|l1I
that it wnulcl mean pL'rli:L‘t X‘lllCl‘.'-lIl[) of lJ(|llll_\' Il]l||k'llU.’.
lI'lllL'L'(l um'nn.~'cin11-m'~.- nf tltu.-.<t' :|ppt:titL-.~' if tltvrc \\‘;t.-

:m_\- iinpnrtant aml urgent wnrk filling thu minrl zmul «lu-
inmuling attcntirm.

One can lIll¢lL‘T.\'lElll(l an c.\'lcn.~i-m nf this
For um“- mind ilr.'t_u-'~ unc wlu-rcvcr it will. into tl1<mgl1t-

frcutlmn.

:mil l1lL'llIlITit'.'~'- zmtl :1IItiL‘ip:1tinII~' that mm is willing nr

glzul tn l'|Jl\'L‘. 'l'hc Iniml msvcr cL':u.~t-s. in all the hnm'-
frnm waking tn ~.lcv.-p. ncn-r ct-:t~«v~' tn (lrng n.~'. ~.nmclimc~
\\-il]ing_ uftcn nnl. filling with it in it~ t‘l1rI‘L‘nl Hf t'lI.‘tIt;'L'
ful thcmght. 'l'hi.~ is My incc.~szun that it £l[)l1L‘ilt'.- tn us"
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q uite the natural thing and mostly we raise no complaint

nor think of raising any. \Ve call it our own thinking,

not considering that it goes on of itself when we have not

set it in any particular direction. B ut sometimes the

thoughts or memories are very obj ectionable or painful,

and then we may groan about our slavery.

F reedom would therefore consist in perfect control

of the mind-fl ow as to where it shall go or whether it

shall go anywhere. That would be freedom for the self,

which, turning back from the mind, could then realize

who and what he was, and his immortality, and why

he is in this life, and what is the nature of the upper

life, the deeper life that the mind-H ow left to itself can

never understand.

B ut the getting of this freedom takes time and prac—

tice. In deep dreamless sleep, the old Teachers said, we

have this true freedom. B ut because the brain is not

then conscious, and registers practically nothing, we can-

not bring back into it, or refl ect down into it, the know-

ledge of ourselves and of life that for the time we have

or are in.

B ut in the times of practice of deep mind-silence we

keep the brain conscious, though without letting it work

on its own account. A nd then the knowledge of all

realities and of our immortality that is latent in us, that

has not come forth so that we can see it in the mind and

know it in that way, can come forth and shape itself

into thought and become fully present before us. \Vith

mind thus trained we can draw out from ourselves and

make known to ourselves our hidden knowledge of that

world and state of which ordinary mind-action keeps us

ignorant by absorbing all our attention. H aving it we

know it not. To know it is the reward of the practice

of mind-silence, which is freedom. S TUDE N T

Jl

Mind-Training

4‘ A K E  a book and read, my boy,"  my father used

T to say when he saw me sitting doing nothing.

It was good advice, for he knew that my mind

was wool-gathering all over the scenery and probably

stirring up more hornets than I could settle in a week.

“ S atan fi nds some mischief still for idle minds to think.”

B ut there might be a point of development reached in

which the taking of a book would often be an absurd

mistake in generalship.

\Ve all want strong minds. In the best of us the mind

is a pretty shaky and undeveloped instrument and so full

of its own notions as to what it will think about that we

can hardly get it to come to heel for a second.

W e are willing to give a lot of trouble to the training

of the body. If our bodies were no better instruments

than our minds we might j ust as well have never left

the cradle.

S uppose, when you wanted to take a particular book.

your hands and arms preferred to reach after another

one, or even something else altogether: or having taken

your book drop it at once and drum on the table or wave

about in the air;  or, even when willing, were too shaky

to hold on to anything.

S uppose, when you wanted to go somewhere, your

boily preferred to lie on the ground and stretch about in

the sun;  or was so weak that it could only take a few

steps;  or, when you wanted to sit q uite still and think,

the body kept up an incessant twitching and reaching

after everything in sight.

If you will consider a moment you will see that it is

j ust in those ways that the mind serves us and that its

weakness is so great that it can' t think out anything

to the very limit.

In the case of the body we should take the matter

seriously in hand. To cure the weakness we should

go in for some regular courses of muscle-ex ercises. W e

should recognize that growth in muscle and in nerve

alacrity does not go on during the ex ercises, but in the

q uiet afterwards. and that if there were no q uiet there

could be no growth. F or while the body is ex ternally

q uiet after ex ercise. its internal, unseen, building and

recuperative activities are at their height. S o we should

also give time to some practice in stopping all the twitch-

ings and unnecessary movements, putting as much will

into this as into the ex ercises.

W hy do we not adopt this same double course of prac-

tice in the case of mind, instead of being content with the

mind as it now is?

B ecause when young we were only taught one-half of

the theory of mind-training. W e were taught— though

not well — the ex ercise part of the program, but not the

stillness part of it. Conseq uently, as growth comes in

the stillness that follows hard ex ercise, our minds never

had much of a chance to grow!  They did grow, in

spite of the bad training, perhaps up to the age of twen—

ty or twenty-fi ve at most. Then, in the case of most

men, the growth in mental power and alacrity stopped.

W hose mind keeps on growing through middle life and

even old age?  A h, you ask;  but does the body go on

bettering itself either, through those periods?  N o. B ut

that is because of all sorts of bad habits and sins against

its health;  and also because it is so incessantly worried

(and sometimes made downright ill) by the perpetual

racket of the untrained mind it houses— a mind never

still a moment.

\Vell, the ex ercise part of mind— training consists in

many things. H ard and concentrated study;  concen-

trated attention upon all one has to do: concentrated

learning by heart;  persistent thinking of things out. no

other thoughts being permitted but those on the topic

in hand;  and so on.

\IVhen we have had a spell of hard physical work we

drop the body as it were, sit down q uietly and proceed

to live in the mind, in thoughts of some sort. (W hat

sort! ) S o, if we want mind-growth and mind-strength

we must learn the art of dropping or stopping the brain-

mind thought at will when the proper time comes for

that. This needs a little daily or nightly practice. and
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quite the natural thing and mostly we raise no complaint
nor think of raising any. We call it our own thinking,
not considering that it goes on of itself when we have not
set it in any particular direction. But sometimes the
thoughts or memories are very objectionable or painful,
and then we may groan about our slavery.

Freedom would therefore consist in perfect control
of the mind—flow as to where it shall go or whether it
shall go anywhere. That would be freedom for the self,
which, turning back from the mind, could then realize
who and what he was, and his immortality. aml why
he is in this life, and what is the nature of the upper
life, the deeper life that the mind-flow left to itself can

never understand.
int the getting of this freedom takes time and prac-

tice. In deep dreamless sleep, the old Teachers said, we

have this true freedom. But because the brain is not
then conscious, and registers practicallynothing. we can-

not bring back into it, or reflect down into it, the know-
ledge of ourselves and of life that for the time we have
or are in.

lint in the times of practice of deep mind-silence we

keep the brain conscious, though without letting it work
on its own account. And then the knowledge of all
realities and of our immortality that is latent in us, that
has not come forth so that we can see it in the mind and
know it in that way. can come forth and shape itself
into thought and become fully present before us. \Vith
mind thus trained we can draw out from ourselves and
make known to ourselves our hidden knowledge of that
world and state of which ordinary mind-action keeps us

ignorant by absorbing all our attention. Having it we

know it not. To know it is the reward of the practice
of mind-silence, which is freedom. STt'DEN’l‘

Jl

Mind-Training
U .-\Kli a book and read, my boy," my father usedT to say when he saw me sitting doing nothing.

It was good advice, for he knew that my mind
was wool-gathering all over the scenery and probably
stirring up more hornets than I could settle in a week.
" Satan finds some mischief still for idle minds to thinlc.”

But there might be a point of development reached in
which the taking of a book would often be an absurd
mistake in generalship.

\Ve all want strong minds. In the best of us the mind
is a pretty shaky and undeveloped instrument and so full
of its own notions as to what it will think about that we

can hardly get it to come to heel for a second.
\\'e are willing to give a lot of trouble to the training

of the body. If our bodies were no better instruments
than our minds we might just as well have never left
the cradle.

Suppose. when you wanted to take a particular book.
your hands and arms preferred to reach after another
one, or even something else altogether: or having taken
your book drop it at once and drum on the table or wave

4
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about in the air; or, even when willing, were too sliaky
to hold on to anything.

Suppose, when you wanted to go somewhere, yourboily preferred to lie on the ground and stretch about in
the sun; or was so weak that it could only take a few
steps; or, when you wanted to sit quite still and think.
the body kept up an incessant twitching and reaching
after everything in sight.

If you will consider a moment you will see that it is
just in those ways that the mind serves us and that its
weakness is so great that it can't think out anything
to the very limit.

In the case of the body we should _take the matter
seriously in hand. To cure the weakness we should
go in for some regular courses of muscle-exercises. We
should recognize that growth in muscle and in nerve

alacrity does not go on during the exercises, but in the
quiet afterwards. and that if there were no quiet there
could be no growth. For while the body is externally
quiet after exercise. its internal, unseen, building and
recuperative activities are at their height. So we should
also give time to some practice in stopping all the twitch-
ings and unnecessary movements, putting as much will
into this as into the exercises.

V’Vhy do we not adopt this same double course of prac-
tice in the case of mind, instead of being content with the
mind as it now is?

Because when young we were only taught one-half of
the theory of mind-training. “'6 were taught——though
not well —the c.rcrci.rc part of the program, but not the
stillrwss part of it. Consequently, as growth comes in
the stillness that follows hard exercise, our minds never
had much of a chance to grow! They did grow, in
spite of the bad training, perhaps up to the age of twen-
ty or twenty-five at most. Then, in the case of most
men, the growth in mental power and alacrity stopped.
Whose mind keeps on growing through middle life and
even old age? Ah. you ask; but does the body go on

bettering itself either. through those periods? No. But
that is because of all sorts of bad habits and sins against
its health; and also because it is so incessantly worried
(and sometimes made downright ill) by the perpetual
racket of the untrained mind it houses——a mind never
still a moment.

VVell, the exercise part of mind-training consists in
many things. Hard and concentrated study; concen-
trated attention upon all one has to do: concentrated
learning by heart; persistent thinkingof things out. no

other thoughts being permitted but those on the topic
in hand; and so on.

When we have had a spell of hard physical work \\e

drop the body as it were. sit down quietly and proci-ml
to live in the mind, in thoughts of some sort. (\\'h;n
sort!) So, if we want mind-growth and miml-strength
we must learn the art of dropping or stopping the brain-
mind thought at will when the proper time comes for
that. This needs a little daily or nightly practice. anl
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it can’ t be done all at once. It takes time, but the bene-

fi t to the mind and the body begins at once.

The practice is to “drop”  the part of the mind that

is concerned with brain— thought and is occupied with the

common events of life, and to live in the higher part,

that is concerned with soul-thought. A t last we become

able to reach the point where, when we choose, we are

souls thinking instead of brains and personalities thinking.

S o we drop for the time all the thoughts connected

with our daily life, perhaps reading a little as an aid

in some high— keyed book that bears on what we want to

do and the sort of life we want to live.

It is peace in the mind that we need, and mind-silence.

The thoughts of peace and of silence, dwelt on for a

while, help the mind to attain these conditions. It is in

these that a man gradually begins to feel the presence and

help of his soul and to get its light all through him.

A nd then the mind is resting and growing and getting

more power. If one goes to bed like this the growth goes

on all night.

This is the double way of mind-training.

S TUDE N T

J

“ N o Coward S oul ”

B Y  E MIL Y  B R O N TE

O  coward soul is mine,

N o trembler in the world' s storm— troubled sphere;

I see heaven' s glories shine,

A nd faith shines eq ual, arming me from fear.

0 God within my breast,

A lmighty, ever-present Deity!

L ife, that in me has rest,

A s I, undying L ife, have power in thee!

Vain are the thousand creeds

That move men’ s hearts, unutterably vain;

W orthless as withered weeds,

O r idlest froth amid the boundless main,

To waken doubt in one

H olding so fast by thine infi nity,

S o surely anchored on

The steadfast rock of immortality.

W ith wide-embracing love

The S pirit animates eternal years,

Pervades and broods above,

Changes, sustains, dissolves, creates, and rears.

Though earth and man were gone,

A nd suns and universes ceased to be,

A nd thou wert left alone,

E very ex istence would ex ist in thee.

There is no room for Death, _

N or atom that his might could render void:

Thou— thou art B eing and B reath,

A nd what thou art may never be destroyed.

6'

“ DUR IN G a long life I have proved that not one kind

word ever spoken, not one kind deed ever done, but soon-

er or later returns to bless the giver."

The Unbroken Thread

B Y  T. B . A L DR ICH

VE X  me not with brooding on the years

That were ere I drew breath;  why should I then

Distrust the darkness that may fall again

W hen life is done?  Perchance in other spheres—  '

Dead planets— I once tasted mortal tears,

A nd walked as now among a throng of men,

Pondering things that lay beyond my ken,

Q uestioning death, and solaeing my fears.

O fttimes, indeed, strange sense have I of this—

Vague memories that hold me with a spell,

Touches of unseen lips upon my brow,

B reathing some incommunicable bliss!  ‘

In years foregone, 0 S oul, was not all well?

S till lovelier life awaits thee. F ear not thou!

J

A  pessimist says: “Is there any milk in that j ug? ”

A n optimist says: “ Pass the cream, please.”

My self-school shall never close. I will regard my

condition as fi x ed. I will be an eternal boy. E very day

I will be improving, learning, in training.

O ld?  My body may be. B ut my soul never ages.

W hen death comes he will fi nd me plowing and sowing

on.

J

“A llo, Mrs. Murphy!  "  cried Mrs. Pinker to her neigh-

bor at B olton' s Court. “ W  hy you looks q uite festive

today. W ot‘s up? ”  i

“ \N ot!  ’ A ren' t you ' eard?  ”  ex claimed the ex cited Mrs.

Murphy. “My son comes out today.”

“Today!  I thought the j udge gave ’ im seven years! "

“Y es, but they’ ve let ’ im out two years earlier ’ cos

he’ s be' aved hisself so well.”

Mrs. Pinker held up her hands in pious approbation.

“ W ell ”  she gasped. “A nd what a comfort it must be

to you, Mrs. Murphy, to ’ ave such a splendid son! ”

’ B ena was much ex cited over the prospects of a camp-

meeting that was about to take place in her neighborhood.

F or weeks she had been preparing gay and gaudy feathers

for the array, and now her outfi t was complete, save a

pair of much— desired patent leather slippers. S he ap-

proached her mistress.

“Miss F ord,"  she said, “I sho wants to git a pair 0’

slippers ’ fo’  de meetin’  commences, an’  I ain' t got a single

cent lef’ .”

“ W hat size do you wear, ’ B ena?  ”  asked her mistress.

“Mah right numbah is fo’ ,”  she replied, “but I has

to weah sebens, ’ cause fo’ s hurt me dat bad I j es’  nacher—

ly caint hardly walk."
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it can't be done all at once. It takes time, but the bene-
fit to the mind and the body begins at once.

The practice is to “drop” the part of the mind that
is concerned with brain-thought and is occupied with the
common events of life, and to live in the higher part,
that is concerned with soul-thought. At last we become
able to reach the point where, when we choose, we are

souls thinkinginstead of brains and personalities thinking.
So we drop for the time all the thoughts connected

with our daily life, perhaps reading a little as an aid
in some high-keyed book that bears on what we \vant to
do and the sort of life we want to live.

It is peace in the mind that we need, and mind-silence.
The thoughts of peace and of silence, dwelt on for a

while, help the mind to attain these conditions. It is in
these that a man gradually begins to feel the presence and
help of his soul and to get its light all through him.

.-\nd then the mind is resting and growing and getting
more power. If one goes to bed like this the growth goes
on all night.

This is the double way of mind—training.
STL'1>1:.\'T

J3
“ No Coward Soul”

By EMILY Bnowri-i
O coward soul is mine,
No trembler in the world's storm-troubled sphere;

I see heaven's glories shine,
And faith shines equal, arming me from fear.
0 God within my breast,

Almighty, ever-present I)eity!
Life, that in me has rest,

As I, undying Life, have power in thee!

Vain are the thousand creeds
That move men's hearts, nnntterably vain;
Worthless as withered weeds,

Or idlest froth amid the boundless main,
To waken doubt in one

Holding so fast by thine infinity,
So surely anchored on

The steadfast rock of immortality.
With wide-embracing love

The Spirit animates eternal years,
Pervades and broods above,

Changes, sustains, dissolves, creates, and rears.

Though earth and man were gone,
And suns and universes ceased to be,
And thou wert left alone,

Every existence would exist in thee.
There is no room for Death,

Nor atom that his might could render void:
Thou—thou art Being and Breath,

And what thou art may never be destroyetl.
.53

" DURING a long life I have proved that not one kind
word ever spoken, not one kind deed ever done, but soon-
er or later returns to bless the giver.”

. G0 glut

The Unbroken Thread
Bv T. B. Atnnici-I

VEX me not with brooding on the years
That were ere I drew breath; why should I then

Distrust the darkness that may fall again
When life is done? Perchance in other spheres-
Dead planets—I once tasted mortal tears,
And walked as now among a throng of men,
Pondering things that lay beyond my ken,
Questioning death, an(l solacing my fears.
Ofttimes, indeed, strange sense have I of this—
Vague memories that hold me with a: spell,
Touches of unseen lips upon my brow,
Breathing some incommunicable bliss!

_

In years foregone, 0 Soul, was not all well?
Still lovelier life awaits thee. Fear not thou!

J
A pessimist says: “Is there any milk in that jug?"

A-n optimist says: “Pass the cream, please.”
My self-school shall never close. I will regard my

condition as fixed. I will be an eternal boy. Every day
I will be improving, learning, in training.

Old? My body may be. But my soul never ages.
\Vhen death comes he will find me plowing and sowing
on.

.93

“Allo, Mrs. l\lurph_v! " cried Mrs. Pinker to her neigh-
bor at Bolton's Court. “ Why you looks quite festive
today. Wot's up?” i

“ Wot! ’Aren't you 'eard ? ” exclaimed the excited i\lrs.
Murphy. “ My son comes out today.”

"Today! I thought the judge gave ’im seven years!"
“Yes, but they've let ’im out two years earlier ‘cos

he's be'aved hisself so well.”
Mrs. Pinker held up her hands in pious approbation.
“ V-‘Veil ” she gasped. “And what a comfort it must be

to you, Mrs. Murphy, to ’ave such a splendid son!"
’Bena was much excited over the prospects of a camp-

meeting that was about to take place in her neighborhood.
For weeks she had been preparing gay and gaudy feathers
for the array. and now her outfit was complete, save a

pair of much-(lesired patent leather slippers. She ap-
proached her mistress.

“Miss Ford," she said, “I sho wants to git a pair 0’
slippers ‘f0’ de meetin’ commences, an’ I ain't got a single
cent lef'.”

“ VVliat size do you wear, ’Bena?” asked her mistress.
“ Mah right numbah is fo’,” she replied, “ but I has

to weah sebens, ’cause fo's hurt me dat bad I jes’ nacher—
ly caint hardly walk.”
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The N ew W ay Q uote-B ook

Max ' s business is to work to surmount diffi culties, to

endure hardships, to solve problems;  to overcome the

inertia of his own nature;  to turn chaos into cosmos

by the aid of system.

IT is a high, solemn, almost awful thought for every

individual man, that his earthly infl uence, which has a

commencement, will never, through all ages, were he the

meanest of us, have an end.

\VIIA T we commonly call man does not, as we know

.him, represent himself, but misrepresents himself. H im

we may not respect;  but the soul, whose organ he is,

would be but let it appear through his action, would make

our knees bend.

L IF E  is simply a matter of concentration. Y ou are

what you set out to be. The things you read and think

of today are the things you will become tomorrow. Y ou

are a composite of the things you say, the books you read,

the thoughts you think, the company you keep. the things

you aspire to become.

Y I-is, the man' s faults are very irritating, no doubt. B ut

fi rst of all they give you an opportunity at self-control

and will-growth in refusing to be irritated by them or

moved off your friendliness;  and secondly, an oppor-

tunity to look past them at some good q uality he has,

and thus, by contemplating it, to make it yours too.

TH E  end of life is that we should do'  humble and com—

mon things in a fi ne and courteous manner, and mix  with

simple affairs. not condescendineg or disdainfully, but

with all the eagerness and modesty of the true knight.

F or yesterday is but a dream, and tomorrow is

only a vision;

B ut today, well lived,

\Vill make every yesterday a dream of happiness,

A nd every tomorrow a vision of hope.

S uch, then, is the salutation of the Dawn.

K IN G H assm, well beloved, was wont to say,

\V‘hen aught went wrong or any labor failed:

" Tomorrow, friends, will be another day!  ”

A nd in that faith he slept, and so prevailed.

L ong live this proverb!  W hile the world shall roll,

Tomorrows fresh shall rise from out the night

A nd new-baptize the indomitable soul

\Vith courage for its never-ending fi ght.

N o one. I say, is conq uered till he yields,

A nd yield he need not, while like mist

from glass,

God wipes the stain of life' s old battlefi elds

F rom every morning that he brings to pass.

N ew day, new hope, new courage!  L et this be,

O  soul, thy cheerful creed. \Vhat' s yesterday,

\\-' ith all its shards and wrack and grief to thee?

F orget it, then— here lies the victor’ s way.

H eard This ?

Doctor, to mother, after ex amining patient: “Y our

little boy has eaten too much watermelon.”

Mother: “ N o, doctah, dey ain' t no such ting as too

much watahmillion. Dat niggah boy j us'  ain' t got ' nough

stummick.“

Two workingmen strolling through a picture gallery

were much struck with one of the paintings. It repre-

sented a lovely girl leading a hideous bulldog, and was

labeled B eauty and the B east. They remained in front

of it a good while, and at last one of them said: “A y,

and he is a beauty, too! "

S hopman, impressively: “Y es, ma' am;  those shirt-

waists were marked $ 2 last week. but in conseq uence

of the fall we have reduced them 50% . The price is

now $ 1.9 8 ."

L ady, impressed: “ Give me six  of them.”

“W hat are you taking an umbrella for? ”

“ B ecause I' m sure it' s not going to rain, and when I' m

sure it' s not going to, I’ m sure it will."

B rown: “ W '  hat precautions do you take against con-

taminated water?  ”

Jones: “F irst I boil it for twenty minutes and then

fi lter through charcoal and porcelain.”

B rown: “ E x cellent!  — — A nd then? ”

Jones: “Then I drink beer."

a

W itness: “ N o, your honor, the defendant was per'

fectly sober when he went to bed that night.”

H is H onor: “H ow do you know he was sober? "

W itness: “B ecause he told me to call him early the

nex t morning."

H is IIonor: “ W hy did he want to be called early? "

\Vitness: “H e said he was going to be Q ueen of

the May.”

F oggs (in L ondon for the fi rst time): “ H i, police-

man!  I' ve j ust missed my wife. If she should come

along will you ask her to wait for me?  ”

I’ oliceman: “ B ut how am I going to know her?  "

F  oggs: “A h, to be sure, I hadn' t thought o' that. W ell.

tell her not to wait.”

A  physician, passing by a stonemason’ s shop, called

out: “Good morning, Mr. Jones. H ard at it, I see.

I suppose you fi nish them as far as ' In Memory 0f,'

and then wait to see who wants a monument nex t? "

“W ell, yes,"  replied the old man, “unless I hear

somebody' s ill and you’ re attending them, then I keep

right on.”

“Does my practising make you nervous?  "  asked the

man learning the q ornet. _

“It did when I fi rst heard the people around about

discussing it,"  replied the sympathetic neighbor, “ but

now I' m getting so I don‘t care what happens to you."
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.him. represent himself, but misrepresents himself.

8 THE NEW WAY
 

The New Way Quote-Book
.\l.\.\"s business is to work to surmount clifiiculties, to

endure hardships. to solve problems; to overcome the
inertia of his own nature; to turn chaos into cosmos

by the aid of system.
IT is a high. solemn, almost awful thought for every

individual man. that his earthly influence. which has a

commencement. will never, through all ages. were he the
meanest of us, have an end.

\\'uA'i‘ we commonly call man does not. as we know
Him

we may not respect: but the soul, whose organ he is.
would he but let it appear through his action. would make
our knees bend.

L11-‘F, is simply a matter of concentration. You are

what you set out to be. The things you read and think
of today are the things you will become tomorrow. You
are a composite of the things you say. the books you read.
the thoughts you think, the company you keep. the things
you aspire to become.

Y1-ts. the man's faults are very irritating, no doubt. l’»ut
first of all they give you an opportunity at self—control
and will-growth in refusing to he irritated by them or

moved ofi’ your friendliness; and secondly, an oppor-
tunity to look past them at some good quality he has,
and thus, by contemplating it. to make it yours too.

'l‘m-: end of life is that we should do’ humble and com-

mon things in a fine and courteous manner. and mix with
simple affairs. not condescendingly or disdainfully. but
with all the eagerness and modesty of the true knight.

For yesterday is but a dream, and tomorrow is
only a vision;

.l’»ut today, \vell lived,
\\'ill Inake every yesterday a dream of happiness.
And every tomorrow a vision of hope.
Such, then, is the salutation of the Dawn.

l(1.\'c l"-I.\ss.-xx, well beloved. was wont to say.
\\’l1en aught went wrong or any labor failed:

“ ’I‘omorrow, friends, will be another day!"
.\nd in that faith he slept, and so prevailed.

Long live this proverb! \~’Vl1ile the world shall roll,
Tomorrows fresh shall rise from out the night

And uc\v—baptize the indomitable soul
\\'ith courage for its never—ending fight.

No one. I say, is conquered till he yields,
;\nd yield he need not. while like mist

from glass.
Cod wipes the stain of life's old battlefields

From every morning that he brings to pass.
New day. new hope. new courage! Let this he.

0 soul. thy cheerful creed. \\'hat's yesterday.
With all its shards and wrack and grief to thee?

Forget it. tl1en—here lies the victors way.

» Co glut

Heard This?
Doctor. to mother, after examining patient: “Your

little boy has eaten too much watermelon.”
Mother: “ No. doctah. dey ain't no such ting is too

much wataltmillion. Dat niggah boy jus' ain't got 'nough
stummick."‘

'l‘wo workiugmen strolling through a picture gallery
were much struck with one of the paintings. It repre-
sented a lovely girl leading a hideous bulldog. and was
labeled Beauty and the Beast. They remained in front
of it a good while. and at last one of them said: ‘‘.\_v.
and he is a beauty, too! ”

Shopman, impressively: “ Yes, ma'am: those shirt-
waists were marked $2 last week. but in consequence
of the fall we have reduced them 50%. The price is
now $1.98.”

Lady, impressed: “Give me six of them."
—u“What are you taking an umbrella for.’

" Because I'm sure it's not going to rain. and when I'm
sure it's not going to, I'm sure it will."

llrown: “ What precautions do you take against con-
taminated water?”

Jones: “First I boil it for twenty minutes and then
filter through charcoal and porcelain."

llrownz “ -xcellent! —~.~\nd then?”
Jones: “Then I drink beer.”

\'\‘itness: “ No. your honor, the defendant was per—
fectly sober when he went to bed that night."

I-lis Honor: “ How do you know he was sober?"
Witness: “ Because he told me to call him early the

next morning."
His Honor: “Why did he want to be called early?"
\\'itness: " lle said he was going to be Queen of

the May.”
Foggs (in London for the first time): “Hi, poliC(‘-

man! I've just missed my wife. If she should come

along will you ask her to wait for me? ”

l’oliceman: " But how am I going to know her?"
Foggs: “.\h. to be sure. I hadn't thought o'that. \\'ell.

tell her not to wait.”

A physician, passing by a stonemason's shop. called
out: “Good morning. Mr. Jones. Hard at it, I see.
I suppose you finish them as far as ‘In Memory of."
and then wait to see who wants a monument next?"

“\\-'ell. yes." replied the old man. “unless I hear
somehody's ill and you’re attending them. then I keep
right on."

“Does my practising make you nervous?" asked the
man learning the qornet.

“ It did when I first heard the people around about
discussing it." replied the sympathetic neighbor. "but
now I'm getting so I don't care what happens to you."
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A N  ITA L IA  N  GA R DE N

The F raud of W ar , with a q uestion or two that would sometimes clear up

CDE R MO T strolled up to the group that were the whole matter under discussion.

talking about war. H e was mostly a silent man, B ut now and then he broke loose, and what he said

more interested in drawing out the views of would be worth hearing. It was this remark, contri—

others than in contributing' his own. A  sympathetic buted by somebody, that fi red his train:

presence, though, and had a way of helping a fellow out “In my opinion war is like an abscess, in its way a
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The Fraud of War 1 with :1. question or two that would sometimes clear up
CDERVOT strolled up to the group that were the whole matter under discussion.

talking about war. He was mostly a silent man. But now and then he broke loose, and what he said
more interested in drawing out the views of would be worth hearing. It was this remark, contri-

uthcrs than in contributing his own. A sympathetic buted by some-bo«l_v, that fired his train:
presence, though, and had a way of helping a fellow out "In my opinion war is like an abscess, in its way a

l.~.;I'i'.;-. ,'
up
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sign of health. E vil matter accumulates and accumu—

lates and at last there' s an ex plosion and it’ s driven

out. In the body the ex plosion is an abscess;  among

nations it’ s a war.”

“W hat is the evil matter in the case of nations? ”

asked McDermot.

“O h, j ealousies, hate, all that sort of thing. A ccumu-

late and gather for decades and at last break out."

“ That' s the worst analogy I ever heard. A n abscess

does clear the body of something rotten, but war breeds

more of the very things you name as its cause: more

hate, the desire for revenge, j ealousy. It mostly leaves

a burning sore place that doesn' t heal and only leads to

preparations for another try on the part of the conq uered

later on. W ar’ s the ex act opposite of an abscess.

“B ut that’ s not the only bit of nonsense talked about

war. I heard some fellow the other night calling it a

law of nature: the universal law of struggle and the

survival of the fi ttest.

“There is some struggle in nature, and that' s the

only thing these fellows can see, their entire idea of what

they call Darwinism. W hy don’ t they open their eyes

and see the law of combination and co— operation and

organized harmony lying behind and in front of and all

through and all around the law of struggle?  It’ s more

and more marked the higher you go in evolutioh, gradu-

ally cutting away the ground from the law of struggle.

“E ver look through a microscope and see the little

specks of living stuff—  cells, they call them—  swarming

about in a drop of dirty water?  W ell, they' re about at

the bottom of the scale of life. N o combination there:

every one of them fi ghting for his own hand all the time,

feeding on whatever’ s smaller and weaker. Permanent

state of warfare.

“ B ut some of them civilize enough to take a step up-

ward and combine together into one little mass, a little

harmonized organism. A nd some of these combine again

and you get a higher organism— and so on and so on

all the way up till you get the highest and most harmoni-

ous combine of all, our own bodies: a combine of thou-

sands of millions of the same living units that you fi nd

swimming about separately in the drop of dirty water.

“W hat’ s the nex t step?  Combinations of men into

tribes and of these into nations. A nd the nex t?  Com-

bination of the nation: into one great harmonious organ-

ism of humanity, working together as one: peace and

progress. A nd yet they talk of war as the natural and

eternally appointed condition!  It' s one line and one

method of evolution, marked plain enough, all the way up.

“They talk of sociology, too, these fellows. Tell us

about the time men roamed singly as savages in the for-

est, each of them fi ghting with the others like the cells

in the drop of water. Then, they say, the tribe devel-

oped, and the strongest tribe licked the smaller and

weaker. B ut they don' t tell us how the tribe came to

develop at all. VVasn’ t it made up of fellows that were

evolved enough to be able to combine into some sort of

harmony with each other?  Didn’ t their higher degree of

evolution j ust consist in that power?  E volution is the

power to combine, and as it' s evolution we’ re after it' s

j ust that power we’ re after. The future of humanity

depends on its becoming a harmonious organism with a

life as much higher than we have now as our present

individual life is higher than that of the creature in the

dirty water.

“ H ere’ s another fraud. They say that war brings out

the manly virtues. \Vhat else does it bring out?  It

brings out the devil, the tiger in man, the thing that

wants to kill, and gives it for the time free rein to do

all the killing it wants. A nd the man’ s memory fi lls up

for ever with the pictures of what he has done and seen

done— passing, I guess, into the make-up of his child-

ren later on.

“ B ut about these manly virtues: courage, comrade-

ship. E ver read any history?  B ack, back, way back as

far as history goes and a sight further, back through the

thousands and tens of thousands of years, there’ s been

war and war: never a let-up, never from the beginning

of history to this minute. N ow don' t it strike you that

if war did really develop the manly virtues, courage.

comradeship and the rest, and was really good for the

physical and moral stamina of nations and of individuals

— — that by this time, at the end of this vast stretch of

wars and struggles, these virtues should have had time

to grow to such a pitch that every man, woman and child

alive would be the last possibility of splendid courage:

should be fi lled with the very soul of unshakable good

comradeship, and should be a perfect Greek god for

physical stamina and make-up?  Isn’ t it manifest that

war don’ t develop any of the fi ne q ualities it’ s credited

with, or that if it does they’ re so overlaid and suffo-

cated out by the bad q ualities it lets loose that they don’ t

cut any fi gure whatsoever?  Isn’ t it about time to try

another tack, another method?  The way we look up

to and reward courage and look down upon the coward

and make it hot for him would be suffi cient to develop

the one and eliminate the other— little by little. It

would have done the work. too, had it not been that for

ages the wars have been lei/ling the men of courage and

conserving the cowards, the weaklings and the men of no

stamina— who stayed at home and begot the nex t gen-

eration. A part from war you know very well that life

will everlastineg offer opportunities for courage, physi-

cal and moral. I guess the very gods need cdurage."

R E PO R TE R

J!

K eep A live

O U can‘t measure a man’ s life by the length of it.

Y  Y ou have to multiply the length by the man himself.

S ometimes there is hardly any man to multiply

with and the life comes out as nearly nothing.

The man is what does'  things, not what is merely

pushed about by what happens to him.
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2 THE

sign of health. Evil matter accumulates and accumu-
lates and at last there's an explosion and it's driven
out. In the body the explosion is an abscess; among
nations it's a war.”

“VVhat is the evil matter in the case of nations?"
asked McDermot.

“ Oh, jealousies, hate, all that sort of thing. /\ccumu—
late and gather for decades and at last break out."

“ That's the worst analogy I ever heard. An abscess
does clear the body of something rotten, but war breeds
more of the very things you name as its cause: more

hate, the desire for revenge, jealousy. It mostly leaves
a burning sore place that doesn't heal and only leads to
preparations for another try on the part of the conquered
later on. War’s the exact opposite of an abscess.

“But that's not the only bit of nonsense talked about
war. I heard some fellow the other night calling it a
law of nature: the universal law of struggle and the
survival of the fittest.

“There is some struggle in nature, and that's the
only thing these fellows can see, their entire idea of what
they call Darwinism. Why don't they open their eyes
and see the law of combination and co-operation and
organized harmony lying behind and in front of and all
through and all around the law of struggle? It’s more
and more marked the higher you go in evolutioh, gradu-
ally cutting away the ground from the law of struggle.

“ Ever look through a microscope and see the little
specks of living stuff — cells, they call them—swarming
about in a drop of dirty water? Well, they're about at
the bottom of the scale of life. No combination there:
every one of them fighting for his own hand all the time,
feeding on whatever's smaller and weaker. Permanent
state of warfare.

“ But some of them civilize enough to take a step up-
ward and combine together into one little mass, a little
harmonized organism. And some of these combine again
and you get a higher organism—an(l so on and so on
all the way up till you get the highest and most harmoni-
ous combine of all, our own bodies: a combine of thou-
sands of millions of the same living units that you find
swimming about separately in the drop of dirty water.

“What’s the next step? Combinations of men into
tribes and of these into nations. And the next? Com-
bination of the nation: into one great harmonious organ-
ism of humanity, working together as one: peace and
progress. And yet they talk of war as the natural and
eternally appointed condition! It's one line and one
method of evolution, marked plain enough, all the way up.

“They talk of sociology, too, these fellows. Tell us

about the time men roamed singly as savages in the for-
est, each of them fighting with the others like the cells
in the drop of water. Then, they say, the tribe devel-
oped, and the strongest tribe licked the smaller and
weaker. But they don't tell us how the tribe came to
develop at all. Wasn't it made up of fellows that were

evolved enough to be able to combine into some sort of

L-I0 gle
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harmony with each other? Didn’t their higher degree of
evolution just consist in that power? Evolution is the
power to combine, and as it's evolution we're after it's
just that Pbwer we're after. The future of humanity
depends on its becoming a harmonious organism with a
life as much higher than we have now as our present
individual life is higher than that of the creature in the
dirty water.

“ Here's another fraud. They say that war brings out
the manly virtues. VVhat else does it bring out? It
brings out the devil, the tiger in man, the thing that
wants to kill, and gives it for the time free rein to do
all the killing it wants. And the man's memory fills up
for ever with the pictures of what he has done and seen

(lone-—passing, I guess, into the make—up of his child-
ren later on.

“ But about these manly virtues: courage, comrade-
ship. Ever read any history? Back, back, way back as
far as history goes and a sight further, back through the
thousands and tens of thousands of years, there's been
war and war: never a let-up, never from the beginning
of history to this minute. Now don't it strike you that
if war did really develop the manly virtues, courage.
comradeship and the rest, and was really good for the
physical and moral stamina of nations and of individuals
—that by this time, at the end of this vast stretch of
wars and struggles, these virtues should have had time
to grow to such a pitch that every man, woman and child
alive would be the last possibility of splendid courage:
should be filled with the very soul of unshakable good
comradeship, and should be a perfect Greek god for
physical stamina and make—up? Isn’t it manifest that
war don’t develop any of the fine qualities it's credited
with, or that if it does they’re so overlaid and suffo-
cated out by the bad qualities it lets loose that they don't
cut any figure whatsoever? Isn't it about time to try
another tack, another method? The way we look up
to and reward courage and look down upon the coward
and make it hot for him would be suflicient to develop
the one and eliminate the other—little by little. It
would have done the work, too, had it not been that for
ages the wars have been killing the men of courage aml
conserz-ing the cowards, the weaklings and the men of no

stamina—who stayed at home and begot the mart gru-
cration. Apart from war you know very well that life
will everlastingly offer opportunities for courage. pli_\'.<i-
cal and moral. I guess the very gods need colurage."

REPORTER

.33

Keep Alive
OU can't measure a man’s life by the length of it.Y You have to multiply the length by the man himself.

Sometimes there is hardly any man to multiplv
with and the life comes out as nearly nothing.

The man is what does. things, not what is merely
pushed about by what happens to him.
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Doing things req uires the two-in-one creative powers:

W ill and Imagination.

W hich is the same as to say that man is a creator.

Creator, fi rst of all, of himself.

A  man is always ahead of himself, always seeing with

his imagination what he might be, and working with his

will to get so. H e imagines himself with more self-

_rulership, more power of unmoved endurance, more

steadiness and grasp of mind, more serenity. Then pro-

the matter in a moment and turns to something else.

H is present mood and output of power never satisfi es

him. H e always has a better in his imagination.

There is imagination and will in the whole universe.

S omething better and higher than what is, is always be—

ing imagined, and then will proceeds to put it through.

H ow else could there be evolution?  O nce, ferns and

mosses were the highest vegetation on earth. Imagina-

tion saw fl owering plants, and will worked on the ferns

L omaland Photo. 6'  E ngraving Dcpl.

“ seams TO  ME  TH E R E ' S  A  R A B B IT A R O UN D ”

A  personal friend of the E ditor' s

ceeds to move himself on into what he has imagined.

K eeps his will always at work on himself.

“I inherited that from my mother,”  says some fellow

of a silly trick of mind or body. The man takes hold and

pushes it out of his life.

“ I’ ve always done that: can’ t help it,”  says another of

some foolish habit. The man, as soon as he has noticed

it, never does it again.

The E nglishman, they say, puts up with things till

they are unendurable, doesn’ t readin react to them, ima-

gine something better, and then at once put it through.

The F renchman' s imagination is always active, seeing

if things might not be better some other way, and then

trying it out. The F rench, from that point of view, are

the alivest people on earth, whatever mistakes their ima-

gination may lead them into.

we think of poets and musicians when we talk of ima-

gination. B ut the plain man, so long as he is a man,

may have and use as much of it as they, and sometimes

more. H is mind plays round every situation and arrange-

ment to see if it couldn' t be bettered, and if he can do the

bettering he sets about it. If he sees he can’ t he drops

to carry some of them that much higher. More being,

higher being, more life— that is evolution, creation.

\Ve, taking up our share of the business, must be at

work all the time, fi rst on ourselves. This hot day makes

me feel fl at and spiritless. B ut I will get at things with

my usual energy, each time that such days appear, till

at last I cannot mentally unstrung by thermometers

and barometers. _

R emember that a man may be failing in outward appear-

ance all the time, and yet, because of his steady effort. be

interiorly growing throughout. It may even be not till

after death that his full growth becomes known to him.

B ut he 11' 2' ed, and so death could not kill him. Death

cannot kill a man. Imagination and will are what live

on immortally: they are the man alive.

L ive all around your circumstances;  read all around

the pages of your book;  see larger views;  react every-

where;  keep alive;  do the diffi cult;  face what you

shrink from. These are the ways to the ex ulting pulse

of life.

“I did not feel like doing that today.”  -— W ' ell, today

is the day to do it. S TUDE N T
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THE NEW WAY 3
 

Doing things requires the two-in-one creative powers:
Will and Imagination.

\\’hich is the same as to say that man is a creator.
Creator. first of all, of himself.

A man is always ahead of himself. always seeing with
his imagination what he might be. and working with his
will to get so. He imagines himself with more self-
rulership. more po\ver of unmoved endurance. more
steadiness and grasp of mind, more serenity. Then pro-

the matter in a moment and tums to something else.
llis present mood and output of po\ver never satisfies
him. He always has a better in his imagination.

There is imagination and will in the whole universe.
Something better and higher than what is. is always be-
ing imagined. and then will proceeds to put it through.
Ilow else could there be evolution? Once, ferns and
mosses were the highest vegetation on earth. Imagina-
tion saw flowering plants. and will worked on the ferns

Lomaland Photo. & Engraving Dept.
"SEEMS To ME ‘rut-:RE's A RABBIT Akouuo"

A personal friend of the Edll0I"5

ceeds to move himself on into what he has imagined.
Keeps his will always at work on himself.
"I inherited that from my mother." says some fellow

of a silly trick of mind or body. The man takes hold and
pushes it out of his life.

“ I've always done that: can't help it." says another of
some foolish habit. The man, as soon as he has noticed
it. never does it again.

The Englishman. they say, puts up with things till
they are unendurable. doesn't readily react to them. ima-
gine something better, and then at once put it through.
The Frenchman's imagination is always active. seeing
if things might not he better some other way. and then
trying it out. The French. from that point of view. are
the alivest people on earth, whatever mistakes their ima-
gination may lead them into.

\Ve thinkof poets and musicians when we talk of ima-
gination. But the plain man. so long as he is a man.
may have and use as much of it as they. and sometimes
more. llis mind plays round every situation and arrange-
ment to see if it couldn't be bettered. and if he can do the
bettering he sets about it. If he sees he can't he drops

r.-..;:::.~;.-. a; .- G0‘. jigle

to carry some of them that much higher. More being,
higher being. more life—that is evolution, creation.
\-Ve. taking up our share of the business. must be at
work all the time, first on ourselves. This hot day makes
me feel flat and spiritless. But I will get at things with
my usual energy. each time that such days appear. till
at last I cannot be mentally unstrung by thermometers
and barometers.

_Rememberthat a man may be failingin outward appear-
ance all the time. and yet. becauseof his steady effort. be
interiorly growing throughout. It may even be not till
after death that his full growth becomes known to him.
lut he Iiwd. and so death could not kill him. Death

cannot kill a man. Imagination and will are what live
on immortally; they are the man alive.

Live all around your circumstances; read all around
the pages of your book; see larger views; react every-
where: keep alive: do the difficult; face what you
shrink from. These are the ways to the exulting pulse
of life.

"I did not feel like doing that today." —\Vell, today
is the day to do it. Srumzu-r



4 TH E

N E W  W A Y

Two E nds of the S ame S tick

H E N  I was a boy I used to dread the j oy of the

U annual summer holiday by the sea because of the

dreariness of its ending and of the return to

town. The more j oy, I knew, the more pain and dreari-

ness when it went. If the j oy had been merely moderate,

the return to town would have been only slightly depress-

ing. If I had not cared whether I went or not, the re-

turn would have been likewise indifferent.

L ife always manages in the long run to strike a balance.

If a man has but few j oys, those he does get will be very

keen. If there are many opportunities for pleasure, none

will count for much. If there is much pain, the peace

that follows each spell of it will itself be happiness.

If a man wants to get so that he is not pained by pains

— and we all do want that— his only way is to refuse,

little by little as he can, to be pleasured by pleasures.

A s fast as he succeeds he wins peace. B ut this is a

totally different kind of peace from that which comes

from having for the time everything you want. It is a

peace which if persisted in and followed up, deepens to

a permanent j oy. A nd in it the mind becomes lit with a

new light in which the depth and richness and splendor

and promise of life are understood. It is the peace

in which the soul grows to its full stature.

F or consider: is not a man a little man who is al-

ways shaken about between pain and pleasure, always

shrinking in avoidance of one and itching for the other?

Isn’ t he the man who has least philosophy, least under-

standing of life, least power of mind and least concen-

tration?

Then the opposite is true of the opposite kind of man.

A nd it is open to any of us to become that opposite. It

is in order to tempt and encourage us to become that,

that nature has tied the pains and pleasures together,

the losses to the gains, balancing the two. It looks like

a cruel law until we see the purpose, the purpose to make

us step up beyond both pleasures and pains into the

peace, the j oy and the power‘of true re-won manhood

and soulhood.

This sort of life does not imply that we refuse proper

pleasures when they properly come. It is refusal to look

back upon those that have been, or forward upon those

that may be. It ‘is q uiet recognition of the fact that

pleasures and pains are parts of one program to be ac-

cepted in their alternation while we search our natures

in the silence for something better. If. instead, we are

searching for pleasures W e must wince at the pains, which

are but the other end of the same stick, and so remain

halted outside the door of real life.

It is in the heart that the peace is born and from there

it shines into brain and mind. S TUDE N T

“9 '

O UR  humanity were a poor thing but for the divinity

that stirs within us.

N o day is ever really like another though it seems so.

The O ld S ee-S aw

GR E A T R oman general, after a campaign of un-

broken victories, returned in triumph with his

army to‘R ome, to be received, as was customary,

with a great thanksgiving ceremony. \Vhilst the cere-

mony was in preparation he lost one of his two beloved

sons, and three days after its celebration the other.

The city wondered how he would bear himself after

the double calamity. K nowing this he had the people as-

sembled and thus addressed them:

“ I, who never yet feared anything human, have always

feared fortune as faithless and inconstant;  and for the

very reason that she had been of late so favorable I was

ex pecting some reverse. A fter many preliminary suc-

cesses, in the short space of fi fteen days I brought the

war to a favorable issue. S o I surmised that perhaps on

the way home fortune would visit me with some calamity.

A nd even after my safe arrival among you here with my

army, the spoils _of war and the captives, fi nding you all

full of j oy and congratulations, still I distrusted, know-

ing well that fortune might now be surely ex pected to

show me the other side of her face. If she did not visit

me with her ill-favor, then I thought that perhaps some-

thing evil might befall the city. B ut she struck me in my

own family, and in the midst of the rej oicings I had to

carry my two sons to their tombs. N ow therefore I am

free from danger for a time, and I trust that fortune.

having wreaked her ill-will upon me and shown me the

usual instability of her favors, may now be harmless

to you.”

“I knew there must be something unpleasant coming.

for things had been running my way for a time.”

L ess stately words, but meaning the same thing.

A nd, “after a storm comes a calm,"  and while the

calm is reigning another storm is brewing.

It is the regular oscillation of life. F ortune is not

capricious. S he has never dealt with men in any other

way than by this system of alternations. F or by it she

carries out her purpose to train us into strength, to

teach us not to be elated when all goes favorably or de-

pressed when all seems to be failing us.

B oth are parts of the game. O ur part in it, once we

have “ got wise”  to it, is to make the one move that

gives us fi nal victory, to keep heart and mind serene

whatever comes. W e cannot stop the alternations. If we

somehow seize a little morepleasure than is in the pro-

gram, we havc added a little more pain to that side of

the balance when its turn comes.

N or is it “resignation,”  in the meek, hopeless sense.

that is what is req uired as the right attitude. That is

not much better than complaint. That which. to be-

come real men, masters of our lives, we have to get, is

the unmoved mind and heart. It will not be so diffi cult

if we recognize that the game, often so painful for us.

is only played on us for our benefi t. F ortune is at

work for the soul, and tries to drive us to that.
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Two Ends of the Same Stick
‘ A [HEN I was a boy I used to dread the joy of the

annual summer holiday by the sea because of the
dreariness of its ending and of the return to

town. The more joy, I knew, the more pain and dreari-
ncss when it went. If the joy had been merely moderate,
the return to town would have been only slightly depress-
ing. If I had not cared whether I went or not, the re-

turn would have been likewise indifferent.
Life always manages in the long run to strike a balance.

If a man has but few joys, those he does get will be very
keen. If there are many opportunities for pleasure, none

will count for much. If there is much pain, the peace
that follows each spell of it will itself be happiness.

If a man wants to get so that he is not pained by pains
——and we all do want that——his only way is to refuse,
little by little as he can, to be pleasured by pleasures.
As fast as he succeeds he wins peace. But this is a

totally different kind of peace from that which comes
from having for the time everything you want. It is a

peace which if persisted in and followed up, deepens to
a permanent joy. And in it the mind becomes lit with a

new light in which the depth and richness and splendor
and promise of life are understood. It is the peace
in which the soul grows to its full stature.

For consider: is not a man a little man who is al-
ways shaken about between pain and pleasure, always
shrinking in avoidance of one and itching for the other?
Isn’t he the man who has least philosophy, least under-
standing of life, least power of mind and least concen-
tration?

Then the opposite is true of the opposite kind of man.
And it is open to any of us to become that opposite. It
is in order to tempt and encourage us to become that,
that nature has tied the pains and pleasures together,
the losses to the gains, balancing the two. It looks like
a cruel law until we see the purpose, the purpose to make
us step up beyond both pleasures and pains into the
peace, the joy and the power'of true re-won manhood
and soulhood.

This sort of life does not imply that we refuse proper
pleasures when they properly come. It is refusal to look
back upon those that have been, or forward upon those
that may be. It ‘is quiet recognition of the fact that
pleasures and pains are parts of one program to be ac-

cepted in their alternation while we search our natures
in the silence for something better. If. instead, we are

searching for pleasures we must wince at the pains, which
are but the other end of the same stick, and so remain
halted outside the door of real life.

It is in the heart that the peace is born and from there
it shines into brain and mind. STUDENT

«SI

OUR humanity were a poor thing but for the divinity
that stirs within us.

No day is ever really like another though it seems so.

 
«C0 glc

THE NEW WAY
 

The Old See-Saw
GREAT Roman general, after a campaign of un-

broken victories, returned in triumph with his
army to Rome, to be received, as was customary,

with a great thanksgiving ceremony. Whilst the cere-

mony was in preparation he lost one of his two beloved
sons, and three days after its celebration the other.

The city wondered how he would bear himself after
the double calamity. Knowing this he had the People as-
sembled and thus addressed them:

“ I, who never yet feared anythinghuman, have always
feared fortune as faithless and inconstant; and for the
very reason that she had been of late so favorable I was

expecting some reverse. After many preliminary suc-

cesses, in the short space of fifteen days I brought the
war to a favorable issue. So I surmised that perhaps on
the way home fortune would visit me with some calamity.
And even after my safe arrival among you here with my
army, the spoils of war and the captives, finding you all
full of joy and congratulations, still I distrusted, know-
ing well that fortune might now be surely expected to
show me the other side of her face. If she did not visit
me with her ill-favor, then I thought that perhaps "some-
thingevil might befall the city. But she struck me in my
own family,and in the midst of the rejoicings I had to
carry my two sons to their tombs. Now therefore I am
free from danger for a time, and I trust that fortune.
having wreaked her ill-will upon me and shown me the
usual instability of her favors, may now be harmless
to you.”
“I knew there must be something unpleasant coming.

for things had been running my way for a time.”
Less stately words, but meaning the same thing.
And. “after a storm comes a calm," and while the

calm is reigning another storm is brewing.
It is the regular oscillation of life. Fortune is not

capricious. She has never dealt with men in any other
way than by this system of alternations. For by it she
carries out her purpose to train us into strength, to
teach us not to be elated when all goes favorably or de-
pressed when all seems to be failing us.

Both are parts of the game. Our part in it, once we

have “got wise” to it, is to make the one move that
gives us final victory, to keep heart and mind serene
whatever comes. We cannot stop the alternations. If we

somehow seize a little more pleasure than is in the pro-
gram, we have added a little more pain to that side of
the balance when its turn comes.

Nor is it “resignation,” in the meek, hopeless senee.
that is what is required as the right attitude. That is
not much better than complaint. That which. to be-
come real men, masters of our lives. we have to get. is
the unmoved mind and heart. It will not be so diflicult
if we recognize that the game. often so painful for us.

is only played on us for our benefit. Fortune is at
work for the soul, and tries to drive us to that.
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In proportion as by practice and thought we gradually

gain our serenity, a state that is neither to be ex hilarated

by good fortune nor depressed by bad, another life be—

gins for us, a deeper understanding opens within us.

\Ve have opened the way to the soul. .

B ut there is no such understanding, and no peace and

no abiding j oy in the heart of the man who is not trying

to win this self-mastery. H e is not yet the soul that

death cannot reach. S TUDE N T

6'

A nother Chance

H E  saddest thing in life would be the thought of

T what one might have been, if there were no hope

of making that picture a possibility once more. If

every fall were fi nal failure there would indeed be little

hope in life for any man.

W ' ell is it said that “while

there is life there is hope.”

B ut a great part of the world

is hopeless and is yet alive.

W hy is that?

S imply because men think

that they cannot have an

other chance. A nd by the

power of that mere thought

they shut themselves out

from it. F or both hope and

despair are powers, acting

both on circumstances with—

out and on the man him-

self, at work either for him

or against him. A nother

chance is what every fallen

man cries for. A nd it is

within his reach all the time

if he will but use his strength

upon himself instead of ask-

ing someone else to give

him another chance or curs-

ing others for not doing so.

It will never come till he has

risen to meet it. B ut it will

come when he has.

\Vhat holds a man down

is usually the memory of his

mistakes and the belief that he must carry the corpse of

his dead past upon his back and the ghosts of all his

failures in his mind until death sets him free. ‘

\Vihy not start each day as if it were a rebirth?  \Vhy

wait on death for the clean slate?

\Ve have the power to wipe out the memory of the

past, to bury the corpse of our former life, to clear out

of our minds the ghosts of our failures and weaknesses.

and to rise reborn in strength and hope. Mental corpses

and ghosts are no fi t companions for a man who wants

to make a new start in life.

L amaland Photo. 6'  E ngraving Def-t.

“ I TH IN K  Y ou ME N TIO N E D DIN N E R  TIME  "

A nother friend of the E ditor’ s

The new start must be inside a man’ s own mind.

That made, the rest will fi nally take care of itself. A

man always attracts the conditions without that fi t his

inner attitude. H e does not realize his own power in

this matter.

W e must put the past behind us— where it belongs

-— and keep it there if we would give ourselves another

chance.

Clear out your ghosts!  \Vipe out the past!  Give

yourself a fresh start!  Y ou have another chance within

you all the time. N o one else can give it to you. Y ou

must take it or make it for yourself and in yourself.

A  man can be born again in this sense, if he has the

W IL L . B ut he will never do it if he is relying on other

people to do it for him.

If he is not strong enough

to do it all at once, let him

free himself gradually from

the corpse of the past;  let

him get rid of his ghosts one

by one, keeping on trying

until at last with the great

I W IL L  of the S oul he can

suddenly create himself a

new man. A nd then all the

rest follows. S TUDE N T

Jl

“ K eep on K eeping on ”

H A T shall a man do

when faith seems to

fail and hope (lies and

fi nal failure seems to soak in

like an impenetrable cloud?

K eep straight on. It is the

moment of supreme peril,

for, according to the old fa-

ble, the devil' s best weapon

is despair. It is the supreme

test of character, the mo-

ment which shows whether

faith has been a matter of

sunshine, of prosperity, of

happiness, or has become an

unshakable foundation, on which rest the hopes, the

performances, the strength of a man’ s soul. H as he

the vitality of conviction and the immovable loyalty

to stand when all help seems to fail him?  That hour

is the supreme test of the man. . . . W lhen Cavour,

broken-hearted by failure in his ardent dream of a united

Italy, was on the verge of suicide, success was already

in his hands;  and it was during that tragic winter when

VVashington’ s troops, ragged, half-fed, seemed like the

ghosts of a lost cause, that a compact and effective army

was created for him.—  F rom The O utlook
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THE NEW WAY 5

In proportion as by practice and thought we gradually
gain our serenity, a state that is neither to be exhilaraterl
by good fortune nor depressed by had. another life be-
gins for us, a deeper understanding opens within us.
We have opened the way to the soul.

.

But there is no such understanding. and no peace am

no abiding joy in the heart of the man who is not trying
to win this self-mastery. He is not yet the soul that
death cannot reach. S'rtmF.N'r

J

Another Chance
HE saddest thing in life would be the thought ofT what one might have been, if there were no hope
of making that picture a possibility once more. If

every fall were final failure there would indeed be little
hope in life for any man.

V\'ell is it said that " while
there is life there is hope."
But a great part of the world
is hopeless and is yet alive.
\\"hy is that?

Simply because men think
that they cannot have an-
other chance. And by the
power of that mere thought
they shut themselves out
from it. For both hope and
despair are powers, acting
both on circumstances with-
out and on the man him-
self, at work either for him
or against him. Another
chance is what every fallen
man cries for. And it is
within his reach all the time
if he will but use his strength
upon himself instead of ask-
ing someone else to give
him another chance or curs-

ing others for not doing so.
It will never come till he has
risen to meet it. But it will
come when he has.

What holds a man down
is usually the memory of his
mistakes and the belief that he must carry the corpse of
his dead past upon his back and the ghosts of all his
failures in his mind until death sets him free. ‘

Wihy not start each day as if it were a rebirth? Why
wait on death for the clean slate?

We have the power to wipe out the memor_v of the
past. to bury the corpse of our former life. to clear out
of our minds the ghosts of our failures and weaknesses.
and to rise reborn in strength and hope. Mental corpses
and ghosts are no fit companions for a man who wants
to make a new start in life.

L-..;2tE.'cr. a; .~ C,Ol ‘.9818

Lnmnland Pholn. 5 Ellgvaviug Dfrl.
"I THINK you ME.\"l'lU.\‘El) n1.~:.\'I-zit TIME "

Another friend of the Editor's

The new start must be inside a man's own mind.
That made, the rest will finally take care of itself. A
man always attracts the conditions without that fit his
inner attitude. He does not realize his own power in
this matter.

We must put the past behind us—where it belongs
-—and keep it there if \ve would give ourselves another
chance.

Clear out your ghosts! Wipe out the past! Give
yourself a fresh start! You have another chance within
you all the time. No one else can give it to you. You
must take it or make it for yourself and in yourself.

A man can be born again in this sense, if he has the
WILL. But be will never do it if he is relying on other
people to do it for him.

If he is not strong enough
to do it all at once, let him
free himself gradually from
the corpse of the past; let
him get rid of his ghosts one
by one, keeping on trying
until at last with the great
I \\'lLI. of the Soul he can

suddenly create himself a
new man. And then all the
rest follows. STUDENT

J

“ Keep on Keeping on"
Ii.-\'I‘ shall a man do

when faith seems to
fail and hope dies and

final failure seems to soak in
like an impenetrable cloud?
Keep straight on. It is the
moment of supreme peril.
for, according to the old fa-
ble. the tlevil’s best weapon
is despair. It is the supreme
test of character, the mo-
ment lvhich shows whether
faith has been a matter of
sunshine, of prosperity, of
happiness. or has become an

unsliakable foundation. on which rest the hopes. the
performances. the strength of a man's soul. Has he
the vitality of conviction and the immovable loyalty
to stand when all help seems to fail him? That hour
is the supreme test of the man. . . .

Wlhcn Cavour.
broken-hearted by failure in his ardent dream of a united
Italy, was on the verge of suicide. success was already
in his hands: and it was during that tragic winter when
W'ashington's troops, ragged. half-fed. seemed like the
ghosts of a lost cause, that a compact and effective army
was created for hirn.— From The Outlook

Clllgu ’-.l l'r~:I‘1
|._JF'-ll".:"E:3.'fdT"r" CIIF C+'»'._l F|I:IIFl.l'-ll+3.
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The W ay O ut

sometimes say of a man that he doesn’ t seem

as if he were “ all there.”

\Vell, where is the rest of him?

Perhaps wool-gathering. O r if he is a great inven—

tor or musician the rest of him may be in his inventions

or his music. ' O r it may be burrowing dismally in the

fi eld of memories. In rare cases it may be preoccupied

with profound thoughts. A  man’ s consciousness may be

shining intensely upon any part of his mind as well as

feebly upon the part that he is now talking to you with

or using for his routine work.

W alt W hitman, for instance, always felt that part of

his consciousness was with the winds and the great

trees and the sea and earth and surging to and fro with

the great world of men, sharing with them a great com-

mon life. That is why he cared so little what happened

to his personality. H e did not feel it to be the whole of

himself. H imself was that other,that was out abroad

with earth and men and winds and stars. H e felt the

spirit of evolution, of ex pansion, of progress, everywhere,

and felt himself to be part of that spirit. H ence he

knew that though his body and personality would die

some time. he himself was deathless.

It depends, you see, upon where you have yourself,

where you live.

Consciousness, the light of knowing by which a man

is conscious, is the man himself. It is usually so entirely

and intensely upon the body and the little personal per-

sonality and the limited brain-mind that it seems to him

as if that were the whole of himself. It is this mistake

that gives rise to all his pain. W hitman never made it,

and we need not. A s we stop throwing the spotlight of

attention, of consciousness, on the personality, pain be-

gins to cease and life to get bigger and to fi ll with ex ulta-

tion. The new and larger self that we are beginning to

make is soon very much more splendidly interesting to

us than the little old one of personality. The thing is

pure gain at once, though it may take a little time to see it.

H and over the personality to the rules and duties of

the place you happen to be in, thinking: “I am more

than that.”  A nd with that thought accept what comes:

slights. frictions and all the rest, remaining yourself

as it were apart in peace, looking on. Try it a day and

then a week and so on, trusting that things will somehow

work out all right for you in the long run. A nd they will.

F rom the fi rst comes a new sense of freedom, of

growth, like that of a plant taken out of a cellar into

the open air. Y ou begin to understand the great life

opening ahead of you, not to be limited or cut short by

anything—  ahead of you and all other men and creatures.

Try a few steps on this path. A t fi rst it may seem as

if everything, events and people, were conspiring to hin-

der you. B ut you will break through that, and events,

fi nding you their master, will soon be visibly arranging

themselves to help you. S TUDE N T

F ear .

H E  further we go in the study of human nature— -

T a study which begins with the search into our own

natures, the more do we become aware that there is

some power in man which knows in advance of every mis-

fortune that is about to come upon him and is ready

to supply him with the strength to meet it. A nd more

than that, that is prepared to show him what he can

get out of it to his profi t and for his growth.

The way to get the most benefi t from this power is be-

lief and trust in it. The way to get little or none is fear

of what may come. F ear is the great paralyser of life,

the deadener of life in body, in mind and in will.

_ A  great general in the fi eld will use a reverse and

somehow make it turn out to his fi nal advantage. B ut

for that he must be able to depend on his troops not to

get disheartened by the reverse nor to fear one in ad-

vance.

That is the spirit in which to face life.

A s soon as a man takes up the work of trying to get

fear out of his nature, this power will help him in that

very work. A nd he will presently fi nd that some situa-

tion that would formerly have paralysed him, has now

only aroused his fullest energies to meet it and deal

with it.

H e cannot kH O ' Z t'  of this power till he has begun to

work on himself, and to live, as confi dently as if he did

know. Then he becomes more and more certain of it

till at last he fi nds it as his soul.

The soul is the power that gives power and gives life;

so that its work is ex actly opposite to the effects of fear.

N o one ever yet got anything good from fear. It is

pure loss. N o one ever yet lost anything from the faith

that if he stood upright like a man to face whatever came,

he had the power of the soul to profi t by whatever came

and to come through with it — this side or that of death

-—  a bigger man.

L et the waves of life, then, come on as they will, angry

or smooth and sun-bathed. W e can get refreshment

from the one and strength from the struggle with the

other. W e are all of us in life’ s great school, and may

remember for our encouragement that school-days do

not last forever. S TUDE N T

.5

W E  cannot kindle when we will

The fi re which in the heart resides;

The spirit bloweth and is still;

In mystery our soul abides.

B ut tasks in hours of insight willed

Can be through hours of gloom fulfi lled.

W ith aching hands and bleeding feet

W e dig and heap, lay stone on stone:

W e bear the burden and the heat

O f the long day and wish ’ twere done.

N ot till the hours of light return

A ll we have built do we discern.

— Matthew A rnold
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The Way Out
sometimes say of a man that he doesn't seem

as if he were “all there.”
Well, where is the rest of him?

Perhaps wool-gathering. Or if he is a great inven-
tor or musician the rest of him may be in his inventions
or his music. i Or it may be burrowing dismally in the
field of memories. In rare cases it may be preoccupied
with profound thoughts. A man's consciousness may be
shining intensely upon any part of his mind as well as

feebly upon the part that he is now talking to you with
or using for his routine work.

\Valt VVhitman, for instance, always felt that part of
his consciousness was with the winds and the great
trees and the sea and earth and surging to and fro with
the great world of men. sharing with them a great com-
tnon life. That is why he cared so little what happened
to his personality. He did not feel it to be the whole of
himself. Himself was that other.that was out abroad
with earth and men and winds and stars. He felt the
spirit of evolution, of expansion. of progress. everywhere.
and felt himself to be part of that spirit. Ilence he
knew that though his body and personality would die
some time. he himself was deathless.

lt depends, you see, upon where you have yourself,
where you live.

Consciousness, the light of knowing by which a man

is conscious. is the man himself. It is usually so entirely
and intensely upon the body and the little personal per-
sonality and the limited brain-mind that it seems to him
as if that were the whole of himself. It is this mistake
that gives rise to all his pain. Whitman never made it.
and we need not. As we stop throwing the spotlight of
attention. of consciousness, on the personality. pain be-
gins to cease and life to get bigger and to fill with exulta-
tion. The new and larger self that we are beginning to
make is soon very much more splendidly interesting to
us than the little old one of personality. The thing is
pure gain at once. though it may take a little time to see it.

Iland over the personality to the rules and duties of
the place you happen to be in, thinking: “I am more
than that.” And with that thought accept what comes:

slights. frictions and all the rest, remaining yourself
as it were apart in peace, looking on. Try it a day and
then a week and so on, trusting that things will somehow
work out all right for you in the long run. And they will.

From the first comes a new sense of freedom, of
growth. like that of a plant taken out of a cellar into
the open air. You begin to understand the great life
opening ahead of you. not to be limited or cut short by
anything—ahead of you and all other men and creatures.

Try a few steps on this path. At first it may seem as

if everything. events and people. were conspiring to hin-
der you. hit you will break through that. and events,
finding you their master. will soon be visibly arranging
themselves to help you. STUDENT

» Go glut

Fear
.

HE further we go in the study of human nature-T a study which begins with the search into our own
natures, the more do we become aware that there is

some power in man which knows in advance of every mis-
fortune that is about to come upon him and is ready
to supply him with the strength to meet it. And more
than that, that is prepared to show him what he can

get out of it to his profit and for his growth.
The way to get the most benefit from this power is he-

lief and trust in it. The way to get little or none is fear
of what may cotne. Fear is the great paralyser of life.
the deadcner of life in body, in mind and in will.

A great general in the field will use a reverse and
somehow make it turn out to his final advantage. But
for that he must be able to depend on his troops not to

get disheartened by the reverse nor to fear one in ad-
vance.

That is the spirit in which to face life.
:\s soon as a man takes up the work of trying to get

fear out of his nature, this power will help him in that
very work. And he will presently find that some situa-
tion that would formerly have paralysed him. has now

only aroused his fullest energies to meet it and deal
with it.

He cannot know of this power till he has begun to
work on himself. and to live. as confidently as if he did
know. Then he becomes more and more certain of it
till at last he finds it as his soul.

The soul is the power that gives power and gives life:
so that its work is exactly opposite to the effects of fear.
No one ever yet got anything good from fear. It is
pure loss. No one ever yet lost anything from the faith
that if he stood upright like a man to face whatever came,
he had the power of the soul to profit by whatever came
and to come through with it -— this side or that of death
—a bigger man.

Let the waves of life, then, come on as they will, angry
or smooth and sun-bathed. VVe can get refreshment
from the one and strength from the struggle with the
other. \Ve are all of us in life’s great school, and may
remember for our encouragement that school-days do
not last forever. S'runE.\'r

.1

\\’I-: cannot kindle when we will
The fire which in the heart resides;
The spirit bloweth and is still;
In mystery our soul abides.
But tasks in hours of insight willed
Can be through hours of gloom fulfilled.
With aching hands and bleeding feet
VVe dig and heap. lay stone on stone:
We bear the burden and the heat
Of the long day and wish 'twere done.

Not till the hours of light return
All we have built do we discern.

— Ilfatthetu Arnold
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The H olly B ough

B Y  CH A R L E S  MA CK A Y

E  who have scorned each other,

O r inj ured friend or brother,

In this fast-fading year;

Y e who, by word or deed,

H ave made a kind heart bleed,

Come gather here.

L et sinned-against and sinning

F orget their strife' s beginning,

A nd j oin in friendship now;

B e links no longer broken,

B e sweet forgiveness spoken

Under the holly bough.

Y e who have loved each other,

S ister and friend and brother,

In this fast-fading year;

Mother and sire and child,

Y oung man and maiden mild,

Come gather here;

A nd let your hearts grow fonder,

A s memory shall ponder

E ach past unbroken vow.

O ld love and younger wooing

A re sweet in the renewing,

Under the holly bough.

Y e who have nourished sadness,

E stranged from hope and gladness,

In this fast-fading year;

Y e with o’ erburthened mind,

Made aliens from your kind,

Come gather here.

L et not the useless sorrow

Pursue you night and morrow;

If e' er you hoped, hope now—

Take heart, uncloud your faces,

A nd j oin in our embraces

Under the holly bough.—  S elected

0'

Prison W ork in S an Diego

N E  of the pleasantest duties which each S unday

0 brings to the R aj a-Y oga students at Point L oma

is the preparation of the little bouq uets and greet-

ing which are put tip for the prisoners in the County

Jail in S an Diego. These fl owers, together with some

literature, are taken to the j ail by one of the older stu;

dents who, after distributing fl oral greetings and reading

matter, furnishes a short musical program. The inmates

of the prison welcome this S unday entertainment as a

token of R aj a-Y oga good-will. The eagerness with which

the men come forward to receive their small bouq uets,

the warmth of their thanks, their close and q uiet atten-

tion to the musical selections, and the hearty thanks

which follow the rendering, all afford evidence that much

more than mere superfi cial pleasure has been aroused.

In fact, the maj ority of them realize these small tokens

for what they are— an effort to show them that de-

spite their mistakes. there are those who have faith in

their possibilities, and who wish to inspire them with the

S ame confi dence in their ability to regain their self“

respect.

W hat Might B e Done

B Y  CH A R L E S  MA chY

H A T might be done if men were wise— —

W hat glorious deeds, my suffering brother,

W ould they unite

In love and right,

A nd cease their scorn of one another?

O ppression’ s heart might be imbued

\Vith kindling drops of loving-kindness

A nd knowledge pour,

F rom shore to shore,

L ight on the eyes of mental blindness.

A ll slavery, warfare, lies, and wrongs,

A ll vice and crime, might die together;

A nd wine and corn,

To each man born

B e free as warmth in summer weather.

The meanest wretch that ever trod,

The deepest sunk in guilt and sorrow,

Might stand erect

In self-respect

A nd share the teeming world tomorrow.

W hat might be done?  This might be done,

A nd more than this, my sulfering brother—

More than the tongue

E ’ er said or sung,

If men were wise and loved each other.—  S elected

J.

O ur Cycles

H E  great law of cycles pertains to every individual

T man in his daily life and thought. E very idea that

you have, every thought, affects your brain and

mind by its impression. That begins the cycle. It may

seem to leave your mind;  apparently it goes out;  but

it returns again under the same cyclic law in some form

either better or worse, and wakes up once more the old

impression. E ven the very feelings that you have of sor-

row or gladness will return inevitably in their cycle. This

is a law that it would do good for everyone to remem-

ber, especially those who have variations of j oy and sor-

row, of ex altation and depression. If when depressed

you would recollect the law and act upon it by creating

another cycle of ex altation, on its returning again with

the companion cycle of lower feeling, it would in no long

time destroy the depressing cycle and raise you to higher

places of happiness and peace. It applies again in mat-

ters of study where we use the intellectual organs only.

W hen a person begins the study of a dilfi cult subj ect or

one more grave than usual, there is a diffi culty in keep-

ing the mind upon it. B ut by persistence a new cycle

is established, which, being kept rolling at last obtains

the mastery. W . Q . JUDGE

6'
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The Holly Bough
BY CHARLES IVIACKAY

E who have scorned each other,
Or injured friend or brother,

In this fast-fading year;
Ye who, by word or deed.

Have made a kind heart bleed,
Come gather here.

Let sinned—ag:1inst and sinning
Forget their strife’s beginning,

And join in friendship now;
Be links no longer broken,

Be sweet forgiveness spoken
Under the holly bough.

Ye who have loved each other,
Sister and friend and brother,

In this fast-fading year;
Mother and sire and child,
Young man and maiden mild,

Come gather here;
And let your hearts grow fonder,

As memory shall ponder
Each past unbroken vow.

Old love and younger wooing
Are sweet in the renewing,

Under the holly bough.
Ye who have nourished sadness,
Estranged from hope and gladness,

In this fast-fading year;
Ye with o’erburthened mind,

Made aliens from your kind,
Come gather here.

Let not the useless sorrow
Pursue you night and morrow;

If e'er you hoped, hope now-
Take heart, uncloud your faces,
And join in our embraces

Under the holly bough.—ScIvcIrd
of

Prison Work in San Diego
NE of the pleasantest duties which each Sunday0 brings to the Raja—Yoga students at Point Loma

is the preparation of the little bouquets and greet-
ing which are put up for the prisoners in the County
Jail in San Diego. These flowers, together with some
literature, are taken to the jail by one of the older stu-
dents who, after distributing floral greetings and reading
matter, furnishes a short musical program. The inmates
of the prison welcome this Sunday entertainment as a
token of Raja-Yoga good-will. The eagerness with which
the men come forward to receive their small bouquets,
the warmth of their thanks, their close and quiet atten-
tion to the musical selections, and the hearty thanks
which follow the rendering, all afford evidence that much
more than mere superficial pleasure has been aroused.
In fact, the majority of them realize these small tokens
for what they are—an efl’ort to show them that de-
spite their mistakes, there are those who have faith in
their possibilities,and who wish to inspire them with the
Same confidence in their ability to regain their self-
respect.

;(;‘u git

What Might Be Done
BY CHARLES M ACKAY

HAT might be done if men were wise-
What glorious deeds, my suffering brother,

Would they unite
In love and right,

And cease their scorn of one another?

Oppression's heart might be imbued
With kindling drops of lo\'ing—kindness

And knowledge pour,
From shore to shore,

Light on the eyes of mental blindness.

All slavery, warfare, lies, and wrongs,
All vice and crime, might die together;

And wine and corn»,
To each man born

Be free as warmth in summer weather.
The meanest wretch that ever trod,
The deepest sunk in guilt and sorrow,

Might stand erect
In self-respect

And share the teeming world tomorrow.

What might be done? This might be done,
And more than this. my suficring brother-

More than the tongue
E'er said or sung.

If men were wise and loved each other.—Selztrtvd
.33

Our Cycles
HE great law of cycles pertains to every individualT man in his daily life and thought. Every idea that
you have, every thought, affects your brain and

mind by its impression. That begins the cycle. It may
seem to leave your mind; apparently it goes out; but
it returns again under the same cyclic law in some form
either better or worse, and wakes up once more the old
impression. Even the very feelings that you have of sor-
row or gladness will return inevitably in their cycle. This
is a law that it would do good for everyone to remem-
ber, especially those who have variations of joy and sor-
row, of exaltation and depression. If when depressed
you would recollect the law and act upon it by creating
another cycle of exaltation, on its returning again with
the companion cycle of lower feeling, it would in no long
time destroy the depressing cycle and raise you to higher
places of happiness and peace. It applies again in mat-
ters of study where we use the intellectual organs only.
Vl/hen a person begins the study of a difficult subject or

one more grave than usual, there is a difficulty in keep-
ing the mind upon it. But by persistence a new cycle
is established, which, being kept rolling at last obtains
the mastery. VV. JUDGE

J
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scriptions for $3.(X). -Ten subscriptions for $5.00.

Money orders and checks should be made payable to THE
NEW WAY, and all subscriptions and correspondence should be
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The N ew W ay Q uote-B ook

TR UE  greatness, in spiritual and in worldly matters,

does not shrink from the minutiae of business, but re-

gards their performance as an act of divine worship.

O F  what bad practice have you cured yourself today?

W hat vice have you resisted?  In what respect are you

better?  R ash anger will be moderated and fi nally cease

when it fi nds itself daily confronted with its j udge.

W hat then, is more useful than this custom of thoroughly

weighing the actions of the entire day?

TH E  universe hits back, says someone. B ut it also

blesses back if it gets the chance. \Vhatsoever a man

soweth, that shall he also reap. The harsh word re-

turns some time— maybe when we have forgotten it;

and so does the kindly.

TH E  day begins —  verily, but what day?  Poor obser-

vation that sees not several opening before us every

morning. The day is not a string of hours;  it is the

man who passes through them. E ach morning, then,

which day will you choose?  In fi ve minutes you have

either made your choice or let it be made for you by

the fi rst thoughts you permit or summon. Create your

sunrise and live all day with the sun, your own private

sun that is always willing to light up heart and mind and

brain and keep them lit.

B ut the other possible days lead to a thousand dark

places of thought and moods, places of shadow you need

never enter. _ _ '  _'

TH E  assassin will tell you, “I murder, it is true, but

at least I do not steal.”  A nd he who has stolen steals

but does not betray;  and he who betrays would at least

not betray his brother. A nd thus does each one cling

for refuge to his last fragment of spiritual beauty. N o

man can have fallen so low but he still has a retreat in

his soul where he shall ever fi nd a few drops of pure

water and be girt up anew with the strength that he

needs to go on with his life.

W E  should never look forward to the chance happen-

ing of some pleasant outer event. It may happen, cer-

tainly, but much more usually it doesn’ t and we are dis—

appointed and have increased the general blankness of

the days. W e should look forward to some internally

satisfactory event and see that it comes— a new step of

growth in will, in self-control, in power to hold peace.

L et us be ex pectant for this. If we treat a few bad,

blank-looking days in this way we shall form a habit

which will make them impossible, will fi ll each opening

day with interest and lead us on to ever more and more

peace and power and happiness, and at last to full light.

IT is not in the power of F ate to prevent a man from

transforming each single afl liction into thoughts, into

feelings_- nd treasure she dare not profane. B e her em—

pire neve ‘ great over all things ex ternal, she always

must halt why she fi nds on the threshold a silent

guardian of' the \lllllel'  life.

Jr) ‘.

.'  ..f a... I.

' 6' ;

H eard This?

“W hen B illinger bought his new house, it was with

the ex press understanding that he should have a room

all of his own —  a den or study.”

“Y es, I know what you mean' . Did he get it?  ”

“Y es;  and his wife furnished it."

“ H ow?  ”

“ W ith a sewing— machine;  a cutting table, two dress-

ers, dummies, three sewing chairs, and a full-length

mirror.”

L awyer: “ Do you drink? ”

W itness (huffy): “That’ s my business.”

L awyer: “ H ave you any other business? ”

“My husband is very abstemious in his smoking. H e

likes a cigar after a good dinner, but I don’ t suppose he

smokes two in a month.”

McTavish and MacPhairson adrift at sea in an open

boat. McTavish, on his knees“: “O  L aird, I ken I' ve

broken maist o’  thy commandments. A nd I’ ve been a

hard drinker, L aird. B ut, O  L aird, if we’ re spared this

time, I promise never— ”  MacPhairson: “I wudna

commit mysel’  ower far, Donald. I think I see land."

A L MO S T IN DE F IN ITE . L andlord: “In one word, when

are you going to pay your arrears?  ”

A uthor: “ I will satisfy your demands as soon as I re-

ceive the money which the publisher will pay me if he

accepts the novel I am going to send him as soon as the

work is fi nished which I am about to commence when I

have found a suitable subj ect and the necessary inspi-

ration.”

Pat was hard at work again in the B aldwin L ocomotive

W orks, when the foreman on his rounds stopped and

eyed him sternly.

“Did yez not receive a letther from me, statin’  yez

was foired? ”  he demanded.

“O i received a letther,”  answered Pat calmly, “the

insoid says O i was foired, but th’ outsoide says ‘ R eturn

in foive days to B aldwin' s,’  so O i’ m back.”

The guide, in referring tO  the E gyptian pyramids.

remarked: “It took hundreds of years to build them.”

“Then it was a government j ob— eh? ”  replied the

wealthy contractor.

A n old lady with a peaked black bonnet got aboard a

Pennsylvania train. S he turned to a boy, and, pointing

to the brake-cord, asked: “W hat’ s that? ”

“That’ s the bell-cord;  it runs into the dining-car."

The old lady hooked the end of her parasol over the

cord and gave it a vigorous j erk. Instantly the brakes

were set and the train came to a stop.

The conductor rushed in and yelled: “\Vho pulled

that cord?  ”

“If you please, a cup of coffee and a ham sandwich,"

replied the nice old lady.
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8 THE NEW WAY
 

The New Way Quote-Book
TRUE greatness, in spiritual and in worldly matters,

does not shrink from the minutiae of business, but re-

gards their performance as an act of (livine worship.
OF what bad practice have you cured yourself today?

What vice have you resisted? In what respect are you
better? Rash anger will be moderated and finally cease

when it finds itself daily confronted with its judge.
What then, is more useful than this custom of thoroughly
weighing the actions of the entire day?

THE universe hits back, says someone. But it also
blesses back if it gets the chance. Whatsoever a man

soweth, that shall he also reap. The harsh word re-

turns some time—maybe when \ve have forgotten it;
and so does the kindly.

THE (lay begins—- verily, but tvliut day? Poor obser-
vation that sees not several opening before us every
morning. The day is not a string of hours; it is the
man who passes through them. Each morning, then,
which day will you choose? In five minutes you have
either made your choice or let it be made for you by
the first thoughts you permit or summon. Create your
sunrise and live all day with the sun. your own private
sun that is always willing to light up heart and mind and
brain and keep them lit.

But the other possible days lead to a thousand dark
places of thought and moods, places of shadow you need
never enter.

. _ g ,_

THE assassin will tell you, “I murder, it is true, but
at least I do not steal." And he who has stolen steals
but does not betray; and he who betrays would at least
not betray his brother. And thus does each one cling
for refuge to his last fragment of spiritual beauty. No
man can have fallen so low but he still has a retreat in
his soul where he shall ever find a few drops of pure
water and be girt up anew with the strength that he
needs to go on with his life.

VVE should never look forward to the chance happen-
ing of some pleasant outer event. It may happen, cer-

tainly, but much more usually it doesn't and we are dis-
appointed and have increased the general blankness of
the days. VVe should look forward to some internally
satisfactory event and sec that it comer-—a new step of
growth in will, in self-control, in power to hold peace.
Let us be expectant for this. If we treat a few bad,
blank-looking days in this way we shall form a habit
which will make them impossible, will fill each opening
day with interest and lead us on to ever more and more

peace and power and happiness, and at last to full light.
IT is not in the power of Fate to prevent a man from

transforming each single affliction into thoughts, into
feelings, nd treasure she dare not profane. P-e her em-
pire neve

_
great over all things rnrlcrnal, she always

must halt ivlgp she finds on the threshold a silent
guardian of:the‘nlner life.

A‘ .-

v .-
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Heard This?
“ VVhen Billinger bought his new house, it was with

the express understanding that he should have a room
all of his own — a den or study.”

“Yes, I know what you mean‘. Did he get it?"
“Yes; and his wife furnished it.”
“ How? ”

“With a sewing—machine,‘ a cutting table, two dress-
ers, dummies, three sewing chairs, and a full-length
mirror.”

Lawyer: “ Do you drink?"
Witness (hufiy) : “ That's my business."
Lawyer: “ Have you any other business? ”

“ My husband is very abstemious in his smoking. He
likes a cigar after a good dinner, but I don't suppose he
smokes two in a month.”

McTavish and MacPhairson adrift at sea in an open
boat. l\lcTavish, on his knees’: “O Laird, I ken I've
broken maist 0’ thy commandments. And I’ve been a
hard drinker, Laird. But, O Laird, if we're spared this
time, I promise never——” MacPhairson: “I wudna
commit mysel’ ower far, Donald. I think I see land."

A'LMos'r INDEFINITE. Landlord: “ In one word, when
are you going to pay your arrears?”

Author: “ I will satisfy your demands as soon as I re-
ceive the money which the publisher will pay me if he
accepts the novel I am going to send. him as soon as the
work is finished which I am about to commence when I
l1ave found a suitable subject and the necessary inspi-
ration.”

Pat was hard at work again in the Baldwin Locomotive
V\/orks, when the foreman on his rounds stopped and
eyed him sternly.

“Did yez not receive a letther from me, statin' yez
was foired.?” he demanded.

“Oi received a letther," answered Pat calmly. “the
insoitl says Oi was foired. but th'outsoide says ‘Return
in foive days to Baldwin's,’ so Oi’m back.”

The guide, in referring to the Egyptian pyramids.
remarked: “It took hundreds of years to build them."

“Then it was a government job—eh?” replied the
wealthy contractor.

An old lady with a peaked black bonnet got aboard a

Pennsylvania train. She turned to a boy, and, pointing
to the brake-cord, asked: "What's that?”

“That's the l)ell~cord; it runs into the dining-car."
The old lady hooked the end of her parasol over the

cord and gave it a vigorous jerk. Instantly the brakes
were set and the train came to a stop.

The conductor rushed in and yelled: “\V'ho pulled
that cord?”

“ If you please, a cup of cofiee and a ham sandwich."
replied the nice old lady.




